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FOREWORD

Over the years IUI has devoted considerable resources to research
under the heading Taxes, Finance and Firm Behavior. Several such
projects are currently in progress.. In the summer of 1978 when the
Institute was about to engage in an international project comparing
capital income in various countries a small seminar was arranged at
the lVI on a similar theme. The papers given at the seminar are
presented in this volume. They cover the research frontier concerning
corporate taxation and firm. behavior-and to some extent also fi
nance.

After considerable updating, extension and revision these papers
are now ready for publication. We are happy to include this volume in
the Institute's conference series. We hope and believe it will catch
considerable attention and interest.

Stockholm, August 1981

Gunnar Eliasson
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Business Taxation, Rates of Re
turn and the Allocation Process

Gunnar Eliasson and Jan Södersten

1 Introduction

The topic of business taxation and firm behavior has been covered
extensively in literature over the years. The problems have been
explored in many directions. The diversity of the subject matter is
mirrored in this volume. The term business taxation is understood
here in a broad sense to include the taxation of capital income by way
of the corporation income tax, the taxation of shareholders' di
vidends and capital gains, as weIl as the taxation or subsidization of
the firms' wage costs.

An important aim of this conference was to frame a set of relevant
problems from the point of view of important policy issues. Para
mount among those discussed was the allocation and efficiency
effects of traditional schemes of business taxation. Several
approaches to this problem appear in this volume. Four papers,
ranging from the Feldstein, Green and Sheshinski general equilib
rium analysis on a high level of abstraction to Rolf Rundfelt's down to
earth calculations of effective rates of return on the Swedish stock
market, represent the time-honored approach of analyzing the rate of
return effects of existing (and possible) tax structures. Contributians
by McLure, Lodin, and Carlson and Hufbauer explore efficiency
aspects from the point ofview of different institutionai arrangements.

A novel "experimental" third approach is outlined in the paper by
Eliasson and Lindberg. Here tax induced effects on allocation, stabil
ity and economic growth are studied in an explicit micro market
context. Quantification is made possible through the use of the IUI
micro-to-macro simulation model of a Swedish-like economy. These
problems link directly to those of Y~ander, who brings up important
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and so far largely overiooked questions of how various taxation
regimes affect the stability properties of an economic system~

Policy issues of different kinds are raised in the papers by Bishop
and Haveman, and Holmiund. These contributions provide theore
tical and empirical appraisals of recent schemes to stabilize and
promote employment by subsidizing the firms' wage costs.

The rapid growth of international trade during the post-war period
and the emerging importance of the multinational corporation and an
international credit market in linking the industrialized economies
together have made the international side of business taxation impor
tant both as a real economic factor and as a matter of economic and
political debate. This development is indeed reflected in the papers
presented in this conference volume. Our brief review in the follow
ing sections of this introduction makes it quite clear that an interna
tional theme runs through most of the papers. As a consequence we
have chosen to pay special attention to a particular aspect of the
international side of business taxation, namely the importance of
international markets in determining the rate of return requirement
for domestic investments.

2 Taxation and the rate of return

Basic in received theory is the notion that private investment deci
sions are taken so as to equate the marginal rates of return for
alternative uses of capital and that the supply of savings to the
economy may depend on the rate of return received by savers. Hence,
a large part of the literature on capital income taxation has been
devoted to the rate of return effects of taxation.' Four papers directly
address this issue-how do tax wedges affect the cost of capital and
how is this effect transmitted through the investment and financing
decisions to the owners of equity and debt?

Feldstein, Green and Sheshinski (111:4) restrict their general
equilibrium analysis to an economy that grows at an exogenously
given fixed rate and with a fixed savings rate-implying a constant
marginal productivity of capita!. All business activity is assumed to
take on a corporate form, using debt and equity as financial instru
ments. Assuming the costs to firms ~f debt and equity financing to be
increasing functions of the debt-equity ratio, there is in this model
world a unique debt-equity ratio minimizing the cost of capita!. They
introduce a corporation income tax, a personal income tax and a
preferential tax treatment of capital gains. The corporate income tax
of course reduces the net yield on equity. Less obviously, however, is
that the net rate of interest received by bondholders falls.
. The implication is that the burden of the corporation income tax
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will be borne by both debt and equity investors. This tax structure,
furthermore, is shown to substantially distort the financial behavior
of firms, inducing them to substitute debt for equity and to reduce the
dividend payout rate.

The F, G & S (111:4) study, albeit based on several restrictive
assumptions, provides a good starting point for further analysis. The
authors touch upon the possibility of introducing a variable (interest
elastic) savings rate and a non-corporate sector. The corporation tax
within such a framework is expected to reduce net yields on both
equity and debt and to distort intersectoral as weIl as intertemporal
resource allocation.

Bergström and Södersten (111:5) start from a somewhat different
end. They assume market yields on equity and debt to be determined
exogenously in world capital markets open to firms-but not to
individual investors. For a small, open economy with the particular,
regulatory set up of Sweden this assumption is appropriate.

Changes in the corporation tax rate, therefore, do not affect these
exogenous market returns. After tax returns to owners of equity and
debt, however, are reduced by the personal income tax. Individual
investors by assumption have no alternatives, national or internation
al, to avoid a general personal income tax that applies to all sources of
household income.

Some effects of double taxation of corporate source income on the
capital cost and the tax differentials between the corporate and
non-corporate sectors of the economy implied are analyzed by Berg
ström and Södersten (111:5). They choose to derive the tax burden on
corporate source income directly from the cost of capital of the firm,
defined as the lowest pre-tax rate of return on new investment that
maximizes stockholders' wealth. The total effective marginal tax rate
on capital income from the corporate sector is determined simply by
comparing stockholders' after tax yield on equity investment with the
firm's cost of capita!.'

The Bergström and Södersten analysis provides a framwork for
appreciating the allocation effects of the classical system of double
taxation. Firstly, the tax differential between the corporate and non
corporate sectors of the economy turns out to be a somewhat ambig
uous concept, varying in sign and size according to the income leveIs
of the "representative" shareholder. Secondly, it is clear that the
present preferential tax treatment of capital gains makes it consider
ably more expensive--on the average-to use new share capital
rather than retained earnings as a source of finance.

A common feature of earlier attempts to determine the differential
tax burden on corporate income, is the ad hoc assumption that
retention of corporate profits gives rise to capital gains on a one-for-
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one basis. By this assumption-appearing, Le. in the F, G & S (111:4)
paper in this volume-the tax burden on retained earnings has been
identified with the tax on capital gains. .

B & S (111:5), however, demonstrate that this one-to-one assump
tion is not tenable in view of the preferential tax treatment of capital
gains. In fact, it may be quite rationai for a management to undertake
investments that produce less than a dollar's worth of capital gains for
the marginal dollar of retention.

These theoretical conclusions by B & S are supported by the
empirical findings in Rundfelt's paper (IV: 10). Rundfelt shows that
the market value of equity for major Swedish engineering companies
quoted on the Swedish stock exchange corresponds to roughly one
half of its replacement value in the mid 1970's. This figure may be
compared to the "marginal rate of substitution of dividends for
capital gains" as derived by B & S (111:5). Given a marginal individual
income tax rate of 60% and a capital gains tax rate of 20%-not
unreasonable for Sweden-plow back would be worth-while from the
point of view of the owners of equity even if the marginal dollar of
retention produced as little as 50 cents worth of capital gains. This is
one way of demonstrating the static misallocation effects inherent in
the business taxation systems of most industrialized countries. The
dynamic side of this allocatian effect including as weIl the total growth
effect of keeping labor locked up in inefficient low profit plants as
long as current costs are covered will be discussed below in the
context of Eliasson's and Lindberg's (IV:11) paper.

Market and replacement values in Rundfelt's calculations appear
to have developed in Sweden along roughly paraIlei paths from the
beginning of the 1950's till the mid 1960's. From· this time, however,
replacement values have grown at a considerably faster rate than
market values. Whether changes in the tax rates on dividend income
and capital gains-which are the crucial parameters in the B & S
(111:5) analysis-over this period have contributed to this develop
ment remains an open question. Rundfelt rather emphasizes the
combined effect of inflation and the predominantly nominal individ
ual and corporate tax systems when explaining the poor performance
of the stock market in Sweden during the 1970's. We will return to this
issue below.

Inflation and capital cost is also the theme of the second paper by
Bergström and Södersten (111:7). They assume, as before, exoge
nously given market yields on equity and debt but add the assump~ion

that market yields in real terms are invariant of inflation. The conclu
sion is that inflation affects the real cost of capital through several
counteracting factors. Capital cost is (1) raised because depreciation
allowances are based on historical costs and because shareholders are
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taxed on nominal gains on corporate stock, and (2) lowered when the
firm is allowed to deduct the nominal cost of debt and when sharehol
ders are fully taxed for the nominal rate of return on alternative
financial investments. The net outcome is an empirieal question. For
reasonable assumptions, total real capital eost will fall as a result of
inflation.

It is interesting to note that Rundfelt (IV:I0) eomes to the opposite
conclusion, namely that capital cost will rise as a result of inflation.
Rundfelt's discussion is, for one thing, limited to the eost of finaneing
through equity capita!. Secondly, he introduces the crucial assump
tion that the a/ter tax real rate of return required by the shareholders
remains unaffected by inflation (and taxation). Bergström and Söder
sten, on the other hand, assume the market yield ·on equity to be
constant in real terms. The combined effect of inflation and the
nominal system of individual income taxation is then to lower real
after tax returns to equity. Which of these alternative assumptions
producing different results as to the effects of inflation on capital
cost-is the most reasonable one is of course an empirical question. In
section 4 of this introduction, we shall deal explicitly with this critical
issue.

Several of the papers appearing in this volume present ways of
eliminating the distorting effects on resource allocation brought
about by inflation-via the tax system-and by the double taxation of
corporate soureeincome. Bergström and Södersten (111:7) point out
that different norms can be used to eliminate such effects. Govern
ments in many countries, e.g. Sweden, consciously intervene in the
market resource allocatian process to promote industrial investment
in particular by various schemes of aecelerating depreeiation allow
ances. B & S begin their analysis from a capital cost norm caleulated
at zero inflation. If investment ineentives are to be unaffected at the
zero inflation standard both the eorporate and the personal tax sys
tems would have to be changed. On the corporate taxation side, the
book value on whieh depreciation charges are caleulated must be
adjusted for price changes and the deductability of interest costs
restricted to the real rate of interest. For personal taxation, stock
holders must be taxed only for the real rate of return on alternative
investments and for real capital gains on corporate stock. In short, all
the stock and flow accounts on the corporate and the personal side
would have to be adjusted for inflation. In return, capital costs and
investments would still be a function of the tax system, but it would be
independent of the rate of inflation.

The efficieney problems raised by Feldstein et al (111:4) and B & S
(111:5) with regard to the double taxation of corporate source income
provide the starting point for the paper by McLure (11:2) on tax
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integration. Writing against the background of current VS debate
McLure presents the case for integrating the personal and co.rporate
income taxes to obtain equity and economic neutrality of taxation.
He warns, though, that there is little direct evidence on just how
integration will affect vital issues like capital accumulation, the finan
cial policies of firms and the behavior of financial investors of various
kinds.

Full integration, under which corporate source income would be
taxed only to the shareholders, is pointed out to suffer from severe
practical difficulties. Some of its advantages could be realized
through dividend relief, McLure argues. At the firm level, dividend
relief can be accomplished by granting a deduction for dividends paid
or through the 'use of a lower corporate tax rate on distributed·
earnings. At the shareholder level, there is the alternative possibility
of allowing a dividend-received credit for corporate taxes imputed to
have been paid on shareholders' behalf.

In his appraisal of the feasibility of integration McLure pays par
ticular interest to the problems posed by tax preferences, Le. provi
sions reducing the effective rate of tax on the economic income of
firms below the statutory rate. At the heart of the matter is the
question whether tax preferences should be passed through to the
shareholders or be nullified when preference income is distributed.
the logic of full integration according to McLure, would seem to
require that corporate shareholders receive the same benefit from the
preferences as they could realize on the same income obtained
through e.g. a partnership. It appears, however, that the countries
that currently provide dividend relief, largely for administrative
reasons, rather have chosen to nullify tax preferences for distributed
earnings.

3 Tax diserimination and diiTerentiation-international aspects

Most industrialized countries have adopted very similar taxation
schemes for business income. This is an important notation when we
are interested in the overall functioning of the industrialized econo
mies. There is, however, enough country to country variations be
tween the taxation schemes, to allow observation of differential
effects between countries. From this we can both learn how to im
prove the systems and gather more empirical knowledge about the
overall tax effects. e.g. on investment. Not least important are the
political and equity issues raised by different tax schemes in a world
economy that is now very integrated in the investment, production
and financial dimensions.

As noted by Lodin (11:3) it is very important to spell out one's
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concern before starting the investigation. One important question is
whether we are worried about the real (investment, trade, produc
tion) effects of the tax regimes or whether the "fairness" problem is
the one discussed. The equitable distribution of profits within, say a
multinational corporation, is by definition an arbitrary thing. One
may ?bserve the actual distribution via open rearrangements in finan
cial structure and in cash flows. The distribution is, however, also
affected by the actual internaI price system used. What is fair here and
what is rational from a management point of view is quite arbitrary
and it depends on the situation of the firm. Hence these systems often
differ between firms (Eliasson, 1976a) and there is no objective way
to assess the effects on the distribution of profits.

On the whole, and leaving aside that particular and odd tax rules in
some countries are often mirrored in the company accounts, Lodin
finds little cause for concern. Tax planning seems to have influenced
the pattern of financial flows with international companies to a li
mited extent only.

Even though common sense argument coupled with reported ex
perience suggest that more important real effects on investment and
production should be even smaller, the problem is still there to be
investigated. Heavy and/or discriminatory taxation may affect the
investment decision. However, and this would be one argument, the
investment decisian will not be altered to secure an uncertain, a minor
and perhaps temporary tax advantage. This is at least the results often
reported from studies on the effects of regional investment incen
tives.

The effects of taxation upon international resource allocation are
discussed also in McLure's (11:2) paper on tax integration. McLure
argues that in an international setting, tax integration, for instance
dividend relief, must be based on the rate of tax in the country of
residence of the corporation paying dividends across national bor
ders. This is so in order not to distort the international allocation of
capital. This result is achieved automatically when dividend relief is
accomplished at the corporation level. Using the imputation credit
system, i.e. placing the reduction of the tax burden on dividends at
the shareholder level, is more complicated internationally . In order
not to affect investors' decisions on where to invest, gross up and
credit must then be based on the source country's tax rate. If it is not,
relief would be given for taxes not paid or be less than taxes paid;
hence recource allocation would be affected. This is actually one
theme of Carlson and Hufbauer (11:1).

Carlson and Hufbauer (11:1) commence their paper by explaining
how nations have come to adopt border adjustment rules to address
both the threat of international double taxation and of fiscal avoid-
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ance. They begin by bringing the problems associated with the border
adjustment rules currently in use to the surface. They then proceed to
discuss the formula apportionment principle by which a portion of a
multinational corporation's total taxable income is assigned to a
particular jurisdiction (nation, ~tc.) based on some measure of the
corporation's activity in that particular jurisdiction. On balance they
come out strongly critical of the formula apportionment method both
on grounds of fairness and the real effects. Formula apportionment
may erode the tax revenues of a nonformula tax credit country,
Carlson and Hufbauer argue, and may force other countries to retali
ate by adopting the formula scheme.

The real effects of formula taxation may be substantiaI. Competing
firms in the same industry may be subject to quite different rates of
taxation on their income, depending e. g. on the position of their sister
firms located in other jurisdictions. Carlson and Hufbauer also note
that formula appointment interferes with the disciplinary mechanism
inherent in Tiebout's (1956) famous principle, i. e. firms and indi
viduals can vote with their feet vis-a-vis public bodies and leave the
jurisdictions if they are better structured to their preferences else
where. A corporation established in a formula jurisdiction may find,
e.g., as it acquires affiliates in other jurisdictions, that its tax liability
in the formula jurisdiction increases, although income earned there is
unchanged.

From an equitability point of view the effects of formula apportion
ment are not in conformance with principles of fairness generally
applied in the context of taxation. One can argue, however, (Elias
son, 1972) along traditional, theoreticallines that the formula appor
tionment principle, albeit unfair, may be an efficient and beneficial
device for both the national economy and the global economy, since it
helps to drive inefficient firms out of business. Furthermore, the idea
of formula taxation in fact implies that tax assessment and taxation of
the entire multinational corporation is the task of an international
institution, authorized by the national tax bodies, leaving the prob
lem of dividing up the total tax cake to the participating countries and
the multinational company alone.

4 The rate of return requirement-an international pivot variable?

The choice of discount rate for the investment decision is crucial to
the theoretical and empirical results on business behavior in general
and responses to taxation in particular. Where and how is this rate of
return requirement determined? To what extent does the discount
rate represent an internationally determined reference criterion in
terfering with national ambitions to redistribute income, through the
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dependence of investment decisions on the after tax rate of return?
The papers which we reviewed in section 2, differ in their assump

tions on this issue. The framework of a closed, all corporate economy
with a fixed supply of savings, set up by Feldstein-Green-Sheshinski
(111:4), precludes any adjustments in the volume and composition of
real investment on the part of the owners of capital in response to
lowered after tax rates of return. In our terminology, this may be
phrased as an assumption that the owners of capital-for lack of
alternatives-react to taxation by reducing their (after tax) rate of
return requirements enough to keep the rate of real investment
unchanged.

In Bergström and Södersten (111:5), on the other hand, market
rates of return on equity and debt are exogenous and independent of
the domestic corporate tax rate. The effect of corporate taxation,
hence, is to raise before tax rate of return requirements-the cost of
capital-on equity financed real investment. B & S, furthermore,
assume that household investors (as in Sweden) have no alternatives,
national or international, to avoid the individual income tax. Though
reducing the net return on corporate shareholdings, the individual
income tax reduces the after t~x returns on alternative investments as
weIl, and therefore the after tax required rate of return. With un-

I

changed tax differentials between dividends and capital gains,
changes. in the individual income tax then have no effect upon the
firm's before tax cost of capital.

A third set of assumptions on the determinants of the rate of return
requirements appears in Rundfelt's paper (IV:I0). He emphasizes
that households invest in a wide range of assets including as weIl real
estate, consumer durables, art and antiques. lt is thus reasonable,
Rundfelt argues, to assume a given after tax rate of return require
ment. The firm's before tax cost of capital is then inflated by corpo
rate as weIl as personal income taxation.

How to choose between these last two alternative assumptions on
the relationship between taxation and rate of return requirements is
of course an empirical question.

For a small open economy, like Sweden, much may be said for the
assumption that after tax rate of return requirements are largely
unrelated to changes in the corporation income tax. There are several
reasons for this. Even though capital flows aeross Swedish borders
are subject to formal controis, eurrent practiee of the currency au
thorities is such that foreign direct investments by Swedish firms may
be carried out practicaIly unhindered. Firms, furthermore, are
aIlowed to repatriate profits in foreign 'operations with ownership
shares exceeding 25%, without being taxed. Hence, it is reasonable
to assume that firms do compare the rate of return after corporation
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income tax on new investment in Sweden with the rate of return on
the same investment if carried out abroad.

Admittedly, the real and financial flows that are affected by iIiter
national direct investment are quite small relative to the total Swedish
economy. The point is, however, that Swedish firms operating under
international competition must require approximately the same rate
of return on their investment as their competitors in order to be able
to keep on investing and growing on par with their competitors in the
long rune

A second important factor, forcing an international rate of return
standard on Swedish firms has to do with the increased financial
integration of the Swedish economy with the rest of the world.
Reliance .upon long term foreign borrowing has increased. Interest
sensitive short term credit transactions (largely associated with the
financing of trade) have grown rapidly throughout the postwar
period. Through the postwar development of an international credit
system, the handling of credit transactions in massive volumes have
been made extremely efficient. This makes the credit markets of most
industrialized countries part of the international credit system, rather
than individual, isolated markets, as many policy authorities would
like them to be.

The combined effect of adjusting the domestic interest rate to
internationally determined costs of finance in general and of the
possibility to choose alternative-foreign or domestic-Iocations for
real investment in particular, provides strong arguments for the view
that after tax rate of return requirements of Swedish firms are largely
unrelated to variations in the Swedish corporation tax.

Empirical verification of the notion of an internationally deter
mined rate of return reference obviously is difficult. The usual
approach to this issue has been to compare ex post profitability
between industries and between individual firms in different coun
tries, though there are several problems involved in this. For one
thing, an ex ante rate of return concept is needed, while actual data on
profitability refer to the outcoine of past performance. Secondly,
there is the problem of measurement. Valuation standards and tax
motivated accounting practices vary between countries in away that
complicates comparison.

Figure 1 presents some results of recent comparative work on pro
fitability performance in the VS, UK and Sweden. With due reserva
tions for the difficulties of principle and measurement involved,
there is a clear indication of a common trend in the development of
profitability. If the rate of return on capital has in fact followed a
downward trend for the last 20 years, it has been a common feature
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Figure 1. Real rates oj return on total assets beJore tax in US, UK and
Swedish manufacturing
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among the industrialized nations. 1

As pointed out, Rundfelt (IV:10) bases his work on the strong
assumption that the household's after tax yield on corporate equities
is given independently of the tax system. The before tax cost of equity
capital in his analysis is then inflated to allow for both corporate and
personal' income taxation.

Rundfelt's assumption would seem to require the existence of a
sector of the economy where the .return on capital accrues to the
investors untouched by taxation and where investment opportunities
are completely elastic in supply. Alternatively , one might think of the
households as responding to lower prospective, after tax yields by
increasing consumption.

Actual tax regimes seem to cluster somewhere between Rundfelt's
extreme position which actually implies that capital income cannot be
taxed at all and the position held by Bergström and Södersten,
namely that the (nominal) return on alternative investments is fully
taxed as income.

The Swedish tax system provides a good illustration to the difficul
ties that may be involved when trying to generalize about the tax
treatment of the return on alternative investments. When investing in

1 This downward trend is, however, not empirically established beyond doubt. See for
instance Nordhaus (1974), Feldstein and Summers (1978), and Bergström and Söder
sten (1979).
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assets other than corporate equity, households are faced with a wide
variety of effective tax rates ranging from full taxation of no~inal

rates of return to no taxation at all. The spread of effective tax rates,
furthermore, has increased dramatically with the surge of inflation
during the 1970's reflecting the existing mix of nominal and real rules
of taxation.

.In summing up, it seems reasonable to conclude that the after tax
rate of return requirements face by firms in a small open economy like
Sweden are invariant with respect to changes in the domestic corpora
tion income tax. By way of foreign direct investment and the interna
tional credit system the international rate of return reference steps
right into domestic investment decisions. It moves investments
throughout the world economy (not only the small fraction invested
by international firms) in accordance with a similarly determined
standard and so tends to equalize real rates of return aeross countries
as weIl (cf Figure 1). It also forces the domestic interest spectrum
eloser to the international one, and this is probably what has forced
many European countries to abandon immediate postwar "low in
terest policies" during the 60's, paraIlei to the development of an
international credit system.

The role played by household taxation for the before tax eost of
capital is harder to appreciate. The broad range of alternatives to
investment in eorporate equities with varying tax treatment available
to the household implies, on the one hand, that the close link between
income taxation and the required after tax yield on equities-as
assumed by B & S-is relaxed.2 On the other hand, it would certainly
be going too far to overlook eompletely the existenee of such a link by
assuming the after tax required yield to be given independently of
personal-as well as corporate-income taxation.

5 Taxes on and subsidies of wage costs

Profitability is a critical variable in the growth process of a firm.
Capital eosts and prospeetive retUrns are matehed in the investment
decision and profits appear again as a flow of financing. However,
before that, profits can be broken down into components among
whieh wages playa erueial role. Wages are nor independent of the
investment deeision in the long term, neither is the investment deci
sion in the short term independent of wages and various taxes that
apply to wages.

2 White constituting a reasonable norm of comparison for the high level of abstraction
chosen for their analysis, Bergström and Södersten point out that this assumption
obviously may be questioned, bearing in mind, e.g., that capital gains on alternative
investments open to households often receive a preferential tax treatment.
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With the rising ambitions of economic policy during the 1970's and
the demands for financing public setor growth the tools of public
policy have been increasingly more diversified. The process of diver
sification has encompassed, as weIl, the area of business taxation.
Going beyond traditional endeavors to promote capital formation by
various schemes of investment incentives different forms of negative
payroll tax arrangements by way of subsidizing wage costs have been
used to stabilize and promote employment.

Payroll taxes in various shapes have been used extensively and for a
long time in many countries to curtail private demand to "finance"
growth of the public sector. Relying upon the notion of an inelastic
supply of labor, taxes on the wage bill are believed-at least in the
long run-not to affect totalIabor costs. That totaliabor costs to the
firms remain unaffected, implies, of course, that the burden--()r
incidence--()f the payroll tax is on the wage earners. No effects on
employment and profits would then be expected in the long term.

Fairly dramatic increases in unemployment have taken place dur
ing the past decade throughout most of the industrialized market
economies. These practical experiences, together with persistent and
sometimes aggravated inflationary problems have occurred simul
taneously with new developments in the theory of inflation and
unemployment. The new theoretical results, corroborated by numer
ous econometric tests, have-inter alia-implied a rejection of the
naive Phillips curve hypothesis. The mainstream view in the late 70's
considers the long run Phillip& curve to be vertical~r at least much
steeper than the short run relationship.

These developments in theory and practice have produced in
creased scepticism against traditional demand management pro
grams and caused awakened interest in selective employment pol
icies. The persistence of significant seetoraI unemployment differ
ences-among regions or demographic groups-have reinforced this
interest. Several Western governments have undertaken various pro
grams of employment subsidization in recent years. Among the
schemes considered are marginal employment subsidies, where sub
sidies are paid for increases in employment only. Most of the pro
grams in operation are temporary in nature, introduced as contracy
clical devices. There exist, however, also permanent schemes, e.g.
the Swedish regional employment premium. They all represent
attempts to find means to reduce employment without increasing
inflation.

In this volume Bertil Holmiund (111:8) examines the effects of
marginal employment subsidies in apartial microeconomic setting.
The question is how the recruiting behavior of a profit maximizing
firm is affected over time when adjustment costs with respect to labor
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are assumed. The basic message is that a rising· subsidy leads to a
higher equilibrium level of employment regardless of whether tp.e
firm is on a growing or a contractive path. Some characteristic institu
tionai details of subsidy programs are studied as weIl, including in
particular the effects of subsidy thresholds.

Bishop and Haveman (IV:9) in their study of targeted wage sub
sidies for the VS economy, commence by examining the rationale for
such policies. Two aspects are emphasized: The subsidy of produc
tion costs may be passed on to consumers in lower prices and this
temporary reduction in inflation may lower subsequent rounds of
wage increases, thus curtailing long run price development. The
second component stressed by Bishop and Haveman is the possibility
to concentrate employment stimulus to groups of workers in relative
ly elastic supply.

The empirical part of the Bishop-Haveman contribution deals with
a particular wage subsidy scheme for the VS economy, namely the
New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC). By way of time series analysis the
authors exarnine the assumptions that this scheme stimulates employ
ment, decreases hours worked per week and reduces product prices
for the construction, retailing and wholesale industries.

By reducing labor costs at the margin, .price pressures will be
reduced and the temporary reduction in inflation may lower the next
round ofwage increases. Furthermore, a targeted subsidy confined to
particular types of labor might be used to stimulate employment for
workers that are in relatively elastic supply. Such targeting would
increase the total supply of factors of production and therefore poten
tial GNP.

The VS NJTC-scheme from 1977 offered a tax credit of 50% of the
first $ 200 of wages per employee for increases in employment ofmore
than 2% over the previous year.

A priori expectations were that such credits should stimulate em
ployment, decrease hours worked per week and reduce product
prices of the subsidized industries. The time series analysis of the
construction, retailing and wholesailing industries contained in the
final section of the paper strongly supports these hypotheses. The
results of Bishop and Haveman suggest that the NJTC was responsi
ble for between 150,000-670,000 of tl:te more than one million in
crease in employment that occurred between mid-1977 and mid-1978
in the construction and retailing industries. Similar analyses indicate
that by June 1978, NJTC had produced roughly a 1 percentage point
reduction in the margin between retail and wholesale prices of com
modities.
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6 Economic systems stability and taxation

The built-in stabilizing effects of public budgets have been treated
extensively in literature. The possible destabilizing effects of taxes
and subsidies in individual markets have received practically no
attention. To some extent lack of suitable analytical tools is the
reason. The strong tendency towards higher taxing ambitions and fast
growing public sectors throughout the industrialized world has made
the actual policy problems acute. A neweconomie situation has
accentuated the need for better and more relevant theory.

Ysander (111:6) approaches these problems through a single mar
ket analysis. He observes that practically allliterature on the effects
of taxation hinges on the implicit assumption that rules of taxation are
determined once and for all, while many of the important problems
associated with taxes occur because the rules are changed frequently
or because factors like inflation change the economic content of the
tax rules in unpredictable ways.

The starting-point for Ysander's argument is that stability prob
lems have gradually taken on serious proportions in the real world
around us. This hurts the predictive power of received theory.

The common approach to systems stability analysis in literature has
been in the Walrasian-Arrow-Hahn tradition. A Walrasian economy
has a rubber band quaiity when forced to deviate from its equilibrium
(fix) point. The model economy is assumed to be such that it returns
to this same equilibrium point without moving the point in the pro
cess. Alternatively the analysis consists in ascertaining the conditions
under which this same result occurs. Most models of the Walrasian
type specify market price movements as functions of excess demand.
Stability or convergence back to the equilibrium fix point, requires
that agents each point in time accept prevailing disequilibrium prices
as if they are equilibrium prices or believe them to be. A second
requirement is that the adjustment step size be small enough not to
generate excessive overshooting of the equilibrium point.

Third, some links across markets are needed to ensure that the
adjustment (convergence) process in one market does not blow other
markets .out of equilibrium. Obviously the analytical problem can
take on formidable proportions and there are various analytical "de
vices" to enforce stability, like disregarding other markets or across
market linkages or assuming no endogenous price adjustment to the
policy parameter change. The problem, however, is that one can
easily stage fl case for tax induced market instability for several
relevant problems related to this volume. One such problem, that we
return to in the next section has to do with the relative rate of return
spectrum in the Swedish economy. Tax wedges between the stock
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market and the property market and inflation in combination can
affe,ct stock prices in an erratic fashion and disturb the investment
allocation mechanism.

While Ysander (111:6) deals with the stability issue at grass root
leveis, Eliasson and Lindberg (IV:11) bring the problem from the
micro level all the way up to the rnacro "systems" level.

With discretely formulated theories and micro agents operating in
markets, as in the micro to macro model used by Eliasson and
Lindberg, the total macro stability problem, even though mOTe com
plex, can be quantified and placed in a grid of good quality micro
statistical information.

A unique equilibrium point does not exist in this model, but rather
a bounded multidimensional region of convergence. What Arrow
Hahn (1971) caIl stability in Liapunov's sense (or maybe even more
a~equatelywhat La Salle-Lefschetz (1961) caU "practical stability")
prevails if the economy stays within a bounded region. Within the
dornain of the micro to macro model the uniqueness of the equilib
rium point is removed allowing for an endogenous relative and abso
lute price adjustment (due to structural change as weIl as short term
cyclical factors) and having structural change in turn depend endoge
n<?usly on relative price change. From a pure mathematical point of
view systems of such dynamic complexity do not generaUy have one
unique (stable) optimum to move around. Hence, interest focuses on
how the system behaves relative to a Liapunov type of stability
region. The factors determinating systems behavior relative to that
region, however, are the same as those treated in the earlier static
equilibrium approaches to disequilibrium analysis; namely the way
agents (1) interpret recorded market prices (expectations side) type
of (2) across market interdependence, adjustment (3) step size and
(in addition) (4) speed of response. Eliasson and Lindberg (IV:11)
have found here that certain structural specifications of the economy
may be extra sensitive to price shocks of a certain size and type under
some market characteristics in the four senses above. This is so, if the
Salter structure of one large market, or several markets, is too flat, or
if markets are very integrated through a speedy arbitrage mechanism
(like the labor market) with a tendency to large and/or fast step
adjustments in response to outside pri~e shocks. If biased in favor of
one or a couple of industries and negatively to the rest a whole sector
~an suddenly collapse, with a dramatic change in supply conditions
that throws prices into a state of disequilibrium, i.e. out of the
Liapunov region, if narrow enough. Return to 'the same stability
region may not occur or take a long time, since erroneous investment
and supply reactions on the part of firms in the short term may keep
moving the economy in the wrong direction for years.
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Under such disequilibrium circumstances it has proved difficult
(even in the fairly simple micro to macro modelling world) to design
policies to remedy the situation faster and better than simply sitting
back and allowing the model economy to adjust on its own. Policy
devices to smooth the transition by slowing down structural change
may even prolong and worsen the agony of adjustment, especially if
the origin of the problems is of the built-in tax wedge kind.

7 AlIocation through markets

The efficiency aspect of taxation focuses attention on how current
practice of taxing capital income inserts various "tax wedges" be
tween the costs of finance to the investors and the return received by
savers, affecting the financial decisions of firms and biasing the rate of
return between firms and between different sectors of the economy.
Most papers in this volume are directly or indirectly related to these
aspects of the allocation process.

Several studies reveal that p~ssibilitiesof deferring tax payments to
some degree characterize corporate tax systems in most industrial
ized countries. In Sweden at least, this possibility has been used
mainly by firms reporting large profits on their existing stocks of
capita!. Hence, a conservative trait is built into the system. Histori
cally well-performing firms benefit from lower capital costs and grea
ter financing resources. One cannot know for sure that superior ex
post performance guarantees good future performance, especially in
times of great structural economic changes, when current relative
prices ~ay· be bad predictors of long run future relative prices.
Eliasson and Lindberg (IV:11) elaborate this observation by conclud
ing that it may not matter so much from an efficiency point of view if
firms invest in the wrong markets. The large misallocation effects
stem from the fact that they keep producing in the misallocated
investment facilities by tying up labor and maintaining artificially
high wage leveIs, that make it difficult for expanding firms to pull out
locked in labor through wage offers.

The extreme and inflationary market situation created under such
circumstances by a progressive income taxation system is addressed
by Ysander (111:6). One would suspect by analogy that the wage
subsidyand maintenance programs discussed by both Bishop and
Havell).an (IV:9) and Holmiund (111:8) further aggravate this situa
tion and even more so the extreme individual firm subsidization
programs now so prevalent in Europe.

Locking-in effects of the corporate income tax are reinforced by
the double taxation of corporate source profits discussed by McLure
(11:2), and Bergström and Södersten (111:5). Since the total tax
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burden on corporate source income varies, depending on how profits
are used by the firms-for retention or dividends-there is a strong
incentive for firms to "withhold" some of their internai resources in
the form of retained earnings rather than having them routed 100
percent through a capital market screening process. Putting it dif
ferently, the preferential tax treatment of capital gains makes it
considerably less expensive to finance investments through retained
earnings than through new issues of equity capital.

Capital gains, income and corporate income taxation combined
constitute powerful and differentiated tax wedges, that discriminate
between household investments in nominal bank deposits, shares and
property. These wedges have been further enlarged by inflation and
especially so in a country like Sweden where exemptions from full
taxation of household interest income on bank accounts, Govern
ment bonds etc. are few and minimal, capital gains taxation on shares
is not generous and capital gains tax rules on real estate are indexed.
The dichotomy in capital gains taxation between shares and real
estate (see Rundfelt, IV:10) means that the higher inflation the more
profitable for private investors to allocate resources to property
investments even though relative real, before tax returns to invest
ments do not change. Eliasson and Lindberg (IV:11) demonstrate in
addition that the higher inflation the more difficult for firms to
maintain normal, before tax rates of return to investments due to
disturbances in the market pricing mechanisms. The two effects
together may contribute to an overall allocation of resources that is
strongly detrimental to economic growth and even destabilizing (see
Ysander, 111:6).

Few empirical studies have been made but inditect evidence sup
ports a strong tendency of households towards inflationary hedging in
property as far as their long term investments go. The large number of
summer houses in the Swedish country side and the absence of a
working venture market for share capital may be more due to tax
wedges that make this type of consumption relatively inexpensive
than to particular Swedish consumer preferences. A bias towards
property investments reduces both incentives and credit market re
sources available for investments in industry. The importance of the
stock market as an allocator of ventu:re capital is correspondingly
reduced.

The tax wedge problem turns acute when very steep progressive
income scales on earned income and a sudden and permanent change
in the international market situation combine, as during the second
half of the seventies for Swedish companies. Attempts to reallocate
labor through after tax wage incentives become very costly indeed,
when expressed on a before tax basis. Reallocation of capital is
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hampered by a generous business taxation system that favors indige
nous plow back of profits. Tax discrimination against traditional
household saving in banks and shares, as argued, both in Ysander
(III:6) and in Eliasson and Lindberg (IV: 11), indirectly affects the
stability of the entire economy. The total tax wedge effect is a flow of
investment resources out of the manufacturing sector. This hurts
export performance in particular and contributes towards an external
balance problem, much as it has aiready, for instance in Sweden.

Provided that the promotion of economic growth is politically
desirable and that it requires an effective allocation of savings within
and between different sectors of the economy, there is an obvious
need to eliminate "locking-in" effects of the kinds discussed above.
There are several possible and simple remedies within the domain of
business taxation that could be indicated already at this stage. During
the first half of the 1970's the effective corporate tax burden for
manufacturing industry in Sweden averaged about 20%. Clearly, the
same effective tax burden could be accomplished by combining less
favorable rules of fiscal depreciation with a sufficient cut in the
statutory corporate tax rate. Such a reform would even out the
effective tax burden between different firms, making it less expensive
to reallocate profits within the corporate sector and between different
sectors of the economy.

The current discussion on integrating the corporate and personal
income taxes may be thought of as motivated by the same desire to
improve the mobility of savings in the economy. Different schemes of
partiai integration are thoroughly explained by McLure (11:2) and
Bergström and Södersten (111:5). Again, reducing the total tax bur
den on distributed earnings would make it more attractive to find
alternative investments outside the firm-for internally generated
profits.

In short, the whole problem centers around how to impose a
uniform rate of return requirement on the economy that is compat
ible with the rate of return standard set in international markets.

That the dynamic allocation mechanisms matter for the entire
economy is clearly illustrated in Eliasson and Lindberg (IV: 11) where
various corporate income taxe wedges are allowed to impede the
reallocation process forced on the Swedish economy through a sud
den, unpredicted and permanent change in relative export prices.
The results indicate that the economy eventually settles down to
oscillate around some steady state growth rate in a typical, cyclical
fashion. This new growth rate, however, depends significantly on
how the reallocation process is policed through the corporate income
tax system. For instance, the actual scenario played by Swedish policy
makes the years 1972 through 1978 look like one of the worst possible
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scenarios that were available at the time. The extreme relative price
change in favor of heavy base industries and strong overall inflati~n in
1972-74 was allowed to run through the economy unimpeded. In
vestment and wage drift soared in the wrong industries, stimulated by
generous fiscal rules. Firms met the following recession with dramati
cally lowered prices compared to expectations, overly inflated wages
and an enlarged capacity to produce in very modern facilities that
were productive in a technical sense but commercially obsolete.

When the scenario was reenacted with a tighter fiscal policy pack
age and the extreme but temporary raw material boom 1973/74
removed long term economic growth and cyclical stability improved.
Reallocation of resources (capital and labor) from declining to ex
panding sectors was faster and more efficient. The circumstance that
a fairly large number of raw material firms had to close down in fact
stimulated investment and growth in engineering industries through a
favorable effect on factor prices and labor mobility. The effects on
~nemployment were negligible, at least in the simulations.
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Tax Frontiers and National *

Frontiers

George N. Carlson and Ga~y C. Hufbauer

l. INTRODUCTION

Various tax systems have emerged in the industrial

world as each country has pursued i ts own vision

of Itfiscal sovereignty". Some countries have come

to rely on indirect taxes, such as sales or value

added taxes, others on direct taxes, such as the

corporate income and social security taxes, while

others have adopted an amalgam of indirect and

direct taxes. In an open world economy, the prob

lem arises of meshing these; various tax systems.

As goods and services, capital and income have

moved across national froritiers in ever larger

volume, nations have come to adopt border adjust

ment rules to address the twin threat of double

taxation and fiscal avoidance. For historical rea

sons, different border adjustment rules have avolv

ed for different kinds of taxes. This paper sumrna~

rizes the broad rules now applied to indirect and

direct taxes, and then focuses on the evolution of

formula allocation approaches.

* The authors are associated, respectively, with
the International Tax and the International Trade
and Investment Offices of the U.S. Treasury Depart
ment. The views expressed in this paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Treasury De-
partment. .
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A. Border Treatment of Indirect Taxes

Under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT), indirect taxes on comrnodities may be treat

ed under either a destination or an origin prin

ciple. A destination principle border tax adjust

ment consists of an import tax and an export

rebate at rates equal to the internai tax: conse

quently, a cornmodity is taxed where it is consum

ed. An origin principle border tax adjustment

consists of the exemption of imports ann the taxa

tion of exports at a rate equal to the oomestic

tax~ thus a commodity is taxed where it is prorluc

ed. If country A follows the destination prin

ciple while country B follows the origin prin

ciple, exports from A to B will avoid all indirect

taxation, while exports from R to A will he sub

jected to double indirect taxation. Rut as a prac

tical matter, most countries apply the destination

principle to the majority of their innirect taxes.

The result is that the indirect tax rates of the

consuming nation govern the taxation of most commo

dities. 1

B. Border Treatment of nirect Taxes

The direct tax situation is not in practice so

simple. The two basic jurisdictional standaros for

l Depending on the particular system, prior stage
indirect taxes, ann indirect taxes on serVlces may
or may not be adjusted on a ~estination has is. In
this sphere, the borcier rules can leao to nouble
taxation or fiscal avoidance. In addition, haro
mine~al an~ oil royalties collecte~ ~y national
governments (and thus harely distinguishahle froM
indirect taxes) are almost always imposeo unner
the oriqin principle hy producing nations, while
consu~ing nntions often levy additional inciirect
taxes on those pronuets.
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asserting i~come tax liability are source and resi

dence. 1 Under the source standard, a country as-

serts tax jurisdiction over income earned within

its geographic area. It makes no difference who

receives the income~ both resiöents and nonresi

dents are taxed on income derived from within the

source jurisdiction. 2 France and the Netherlanös

are examples of countries with a source or "terri

torial" system of taxation. To the extent nations

use source systems, and follow the same rules for

determining sources of income, double taxation and

fiscal avoidance need not arise.

Under the residence standard, the residence of the

taxpayer, rather than the source of income, is the

relevant criterion. Residence is usually defined

in terms of domicile for individuals and place of

incorporation or central management for corpora

tions. World-wide taxation is closely related to

the residence principle since a resident may be

subject to taxation on income from all, including

foreign, sources. Clearly the residence approach

raises a danger of double taxation. This danger is

often avoided by allowing a credit for taxes paiCl

to a foreign jurisdiction.

l The United States , unlike most other industrial
countries, a1so taxes on the basis of citizenship.

2 Residents and nonresidents need not necessarily
be taxed under the same rules. Sections 871 and
881 of the U. S. Internal Revenue Code, for ex
ample, impose a flat-rate tax of 30 percent on
U.S.-source dividends, not effectively connecteo
with a U.S. trade or husiness, received by non
resident alien individuals and foreign corpora
tions. A1though popularly known as a "withholding"
tax, this 30 percent tax does not represent a
prepayment of nOJ11estic income tax, but rather a
final tax payment that substi t·utes for taxation at
the rates applied to resident individuals and cor
porations.
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Many countries follow a hybriö of source ann resi

dence rules. United States citizens and residents,

for example, are subject to United States taxation

on their world-wide income while non-resident for

eign taxpayers are generally subject to United

States taxation on only their Uniteö States source

income. 1

a. Neutrality principles. The source, residence,

and hybrid systems have been developed in light of

two alternative principles of international direct

taxation. One principle is capital export neutral

ity, which in its pure form would require an enter

prise to pay the same total rate of taxation on

its foreign as on its domestic profits. This prin

ciple, often followed by residence-basis taxation

countries, tends to maximize efficiency by encour

aging investment decisions to be made on the

basis of the most favorable pre-tax rates of

return. Capital-export neutrality is frequently

implernented by taxing all incorne at horne rates,

but allowing a foreign tax credit, subject to

limits, on incorne earned abroad. Th.e other prin

ciple is capi tal-import neutrality, achieved when

both foreign and domestic firms pay the same total

rate of tax on operations in a particular country.

Capital-import neutrality, often followed by terri

torial countries, promotes the most efficient use

of resources in the host country. Tt is usually

l Non-resident foreign taxpayers are subject to
United States taxation at· the normal rates on
income Iteffectively connected tl with a United
States trade or business and to the basic 30 per
cent withholding tax on Uni ten States source in
vestment income, such as divic1ends, interest, and
royal ties • The 30 percent rate frequently is re
duced in bilateral tax treaties.
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implemented by the simple expedient of not taxing

foreign income.

b. Arm's length pricing, nondiscrimination, and

equitable principles. Both source and residence

systerns depend on the arm' s length pricing prin

ciple for distinguishing between income earned at

home and abroad, and for setting limits on the

foreign tax credit. Under the arm' s length prin-

ciple, prices for transactions between related en

tities should equal the prices charged for similar

transactions between unrelated parties. Nondiscri

mination is another basic principle of internatio

nal tax policy and requires that non-residents

should not be subject to heavier taxation than

residents. The foreign branch or subsidiary of a

country A corporation, for example, should not be

taxed more heavily in country B than a branch or

subsidiary of a country B corporation is taxed in

that country. Finally, all countries are interest

ed in an "equitable" division of revenue between

the source and residence countries. While percep-

tions of equity differ, there is general agree-

ment, both among source and residence countries,

that the source country is entitleö to the major

share of revenue. There is also agreement that

foreign taxes should not reduce horne country taxa

tion of domestic source income.

2. FORMULA APPORTIONMENT

As the networ'k of international transactions has

grown increasingly dense, it has become more diffi-
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cult to administer a source rule approach. Opportu

nities for tax evasion and avoidance seem to

expand, both through the manipulation of transac

tion prices and through the legal recharacteriza

tion of income flows. In addition, certain host

nations (for example, Brazil, Indonesia, Jamaica,

and Mexico) and subfederal units (for example, the

Canadian provinces ann the American states ) feel

disadvantaged by the established rules. The re

sponse to this discontent, both in the internatio

nal arena and at the sub-federal level, has been a

trend toward formula apportionment.

On the one hand, formula apportionment may be

viewed simply as an administratively attractive

alternative to the present system for dividing the

income of a taxpayer among the jurisdictions in

which it operates. On the other hand, formula

taxation may be seen as a device for giving natio

nal tax systerns an extraterritorial reach, thereby

threatening the international accomodation which

characterizes the existing scheme of rules. The

balance of this paper explains why we are rnore

persuaded by the second view.

Under a formula apportionment approach a portion

of a corporation's total taxable income is assign

ed to a particular jurisdiction (state, province,

or nation) based on the relationship between the

corporation •s activities in that jurisdiction and

i ts total activi ties. Income is apportioned on a

basis of a weighted or simpie average of the per

centages that factors such as payroll, property,

and sales within the jurisdiction bear to the

total amounts of these factors.
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Assume, for examp1e, that a corporation has

$100,000 in total taxable incomei payroll, proper

ty, and sales in country A of $75,000, $100,000,

anrt $300,000, respectivelYi and total payroll, pro

perty, and sales of $300,000, $300,000, and

$600,000, respectively. In addition, assume that

country A requires that corporate net income be

apportioned under a payroll-property-sales (three

factor) formula, wi th each factor having a weight

of one-third. The corporation' s taxahle income in

country A wouln then equal:

75,000 100,000 300,000
300,000 + 300,000 + 600,000
____o 3 Apportionment

factor

1336 x $100,000 $36,111 Taxable income attri
buted to country A

Recently, formula apportionment has been carried a

step further and applied to the corporate group as

weIl as to single corporations. This application

is known as the uni~~ry system of taxation. Assum

ing a three-factor formula, the taxahle income of

a particular corporation in country A is oeter

minen by relating that corporation's in-country

payro1l, property, and sales to the total payroll,

property, and sales (and the total income) of the

unitary corporate group, incluning affiliated cor

porations estahlisheo in other countries.

Formula or unitary apportionment formulae are

basen on two assumptions: that the factors usen in

the formula hear areasonahle relationship to the

income earned hy the corporate familYi ann that

the corporate family is equally profitab1e, in

relation to the formula's factors, in all its

geographic ann proci.uct operations. If these twin

assumptions are not correct, a country may be
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taxing more (or less) than the income actually

earned within i ts borders , as measured by a true

armts length standard.

The critical question raised by formula or unitary

apportionment is whether, in addi tion to servinq

as a convenient measurinq device, it has the side

effect of enabling a country to tax income earned

outside its jurisdiction. Consider the following

example in which country Xlevies its taxes on the

basis of a unitary apportionment formula. Suppose

parent corporation A and wholly owned subsidiaries

B and C form a uni tary business, l engaged in the

manufacturing and selling of lathes • Coporation A

manufactures lathes and does all its business in

country X. Corporation B sells lathes in country X

and other countries, while corporation C does no

business in country X. Since corporations A, B,

and C form a unitary group, a separate, but combi

ned, return must be filed for corporation A ann

corporation B, each of which does business in

country X. Al though corporation C is not required

to file a return in country X, its income and

apportionment factors must be included in the corn

bined return of the unitary group. Suppose that

l While definitions vary between jurisdictions,
generally there are three elements to a unitary
business: (1) unity of ownership, presumptively
fulfilled if stock ownership of one corporation in

. another is at least 50 percent~ (2) unity of opera
tion as evidenced by centralized purchasing, adver
tising, and management j and (3) unity of use of a
centralized executive force or general system of
operation.
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the payroll, property, anci sa!les and total taxable

income (measured under an arm' s length standard)

for these corporations are as follows:

Corporation

A
B
C

A
B
C

Payroll Property
Total Country X Total Country X

120 120 180 180
80 40 120 60

100 O 150 O
$300 $160 $450 $240

Total
Taxable Income

Sales (measured at
Total Country X arm I s lenqth)

240 240 50
160 80 50
200 O 80

$600 $320 $180

If country X applies a three-factor, equal weight

formula, corporation Als taxable income in country X

under the unitary approach wouln be computed as:

120
300 +

180
450

3

+
0.40 Unitary apportion

ment factor

0.40 • $180 $72 Taxahle income in country X

Corporation B I S taxable income in country X wauIn

be computed as:

40
300 +

60
450

3

+
80
600 0.133 Unitary apportion

ment factor

0.133 • $180 $24 Taxable income in country X

Corporation A would have taxable income in country

X of $50 ei ther under a non-unitary apportionment
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approach (since all its activity is in country X)

or under a separate accounting approach (based on

armls length principles) hut unner the unitary

methon it has taxable income in country X of $72.

In this instance, the inclusion of corporation B

(a domes~ic subsidiary) ann corporation C (a for

eign subsidiary) in corporation A I S combined

report serves to increase corporation Als combined

tax liability to country X. l

since country X is taxing more than corporation

A I S total income, it is necessarily taxing income

earned outside i ts borders . In this instance, the

unitary method of apportionment clearly enahles

country X to tax income that woulo lie beyond its

reach under a purely source rule approach. This

resultarises because a corporation I s tax liabi I

i ty under the uni tarv method of apportionment de

pends on three elem~nts, in adrlition to the sta

tutory tax rate: (1) the total income of the multi

nationai enterprise in all jurisdictions ~ (2) the

amount of the particular corporation I s apportion

ment factors located in the formula. jurisdiction~

and (3) the amount of the entire corporate groupis

apportionment factors in all jurisdictions. If, as

in this case, the ratio of taxahle incqme to pay

roll, property, and sales for the corporation sub-

l Note that corporation Bis taxable incorne in coun
try X is decreased by the combined report require
ment, by comparison with a single corporation for
mula approach. It would be $25 under a non-unitary
apportionment approach, (since one half of its
total activity is in country X) while it is $24
under the cornbined report • The hypothetical facts
are not adequate to indicate what corporation B I S

taxable income in country X taken alone would be
under a separate accounting approach basen on
armls length principles.
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ject to formula apportionment (corporation A) is

less than that ratio for the remaininq members of

the unitary enterprise (corporations B and C),

some of the income of corporations B and C will be

apportioned to corporation A ann taxed by the

formula jurisdiction.

on Non-discrimination

This extraterri torial taxation also has niscrimi

natory implications. Competing firms in the same

industry may be subject to quite different rates

of taxation on their income, depending on the

position of their sister firms located in other

jurisdictions. In the preceding example, corpora

tions A and R have the same income, but corpora

tion A pays three times as much .tax to country X.

This outcome, incidentally, is quite at odds with

the concept of capital-import neutrality.

It might be argued that the outcome is appropriate

since corporation A has more payroll, property,

and sales in country X. So long as we are speaking

of an income tax, this contention beqs the ques

tion, for it assumes that inc~e arising in coun

try X is appropriately measured by payroll, proper

ty, and sales. And even if the factors reasonahly

indicate the origin of income, they presumably

work best when applied to a single corporation

with a limiten range of pronuets, not the entire

corporate group.

But of course we can always nrop the idea thnt

formula apportionment is consistent with an income
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tax. As McLure first pointeo out, formula appor

tionment can insteao be vieweo as a series of

excise taxes on the "factors representeo' in the

formula. 1 Vieweo in this light, income taxation on

the basis of formula apportionment can be seen as

indirect taxation levieo unoer the origin prin

ciple--with a consequent nanger of aouhle taxation

and potential tax diserimination among firms. 'ro

be sure, the discrirnination arises covertly from

the operation of the formula, rather than overtly

from the application of different income tax rates

to competing firms. But covert niscrimination can

have the same economic impact as overt discrimina

tion.

According to stanoard economic analysis, if compet

ing firms pay differing rates of taxation, the

differential amount cannot be shiften in the short

rune The firm subject to heavier taxation must

simp1y accept lower earnings than its cornpetitors.

In the long run, however, standarn analysis holas

that the firm bearing the heavier tax burnen can

escape by leaving the jurisdiction or shi f ting to

a new line of production. Rut forr.1u1a apportion

ment may make it more öifficult to escape diserimi

natory taxat ian even in the long rune

The particu1ar corporation suhject to heavier taxa

tion can of course move to another jurisdiction.

But the remaining members of the multinational

enterprise present in the formula jurisniction

wouln still be liable to "taxation. They may weIl

l See Charles E.
State Corporate
Corporate Sales,
published.

McLure, Jr., IIThe Equivalence of
Income Taxes ann State Taxes on
Payroll, and Property, II 1976, un-
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be taxed on what, in effect, is income earned hy

other members of the corporate family, including

the corporation which has just vacateö the juris

dietion. Uniess a unitary corporate group is will

ing to sever all ties with the taxing jurisdic

tion, the use of formula apportionment may make it

difficult to escape niscriminatory taxation. 'This

difficulty may in turn encourage countries to

pursue diseriminatory formula taxation in the

belief that they will not so quickly suffer the

adverse consequences of lost employment and sales

normally associated with the relocation of firms.

Capital export neutrality requires that an enter

prise pay the same rate of total taxation on i ts

foreign as on i ts domestic profits. I f, for ex

ample, a foreign subsidiary is taxen in the host

country at 40 percent, and if the tax rate in the

horne country is 50 percent, capital export neutral

ity would require a current horne country tax of 10

percent on the subsidiary's profits. Formula appor

tionrnent is inconsistent with this principle.

Since it purports to tax on a source basis, the

formula approach does not recognize foreign taxes.

The tax levied by the formula jurisöiction qua

horne jurisdiction therefore will not vary with

respect to any foreign taxes assessed on the same

incorne. This same criticism can be made about the

territorial tax systems of the world. Those

systems, however, attempt to measure income earneo

wi thin the jurisdiction through the application of

internationally recognized source rules and arm I s

length pricing requirements.
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Moreover, a formula jurisdiction qua host jurisdic

tion may effectively tax corporate income at a

rate weIl in excess both of its own nominal rate

ann the home country's nominal rate. To be sure,

similar results can occur under existing corporate

tax systems. In particular, host countries can tax

at rates weIl in excess of horne country rates.

Depending on the workings of particular foreign

tax credi t systems, excess hast country taxation

might or might not be allowen as an offset against

home country tax liability.l But formula apportion

ment decreases the likeIihood that the standard of

capital export neutrality will be mete

A classic

political

quantity

which is

whole; no

problem in public finance is whether

mechanisms work to provide an optimal

of public goods. A public good is one

jointly supplied to the community as a

one can be excluden from its benefits.

National defense is a popular example.

and Samuelson have noten that, within

Musgrave

a single

jurisdiction, no market exists to netermine the

appropriate level of expenditures on public goods.

The core problem is that indivinuals will not

reveal their true preferences, since they can

enjoy public goods without paying for their use.

l If the horne country limits the foreign tax
credit on an overall basis; rather than a per
country basis, then an enterprise which earns
.income in a high-tax jurisdiction may offset part
of those taxes against its potential horne country
liability on incame earneii in a low-tax jurisoic
tian.
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Tiebout, in his seminal work, l noted that the

Itpublic goods It problem finds a solution in the

local government milieu. Individuals (and firms)

are confronteo with vari.ous bunrlles of puhlic serv

ices and tax rates. They choose the more aesira

ble bundles by moving to those jurisnictions and

reject the less desirable bundles by moving away

from those jurisdictions. The result is an optimal

or market-type amount of public services as tax

payers adapt to the economic system. In Tiebout I s

words, Itspatial mobility provioes the local

public-goods counterpart to the private market's

shopping trip" • The power of individuals to "vote

with their feet" not only enahles a better match

between public offerings and private demands; it

also provirles a salutary discipline on the natural

tendency of government hureaucracy to 8erve up an

excessive quantity of public gooos.

Tiebout I S analysis can be extended to the world

economy. A multinational enterprise enjoys some

flexibility in deciding where it willopen new

plants and how it will source output from existing

facilities . One element in the enterprise I s deci

sion calculus will be the revenue-expenoiture pat

terns of national governments. Cete~is .-e.~ri~~~, a

firm will expann output in the country offering

the most attractive revenue-expenditure package.

Formula apportionment interferes wi th this disci

plinary mechanism. Consie"1er a corporation estab

lisherl in the formula jurisdietion. It may discov

er that, as it acquires affiliates in other juris

rlictions, its tax liahility in the formula

l Charles M. Tiebout, ilA Pure Theory of Local
Expenditures", The Journal of Political Bconomy,
October 1956, pp-:4f6-42~------------'----'--'-----
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jurisdiction increases, althou~h: income earneii

there is unchanged. Conversely , the newcomer firrn

to the formula jurisaiction may; discover that its

tax liability depenns not so rnuch: on i ts own per

formance as the performance of sister corpora

tions. In both cases, formula apportionment will

have interfered wi th the ahi lity o:f the enterprise

to easily evaluate the revenue-~xpenniture menu

offered by the particular jurisdiction.

E. Revenue Erosion for Non-formula Jurisaictions

Formula apportionment may eroäe the tax revenues

of a non-formula jurisaiction by " p iqgyhacking" on

its tax credit system. Consider a formula jurisdic

tion which successfully extends the reach of its

taxing powers heyond the members of the corporate

family locatea in its jurisdiction. This was char

acteristic of country X in the prior example

since corporation A was assigned a taxable income

in country X substantially in excess of its actual

taxable income. Such overreaching by country X

will erode the revenues of non-formula jurisoic

tions which credit the taxes imposed hy formula

jurisdictions. The extent of erosion may be con

strainea by limits which tax crenit countries,

such as the Uni ten States , place on the arnount of

foreign taxes eligihle. for the crenit. But within

these limits, a formula jurisdiction can raise its

taxes with impunity, since its hiqher taxes simply

transfer revenue from the non-formula jurisdic

tion, rather than increase the overall tax liahil

ity of the enterprise.

Non-formula jurisnictions are unlikely to remain

silent as they observe ann ~xperience the un~esir-
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able effects of formula apportionment. The re

sponse to this discontent may be the retaliatory

adoption of formula systems. This would not be the

type of efficient fiscal competition described by

Tiebout. Rather, it would be an overly-aggressive

attempt to tax income earned outside the source

jurisdiction, with special emphasis on taxinq for

eign enterprises.

3. CONCLUSION

The desire to avoid double taxation has been the

driving force behind the design of border adjust

ment rules which accommodate the divergent tax

systerns of the world. Formula apportionment is a

relatively recent development in the area of inter

national taxation. While advocated as an adminis

tratively attractive alternative to the present

rnethods of determining taxahle income, it can

easily be diverted to serve as a vehicle for extra

territorial taxation. It thus threatens to destabi

lize the existing accommodation of national tax

systems and to disturb the free flow of goods and

capital.
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Tax Integration
in the United States *

Charles E. McLure, Jr.

l. INTRODUCTION

The past several years have seen a remarkable

amount of interest in the United States in what

can generally be described as the integration of

the corporate and personal income taxes. This in

terest, seemingly rooted in recent concern that

the present tax system retards capital formation

and economic growth, has strong theoretical founöa

tions in the academic arguments that an unintegrat

ed or separate corporation income tax reduces

both the equity of the tax system and the efficien

cy of allocation of the nation's resources.

While the Ford Administration was sufficiently con

vinced of the case for integration to propose

dividend relief to the Congress in July 1975, the

largely Democratic Congress was unconvinced and

the proposal was generally ignored. l On the other

* A slightly different version of this paper has
been published in t_he December 1978 National Tax
Journal. This paper is part of the National Bu
reau' s Special Research pro;ect on Capi tal Forma
tion and is related to the NBER's Program in Busi
ness Taxation and Finance. It has not, however,
un~ergone review by the National Bureau's Board of
Directors.

l Throughout this paper, except
makes meaning clear, . Itintegration"
approaches to the taxation of

where context
is reserven for

corporate-source

Cont.
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hand, the proposal for cornplete integration con

tained in Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform, a white

paper issued by the U.S. Treasury Department

(1976) during the waning days of the Ford Admi

nistration, received considerable attention. But

it seems to have done so more because it was part

of a comprehensive scheme for revamping the U. S.

tax system than because anyone really believed

integration to be politically viable. Over the

next two years, however, there developed a substan

tial interest in integration--so much so that Pre

sident Carteris failure to include dividend relief

in the tax reform package presented to the Con

gress in late 1977 surprised some, and in early

1978 Chairman Al Ullman ( 1978) of the House Ways

and Means Committee proposed a scheme for partial

dividend relief patterned closely after that re

ported to have been suggested to the Carter ~fuite

House by the Treasury Department ("Tax Reform Op

tions Papers ••• ", 1977). Since then interest in

integration or dividend relief seems to have dimin

ished somewhat as attention has turneo increasing

ly to rate cuts and reduction of taxes on long

term capital gains as means of stimulating capital

formation.

~.

equity income which involve the taxation of all
such income to shareholders at the relevant margi
nal tax rate of the shareholder, without regard to
whether the income is distributed or retained by
the corporation. "Dividend relief", on the other
hand, is used to refer to approaches which apply
only to distributed corporate-source income, that
is, two sys·tems which relieve the double taxation
of dividends hut retain the corporate income tax
as a final tax to the extent thr3t income is re
tainen by the corporation.
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This paper reviews the advantages of integration,

describes some of the significant practical prob

lems of- full integration, discusses alternative

approaches to dividend relief and the possibility

of achieving most of the objectives of full in

tegration by merely providing dividend relief, and

emphasizes especially the administrative problems

and issues raised by tax preferences and interna

tional ownership of capital. l It will be seen that

the prognosis for full integration is not good and

that even dividend relief poses significant prob

lems.

2. THE CASE FOR INTEGRATION 2

Though much has been made in recent public discus

sions of the presumed effects integration or divi

dend relief would have in stimulating capital for

mation, the fundamental economic arguments for in

tegration are in terms of equity anö economic

neutrali ty of taxation. Under a separate uninte

grated or Itclassicallt system of taxation, corpo

rate-source income which is paid out as dividends

is taxed more heavily than income retained by the

corporation ann more heavily than other capital

income which is fully taxed to the taxpayer as

ordinary income. This creates an incentive for

firms to finance expansion through the retention

l The discussion in this paper draws heavily on
McLure (1979).

2 The case for integration and the counter-argu
ments against it are described in substantial1y
greater detail in McLure (1979) chapter 2. For a
more detailed presentation of the case for integra
tion, see McLure (1975).
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of earnings or the issuance of corporate debt

rather than through t~e sale of new equity issures

(including reinvestment of dividends by sharehol

ders). That is, it is commonly argued that both

dividend payout rates and debt-equity ratios are

distorted by the separate corporation income tax. l

Moreover , since corporate-source equity income is

generally thought to be taxed more heavily, on

average, than capital income earned in the noncor

porate sector, it is usual1y presumed that the

separate corporation income tax results in the

misallocation of capital from the corporate to the

noncorporate sector. This misallocation has heen

estimated to result in a loss of welfare of per

haps one-half of one percent of GNP per year. 2

The equity effects of integration and dividend

relief can be appraised from at 1east two perspec

tives. On the one hand, it is easily shown that

the overtaxation of corporate-source income result

ing from the failure to integrate the income taxes

or provide relief from double taxation of divi

dends is greater at the bottom of the income sca1e

l This argument l)as been expressen, for example,
by Tambini (1969) ann Scott (1976), and forms the
basis for the ana1y~is in Ba11entine ana ~"cLure

( 1980). It has, however recent1y been questioned
by Stig1itz (1973) ann Rradford (1977). The rele
vance of these counterarguments is still beinq
hotly debated.

2 The standard reference for this arqument is Har
berqer (1962). Important subsequent - work on th.is
issue has heen aone hy Rosenber~ (1969) ann Shoven
(1976). But see Stig1itz (1973), Bradforo (1977),
and Kina (1977).
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than at the top.l With a 46 percent corporate rate

and marginal personal rates ranging from zero to

70 percent, for example, the overtaxation of dis

tributed corporate-source income, relative to the

taxation that would be incurred if only the indi

vidual income tax were applied to such income,

would be 46 percentage points for the person in

the zero marginal rate bracket, but only 13.R

percentage points at the top of the rate struc

ture. Similarly, for retainen. corporate-source

income which subsequently results in preferential

ly taxed long-term capital gains the results would

range from overtaxation of 46 percentage points at

the bottom of the marginal rate scale to undertax

ation of from 8.9 to as much as 24 percentage

points at the top.2

The argument just presented does, however, give a

somewhat misleading impression of the distributio

nai effects of integration and nividend relief.

Because the ownership of corporate shares is

highly concentrated in upper-income classes,

l Inherent in the statements which follow is an
implicit assumption that the corporate tax cannot
be shifted. As Harberger (1962) has arguen, the
tax is, in fact, quite likely to be borne more or
less equally by all owners of capital, rather than
merely falling on owners of corporate shares. For
arguments that the case for integration is little
affectea by shiftinq, see Mieszkowski (1972) ann
McLure (1975). Moreover, the effects of tax prefe
rences in reducing effective corporate tax rates
are ignored at this point.

2 In calculating the maximum unciertaxation of re
tained corporate-source income resulting in long
term capital gains, it is assurned that realization
and taxation of such gains occurs after hasis has
been stepped up at death. Short-term capital gains
are treaten like divinends - for tax purposes and
therefore are not discussed separately here.
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relief from double taxation of dividends is of

greatest benefit at the top of the income scale

and providing dividend relief would greatly reduce

the progressivity of the income tax. On the other

hand, because the extension of integration to re

tained corporate-source income is tantamount to

taxing long-term capital gains as they accrue at

the rates applied to 'ordinary income, integration

would actually increase the progressivity of the

tax system. l

There can be little doubt that by themselves in

tegration, and especially dividend relief, would

spur private capital formation. After all, they

would represent tax reduction of some $15 to $30

billion in taxes currently collected on the return

to investment in corporate equity securities. 2 But

the story is incomplete i f i t stops there. To be

meaningful, analysis of the effects on capital

formation should compare effects under dividend

relief or integration with those unöer equally

costly alternative ways of reducing taxes. Divi

dend relief, for example, can be expected to stimu-

l Among the efforts to determine the distributio
nal consequences of integration and dividend
relief are Break and Pechman (1975), Feldstein and
Frisch (1977a and 1977b), and U.S. Treasury Depart
ment (1976). All these studies reach qualitatively
similar results. The exact distrihutional effects
of integration or dividend relief woulö, however,
depend crucially on (a) how tax preferences are
treated and (b) tax-induced changes in dividend
policy. This has been recognized and incorporated
all too seldom in estirnates of the distributionai
effects of this type of tax reform.

2 For evidence that saving is substantially more
responsive to the rate of return than commonly
thought, see Boskin (1978). For a critical apprai
sal of Boskin' s work and further discussion, see
Howrey and Hyrnans (1978).
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late capital formation somewhat more than an equal

ly expensive across-the-board reduction in perso

nal incorne taxes, both because the tax cut it

involves is concentrated on capital income and

because the particular type of capital income on

which taxes would be cut is concentrateö in the

hands of the wealthy. But the stimulus would be

substantially less than is indicated by analysis

of a plan which would simply provide dividenö

relief. Moreover, it appears that either integra

tion or dividend relief would have agreater posi

tive irnpact on capi tal formation the more unequal

it left the distribution of after-tax income. Or,

stated differently, if the revenue loss involved

in integration or dividend relief were made up

through an income tax increase which left the

distribution of tax buroens aeross income classes

basically unchanged, it is unlikely that there

would be much effect on the rate of capital forma

tion in the United States. 1

The solution which academic economists propose for

the ills of an unintegrated income tax describeo

above is, of course, to integrate the income

taxes. In a nutshell, this means that the entire

current income of a corporation would be attrihut

ed to i ts shareholders for tax purposes • I f the

corporation income tax continued to exist it wouln

be onl.y as a withholding device. If integration

were deemed to be infeasible, dividend relief

might be a reasonable second-best solution. Under

it the corporation income tax would continue to be

l For more complete statements of this position
see Feldstein (1975) and McLure (1976). Effects on
capital formation would a1so depend crucially on
the treatment of such tax preferences as the in
vestment tax credit and acce1erated depreciation.
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a final tax so far as retained corporate-source

income is concerned, but it wouid, at most, be

only a withholding tax to the extent that income

is distributed. That is, the income taxes wouln he

"integrated II to the extent that income is distri

buted, but not to the extent that it is retained.

Efforts to gain integration or dividend relief in

the Uni ted States have been hampered by a lack of

hard empirical evirlence on the likely effects that

would result from such a policy. For exarnp1e,

first-round effects on the incirlence of taxation

·can be estimated easily enough. But they depend

crucially on the exact "integration" package enact

ed, especially where the extremely complicateo

matter of preferences is concerned. Moreover, by

the time adjustments of investors' 'portfolios and

corporations' financial po1icies and investment

plans are comp1ete, the incinence effects may

differ marked1y from the first-round estimates.

Unfortunate1y there is little direct American evi

dence on how integration or di videna relief would

affect capital accumu1ation, corpor'ate investment

strategies, financial po1icies, the behavior of

individual and institutiona1 investors, share

prices, etc. European experience is difficult to

interpret because the movernents between the classi

cal system and various forms and degrees of divi

dena relief have been all too recent ann they have

occurred during a time of such econamic turbulence

that isolating the effects of oivirlend relief

wauld be difficult, indeed. 1

l For a partiai review of the recent American
debate over integration and dividena. relief, in
cluding citations and discussion of some empirical
evidence, see McLure (1979, Chapter 2).
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3. THE FEASIBILITY OF FULL INTEGRATIONl

Interpreted Iiterally, full integration woulä in

volve taxation of the equi ty income of corpora

tions in the same way that the income of partner

ships is taxed. A number of difficuIties in imple

menting such an approach have been identified.

First, an enormous amount of data wouln neea to be

transmi tted to shareholders ann utilized by them.

Many large corporations woul~ have difficulty pro

viding the information shareholäers would require

to file their tax returns on a timely basis. This

problem, like several others to be described

below, is even worse if there are chains of inter

corporate ownership. For example, firm A could not

inform its shareholders of their proportionate

parts of its taxab1e income unti1 it had been toln

by firm B, whose shares it owns, what the latter's

income was.

Moreover , i t would be necessary for shareholders

to adjust the basis used in calculating capital

gains on shares any time corporate income was

retained by the firm. Otherwise such income wouln

be taxed twice, once when retained ann again when

it resulted in capital gains. (See alsa footnote l

p. 00.) Intra-year transactions in stock anö the

existence of stock heIn for sharehol~ers by Mutual

flln~s or in the name of hrokers wauIn agoravate

this problem.

Second, strictly speaking, alterations in corpo

rate taxable income resulting from amenneö returns

l For further elaboration of the points rnaoe in
this section, see McLure (1979, chapter 5). No
effort is made to assess the political forces for
and against integration. Rut see McLure ann Surrey
(1977) .
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and audit adjustrnents would involve re-opening the

tax returns for all shareholders who held stock in

the corporation during the year for which income

was changed. Such an approach is patently unwor'k

able, and a compromise in which results of audit

adjustments and amended returns would be reflected

in the taxable income for the year in which the

adjustments were made seems to be the only feasi-

ble alternative. Rut such an approach, besiiies

violating the basic spirit of integration, could

leaii to manipulation and abuse.

·Third, in the case of intra-year sales of corpo

rate shares, profits and losses of the corporation

would be allocated to shareholders on a day-by-day

basis under a strict interpretation of the partner

ship approach. Such an approach would clearly be

infeasible, and it woulcJ be necessary to allocate

income and losses for the year to shareholders of

record on a given nate. Using the last day of the

corporation I s fiscal year as the date of record

would be unsatisfactory since high incorne indivi

duals could be expected to purchase shares in

firms wi th known losses near the end of the year

in order to henefit from the deduction for the

corporate losses that would be passen. through to

shareholders of record . Rut the first day of the

year is also an unsatisfactory day. of record,

because the selleris tax crenit would depend on

the performance of the firm after the sale of the

stock.

Fourth, the existence of multiple classes of stocK

and near-stock would add further to the ni ffi

culties of implementing integration. In particu

lar , " ... profits retaineo in one year in excess of
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aeeumulated elaims of preferred shareholders wouln

presumably be allocated to holners of common

stock. Yet in a later year these funds might be

us ed to pay di vidends on pre ferred stock II • l Prob

lems of this type eould be avoided if integration

were allowed only for firms wi th simple capital

structures. But integration restricted in this way

would prohably not be worth the trouble.

Fifth, a purist interpretation of the partnership

approach to integration would require that the

various components of corporate income which are

treated differently at the individual level be

segregated and reported se~arately to indivinual

shareholders. Each type of income would be accord

ed the treatment in the hands of the shareholder

that it would receive if realized through a pro

prietorship or true partnership and tax preferenc

es would flow through to shareholders. Such an

approach, besides creating a substantiaI com

pliance and administration burden, could result in

abuses similar to those that have recently been

under attack in the partnership field. 2

1 This quotation is from Goode (1946, pp. 20-21).
This remains one of the best analyses of the prob
lems of integration. For more recent discussions,
see Royal Commission on Taxation (1966) and U.S.
Department of the Treasury (1976).

2 Under U.S. law no deduction can be taken for
interest paid to finance ho1ning securities of
state and loeal governments, whieh pay taxexempt
interest. This prohibition currently impinqes only
on some high income taxpayers, hut any shareholder
in a firm holning these securities could, strictly
speaking, be affecten under integration. Similar
comments could be made ahout other tax-shel tered
activities.

For more
might come

on the
to be

possibility
used for "tax

that corporations
shel ter purposes ,

Cont.
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Finally, a literal interpretation of full integra

tion would require that the foreign tax creöit be

available to individual ·shareholders, rather than

merely to corporations. The thought that all share

holders in firms payinq foreign taxes would claim

the foreign tax crec1i t and be concerned wi th the

intricacies of the limitation on the foreign tax

credit, carry-backs, and carry-forwards staggers

the imagination.

In short, it is unlikely that total integration

could be implemented in i ts pure form. At most an

approach such as those recommendeo by the Canadian

R6yal Commission on Tax Reform (1966) and the

authors of Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform (U. S.

Department of Treasury, 1976) is feasible. Under

it no attempt would be made to differentiate be

tween types of income, changes in taxable income

resul ting from audi t adjustments and amended re

turns would be attributec1 to those owning shares

in the year of the change, the first day of the

year would be the day of recorn, an~ the foreign

tax credit woulc1 be applieö at the corporate

level. Under the Blueprints approach shareholders

would be taxen on the entire income of the corpora

tion in the year in which it is earned. Basis

would be adjusted for income taxed in this way,

and c1ivic1ends woulö be treatec1 as a tax-free

return of capital, rather than as a taxahle

Cont.

much as partnerships have, see Warren (197A p.
353). The argument in the text couln, however, be
turnerl arounc1 to say that the reason we have so
much trouble with integration is that we have
oeparte0 so far from a Haia-SiP1ons c1efinition of
incoMe. ~"7i th more accurat_e measurement of economic
income intearation would be easier.
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event. 1 Tax would continue to be collected at the

corporate level, but it would be only a withhold

ing device, the tax being creditable by the indivi

dual against his liability for personal income

tax.

Though some of these solutions seem satis factory,

the proper treatment of los ses remains trouble

sorne, and no satisfactory solution has been found

for the problems posed by multiple classes of

stock. Moreover , even this less ambi tious scherne

for integrating the income taxes would create sub

stantiaI demands for data processing and record

keeping. Though full integration should not be

dismissed without further study, it is clearly

something into which no country can afford to

rush. 2

l The recommendations of the Royal Commission on
Taxation and those in Blueprints for Rasic Tax
Reform differ in that the-forrner-"woul<f5epärately
tax dividends (on a grossed-up basis, to be de
fined below) and (at the option of the corpora
tion) allocated retained earnings (again on a
grossed-up basis), making basis adjustments only
in the latter case. While the two are algebraical
ly equivalent, the Blueprints scheme outlined in
the text seems administratively preferable. For
further discussion of this point, see McLure
( 1979, chapter 5). In addition, retention of the
corporate income tax as a wi thhold ing device was
inherent in the proposals of the Royal Commission
on Taxation, whereas in Blueprints it was not seen
to be necessary. --_.__._-

2 This- was the decis ion reached in Germany. For a
description of European oeliberations on integra
tion and dividend relief, see Gourevitch (1977).
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4. TECHNIQUES OF DIVIDEND RELIEF

Given the nifficulties of full integration describ

ed above, there is a natural tendency for its

advocates to retreat to dividend relief. Limitinq

relief to the double taxation of dividends would

avoid the most troublesome problems of full in

tegration, which result primarily from the attempt

to include retained corporate-source income in the

personal taxable income of shareholders. Since di

vidend relief is currently being provided under

the tax laws of a. number of countries, there is

little question that it is administratively feasi

ble. l r1oreover, under certain circumstances most

of the advantages of full integration would he

achieved if relief were offered on1y for douhle

taxation of divioends ~ this is explained further

in Section 6.

Basically two methods of providing divinend relief

have been proposen and implemented. The most com

monly used method goes under such names as· the

withholding rnethod, the imputation approach, and

the gross-up and credit. 2 Under it the shareholder

l For descriptions of the systems of dividend
relief founn in varions deve10pen countries, see
Ault (1976 and 1977), Hammer (1975), OECD (1973),
Sato and Bird (1975), and Snoy (lQ75).· S"keptics
may, however, argue that full integration is no
less feasihle than is oividend relief i f one is
wi11ing to make the praqmatic sacrifices to admi
nistrative feasihi1ity that other countries have
made in implementing nividend relief. See a1so
Section 5.

2 For further descriptions of these approaches see
McLure (1975). There are, of course, other ways to
relieve the "double taxation of niviClenos". For

Cont.
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does not merely include cash dividends in his

personal income for tax purposes, as unner a clas

sical income tax. Rather, he "grosses-up" such

dividends by the amount of corporate tax which

would have been paid on the gross income from

which the dividends are paid. (For example, if the

corporation income tax rate is 46 percent, as in

the United States, a shareholder receiving a divi

dend of $54 would know ,that $100 had to be earned

by the corporation in order for i t to be able to

pay the $54 dividend after paying the 46 percent

tax.) After including grossed-up dividends in h.is

taxable income the shareholder is allowed to take

a credit against personal tax liability for the

amount by which cash diviöenös have been grosseö

up-- ($46 in the above example). The net result is

that oistributed corporate-source income is taxed

at exactly the marginal tax rate of the individual

shareholrler. In that sense, the corporate and per

sonal income taxes are II integrated II , but only for

the distributed portion of corporate-source

income.

The alternative approach to providing dividend

relief is even easier to· understand than is the

imputation method. Under it the corporation wouln

be allowed a deduction for divioends paid or,

Cont.

example, the corporation income tax could be abo
lished, dividends could be excludeci from personal
income, a credi t could be given on personal tax
returns for some portion of dividends received,
without the dividends being grossed-up, or corpora
tions could be given a deduction equal to some
percentage of its capital. 'Because these schemes
have such adverse al1ocational and distributional
effects, they are not considered further. For a
description of their defects, see McLure (1975).
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alternatively, a zero tax rate would be applied to

that portion of corporate-source income which is

distributed. In either event the corporation tax

would be a final tax so far as corporate income is

retained, hut there would be no corporate tax on

distributed earnings. Because dividenns are includ

ed in the personal taxable income of sharehold.ers

they are taxed at the shareholder's marginal perso

nal rate and dividend relief is exactly achieved.

The description to this point pertains only to

total relief from double taxation of dividends.

Under either approach relief could be provided for

only some portion of the double taxation. In order

to simplify exposition, suppose that the corporate

income tax rate is 50 percent. Complete dividend

relief wauld require either a) a gross-up and

credit equal to the amount of net cash dividends

recei ved (50 percent of gross di vidends ), b) com

plete deduction of dividends paid, or c) a zero

tax rate applied to distributed corporate income.

Half the double taxation of dividends could be

avoided through either a) gross-up and credit

equal to only half of net cash divioends receiveo

(one third of gross dividends), b) deduction for

only half of dividends paid, or c) application of

a rate of 25 percent to corporate-source incorne

resulting in dividends •. While Germany provides com

plete relief from double taxation of dividends, in

France and the United Kingdom the extent of relief

is limited to 50 percent and 33/67, respectively.

It is readily seen from the above description that

the various alternative approaches to divinend

relief would be equivalent if all shareholders

were resident individuals and no stockholaers held
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shares in foreign firms. If tax-exempt organiza

tions or foreigners owned shares in domestic firms

the two basic approaches need not be equivalent. l

Whereas all shareholders would benefit equally

from di vidend relief provided through a dividend

paid deduction or a split-rate system, the hene

fits of the imputation credit could be denied

either tax-exempt organizations or foreign share

holders under the withholding approach.

The effect of denying the shareholder credit under

the imputation approach could be replicated by

levying a special tax on distributions to tax

exempt organizations or to foreigners (or to

both). Such a special tax might be controversial

if levied on tax-exempt organizations, hut in real

ity it would be little different from denying such

organizations the benefit of the imputation

credit. It seems, however, that using a separate

tax to replicate denial of benefit to foreigners

would be more difficult. This is true because such

a separate tax could be interpreted as a withhold

ing tax (in the sense that the term is used in

international tax conventions dealing

taxation of dividends ). Such taxes are

constrained by reciprocity provisions

with the

generally

of double

l If, in addition, domestic shareholders owned
shares in foreign firms they could be treated
differently under the two approaches. That is, if
relief from double taxation of dividends paid hy
domestic firms were provided through the dividend
paid deduction or split rate, its benefits would
not extend to domestic shareholders in foreign
firms. If, however, gross-up ann credit were allow
ed on all dividends , including those from foreign
sources, domestic shareholders in foreign firms
would benefit from dividend relief. In no country
is the latter practice followedr nor is it likely
to be. It is therefore ignored in the remainder of
this section.
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tax treaties to be "mirror images ". That is, most

treaty eountries mutually agree that they will

levy the same rate of withholding tax on dividends

paid by domestic firms to shareholders resident in

the other country. Since the United States ob

jected to Germany's imposition of nonreciprocal

withholding taxes as an accompaniment of its

split-rate system, and threatened to object if the

United Kingdom adopted a split rate and nonrecipro

cal withholding rates, but seems not to have ob

jected to the denial of relief to American share

holders under the imputation system, both Germany

and the U.K. have opted for imputation systems

(eombined with a split rate in the ease of Germa-

ny) . Thus it appears that this largely cosmetic

difference in alternative approaches to dividend

relief may have real consequence in the interna

tional sphere. We return to this issue in section

7.

5. THE ROLE OF TAX PREFERENCESl

Most elementary exposi tions of the case for in

tegration and the techniques of integration and

dividend relief assume, if only implicitly, that

the marginal tax rate commonly applied to corpo

rate-source equity ineome is the statutory rate,

48 percent in the United States until reeently.

Some authors have noted that because of tax prefer

ences effective rates have tended to average

eloser to 36-38 percent than to 48 percent, but

rarely have the implications of tax preferences

been discussed thoroughly. Inneen, it seems that

l For a more detailed discussion of the
covered in this section, see McLure (1979),
ter 4) and Warren (197A).

issues
chap-
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only recently has it been realized that the treat

ment of tax preferences is a crucial component of

any comprehensive scheme for integration or divi

dend relief. This section is an attempt to indi

cate the nature of the problem, its importance,

and its likely practical solution.

Generally speaking, tax preferences can be defined

as any provision which reduces the effective rate

of tax applied to economic income to below what it

would be if the normal statutory rate were applied

to economic income. In a classical system these

can be roughly divided into three categories: de

ductible preferences, which reduce taxable incorne

to less than economic income, preferential rates,

and creditable preferences, which further reduce

the effective rate of tax once tax liability has

been calculated using taxable income ann tax rates

as reduced by special provisions. The exclusion of

interest on state and local securities and the

excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion

are among the best examples of deductihle prefer

ences in the U. S. tax law. Accelerated deprecia

tion allowances that initiaIIy exceed the real

loss of value of depreciable assets are also de

ductible preferences. Rut because they reverse

over time, they are more complicateö than provi

sions that simply artificially renuce taxahle

income to below economic income.

Preferential rates are applien to corporate capi

tal gains and to selecteo other types of income

that are generally unimportant to most corpora

tions. The investment tax cre<iit is the primary.

creCii tahle preference in the U. S. tax cone. The

foreign tax creöit, which some observers consider

a preference, is discussed in Section 7.
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Preferences, as defined here, are essentially iden

tical to the concept of tax expenditures first

popularized by Surrey and now incorporated in

annual budget figures for the United States. 1

There may be a tendency to think that the problem

of tax preferences is relatively unimportant in

Europe, where taxable income corresponds rnore

closely to "book" income than in the United

States. But this misses the point; deviations of

taxable income from economic incorne sanctioned by

accounting practices are none-the-1ess tax prefer

ences. That tax preferences are indeed a poten

tially important problem in Europe is indicated by

the discovery by same businessrnen that they have

liabilities for precompte, after having initial1y

been sanguine about the prospect.

Generally speaking the first and third of the

kinds of preferences indentified above can be öe

fined in an analogous way in an integrated system.

That is, deductible preferences, rather than being

allowed at the corporate level, could be passed

through to shareholders. Similariy,' tax credits

could be used to reduce the tax liabi1ity of the

shareholder, rather than that of the corporation.

Preferential rates at the corporate 1eve1 rea11y

have no place in an integrated system, since the

corporate tax, if it continued to exist, would be

only a wi thholding device. Any preferential rates

would need to be allowed at the individual level,

rather than the corporate level.

l See Surrey (1973) for a comp1e.te discussion of
tax expenditures. Effective corporate tax rates
have been estimated in Kaplan (1975) and U.S.
Treasury (1978).
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The 10gic of full integration woulö seem to demand

that corporate shareholders receive the same bene

fit from tax preferences that they could realize

on the same income realized through a proprietor

ship or a partnership; that is, in the terminology

to be employed below, "pass-through" seems to be

inherent in the conceptual case for full integra

tion. l This is not to say that all existing tax

preferences make sense and shou1d be continueö.

Indeed, many do not. (But i t has been argued that

many preferences exist only as an offset to the

overtaxation that capital invested in the corpo

rate sector would otherwise experience. ) But

equity and neutrality seem to demand that whatever

preferences are avaiIable in ·the noncorporate

sector should also be available in the corporate

sector if integration .or dividend relief is proviö

ed. Thus specially taxed items should be reporten

separately to the shareholder so that he can bene

fit from the special tax treatment. Even so, some

might argue that certain tax preferences should

not he passed through or that they shoulo be

passed through only if corporate-source income is

l It may help to clarify this term if we note that
a deduction of 10 is worthless to a taxpayer in
the zero marginal tax braeket hut is worth 7 to
one in the 70 percent marginal rate bracket. By
comparison, a credit of 5 is worth that amount to
all taxpayers, regard1ess of their marginal tax
braeket. If corporate preferences were passed
through to individual shareholders they would be
worth the amounts just indicated to shareholders
in the various marginal tax brackets. I f, on the
other hand, preferences were "washea-out", they
would be worth nothing to all shareholders.
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not distributed el l This line of reasoning is not

pursued further here for several reasons . First,

it is not persuasive. Second, full integration

appears to be so unlikely for the foreseeable

future that it seems preferable to concentrate on

the analogous problems under dividend relief.

Third, the issues under full integration and divi

dend relief are sufficiently similar that substan

tia l progress can be made by focusing on the

latter.

Dividend relief is, in a sense, a hybrid solution

to the problems posed by a separate and unintegra

ted corporate income tax on the one hand and those

of full integration on the other. Relief is provirl

ed for double taxation of dividenös, but no

effort is made to integrate the corporate ano

personal taxes so far as the retained portion of

corporate-source income is concerned. For this

reason the definition of tax preferences is some

what rnore complicated than under either a classi

cal or an integrated system and one must face

squarely several issues which are less obvious if

full integration is at stake.

We noted above that even though pass-through of

preferences seems to be inherent in the case for

full integration, somemight argue that the bene-

l Contention that a given tax preference shouln
not be passed through seems generally to reflect a
belief that the preference should not exist in the
first place. The view that preferences should be
available only if corporate-source income is not
distributed appears to be relevant primarily for
such preferences as the investment tax credi t and
accelerated depreciation, both of which can be
argued to be intended to increase saving and in
vestrnent.
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fits of tax preferences should be available only

to the extent that income is not distrihuten. A

similar policy decision must be faceo under nivi-

dend relief: should tax preferences be passen

through on distributed corporate-source income or

should they be available only to the extent that

earnings are retained? While a strong case can be

made that preferences should be passed throuqh on

distributions, the countries that currently pro

vide dividenn relief generally do not f0110w this

path7 rather, the benefits of tax preferences tenn

to be nu11ifien when preference income is deemeCl

to be distributed. 1

But note the use of the word lIdeemed Il in the last

sentence of the previous paragraph. \~en divioends

are paid they do not automatically carry tags

saying whether they are paid out of preference

income or fully taxen income. Thus it is necessary

to have arbi trary rules for the determination of

l In fact, tax preferences are not fully nullified
on income that is distributed, except in Germany,
where dividend relief is complete. In countries
such as France and the United Kingdorn, where divi
dend relief is only partial, the precornpte or
a<ivance corporation tax (to be explained further
immediately below) equals only the rate at which
the shareholder I s gross-up anö credit is calcula
ted, rather than the higher corporate income tax.
Thus, distributed corporate-source preference
income is taxed at exactly the marginal tax rate
applicable to orrlinary income of the shareholder,
whereas the availability of only partial nivinend
relief implies that distributed income which is
fully taxable is taxed at aggregate (corporate and
personal) rates which exceed the shareholder's mar
ginal tax rate. rrhus in one sense the preference
is nullified7 in another it is not. For more on
this point see McLure (1979, chapter 4). For a
more rletailed description of the treatment of tax
preferences in the British,. French, and German
systems, see McLure (1979, chapter 3).
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the split of a given amount of diviiiends between

tax-preferred and fully taxed income. 'rhree such

rules suggest themselves. Under the first it wouln

be assumed that dividends are paid first from

fully taxable income~ such a rule we will define

to involv~ "staeking preferences last ". By ana

logy, if preferences are " s tacked first ", it would

be assumed that the first dollar of dividends is

paid from preference income. A more natural pre

sumption might be that dividends are paid in pro

portionate amounts from fully taxen ana preference

income. l Combining these alternative stac1cing

rules with the alternative treatments of iiistribut-

ed preference income descrihed above

through and wash-out), we have the six

potential interest indicaten in Table 1.

(pass

cases of

( Ignore

Table l. Alternative Approaches to the Treatment

of Tax Preferences

~reatment of nistrihute~ 'Passerl
Preference Income: Through T~Tash.ed Out

Gross-up and Credit: Variable uariahle Fixed

1. Preferences ~tacked First
(against dividends): la lhV lhF

2. Preferences Prorated: 2a 2bV 2hF

3. Preferences Stacked Last 3a 3bV 3bF
(a~ainst retentions)

l Among the many aaditional complications \vhich.
will not be consideren further here is the need to
decine I for exarnple, whether di vidends are assumen
to come in proportionate amounts from taxen and
preference income of the current year or from
n.cc'-2.~~l.at~~ taxen and preference-incoMe~'-
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for now the "variable crenit" ann "fixeo crenit"

subdivisions of the "wash-out tl column.) Thus in

case 2a preferences are prorated between dividenos

and retentions and are passed through on distribu

tions. On the other hand, in case 3b preferences

are stacked last, but are washeö out to the extent

that they are distributed. This last treatment is

characteristic of European tax systems.

Given the pervasive importance of the treatment of

tax preferences, it may be worthwhile to describe

briefly how preferences are commonly washeö out

upon distribution. Though the mechanics of the

three systems differ somewhat, the British,

French, and German systems employ advance or sup

plementary corporate taxes to prevent the pass

through of tax preferences when preference income

is deemed to be distributed. That is, suppose that

a German firm wi th 100 of tax-exempt income and

100 of taxable income wishes to make a complete

distribution of both the exempt and taxen earn

ings. Though the firm woulö initially pay corpo

rate tax at a rate of 36 percent on only the 100

of taxable income, it can distribute only 128

because a supplementary tax (calIed a precompte

in the French and German systems) equal to the 36

percent tax on taxable income must be paid on the

100 of exernpt

distributed. 1

income when the exempt income

The shareholder then inc1udes

is

the

l Germany actual1y employs a hybrid system which
involves hoth a split rate (56 percent on retained
income and 36 percent on distributeo earnings) and
an imputation approach. This complication is of no
relevance for the present discussion. The share
holder is alloweö a gross-up and credit based on
the 36 percent corporate tax levied on distributed
earnings. The British advance corporation tax
serves much the same purpose as the precoP1pte.
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200 (cash dividend of 128 plus shareho1der credit

of 72) in his income for tax purposes and takes

the imputation creciit of 72. The u1timate resu1t

is that the 100 of income that wou1d have been

exempt i f retained is taxed at the shareholder I s

marginal tax rate when distributed~ that is, the

preference is hullified if the preference income

is distrihuted.

Under the approach just describeo the shareho1der

completing his tax return would be unconcerned

wi th whether or not he is recei ving taxabIe or

preference income~ in either event he uses a

fixed fraction (36/64 9/16 in this case) to

gross-up his cash dividends. l Under an alternative

approach a gross-up rate basen on the corpora

tion's effective tax rate could, in theory, be

used instead of a precompte to achieve wash-out

of distributed preferences. In the example of the

previous paragraph, in the absence of the pre

compte the firm wauld pay only the tax of 36 on

its taxable income and distribute the rest. Share

holders wauld then gross-up net dividends (164) by

only 36 and take a credit for 36 of tax. l~iIe the

ul timate resul ts wouln be identica l, the gross-up

rate for this firm wouln be 30/164 = 9/41, instead

of the stannard 9/16 in the system empIoying a

precompte. Because the gross-up rate depends on

the effective tax rate it would varv across firms

and from year to year. The relevance of this point

is discussed further beIow.

l The shareholder wouin, of course, generaIly care
ahaut whether or not the firm nistributed prefer
ence income. The point here is that in campIeting
his tax return the sharehaIder wouln treat a given
oJTlount of oivioends ioentic~)lv, regarClless of
whether it was paid ~rom taxen or- preference
income.
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Among the most complicated provisions of U.S. tax

law are those governing the calculation of "earn

ings and profi ts". Earnings and profi ts, commonly

referred to as "E and P", is utilized in deterrnin

ing whether or not a given distribution is taxeci

to shareholders as a divideno (ordinary incoM~) or

as a tax-free return of capital. Distrihutions are

treated as dividends and fully taxen to sharehold

ers, up to the full amount of E and P. Aooitional

distributions are treated as return of capital and

reduce basis for calculating capital gains (but

not to less than zero). Since earnings and profits

include many items which could properly be charac

terized as tax preferences, once a firm goes

beyond distributing fully taxed incorne the share

holder must include the corporate preference

income in his ordinary income for tax purposes .

This implies that the preferences are valuable to

the extent they are retained, are washeC! out to

the extent they are distributed, but are "stackeo

last".

The complicated calculation of earnings and pro

fits is, as a practical matter, largely unnecessa

ry for the bulk of American corporations. Because

of the "stack last" provision, only firms which

distribute amounts in excess of both current ann

accumulated earnings and profits neeC! to inform

shareholders that they have none so and for most

firms the " cushion" of accumulated E and P is

sufficiently large that the calculation need not

even be made. A similar comment might be macie

about the arrangements in Table l above which

involve stacking preferences last. For most firms

i t would not be necessary to 'calculate econornic

income or preference income, ano unner certain
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proposals for the treatMent of tax preferences

under nivirlena relief it wouln not even he necessa

ry to have a concept.. analogous to earnings ann

profits. l

By comparison, if preferences were prorated be

tween nividenos an~ retentions it would he necessa

ry for every firm with preference income to calcu

late preference income in order to make the arbi

trary allocation. Rut recall t~at preferences were

nefineo relative to taxation of econoMic income.
--------_--.-~-

The existence of relatively clear-cut cases such

as tax-exempt interest on municipal honds creates

a false impression of simplicity. It is easy to

construct examples in which it would be virtuaIly

impossible to implement the critical definition of

preference income. Similar problems would arise if

preferences were stacked first (against divi

dends). Any rule which involves stacking prefer

ences first or prorating preferences has generally

been agreed to be adrninistratively infeasible. 2

Although integration and diviCieno relief are

fairly complicateo, it shoulCi generally be possi

ble to isolate the compliance burnens at the corpo

rate level, so that the indivirlual shareholner

would be little affected by the fact that diviaenCi

relief is beinq provided. Unner a di videna-paid

deduction or split-rate system (application of dif

ferent corporate rates to retainen and distrihuted

earnings) the personal return neeo be hardly any

l This would be true, for example, under the
scheme proposen by Ullman (1978) outlined below.

2 For furt.her arguments alonq these lines, see
McLure (1979, chapter 7) and Warren (1978).
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more complicated than under a classical system;

the shareholder wouln simply inclune cash di

vidends in income for tax purposes. Under the

imputation approach to dividend relief the tax

return need be only marginally more complicated

than under a classical system. Ioeally the share

holder would be provided three pieces of infOrma

tion: his net dividends, his gross taxable ni

vidends, and the shareholder credit. Under some of

the alternative approaches to the treatment of tax

preferences complications could not, however, be

isolated at the corporate level.

Suppose, for example, that it were nesired to

nullify preferences on dividends. Suppose in addi

tion that a corporation wi th a fisca1 year endinq

in November made a distribution of dividends in

December of 1978. A ca1endar year shareho1ner

would include such dividends in his 1q78 income

tax re.turn. Moreover, this dividend should be re

corded on a grossed-up basis. But this is qeneral

ly impossible under a system which utilizes a

variable-rate gross-up and crenit, because if it

has any tax preferences a corporation cannot calcu

late its effective tax rate and the appropriate

gross-up and credit until after the enn of i ts

fiscal year. Based on current experience it would

not be unreasonab1e to believe that corporate

income ann its division between taxahle and prefe

rence income would he 'known only q or 10 lTlonth.s

after the close of the corporate fiscal year, or

as much as 6 months after th.e iniiividual sharehold

er had filen his return for the year following
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that in which the dividend was originally paid. 1

The si tuation is qui te different if a precompte

were employed to nullify preferences and a fixed

gross-up and credit could be allowed at the share

holder level. Under this approach, typified by the

German approach described above, the corporation

would simply report to the shareholder dividends

grossed-up using the statutory rate. To the extent

that tax had not in fact been paid on income

deemed to be distributed, the firm would pay the

supplementary tax. Any problems resulting from

delay in calculating corporate income, audit ad

justments, and amended returns would be isolated

at the corporate level. It is thus clear that a

fixed gross-up and creoit wouln be vastly prefera

ble to using a variable gross-up and credit to

achieve the same result.

The discussion above suggests that viable options

in the treatment of tax preferences under dividend

relief are restricted to cases 3a and 3bF in Table

l. Attempting to pass preferences' through to the

extent distributed (case 3a) would also be doomed

if it required the use of a variable gross-up ann

credit. 2 But it has been argued that the firm

could report taxahle income and preference income

to the shareholder separately and a fixed gross-up

l This discussion is based upon McLure (1979, chap
ter 4). Note that a Iiteral interpretation of the
variable gross-up and credit approach would re
quire reopening tax returns of individual share
holders any time an amenoeo return or auoi t ao
justment altered the firm I s preference income for
an earlier year.

2 This argument is presenteo,
McLur~ 1979, chapter 4).

for example, in
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and credit could be applied to the taxable income.

Dividends paid from preference income would simply

be exempt, and therefore not grossed-up at all. l

It appears, however, that this approach, while

ingenious, would not overcome the problems created

when the corporation does not know until after the

shareholder has filed his return whether its claim

for a given preference will be a1lowed. Moreover,

it would open the entire Pandora's box of calculat

ing preference income.

In summary then, the form of integration most

likely to be adopted is dividend relief which

stacks preferences last and washes them out on

distributions. This approach, which, is followed in

Europe, is not the most attractive from a policy

point of view. As argued above, it would seem more

reasonable to allocate preferences between divi

dends and retained earnings on a prorata basis and

pass them through on dividends. But this choice is

likely to be made on grounds of administrative

feasibili ty, rather than on the basis of policy

objectives.

That this is true is indicated by the way tax

preferences would be treated under the scheme for

dividend relief proposed by Chairman Al Ullrnan of

the House Ways and Means Committee (1978). A share

holder credi t account (SCA) would be established

at the' corporate level in order to limit the

arnount of credi t a1lowed shareholders to a frac

tion of the taxes actua11y paid by the corpora

tion. The firm's SCA would be increased by a given

l This argument has been stated eloquently in Hick
man ( 1978). Tt is sumrnarized in somewhat greater
detail than here in McLure (1979, chapter 7).
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percentage of net corparate tax 1iahi1ity and re

duced by the amount of any credits al10wed share

holders~ once the· firm's SCA was exhausted no

further credits cou1d be taken. When fu11y imple

mented, the U1lman plan would a110w a shareholder

credit equa1 to 20 percent of net dividends (there

by eliminating 21. 67 percent of the corporate tax

at the then-current rate of 48 percent).l In order

to produce increases in the SCA which wou1ö exact

ly offset the credits taken by the shareholders it

would be necessary to allow corporations to add

21.67 percent of corporate tax liability to the

SCA. 2

An assumption that dividends are paid first from

taxab1e income is implicit in the mechanics of

this proposal. But i t wou1d not be necessary to

ca1cu1ate preference income under the Ullman propo

sal. Additional tax would automatica1ly be co11ect

ed any time tax-preferred income was distributed.,

wi thout it being necessary to define tax prefer

ences explicitly. As noted above, this wouln faci

litate administration considerab1y.

l Assuming a 48 percent corporate tax, 100 of
corporate-source income could resu1t in 52 of divi
dends. 20 percent of 52 is 10.4 or 21.67 percent
of the corporate tax of 48. In i ts use of the
shareho1der credit account, this proposal, which
is said to resemble c1ose1y that proposeö to the
Whi te House by the Treasury Department, is more
like the British system wi th i ts anvance corpora
tion tax than the French or German systerns.

2 Though addi tions to the SCA of only 21. 67 per
cent of tax liabi1ity would prevent shareholders
from taking credit for taxes not paid, the Ullman
proposal would allow contributions to the SCA
equal to 30 percent of tax liahility. It wouln
therefore be substantially more liberal than exact
washout of preferences under even the mere gener
eus definition of washout given in footnote l on
p.73.
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6. EQUIVALENCE OF INTEGRATION AND DIVIDEND

RELIEF

If all corporate-source income were distributed

and tax preferences were treated identically under

the two systerns, integration and dividend relief

would be identical. This is of considerable inter-

est, because under at least

reform package that includes

relief, it could be expected

corporate income wouid, indeed,

one possible tax

complete dividend

that virtually all,

be distributed. To

see this, ignore for the moment the existence of

tax preferences and suppose that dividend relief

were accompanied by the reduction of the top perso

nal income tax rate to the level of the corporate

rate. l In such a case inöividual shareholders in

the top marginal rate bracket would have no tax

incentive to prefer retained earnings to divi

dends, and anyone in lower brackets would have a

positive tax incentive to prefer dividends. 2

l~i th these strong fiscal pressures for distribu

tion it can be assumed that a substantiai propor

tion of income would be distributed. To the extent

that income was distributed, shareholders would be

l The tax reform package allegedly recommended to
President Carter by the Treasury Department in
September 1977 ("Tax Reform Option Papers .•. ",
1977) reportedly included such aproposal. Taxa
tion of long-term capital gains as ordinary
income, also included in that tax reform package,
would strengthen the argument made in the text,
but is not "necessary for it.

2 This argument wouln be stronger if tax-exempt
organizations were to benefit from dividend
relief. If they did not, these organizations would
be indifferent hetween receipt of dividends and
accumulation of retained earnings, so far as tax
considerations are concerned.
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taxed on corporate-source income at the rate ap

plicable to ordinary income. l Since this is the

objective and result under full integration it

would appear that even if integration is technical

ly infeasible, it could, in effect, be achieved

"by the back door" by simply allowing di vidend

relief.

While there is much truth in this argument, it

suffers from several flaws. First, one hallmark of

integration is its total neutrality, toward corpo

rate financial policy as weIl as toward resource

allocation. But the results of dividend relief

resemble those for full integration under the a's

sumptions stated above precisely because di viöend

relief would distort dividend payout policy.

Second, and perhaps more important, if preferences

were to exist and be stacKed last ann nullified,

it is quite unlikely that dividend payout rates

would increase to the extent just posited. This is

true because this treatment of tax preferences

would imply that taxpayers in marginal rate brack

ets substantially below the corporate rate would

find that aggregate (corporate and personal) taxa

tion would be minimized by the retention of an

amount equal to preference income. 'Even for tax

payers in higher marginal rate brackets i t would

become very expensive to pay dividends, in terms of

forgone retained earnings, once all taxable income

l Any increase in dividend payout ratios induceo
by dividend relief would, of course, be constrain
ed by provisions of corporate indebtedness.
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has been paid out. 1 This is shown in Table 2. This

being the case, we could expect less than complete

distribution of corporate income, even if öividend

relief were complete. If only partial relief were

allowed, then there would be even less reason to

expect a shift to nearly complete dividend payout.

Table 2. Aggregate Corporate and Personal Tax on

$100 of Corporate-source Income, for

Alternative Marginal Personal Tax

Rates and Dividend-payout Ratesa

(Raseo on denuctible preferences of $20)

Aggregate Tax Tax eost

Marginal 100 Percent Retentions 100 Percent of nistrihuting
Personal Retention Equal 20 Oistribution Preference Incon
Tax Rate (a) (b) (c) (d)

O 40 O O O

20 40 1~ 20 4

40 40 32 40 R

60 40 48 60 12

a Baseo on corporate income ax of 50 percent.
Ignores capaital gains tax on gains resulting from
corparate retentions.

l This argument is substantially stronger if the
top personal rate is not reduced to the level of
the corporate rate. If, for example, the top margi
nal rate is 70 percent and the corporate rate is
50 percent, it becomes extremely expensive to pay
dividends out of preference income to taxpayers
subject to the top personal rate. For a further
discussion on this issue, see McLure (1979, chap
ter 4).
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7. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF DIVIDEND RELIEF

That dividends are sometimes paid by U.S. corpora

tions to shareholders resident in foreign coun

tries or by foreign firms to U.S. residents consi

derably comp1icates dividend relief. An exhaustive

discussion of these comp1ications would go weIl

beyond the scope of this paper. 1 Yet it seems

worthwhile to discuss several aspects of this prob

lem.

First, dividend relief shoulo be based on the rate

of tax in the country of residence of the corpora

tion which is paying dividends across national

borders • If it is not, relief would be given for

taxes not paid or be less than taxes paid, and the

int'ernational allocation of capital would be dis

torted. The desired result would occur automatical

ly if the dividend-paid deduction were ernp10yed by

the country of source of dividends; if the imputa

tion method were used, the gross-up and creoit

must be based on the source country I s tax rate.

Because it wou1d be very difficult for the country

of residence of individual shareholders and corpo

rate portfolio investors to provide irnputation cre

di ts using taxes paid in the source country, i t

seems almost inevi table that dividend relief

should be provided in the first instance by the

l See, however, Ault (1977), Sato and Bird (1975),
McLure ( 1978) , and McLure ( 1979, chapter 6). In
what follows we ignore for the most part the ex
treme complications which result from the interac
tion of tax preferences and international streams
of dividends. Moreover, we limit the discussion to
international aspects of dividend relief, though
allowance for full integration in this context
does not considerably compiicate matters.
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source country. It might, however, be that arrange

ments for the sharing of the overall fiscal costs

of dividend relief would be necessary if interna

tional dividend flows were sufficiently out of

balance that the sharing of costs in the absence

of such arrangements wouln be deemed unsatisfacto

ry.

l~ile the above conclusions seem reasonable enough

in the case of individual shareholders and corpo

rate portfolio investors, it seems likely that

alternative rules might ~be necessary where divi

dends paid to parent corporations by foreign subsi

diaries are concerned. For one thing, there would

be substantial opportunity for abuse if relief was

provided by source countries, for firms incorpora

ted in tax-haven countries could be ernployed to

escape all tax liability on income earned through

foreign subsidiaries. It wouln therefore appear

proper that in the case of dividends paid to

parent firms by subsidiary corporations relief

should be provided by source countries only on the

basis of tax treaties ~ otherwise relief should be

provined by the country of residence of the parent

firrn.

It seems that in large part the practices outlined

in the previous two paragraphs are becoming stand

ard. That is, both France ana the Uni ted Kingdom

extend the benefits of dividend relief to foreign

individuals and corporate portfolio investors hut

do not grant it to resident shareholders on divi

dends received from abroad. Germany does not cur

rently provide relief to foreign shareholders, but

seems likely to do so, and it already withholds

di videnn relief from domestic owners of shares in
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foreign corporations. Thus far source countries

have shown little inclination to provide relief

from double taxation of dividends where subsidia

ry-parent relations are involved. (Rut the United

Kingdom has agreed in treaty negotiations with the

United States and the Netherlands to provide divi

dend relief on direct investment at half the rate

available to foreign portfolio investors.) Final

ly, where dividends received from foreign subsi

diaries hut retained hy parent corporations are

concerned, relief from double taxation is general

ly provided by the resident country of the parent,

through either a foreign tax credit or exemption.

But where foreign-source income is distributed by

the parent, taxes paid abroad are not recognized

for purpose of application of the imputation ap

proach. Rather, such income is treated like prefer

ence incorne and subjected to precompte.

It is useful to appraise this developing practice

in the light of commonly accepted norrnative goals

in the international tax sphere. Perhaps the over

riding objective of foreign tax treaties , in the

eyes of economists, should be capital export neu

trality. This form of neutrality has the advantage

that if it is achieved investors' decisions on

where to invest are not distorted by tax considera

tions and under certain circurnstances world-wide

efficiency is realized. If precompte were not

applied to distributed foreign-source income Wh1Ch

has benefi ted from exemption or foreign tax

credit, the practices outlined above would be con

sistent with capital export neutrality, so far as
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distributed corporate-source income is concerned. 1

A somewhat different basis has been used for judg

ing the propriety of withholding taxes collected

on dividends paid to foreign shareholders by domes

tic firms. Reciprocity of withholoing rates has

tended to govern provisions of double taxation

treaties dealing with di vidends i i t has general ly

been agreed that the taxes levien on diviöends by

two countries should be "mirror images" if they

are to be reciprocal. Strong adherence to this

principle has caused the Uniten States to object

to Germany's use of withholding rates in excess of

those charged by the United States on dividends

paid to German shareholders by American firms.

Being unable to convince the United States that

higher withholning rates than would be allowed by

a strict interpretation of reciproci ty are justi

fiable, given its use of a split-rate system,

Germany has changed to a hybrid system incorporat

ing an imputation credit as weIl as a preferential

rate for distributed earnings. Similarly, the

United Kingdom, learning from the German expe

rience, chose to adopt an irnputation approach de

spite a preference for a split-rate system. 2 Hav-

l For a further elaboration of this and other
concepts of neutrali ty, see Musgrave (1969, chap
ter 7). Host other commonly discussed criteria of
neutra1i ty are genera1ly agreed by economists not
to be relevant for policy in this area. So long as
corporate parents are not taxed on the retained
earnings of their subsiiiiaries on an accrual
basis, capital export neutrality will not be fully
realized. This important qualification is not con
sidered further in this paper.

2 For more on this see Ault (1977), Gourevitch
(1977), McLure (1978) and (1979, chapter 6), ano
Sato and Bird (1975).
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ing forced its treaty partners into systems' of

dividend relief which they judged to be inferior

when appraised on the hasis of domestic considera

tions, the Uniten States may have a difficult time

choosing any form of dividend relief other than

the imputation approach.

Whether denial of benefi ts of dividend relief to

foreign shareholders will eventually be deemeo to

be equivalent to levying a special withholding tax

on dividends pain to foreign shareholders un(ler a

split-rate system, and therefore subject to the

rules of reciproci ty, remains to be seen. But i t

should be noted that it has been argued that

strict adherence to the principle of reciproci ty,

while appropriate in a world of classical tax

systems, is not proper when various countries have

differing degrees of dividend relief. l According

to this view "e ffe·ctive reciprocity" woulci require

consirlering the entire (corporate and withholding)

tax burnen on divioend income attrihuted to for

eigners in the negotiation of double tax conven

tions.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLlJS I ()NS

Integration and dividend relief are not novel

topics in the Uni ted States . Provisions for in

tegration and divi~end relief, having heen incorpo

raten in the income taxes used to finance the

Civil War, predate the exi~ting corporate and per

sonal income taxes. Moreover, the tax on undistri

bute<l profits levied <luring the late 1930 I S was

economically equivalent to a deduction for divi

dends paid.

l See Sato and Bird (1975).
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Of course, the provisions of the tax 1aw neeo bear

no close relationship to our unoerstanding of

their effects. But integration and dividend relief

were studied thoroughly in the first hal f of the

twentieth century. From 1950 to 1q75 there was

relatively little public interest in integration

and dividend relief in the Uniten States, and

hardly greater acaoemic interest. (This is in

marked contrast to the ferment generaten in Canada

by the Royal Commission on Taxation during the

1960's.) Even so, the analysis of the 1940's han

been thorough and our understanding of the case

for integration and the administrative difficul

ties of integration and dividend relief would have

probably been judged in 1975 to have been substan

tial. What is therefore amazing is how little we

really did know about several vital aspects of

integration. In 1975 so little was known about the

problems posed by tax preferences that the Secreta

ry of the Treasury could propose to the Congress

that the statutory rate be employeö in the calcu

lating gross-up and creöit under the imputation

approach. l Similarly, except for a few experts

hard1y anyone knew very much ahout how ni viflenn

relief fit inta international fiscal relations. 2

It would appear that simi lar statements could he

made about the state of knowle~ge in European

countries.

The considerable attention integration and divi

öend relief have received in the past 5 years in

l See Simon (1975). For the defects of employing
the statutory rate to calculate the imputation
credit, see McLure (1976 and 1979, chapter 4).

2 For an excellent exposition of this subject, see
Sato and Bird (1975).
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both Europe and the United States has substantial

ly increased our understanding of this type of tax

reform. Especially important are our increasen un

derstanding of the role played by tax preferences

and. appreciation of the importance of the interna

tional aspects of integration and dividend relief.

Work on administrative details done by European

experts and by the U. S. Treasury Department has

contributed significantly to the understanding of

integration and dividend relief. But because Presi

dent Carter chose to exclude dividend relief from

the tax reform package he proposed in late 1977,

the knowledge generateo at the Treasury Department

has, unfortunately, been given all too little cir

culation. One can only hope that dividend relief

will be subjected to more wide-spread analysis and

that the Treasury studies of integration and divi

dend relief will be extended and made public. Only

then will we really be able to appraise integra

tion and dividend relief adequately. Integration

is clearly a good idea, if it is feasible, and

dividend relief is probably a good idea. But,

whether either is "good enough" depends in part on

whether or not they can he effectively administer

ed in away that makes good public policy.

Finally, i t should be noten that this paper has

focused very largely on theoretical and conceptual

discussions of integration and dividend relief and

their difficulties. It contains no hard evidence

about the effects of integration or dividend

relief on such things as the rate of capital accu

mulatian and economic growth, the allocation of

resources between the corporate and non-corporate

sectors, corporate financial policy, including

debt-equity ratios and divioend payout policies,
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the distribution of income, tax exempt organiza

tians, international capital flows, etc. This lack

is explained in part by the necessity of limiting

the scope of the study. Rut in larqer part it

reflects a gap in available knowledqe. In apprais

ing the case for integration and nividend relief

i t is essential to know not only whether such a

policy is administratively feasible but more about

its economic effects.
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International Enterprises and Taxation
- Same Preliminary Results of an Empirical Study

Concerning International Enterprises

Sven-Olof Lodin

l. BACKGROUND

Much attention has been paid to taxation of inter

national enterprises in recent years. Among the

questions which have been asked are:

(a) are these enterprises able to secure special

tax advantages due to their international

structure, and

(b) do they in fact make use of this structure to

secure such advantages.

It has been claimed in public discussion that

international enterprises are able to avoid report

ing a certain proportion of their profits in high

tax countries, by way of reporting these profits

in subsidiaries in low-tax countries or "tax

havens ". It has also been claimed that the high

tax countries are thus deprived of their "proper"

share of tax revenue. International enterprises,

on the other hand, maintain that their internatio

nal status in fact renders them liable to an in

creased tax burden owing to international oouble

taxation and the difficulties involveo in achiev

ing eonsisteney in profit and loss al1ocation

aeross national boundaries.
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Despite the interest that has been shown in the

taxation of international enterprises, and the im

portance attached to this issue -- and not only in

the Nordic countries-- our knowledge of the beha

vior of these enterprises is very limited. There

is virtually no observation material avai1able on

their financing and the nature of their payments-

what charges are for, the amounts involved, and

where they go. Nor do we know in what measure

these transactions conform to the international

tax system; also insufficiently known are those

organizationa1 features of international enterpris

es that are of special relevance to their taxa

tion. The impact on taxation of intra-group trans

fer pricing has been discussed rather widely, but

without systematic knowledge of the framework of

countries and tax systems within which such inter

company transactions take place.

In a number of studies concerning taxation anö

international enterprises attention has heen

called to the fact that empirical data concerning

the tax-related behavior of international firms

are lacking or are insufficient. l Also relatively

few attempts have yet been made to undertake a

broad survey of transaction flows, or of the orga

nization of international enterprises for tax pur

poses. Yet such surveys are of obvious importance

in any attempt to evaluate the tax issues related

to these international enterprises. -This shortage

l See inter alia: Eliasson, G. (1972), Capital
Transfers, Taxes and International Corporate Opera
tions, Economic Research Reports B2, The Federa
tion of Swedish Industries: Chown, J. (1974), Taxa
tion and Multinational Enterprises: and Kopits,
G. F. ( 1976), Taxation of Multinational Firm Reha
vior: A Critica1 Survey.
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of knowledge is unfortunate, especially consider

ing that political decisions may be made on the

basis of insufficient information.

In an atternpt to map out on a broader basis the

behavior of international enterprises with regard

to taxation and to shed light on some of the hasic

issues relevant to their behavior the Nordic Coun

cil for Tax Research in 1975 initiated a research

project concerning the intra-group financial flows

between Nordic subsidiaries of international enter

prises and their related foreign companies. The

study is now near completion and some preliminary

results are available. The study covers subsidia

ries of international enterprises operating in the

Nordic countries and re lates to transactions

during the year of 1975. Its main purpose is to

c1arify the pattern of financial flows to and from

the Nordic countries within various types of inter

national firms --i. e., what kinds of transactions

occur within them~ their frequency and amount~ and

between which types of companies within the enter

prises and between which countries such transac

tions are carried on-- and to c1arify the tax

consequences of these transactions. The degree to

which the international enterprises have adapted

their organization to the tax situation is a1so

highlighted.

2. WHY ARE WE INTERESTED IN TAX IMPACT

ON BUSINESS BEHAVIOR?

Before we proceed to measure we have to define our

questions operational1y, that is to say, why and

in what sense we are interesteci in studying tax-
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related behavior of the multinational firms and

to what extent it contains arrangements avoiding

taxes. Following Eliasson (1972, p. 67), it is

useful .to distinguish between three different di

mensions of the problem.

(l) Do internal tax arrangements affect the real

side of global business operations (invest

ment, production, trade, etc)?

(2) Do tax motivated arrangements change the form

of remittance policies without or \alith effect

on the global distribution of weal th of the

corporation (the cash flow aspect)?

(3) Given a fixed real structure in (1), do they

affect the global distribution and pooling of

profits as recorded (book-keeping aspect)?

Each i tern is associated wi th a di fferent sort of

worries and concerns. Tax motivaten effects of a

real nature 1 if not intended by the 1aw maker is

probably the most serious problem. Such real ef

fects can, however, seldorn be ascertaineo at the

international level. The second type of arrange

ment operates via open cash flows and organizatio

nal structures. The worries of national authori

ties this time are the revenue and the external fi

nancial and exchange side.

The third i tern has to do wi th the valuation of

real transactions in the books of the mul tinatio

nai corporation, the transfer pricing problem in a

broad sense. This is where problems of fairness

and equity appear and much of the discussion of

l That is the concern of many papers in this con fe
rence volurne.
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multinationals has been about their presumed capac

ity to change their transfer prices at will with

the purpose of avoiding taxation. The problem to

draw any conclusions here has to do with the prob

lem of finding the "true" or the .. fair" price.

From our point of view such effects are outsiöe

the scope of measureJTlent. 1 This is- so also when it

comes to studying how adjustments in real opera

tions (say investment) save on taxes. We will

concentrate attention on the second item, looking

at the open cash flow arrangements (dividends,

interest, royalties ) where measurement is in fact

possible, (if one is willing to devote time and

effort) and indirect conclusions can be suggested.

The following reasons can be given, in brief, for

the approach which has been chosen. In order to

assess the importance of the issue of the taxation

of international enterprises and the extent to

which the international status of these groups

leaos to a reduced or increased tax burden, it is

necessary to know the nature anö magnitude of

transactions and their routings within the interna

tional groups, and what is the nature of the inter

nal financial flows. This is of importance qui te

apart from the question of whether the internatio

nal firms can obtain tax advantages by way of

intra-firm pricing arrangements. Moreover, the sig

nificance of transfer pricing for the tax burden

of international enterprises depends on what types

of transactions occur and on whether the transac

tions are undertaken wi th relateö corporations in

high or low-tax countries. The aims of the study

l See for instance the preliminary discussion in
Eliasson (1972), QE.cit. (especially chapter I").
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iffer to some extent from other studies in the

9.me field in the sense· that we are investigating

1e significance, relative to total financial

tows, of different types of intra-firm transac

ions and of different transactions routes. The

im is also to find out whether the behavior dif

~rs significantly between enterprises depending

1 nationality, size, industry and degree of inter

itionalization. The inclusion of several h orne

)untries and four host countries in the study

ikes it possible to study whether differences in

iX legislation have their counterparts in differ

1t transaction patterns, irrespective of what

le cause behind the differences might be.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

le main objective of the study is to measure the

Lze and direction of the financial flows wi thin

lternational groups of companies and to explore

le organization and financing of these groups in

!spect of importance for taxation •. The stuoy con

Lsts mainly of a survey by questionnaire, the aim

!ing the inclusion of all foreign-owned subsi

Laries of a certain size in the Nordie countries.

le main emphasis of the inquiry is laid on the

~asurement of transaction flows. Concerninq

lese, the amounts are requested of the following

)st and revenue i tems as accounted for in 1975 :

l) dividends, (b) interest, (c) royalties and

:her disbursements for intangibles, (d) manage

~nt and service fees, (e) purchase anö sale of

)ods.

le fo1lowing questions are as'ked in respect of

lch item:
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(1) The proportion of the amount involved pertain

ing to transactions with related companies

abroad.

(2) The country of each related transaetion part-

ner.

(3) The line of business of the partner in ques

tion.

(4) The amount related to eaeh partner.

The study ineludes all majority-owneö (more than

50 percent ) subsidiaries of foreign eompanies in

Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden, having a

turnover exceeding Skr 1 million, or the equiva

lent in other curreneies (approximately $230,000).

The relevant population ineludes elose to 2,000

companies. Complete answers (adaptable to data pro

cessing and analysis), have been received from

l, 000 eompanies. In Sweden 239 out of 485 have

answered. However, the eoverage of signifieant eom

panies and value of turnover is more eneouraging.

Approximately 80 pereent of the turnover of for

eign-owned manufaeturing Swedish eompanies are

covered by the answers reeeived.

Represented in the material are 274 Swedish-owned

subsidiaries, 180 U.S. subsidiaries and 84 U.K.

subsidiaries. These three countries aeeount for

almost two thirds of the companies. There are

relatively few German eompanies (56 answers). Only

a few companies report a turnover of less than Skr

5 million. Very few eompanies of this size have

answered and those answering eannot be assumed to

be representative for this size group. The whole

group thus has been omitteci from the analysis in

Denmark and Sweden.
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In general the firms participating in the inves

tigation have a very high degree of internationa

lization. They are estahlished in rnany countries

~nd have many subsitiiaries. Except for Nordie en

terprises the general conclusian is that the

~ordic markets seem to be penetrated at a rather

late stage in the internationalization of an enter

:,rise. Most of the companies studied are sel1ing

ilmost exclusive1y in the Nordie market (market

)rientated). Only 10 percent of their gross re

,enue are derived from related companies, whereas

57 percent of their transactions have referenee to

Jroup transactions.

~. PRESENTATION OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS

FROM THE STUDY

lnd eosts

.ions:

(

shows the distribution of gross

related to different kinds of

revenue

transac-

a) The value of intra-firm east transactions is

severa1 times larger than the value of ineome

transaetians (in Sweden 6: l ). The effeets of

east transaetions are not in any way balaneen

by ineome transaetions.

b) The value of intra-firrn eost transaetians ae

count for more than half of the value of total

eost transaetions (ineluding external transac

tions). Internai ineome transaetions eount for

less than 10 pereent of the total ineome

value.

c) eost transactions wi th goods eount for more

than 90 percent of the valne of east transae

tions (in Sweden 94 percent).



Table l. Categories of revenue and costs, totally ann intra-firm

l?er cent

Inter- Royalty l.leasing Management anel 'Purchase or Dividends Total va1ue
ests fees fees service fees sale of goods (millions

of Skr)

Lota1 revenue
Share of value 1.0 0.1 ~.2 0.4 Q4.q 0.4 40,115

Intra-firm revenue
Share of value 1.1 0.5 0.1 ~.() Q3.q 1.4 5,041

Number of trans- t-
o

actions lSR 21 6 lIR 57(, 31 qlO U1

Lota1 costs
Share of value 2.3 1.5 0.5 1.0 q2.f) 2.1 21,011

Intra-firm costs
Share of value 1.2 2.5 0.2 1.7 ql.O 1.5 11,443

Nl.lmber of trans-
actions 389 148 2, 132 1,lR.5 2Rl 2,300
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Table 2 shows the distribution of the different

categories of intra-firm eost transaetions, number

and amount (inclurling di virlends, al though this is

not a eost item) by nationality of the group. The

overwhelming importance of the purehase anrl sale

of goods has already been mentioned. Table 3 shows

the transaetion pattern relaterl to industry. Tahle

4 shows the distrihution of different eosts relat

ed to destination eountries (transaetion part

ner). Considering the overall importanee of priee

elaborations, a 2 pereent ehange of priees on

goods outweights any eoneeivable priee ehange of

any other kind of eost. Of course, the pattern

differs between individual eompanies and indus

tries, but in view of the attention given to the

different types of transaetions in the public dis

cussion, the aggregated comparison is relevant. It

is interesting to note the frequency and relative

amount of management and service fees (more fre

quent than interest and of the same amount). wi th

regard to royalties the arnount of internal eosts

is SKr 386 million compared to the amount of exter

nal royalties of only BKr 19 million. rrhus, inter

nal royal ties account for 95 percent of the total

amount of royalties . The oominant role of intra

firm royal ties eompared with external royalties

makes it. hard to find eomparahle armts length

priees for this kind of transactions.

Wi th regard to the transaction pattern of groups

of different nationalities important differences

can be seen. American suhsidiaries aecount for

26.2 percent of the total amount of intra-firm

eost transactions , but have 69.1 percent of all

royalties, 62.3 percent of all management and ser

vice fees and 60.6 percent of all iiivioenos . In
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Table 2. Intra-firm costs hy group nationality

Kind of transaction
-------_._--._.----~---_.__ .•._-_ ..~._-----~_._ .._-_.- --- •.. -_ .. --. __._- .__ ...- ...~-----_._-.-

Group Inter- Royalty ManaRe- 'Pur- nivi- Total in T

nation- ests fees ment chase denns lions of ~

a1ity and of and per c~

(Home service Roods of intra-1
country) fees costs

-~---..------_..- per cent ~---------._----

USA

1. of line ~ 1.0 6.5 4.1 RO.3 8.0 4,052
2. of kind of 22.4 69.1 62.3 23.2 60.6 26.2

transaction~
(column)

West-Germany

1. 0.8 0.2 0.6 97.4 0.9 2,276
2. 10.0 0.9 5.5 15.R 4.0 14.7

Holland

1. 0.6 2.2 1.3 93.8 2.0 2,130
2. 7.3 12.3 10.A 14.2 R.O l3.R

Switzerland

1. 1.4 2.2 1.1 93.9 1.4 997
2. 7.2 5.8 4.3 6.7 2.5 6.5

United
Kingdom

1. 1.1 0.5 0.7 90.9 4.3 694
2. 3.9 0.9 1.8 4.4 5.5 4.4

Sweden

1. 1.8 0.6 0.6 94.7 2.2 4,100
2. 39.2 6.5 9.6 27.6 16.9 26,h

Others

1. 1.6 1.4 1.3 94.5 1.1 1,204
2. 10.0 4.5 5.7 8.1 2.5 7.A
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lable 3. Intra-firm costs by industry of the suhsi~iary

Kind of transaction

ndustry of Inter- Royalty Mana~e- 'Pur- Divi- Total in mil-
ubsidiary ests fees ment chase ciends lions of Skr

and of and per cent
service goods of intra-firm
fees costs

--------------- per cent -------~----

anufacturing

of line 2.0 4.1 2.7 R6.1 5.0 4,603

of kind of 49.9 50.0 46.0 28.2 42.8 2q.R
transaction +
(column)

rade

0.9 0.7 0.7 95.9 1.q Q,300

43.5 16.5 25.1 ~3 • .5 32.3 60.2

inancing and
ervice

0.9 12.3 7.8 63.2 13.7 861

3.q 28.0 25.3 3.q 22.1 5.6

thers

O.R 3.1 1.4 Q2 • .5 2.2 679

2.7 5.5 3.6 4.4 2.R 4.4
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Table 4. Intra-firm costs by country of destination

Kind of transaction

Country of Inter- Royalty Mana~e- 'Pur- Divi- Total in Mil-
destination ests fees ment chase dends lions of Skr
(transac- and of and per cent
tion service Roods of intra-firll
partner) fees costs

--------------- per cent --------~------

USA

1. of line --.. 2.0 22.6 14.3 39.2 18.2 983
2. of kind of 8.8 58.5 36.2 3.3 40.7 7.5

transact.
+(column)

West-Germany

1. 0.5 0.1 0.5 98.6 0.3 2,626
2. 5.8 0.8 3.4 22.4 1.7 20.1

Holland

1. 0.5 4.9 2.1 88.9 3.4 1,205
2. 2.7 16.0 6.5 9.3 9.4 9.2

Switzerland

1. 2.2 2.8 1.7 89.7 3.6 810
2. 8.3 5.8 3.4 6.3 6.6 6.2

United
Kingdom

1. 1.1 0.3 2.5 87.6 5.9 1,050
2. 5.0 O.R 6.9 R.2 14.3 R.3

Sweden

1. 1.6 0.6 0.7 95.3 1.8 3,914
2. 28.6 6.1 6.6 32.3 15.7 29.9

Denmark

1. 2.5 2.2 3.6 83.4 7.9 402
2. 4.1 2.3 3.7 2.9 7.2 3.1

Others

l. 3.9 1.8 6.2 87.1 1.0
2. 36.7 9.7 32.3 15.3 4.4 15.7
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ontrast, German~own subsidiaries account for

4. 7 percent of t" ~ost value, but of interest

nly 10 pereent. -f toyalties 0.9 percent, and of

i vidends 4 p~r~" ,- t i q7 percent of the cost trans

etions within Ge!~'n groups relate to goods.

ri tish groups , having a total share of 4.4 per

ent of the costs, report 3.9 percent of the inter

st eosts, large costs for goods but very small

mounts of royal ties. The dividends amount to 5. 5

ercent.

woi tzerland plays a smaller role in the context

han is often assumed. Swiss-owned subsidiaries

ceount for 6. 5 pereent of the cost transactions

nd 93.9 percent of these are purchases of goods.

he picture does not ehange mueh if we also take

nto consideration intra-firm payments destinated

:> Swi tzerland in non-Swiss groups (see Table 4).

he average payment to Switzerland seems to be

:ither small.

ransactions wi th tax havens exist but they are

nsignificant. In the Swedish group payments of

3.hamas, Luxembourg, and Panama are reporteo

nounting to 0.5 percent of total internal costs.

1e tendeney is the same in the other countries.

FINANCING AND DIVIDENDS

ith regard to financing and dividends the pattern

lffers considerably between the host eountries

lt also between different group nationalities as

:ln be seen from Tab!.~.2, but less between diffe

~nt lines of business and different sizes of

roups.
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The resu1ts from Fin1anCl are of special interest

in this context as they seem to suggest that tax

laws affect corporate behavior substantially. In

Finland tax legislation authorizes tax authorities

to refuse foreign-owned subsiöiaries a oeöuction

for interest payments on internai long-term debts.

Furthermore, Finlanci in 1969 amenden the tax code

in order to stimulate equity financing of Finnish

industry, granting companies a öeduction for divi

dends related to newly issued share capital.

Dividends going to other Finnish companies, which

en joy the exemption for intercorporate ni vidends ,

do not entitle to any neduction. Diviaends trans

ferred abroad are deductible without limitation.

The effects can be seen in Figure -.!.. See also

Tables 5 and 6.

Table 6 shows the growth of paid-up share capital

in Finland and of dividend payments. Especially

the Swedish and American companies have increased

both their paid-up share capital and their nivi

dends, probably in order to take advantage of the

tax treatment. The changed relationship from 1968

to 1975 between stock dividends, not entitling to

dividend deduction, and cash issues, entitling to

dividend deduction, is remarkable.

In Norway the rate of borrowing is higher than in

the other countries. Roth total debts and the

internal part of long-term debts are great. This

is also reflected by a higher proportion of inter

est costs than in the other countries.

In Denmark one can notice the high share of inter

est costs combined wi th the lowest ratio of divi-



Table 5. Financing structure anffcl1vrdends_ in na!.~onal cu~~~~~~

-----Long-Term nehts Sha-re Capital Total Oehts Dividends

Country 19f1R 1971 1975 19fiR 1971 1975 1975 19f1R 1971 1975
--

Sweden
a

Total, millions of ~kr 1,S30 1,209 1,757 480 73.'5 1,203 4,994 48 95 209
Share borrowed from the ~roup, % 21 11 '-3

United States
b

1,054 307 ~48 196 272 508 1,727 24 70 147
7.5(?) 31 11

Holland
b 197 279 219 106 111 168 723 14 12.5 24

41 47 26
~

Switzerland
b 86 109 120 19 39 R1 317 l 1.8 4

.....
t\J

85 57 6q

United 'Kingdom
h 109 132 94 59 68 83 3R1 5 6 15

78 50 18

a
Norway
Total, millions of Nkr 929 1,246 1,825 529 650 1,063 6,441 32 92 107
Share borrowed from the group, ~ 45 42 44

Finlanda---'--
Total, millions of Fmk 221 304 R09 194 309 662 3,015 14 49 88
Share borrowed from the group, % 13 14 16

Denmarka----
Total, millions of Dkr 433 772 1,047 630 790 1,423 4,653 63 100 124
Share borrowed from the group, % 43 43 39

a Host country. b Group nationality.
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Table 6. Share capital and dividends

Finland 196B and 1975

Thousands of Fmk

Nationality Paid in

of.parent share capital

company 1968 1975

Holland 42,766 73,240

United States 57,355 202,079

United Kingdom 23,283 62,386

Sweden 32,438 189,926

Dividends

1968 1975

4,252 12,486

5,593 39,084

480 12,484

3,237 30,572

Issues of share capital

Finland

Thousands of Fmk

1968 1975

Stock dividends issues 1,370 6,580

Paid-up (cash) issues 650 83,006



Figur l. Finland
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Base year 1968=100; Thousands of Frnk

Intra-firm Dividends
1968: 13,828 (U.S 40%, Sweden 23%)
1975:102,169 (U.S.40%, Sweden 30%)

Total Dividends
1968: 18,599
1975:123,650

Intra-firm long term debts
a

1968: 30,680 1975: 130,370

Total long term debts
b

1968: 221,894 1975: 809,411

Share capital
1968: 194,933 1975: 642,747

f-J
f-J
~

a Intra-firm short term debts 1975 670,000

200

100

1968 1971

b Total short term debts 1975

1975

2,207,000
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dends in relation to share capital. The Danish

corporation law on dividend limitation, in force

in 1975, coincides with the fact that the interna!

interest rates as reported in the questionnaires

were more than twice as high in Denmark than in

other countries. This goes also for U.S.-owned

cornpanies, which in the other countries report

lower interest rates than subsidiaries of other

nationalities. It should be noted, however, that

the general interest level is considerably higher

in Denmark than in the other Nordic countries,

which has probably had an influence on the inter

est level with regard to intra-firm debts. The

general tendency seems to suggest that internatio

nal enterprises act in a more differentiated fash

ion and adapt their policy to loeal conditions

rnore with regard to financing and dividend pay

ment, than they do in other respects.

6. SUMMARY OF TAX RELATED EXPLANATIONS

OF RESULTS

With a few exceptions the results reached are not

surprising. In general it appears that tax plan

ning has influenced the pattern of financial flows

within the international enterprises to a limited.

extent only. The transactions are almost entirely

taking place with cornpanies in countries belonging

to the most important trading partners of the

Nordie countries. The relations between different

kinds of transactions and the transaction values

correspond in general to what could be expected.

Insofar as tax rules could be expected to marginal

ly affect the behavior of enterprises such in-
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fluences could be traced in a number of cases.

However, there are also some respects in which the

tax rules do not seem to have influenced the trans

action pattern. The great dominance of goods trans

actions demonstrate the importance of the internal

pricing system of goods within the enterprises for

the reported distribution of profi ts. Changes in

profit allocation within the studied firms that

might have been achieved through other kinns of

transactions than gooös transactions are as a

whole of minor importance. The situation might

differ between indivinual firms, however. The dif

ferences in profit and dividend level between sub

sidiaries of different nationalities suggest that

internal pricing policies are potentially impor

tant. The level of interest on internal borrowing

seems on average to be somewhat below the market

level.

Royalty fees do not appear to be agenerally used

instrument for tax minimization for subsidiaries

located in the Nordie countries. U. S. - and Dutch

owned companies account for over 80 percent of

internai royalty costs.

Interesting to note is that the royalty-remitting

companies also account for 80% of all dividend

remittances. If we look at the data the other way

around we also find that the dividend-remitting

companies account for close to 80 percent of all

royalties. Thus, no support can be found for the

theory that companies having possibilities to pay

royalties use that passibility instead of paying

dividends. Furthermore the royalty fees are oirect

ed to the h orne countries of the enterprises.
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Flows of royalty fees to tax havens are insignifi

cant. The results indicate that intangibles have

been transferred to subsidiaries in low tax

countries only to a very limited extent. It is a

common feature that intangibles are owned by the

group parent or by a company in the home country

of the enterprise.

Management and service fees are rnore common and of

greater importance than might have been expected.

To same extent this can be influenced by taxation

as in severa1 countries the tax 1aws and the tax

autori ties--however not in the Nordic countries-

are very restrictive with regard to royalties

transferred abroad. Management and service fees

can often be of similar naturej however, they are

often not subject to the same restrictive treat

ment. This is a possible explanation of the value

and frequency of this kind of transactions . The

transaction pattern and the tax planning strategy

seem in general to be dependent primarily on the

nationa1ity of the enterprise. Clear national dif

ferences seem to exist. Differences related to

industry are less significant than expecteö with

the exception of the oil companies.

Concerning the U.S.-owneö enterprises, their signi

ficant propensity to distribute dividends compared

with those of other nationalities, can at a first

glance seem to be unfavorable from a tax point of

view. However, distribution can be quite rationa1

from the standpoint of American tax 1egislation.

The American system for foreign (direct and indi

rect) tax credi t on earnings from ahroad, incluö

ing the rules--voluntary until 1975-- for an over-
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all limitation on the foreign tax credit, makes

i toften profitable to take some dividends from

high-tax countries to balance dividends from subsi

diaries with lower taxes. The ultimate American

tax burden will be the same as long as the average

foreign tax paid does not exceed the American

corporation tax on the income. Moreover, the Ame

rican Subpart-F tax legislation often makes it

unprofitable to have intermediate holding compa

nies in certain low-tax countries and tax havens,

as the legislation may imply a liability of the

U. S. -parent company with respect to the income of

the foreign holding company, regardless of whether

such income is distributed to the parent company

or not. Thus, it is' not surprising that U.S.-owned

companies account for a very small share of the

transactions with Switzerland. A few cases of

transactions with companies in Bermuda and Panama

are found.

German companies generally have very low dividend

pay outs. However, most of the dividends reported

by companies in German groups are, moreover trans

ferred to holding companies in Switzerland. The

dividend flow back to West-Germany is minimal. The

German split-rate system for corporate taxation in

force in 1975 made it rather expensive to retain

profits or dividends in Germany. There were strong

tax reasons to direct dividends to Switzerland

when the dividends were to be retained for future

use within the international enterprise •

.The Danish corporate tax legislation contains some

features--the option to consolidate the income of

Danish parents and their foreign subsidiaries in

combination wi th the reduced tax rate on foreign
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income--that sometimes make it profitable to form

a Danish sub-parent company. The öata also indi

cate that this is done by some firms. Thus non

Danish enterprises account for more than half of

all dividends going to Denmark from the other

Nordic countries.

As already pointed out the Finnish financial pat

tern--high ratio of share capita1, high dividend

level, high level of new share issues, small 10ng

term internal borrowing, and 10w share of interest

--is probably affected by the tax 1aws.

In a few cases it has been observed that Swedish

subsidiaries--Sweden has an extensive network of

double taxation treaties also with developing

countries--have been used as intermediaries in

transactions wi th countries having no tax treaty

with the country of the parent company. By this

arrangement high with-h'olding taxes of the other

country with regard to payments to non-treaty

countries have been avoided.

There is a general tendency in the reported an

swers, also when tax planning seems to have in

fluenced the transaction, that transactions with

tax havens are rarely used. Considering the prob

lems of intra-firm transfer pricing policy it is

important to note that intra-firm goods transac

tions essentially take place among countries with

approximately the same corporate tax rates. To the

extent that pricing manipulations may occur,' they

will not, from a general point of view, result in

any substantial gains in tax rates. Other reasons

are rnore likely to direct the pricing policy in
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these cases. Transactions with Switzer land do not

play any significant role. With the exception for

German firms big international enterprises do not

often use Switzerland or tax havens as a base for

holding or service companies in connection with

transactions with the Nordic countries. The numher

of transactions with countries, not having tax

treaties with the Nordic countries, is insignifi

cant. This does not mean that international firms

abstain from using tax havens, hut i t indicates

that they do not use tax havens in transactions

with their manufacturing or selling subsidiaries-

at least not in the Nordic countries. Interviews

with sorne US-parent companies in 1979 confirm this

pieture. Tax havens are used by the companies but

for other purposes than shifting profits from

their operating subsidiaries.

The oil companies (having a very high answering

frequency) account for more than ha1f of the trans

action value of all firms. For that reason their

answers have been analyzed separately. Their trans

action pattern is extremely homogeneous as can he

seen forn Figure 2. It gives a very poor base for

conclusions concerning tax effects. The oi1 com

panies report very small, if any, profits in the

Nordic countries and the reported dividends are

very small. A contributing factor is probably to

be found in their financial structure showing a

very high ratio of internal borrowing. No conclu

sions concerning tax-related behavior can be drawn

by the strongly centralized financial flows to the

United Kingdom and the United States.

It is important to note that this study is focused

on financial flows and transaction patterns at an
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Figure 2. Oil companies: distribution of intra-firm

costs, credit transaction;partners outside

the Nordie countries

Intra-firm casts 12,579 Hi11.Skr.

Intra~firm costs
related to
partners outside
the Nordie
countries 10,379 Mi11.Skr.
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aggregaten level, 1eaving aside the individua1 dif~

ferences among the companies. The resu1ts are

valid on1y for the companies that participate in

the investigation and for their share of the total

financial streams.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The

the

resul ts reported on here

discussion on fairness in

relate direct1y to

international tax

ru1es in Carlsson and Hufbauer (11:1 in this

volurne) and the international assessment method

suggested in Eliasson, G. (lq72~ op.cit. pp. 55

60). We have found in this study that the U. S.

credit system affects remittance behavior. C.&H.

(11:1) conc1ude that a credit country, being a10ne

would loose tax revenues and sooner or later wouln

be forced ante some more nationalistic system,

less generous to other countries. C.&H. (11:1)

find the formula apportionment rnethod as arbitrary

and impracticab1e as other methoGs like arms1ength

pricing etc for a number of reasons. ~~at, for

instance, wou1d be the best or the fair apportion

ment criterion? Countries wou1d each make the

choice that suits them best. Eliasson starts from

another end and conc1udes that any practical or

theoretica1 princip1e to distribute tax revenues

fairly between countries will be arbitrary by defi

nition. Different transfer pricing methods between

firms is one reason, and these methods may differ

for reasons that have nothing to do wi th taxes. l

It is possib1e to look at the problem as a

l Cf also Eliasson, G.
Planning, John Wi1ey &
and p:-2""46).

(1976), Bus_i~n~e_s~s~._E~c~o~n~o_m~i_c
Sons (pp. 122 f, 178 ff,
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conf1ict between the tax interest of different

states in which the companies on1y are the object.

According to this approach dividing up the tax

take among jurisdictions is a problem for the

nations not for the firms and shou1d be settled at

that 1eve1 a10ne with the 1east possib1e trouble

and inf1uence for the firms. The straight forward

princip1e wou1d be to 1eave the assessment and

taxation of any company that operates on an equity

basis in more than one jurisdiction to an interna

tional authority that operates under an interna

tional tax 1aw and that taxes the entire mul tina

tiona1 company as a whole. This wou1d 1eave the

problem of splitting up the tax among the national

bodies to where it belongs to the national

bodies. The company wou1d have no tax interest to

a110cate resources to particu1ar tax regimes and

the device wou1d have very attractive economic

efficiency properties from a global point of view

(Eliasson, G., 1972, .9.E,.cit. p.GO). The practical

difficu1ties, however, are very 1arge. The diffi-

culties lie in having national legislative bodies

agree on the formu1a--but that is a problem that

for many reasons shou1d not be left to the discre

tion of the cornpanies--as it is now. However, the

political will among the states seems to be 1ack

inge Therefore the problem will rernain unsolved

within the scope of a foreseeab1e future.



Part III

Theory
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Corporate Financial Policy
and Taxation in a Growing

Economy*

Martin Feldstein, Jerry Green and Eytan Sheshinski

This paper presents a model of corporate financial

policy in a growing economy and then uses this

mode1 to study the effects of changes in corporate

and personal taxes. Our picture of the firm inelud

es a flexible debt-equity ratio and a flexible

dividend payout rate. "rhe eosts to the firm of

both debt and equity capi tal are increas ing func

tions of the firm' s debt-equity ratio. We use a

realistic description of the tax system that in

eludes a corporate ineome tax with deouctible in

terest expenses, a personal income tax, and a

favorable tax treatment of retained earnings.

Our work builds on earlier researchlon both corpo

rate finance and taxation but provides a more

general and realistic model. This new moöel im

plies a unique optimal debt-equity ratio instead

* Published in The Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Vol. MCIII, August 1979.

l See in particular Harberger (1962), Modigiiani
and Miller (1958), Miller (1976) and its useful
bibliography, Lintner (1964), Solow (1971), Stig
litz (1973, 1976), and Jakohsson (1976), as wel1
as our own previous research reported in Fe1d
stein, Green, and Sheshinski (1978).
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of the indeterminacy associated wi th the Modig1iO

ani-Hiller tradition. The model also implies that

firms will choose a positive equi1ibrium payout

rate in spite of the favorable taxation of retain

ed earnings. We know of no other mone1 that ex

plains why firms simultaneously borrow and pay

dividends in an economy wi th corporate and perso

nal taxation.

The model is presented and explained in Section l.

The second and third sections then exarnine the

effects of changes in the corporate tax rate and

in the differential between the taxation of divi

denas and of retained earnings. The nonneutrality

of the corporation tax is discussed more generally

in Section 4.

The framework for our analysis is an economy in

steady-state growth wi th a fixed saving rate. To

avoid the usual complexities and ambiguities of

corporate tax shifting in a two-sector model, we

assume that all business activity takes a corpo

rate formo These simplifying assumptions al10w us

to focus on the effects of the tax system on

financial behavior (the rlebt-equi ty ratio ann the

dividend payout rate) and on the after-tax yields

on stocks and bonds. The implications of reeogniz

ing a noncorporate business seetor and of allowing

the saving rate to vary with asset yields are

discussen briefly in Section 4.
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l. A MODEL OF FINANCIAL EQUILIBRIUM

In order to study these questions I we extend the

simple one-sector I nonmonetary growth model to in

clude a specification of the financial behavior of

firms and households. By virtue of the assumptions

that aggregate savings are insensitive to the rate

of return and that population grows exogenously at

a fixed rate n, the economyl s capital-labor ratio

will be constant in the long-run equilibria that

we analyze. Under the usual neoclassical condi

tions, this means that the gross rate of return

per unit of capital fl is also a constant~

In the following subsections we discuss the beha

vior of firms and investors in the context of a

simple tax structure that is designed to capture

the basic features of the U.S. tax system.

1.1 Firms' Decisions and the Post- and Pre-Tax

. Returns

The decision variables on which we focus are con

cerned with the way in which investment is financ

ed. There are two financial instruments I debt and

equity; the proportion of capital financed by debt

is denoted b. Firms must also choose their payout

rate P, which is the fraction of the total return

to equity holders (be fore any personal taxes are

paid) that they receive in the form of dividends.

As a first step in the analysis, it is necessary

to relate the net-of-tax yields of investors to

the corresponding costs of finance to firms. Debt
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costs the firm i per unit of capital raised, and

this return is taxed at the personal interest

income rate 8. Thus, the net rate return to bond

holders is

iN = i(1-8). (1: 1 )

The return to equity is e and consists of pe paid

in the form of dividends and (l-p) e retained for

capital accumulation by the firm. 1 lA1e assume that

dividends are' taxed at the same rate as interest

but that retained earnings are in effect taxed at

a lower rate (~8), where lJ. is between zero and

one. The reason for the effectively preferential

treatment of retained earnings is that no personal

taxes are levied on corporate income held within

the firm. Taxes are paiö upon realization of the

resulting gains, but they are below the ordinary

income tax rate both because of the differential

treatment of capital gains and because of the

delay that is typically entailed in taxing only

realized capital gains. Overall, the net return to

equity is, therefore,

e = pe(1-8) + (l~p)e(l-~e).
N

(1:2)

It will be convenient to have a special symbol for

the effective rate of taxation on equity income,

which depends on the firm' s control variable p as

1 This assumes that the increase in the market
value of the firm resulting from acquiring a
dollar's worth of capital goods is one dollar;
i.e. that Tobin's parameter q equals one (Tobin,
1969). This is a crucial difference between our
analysis and that of Auerhach (1979) and Bradford
(1978) •
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weIl as the tax rate~ let

x = p(1-8) + (l-p)(l-~e)

so that

ex.

(l: 3)

(l: 4)

Before the decisions of the firm can be studied,

we must describe the economic environment in which

it is ernbedded. Its securities must compete with

those of other firms that are substitutes, but not

perfeet substitutes because their risk characteris

tics differ. From the household investors' point

of view, the relevant variables are assumed to be

the expected returns net of tax offered on the two

types of securities issued, and the risk characte

ristics of these assets as determined by the debt

equity ratio the firm has chosen.

We shall use carets to denote the variables relat

ing to all other firms collectively considered7
A

the offered . returns are eN and iN for equity and

debt, respectively. The deht per unit of capital
A

held by all other firms is b.

In an equilibriurn the firm I s sources and uses of

funds must be in balance. Its gross income per

unit of capital is f I. Interest costs of bi per

uni t of capital are detiuctible for tax purposes .

The residual is taxed at the rate ~. The return to

equity holders per uni t of equity before personal

taxation is thus defined as

(l-~)(f'-bi)/(l-b) e. ( l: 5)
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We assume that a firm, in marketing i ts securi

ties, perceives rising supply prices for both deht

and equity capital as its debt-equity ratio

rises. 1 This assurnption is clearly contradictory

to the extreme form of Modigliani-Miller view that

the deht-equi ty ratio has no effect on the costs

of either debt or equity. As we note be10w, this

Modig1iani-Miller view is not compatible with an

interior solution for corporate nebt policy. We

also share the view of Myers (1977) and others

that a high debt-equi ty ratio restricts a firm t s

real investment options, thereby reducing the

value of its shares. In adiiition, we reject the

extreme view that tthome-made leveragett and corpor-

ate leverage are perfeet substitutes.

It will be most convenient to express these sche

dules as giving the net required return to inves

tors. They also depend upon the oebt-equity ratio

of all other firms b, and their promised returns

to the two types of securities, net of personal
A

taxes iN and eN:

A

iN ~(b,b,eN,iN)

(1:6)
A

eN q,(b,b,eN,iN )

Higher returns avai1able elsewhere, eN and 1N' shift

these schedules up. More riskiness in the "market II

1\

portfolio b will have the opposite effect. We

shall assume that the cross-partials of the <P and

l l~e assume that both prices rise, although our
analysis requires enly that at least ene rises.
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~ schedules are zero. 1

We are now ready to discuss the way in which firms

operate. Firms choose b and p so as to minimize

the net cost of capital N, defined as

N b(l-~)i + (l-b)e. (l: 7)

in thisand e

supply prices to

of other firmsactionseconomicThefirm.the

It is important to remember that i

formula are interpreted as the

enter into this decision problem as parameters of

the ~ and ~ functions. Note that minimizinq the

cost of capital is equivalent to maximizing the

present value of the equity in the company with

our assumption that a dollar of retained earnings

adds one dollar to the market value of the firrn. 2

Although it is clear that the risk considerations

that make the firm' s costs of aebt ann equi ty an

increasing function of b cause the firm to find an

optimal mixture of debt and equity, it is natural

to ask why such a firm would ever pay dividends •

By retaining everything possible (p=O), the firm

can apparently lower the effective tax rate on

equity earnings (x) and thus lower the cost of

equi ty finance associated wi th any fixed level of

l Perhaps a more natural assurnption wouln be that
the elasticities with respect to b are indepenoent
of the levels of the other variables, but this
would complicate the comparative statics signifi
eantly, wi thout aoding mueh of interest . The re
sults 00 not oepeno in any way on the assurned
effeets of eN' iN' and b on the innividual firm' s

eost of funds seheoules.

2 This equivalenee
(1979) .

is discussed hy Auerbach
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the net return to equity holders • Bince p is not

an argument of , or ~, the policy p = O would seem

always to be the best.

The answer to this line of argument is that if all

earnings were retained, the equity of the firm

would grow at a rate equa1 to the rate of return

on equity gross of personal income tax. In order

to maintain 1 a constant debt-equity ratio, debt

finance must a1so increase at the same rate. Hence

the policy p = O may force the firm' s total capi

tal stock to grow at a rate that exceeds the rate

of growth of the economy. In this event the risk

class represented by this firm' s securities wou1d

become very large relative to the rnarket, and it

would not be able to raise enough capital in the

long rune Since we are restricting firms to choose

steady po1icies only, such a program would be

infeasib1e. The firm could sustain a rate of

growth higher than the economy as a whole in the

short run only, but the ensuing shifts in the ,

and <V schedules would eventually cause the zero

profit condition to be violated.

The rate of growth of the effective labor force is

denoted by n. The firm operates under the con

straint, n) (l-p)e. Growing at a faster rate

would cause the firm to become too large a risk

relative to the remainder of the economy and would

thus raise its cost of capital. The firmas problem

is therefore

min N b(l-~)i + (l-b)e (1:8)

l We consider only steady policies--that is, choic
es of p and b that could be pursued indefinitely-
throughout this paper.
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subject to

n > ( l-p) e.

Writing the cost of capital as

(1:8a)

N b(1-~)~/(1-8) + (l-b)~/x, (1:9)

we see that the Lagrangean for this problem is

L b(l-~) --~-- + (l-b) 1 + p(n-(l-p)~),1-8 x x (1:10)

where p is the Lagrange mul tiplier of the growth

rate constraint. Differentiating with respect to

b, p, and p, we obtain the firm's optimality condi

tions:

o (1:11)

o (1-b)eN(~e-e)/x2+peN(-x+(1-p)e(1-~»)/x2 (1:12)

O n - (l-p)eN/x, (1:13)

where ~' and. ~' are the derivatives with respect

to b. Solving (1:12) for p, we have

p - (l-b)e(l-~)/(l-e). (1:14)

Note that p is negative as might have been antici

pated. A higher growth rate woulci make feasible a

financial policy in which retentions increase

sheitering equity income to agreater extent,

thus lowering the gross return equi valent to the

required net return.
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Substituting the solution for p into (l: Il) and

simplifying, we obtain

o (1:15)

Equations (1:13) and (1:15) describe the first

order conditions for the firm's problem of select

ing a debt proportion b and a payout ratio p that

minimizes the cost of capital subject to the

firm's equity growth constraint. 1

1.2 Aggregate Portfolio Balance Conditions

The analysis above

the suppliers of

is a comp1ete specification of

corporate securities. To c10se

the system, some description of investors' risk

preferences and their resulting market behavior

must be giveno' The simplest rnethod is to write the

market's desired, or acceptable, 1evel of debt per

unit of capital as

b (1:16)

l For "a g~ven economic environment, as specifieö
by b, eN' l.N' n and the functions ep and QJ, the
firm' s choice of b and p that minimizes the cost
of capital may not a1so 'satisfy the equi1ibrium
cash f10w condition (l: 5). If these choices were
actually affected, there wou1d be a surplus or
deficit in the firm of z={f'-bi)(l-<l»-e(l-b),
which it is natural to assume, would accrue to
equityas they are the residual claimants. Thus,
the true disequilibrium return to equity would be
z'f (l-b) +e. Investors would be off their QJ schedu
les, and an adjustment would be necessary. In this
paper we do not give any specification of the
process of achieving equilibrium. It would be ne
cessary to do so if one were to use the assumed
stability of such a mechanism to öerive comparati
ve static results.
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The sign of 11' can be either positive or negative.

We shal1 deal primarily with the case of 11' = O to

isolate risk changes from other effects, but we

shall a1so discuss other cases.

Because of the symrnetry of firms, in equi1ibrium

the market (careted) variables will equal the corre-
,.. ,..

sponding firm-specific variables b=b, iN=i N, eN=e N•

This reduces the system to a determination of b,

iN' eN' and p. Of course, in this netermination
each innividual firm treats the market variahles

(b,iN,e
N

) as given parameters of its own problem.

1.3 The Comp1ete System

Using equations (1:3) and (1:8a) to write p in

terms of x and the rate of growth, we see that in

the long run, the system can be speci fied by the

four relations,

o

o

b-11(i -e )
N N

(1:17)

(1:18)

o (x+e-1)eN
(1:19)

o 11-_~e (iN+b~') - exN + (l-b)~'1=9-- (1:20)

which are, respectively, the portfolio balance

condition, the financial balance connition, ann the

two first-order conditions for the firmas optimiza

tian.
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Notation

For the reader's convenience, before proceeninq,

our notation is recapitu1ated below in tabular

form:

Tax rates

e personal income tax rate, applicable to
interest and dividend incorne.

~e personal tax rate on retainea earnings
(through eventua1 capital gains).

~ corporate tax rate on profits~ interest is
Cleductihle •.

Financial variables for the firm

e

i

b

P

cost of equity finance.

cost of debt finance.

debt as a proportion of capital.

payout rate, the proportion of post
corporate tax earnings paid in the form of
dividends.

the supply price for net rate of return on
equity of the firrn.

the supply price for net rate of return on
debt of the firm.

Macroeconomic variables

f' gross return per unit of capital.

n rate of growth.

b market debt as a proportion of capital
stock.

eN market rate of return on equity.

" ofiN market rate of return debt.
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2. EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE PROFIT TAX RATE

In this section we exarnine how an increase in the

rate of profits tax affects the decisions of the

representative firm and the net returns to debt and

equity investors. The differential taxation of divi

dends and retained earnings (i. e., the va1ue of ~)

is assumed to remain unchanged. 1

Our ana1ysis will focus primarily on the case in

which 1)' = O i i. e. I in which the debt-to-capital

ratio (b) remains fixed because the market's demand

for relative quanti ties of debt and equity is not

sensitive to differences in their yie1ds. We focus

on this case because on1y when b is constant can

the predicted changes in eN and iN be interpreten

unambiguous1y. with a fixed debt-capital ratio, the

va1ues of eN and iN are good reflections of the

welfare of the owners of debt and equity capita1.

In contrast, when b changes in response to a change

in the tax law, parts of the observed changes in e
N

and iN ref1ect compensation for· the new 1evel of

risk associated with the new value of b. 2

Tota11y differentiating equations (1: 17)- (1: 20) in

the general case of n' "* O with respect to b, eN'

iN' x, and the predetermined ~ yields 3

l Section 3 considers changes in ~ as weIl as
compensated increases in ~ and decreases in ~ that
keep total tax revenue unchanged. In contrast, the
increase in ~. in the current section increases tax
revenues.

2 A more comp1ete analysis of risk and risk aver
sion would be required to provide a precise welfare
measure.

3 Reca11 that we have assumed that the cross-deriva
tives of ~ and ~ are zero.
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l 11' -11' O db

1-'t . eN l-b 1-,; (l-b)eN ne
N

--1. - --b - -'-'--~--

l-e N x x l-e x2

o 1-x-8 o (l-~)en - eN cii
N

Z
l 1-,; eN

dx--
x 1-8 x2

O

biN
f'

1-8 -
O

d,;, (2: l )

iN+b<p '
1=9-

where Z=o2N/ob2 . The second-oroer conöition for

ehoosing b to minimize the cost of capital implies

that z>o.

2.1 The Debt-Capital Ratio

Although we shall concentrate on the case in which

inelastic market demand (11'=0) keeps the deht-capi

tal ratio (b) fixed, it is usefu1 to examine first

the effect of the corporation tax on the deht

ratio in the rnore general case in which ~·*o.

Solving (2:1) implies that

db
d't

(2: 2)
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where ~, the determinant of the matrix in (2: l) ,

is

e
l-~ N + 'Z _ ,~[l-~ b~' + l-b t1,'+ ZbJ-.
l-e x n ~ l-e ~ 1-8 ~

(2: 3)

Consider first the case in which ~'>o. Equations

(2: 2) and (2: 3) show unambiguosly that the intro

duction of a corporate income tax induces a sub

stitution of debt for equity finance when ~=O.

Equations (2:2) and (2:3) then yield

db
d~

1)' [i e - b<p' l (...E.- + l-b) ( (1- ~ ) en- e )
N N l-e x N

(l-b)eN J
+ XL (l-x-e)] > 0,

(2: 4)

since (1-~)8n = (e-l)e )/x < O and (l - x - e) =
N

-(l-p)(l-~)e < O. It is easy to understand the

reason for this. The corporation tax perrnits the

deduction of interest payrnents in the calculation

of taxable incorne. It thus raises the cost to the

firm of providing a dollar of net equity income

relative to the cost of providing net interest

income. The firm' s cost of capi tal is therefore

rninimized by substituting debt for equity. The

extent of this substitution is limitea by the

market' s reaction to the increased riskiness im

plied by an increasing ratio of debt to equity.

If nl<O, the numerator is negative, and db/d~>O

only if the denominator is also negative. The sign

of the denominator can be negative if 1) I <O, but

without quantitative information on the magnitudes

of n I and Z, it is not possible to be certain of

the sign. Stability considerations do not provide

a definite answer unIess arbitrary restrictions

are imposed on the adjustment process.
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2.2 The Net Rate of Interest

Previous studies of the corporation tax have not

provided a satisfactory ana1ysis of the effect of

the tax on the net rate of interest received by

bondh01ders. Harberger's (1962) discussion of corpo

rate tax incidence ignored debt comp1ete1y and assu

med that all investment is equity financerl. Stig

litz {1973} considered the opposite extreme case in

which all marginal investment is financed by oebt

and therefore in which a chanqe in the corporate

tax rate does not al ter the net rate of interest ~

i.e., diN/d't=O.

l~e now show that when firms combine debt and equity

finance, the introduction of a corporation tax (or

the increase in a pre-existing tax rate) wi th full

interest deductibility reduces the net yield to

bondholders • To abstract from changes in iN that

just compensate for the increased debt-equity

ratio, we consider the case in which n'=O and

therefore b is constant. Equations (2:l) and (2:3)

then imply that

-(l-e) {f'-i-b~' (1-b)(x-l+e+1- e )}
1-'t x

(2: 5)

Using (1:18) and (1:20), we see that a lower bound

on the bracketed expression in (2:5) can be obtain

ed under the condition ~'=O, as

, l (l-e)
(l-b}b~ (- -x+1-e- ._-).

l-e x

This expression can be seen to be positive. There

fore, diN/d't is always negative. (Typically, ~'
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will be positive even when 4>' is very small be

cause equity risK is more sensitive to corporate

1everage than is the defau1t risk on debt.)

It may first seem paradoxica1 that a higher rate

of corporation tax changes the yield on debt even

though interest payments are fu1ly deductible in

calculating the corporation' s taxable income.

Looked at in this way, i t wou1d seem that the

interest rate should be unaffected by a corpora

tion tax and that all of the tax should be absorb

ed by a reduction in equity income. 1 Such an

outcome is not compatib1e wi th the firms' financ

ing and cost minimization conditions (equations

(1:18), (1:19), and (1:20»). If the interest rate

their supp1y of bonds 7 since 1)' =0

cannot change, equilibrium must be

by a fall in iN.

remained unchanged, firms would try to reduce

implies that b

re-established

To obtain an indication. of the order of magnitude

of the effect of changes in the corporate tax

rate, we can eva1uate equation (2:5) for plausible

values of the relevant parameters under the fur

ther assumption that 4>'=0. 2 We sha1l set the effec

tive rate of corporate income tax at 't=0. 40 and

the personal tax rate on bond interest and divi-

l Recal1 that we are dea1ing with the case of ~'=O

in which individual investors wish to hold the
same portfolio regardless of the relative values
of iN and eN. With n'>O, a fall in eN would
increase the households demand for bonds and this
in turn would be a further reason for iN to fall.

2 The magnitude of 4> cannot be ascertained in
general, since it depends on the substitutability
among debt issues in investors' portfolios . e10se
substitutability implies that ~ is small.
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dend income at 6=0.30, values that are roughly

appropriate for the United States. The marginal

product of capital of U. S. nonfinancial corpora

tians has been about f 1=0.11 in the past twenty

five years (Feldstein and Summers, 1977). The real

rate of interest on medium grade corporate bonds

has been approximately i=0.03. 1 Substituting these

figures into (2:5) implies that diN/d~= -0.093. An

increase in the effective corporate tax rate by

0.1 (i. e. from 0.40 to O. 50) would lower iN by

0.93 percentage points. Since i=0.03 and 6=0.3

imply i
N

=0.021, this would cut the net yield

nearly in half. Note also that a fall of 0.93 in

iN implies a fall of 0.93/(1-6)=1.3 percentage

points in the real rate of interest , from 3. O to

1.7 percent. 2

2.3 The Net Yield on Equity

The fall in the net rate of interest that we have

just calculated shows that the burden of the cor

poration tax is borne by both debt and equity

investors. To assess the share borne by each, we

must complement the calculation of the previous

section by calculating the effect on eN of an

increase in the corporate tax rate.

It follows directly from equations

(2:3), that, with ~'=O,

(2: l ) and

l During a decade of
(1954-1964), the yield
aged 4.6 percent a year.

relative
on Moody' s

price stability
Baa bands aver-

2 The issue is more complex where there is a posi
tive rate of inflation. See Feldstein, Green, and
Sheshinski (1978).
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(2:6)

since equation (1:19) implies that (1-~)8n - eN =

(S-l)eN/x, we have that when <p'=O, (2:6) simplifies
to

- (1-8f'). (2:7)

This is a striking result. It implies that the

reduction in the equilibrium equity yield in re

sponse to an increase in the corporate tax rate is

independent of the debt-equity ratio, the dividend

payout rate, and the preferential treatment of re

tained earnings 1 when corporations' borrowing rates

are perfectly elastic.

The numerical values suggested above imply that

de
N

/ d 't = -0.077. An increase in the corporate tax

rate from 0.40 to 0.50 would thus lower eN by 0.77

percentage points l less than the reduction in the

net interest rate.

Total income of equity investors per dollar of

capital is EN (l-b) eN and

income of bondholders is IN

income changes can therefore

from equation (2:1) as

the corresponding

biN. The relative
be wri tten directly

o

l Note that equations (2:5) and (2:7) together
imply that introducing a new corporate income tax
reduces the earnings on the average port folio of
debt and equity by d[biN+(l-b)eN]d't=-(l-e)(fl-bi).
This is of course just the revenue raised by taxing
the return to equity, fl-bi, when the net income is
otherwise subject to personal tax at rate e.
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l-b
1) •

(2:8)

with our values of 't=0.40, f'=O.II, and i=0.03,

and b=0.3, dE
N

/d't=1.925(dI
N

/d't). Equity owners bear

only about 66 percent of the tax, even though they

account for 92 percent of the pretax corporate

income and 89 percent of the after-tax income. 1

2.4 The Dividend Payout Ratio

We turn finally to the effect of the corporation

tax on the dividend payout ratio p. Recall that

the balanced growth of the corporation at the

common growth rate of the economy (n) requires

that the corporation' s equi tyaiso grows at this

rate. Equation (1.8a) noted that this balanced

growth condition could be written as

l On a pretax basis, bondholders receive only
bi=0.009 per dollar of capital while equity receiv
es (before tax) (l-b)e=f'-bi=O.lOl per dollar of
capital. Net of tax, bondholders receive (l-e)bi=
0.0063 per dollar of capital. To calculate the net
income of equity investors, (l-b)eN=x{l-b)e, nate
that x=p(l-e)+{l-p)(l-~e). Values of p=O.5 for the
dividend payout ratio and ~=O.2 for the relative
rate of tax on retained earnings (allowing for the
effect of postponement and the lower capital gains
tax rate) are reasonable for the United States ~

these imply that x=O.82. From (l-b)e=(l-'t)(f'-bi),
we obtain (l-b)e =x(1-'t)(f'-bi)=O.497. Total after-

N
tax income per dollar of capital is therefore
0.0560 of which equity investors receive 89 per
cent.
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n = (l-p)e.

If we substitute e for e, this becomes
N

(2: 9)

n = l - p
p(l-e)+(l-p)(l-~e)

(2:10)

\\Then an increase in the corporate tax rate lowers

eN' the balanced growth condition requires an off

setting increase in the remaining part of the

right-hand side of (2: la). Since this expression

varies inversely with p for any feasible values of

e and ~, an increase in the corporate tax rate

requires a reduction in the dividend payout rate. l

We calculate~ that, wi th . h constant, increasing ,;

from 0.40 to 0.50 woulö reduce eN by 0.0077. Since

e = 0.071 at the initial numeral va1ues,2 this is
N

a reduction of 10.8 percent. To continue to satis-

fy the balanced growth equation, the nividend

payout ratio must fall from 0.50 to 0.43. 3

3. EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE TAXATIaN

OF RETAINED EARNINGS

A central feature of the corporate-type tax is

that retained earnings are taxed at a lower effec

tive rate than dividends. Under current u.s. law,

l More formally, it can be shown that
l/(l-p)d(l-p)/d,; -fl/e.

2 Note l on p.146 showed that (l-b)e
N

=0.497. Since
b=0.3, e N=0.07l.

3 More generally, equation (2: l) can be used to
calculate dx/d,; and then dp/d,; derived by using
the definition that x=(l-~e)-(l-~)ep.
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retained earnings are not subject to any personal

income tax as such. The resul ting capi tal gains

are taxed at a rate less than the rate on dividend

income, and the tax is assessed only when the

asset is sold. We have parameterized the extent to

which retained earnings are sheitered by ~: ~=l

representing no advantage to retaineo earnings

over di vidend income, and 1l=0 representing a zero

effective tax on retained earnings. Thus, differen

tiating wi th respect to ~L corresponds to studying

decreased levels of sheltering.

The effects of changing Il run through two chan

nels. Directly, Il alters the effective tax rate on

equity income x. Thus, Il influences the eost of

capital for fixed values of eN and iN. Indirectly,

the induced change in e, after firms have adjusted

to the new cost of capital, will influence the

payout rate p

state equation.

necessary to satisfy the steady

This feeds back ante the effective

tax rate because it alters the part of equity

income that is sheltered.

Intuitively, we would expect to find that reducing

the extent of sheitering lowers the after-tax

total return to equity eN· This is true in this

model. Moreover, we shall show that changes in the

retained earnings provisions are otherwise neutral

(provided that Tl 1 =0), leaving the gross returns ,

the net interest rate, and the dividend payout

rate unaffected.

3.1 Uncompensated Shifts in Il

(1:17)

(2: l) are

Recall

(1:20),

that

and

our

its

basic

total

equation system,

differentiation
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wr i t ten in terms of the ennogenous variables, b,

eN' iN and x, with l.l. as a fixed parameter. This

form is inconvenient for the purpose of studying

the effects of varying l.l. because ~ enters into the

definition of x. By rewriting the system with p,

instead of x, as the fourth endogenous variable, we

can see the effects of ~ more simply. To do so,

note that p, l.l., and x are related by the defini

tion,

p, and l.l., it is only

x = p(1-8) + (1-p)(1-l.l.8).

Thus, in differentiating

with respect to b, eN' iN'

necessary to use

(1:20)-(1:23)

(3: 1)

totally

ox
0l.l.

-8(1-p)

(3: 2)

to convert (2:1) into an equivalent system in

these variables. This gives

l Tl' -Tl'

1-",
iN

eN l-b 1-",
1-8 - - -- l-e bx x

o l-e-x o

z -l 1-",
x l-e
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The matrix on the left-hand side of (3: 3) .is just

the same as that in (2:1) with the last column

multiplied by dx/dp = -e (l-~). Thus assuming that

~'=O,l we see that its determinant is

(3:4)

We obtain the following comparative static re

sults:

-en < O

O.

(3: 5)

(3:6)

The particularly simple form of these expressions

is worthy of note. The decrease in eN in response

to a higher effective tax on equity is no sur

prise. Its dependence on n, the growth rate, re

sults from the fact that retentions are constrain

ed in equilibrium by the growth rate. Therefore,

in a faster growing economy with a higher reten

tion rate, the nature of the taxation of retained

earnings and capital gains will be more important

to equity owners.

The result that iN is unaffecterl is somewhat more

surprising and is an important conclusion that

l Throughout this section we shall maintain this
condition. Little in the way of precise analytic
results can be obtained if the aggregat e debt-

. equity ratio is flexible and can respond to shifts
in the composition of the cost of capital. Of
course, on the firm level in our model, the cost
of capital can be affected by financing changes of
this type.
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follows from the behavioral equations of the

model. When ~ increases, the initial impact is

felt on all the equations of the systern (except

b=r}(iN-eN), which does not matter when ,,'=0). The

firm has a cash flow defici t, as can be seen from

equations (1:18) and (3:2).

no longer compatible with

(1:19»)7 ann bond finance

The retention ratio is

a steady state (from

becomes underutilized,

since the value of e necessary to provide the

original net return eN is higher. It is important

to note that i f eN and p were to change so as to

restore cash-flow balance, they would also re-equi

librate the eost of capital at its original level.

This can be seen simply by noting that eN and p

enter both of these equations in the form eN/x

only. Since iN does not enter the steaöy-state

equation at all, it is clear that the new equilib

rium is achieved only by changing eN and x, and

leaving iN at its original leve1. l

To summarize in economic terms the constancy of i
N

resu1ts from the fact that the cost-of-capital

equation and the cash flow equation both emboöy

eN' X, and ~ in precisely the same functional

form. Viewed in this way the result is no surprise

at all. These equilibrium relations, are concerned

with firms' behavior and as. such 'depend only on

the returns to capital gross·of personal taxation7
. "Ii

in particular, the tax on.retained earnings enters

only through e, whi,ch i q . fixed in steady-state

equilibrium.

l This follows formally from the singularity of
the matrix in (3: 3) I when the coefficients of' du
are substituted for the third column.
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Note that since iN and e are unchanged, so is 1..
Therefore, the cast af capital minimization can be

compatible with a fixed b only if e is alsa un

changed.

From the steady-state condition, n=( l-p)e, it is

clear that p must also be constant. An uncompensat

ed for change in the sheitering provision for

retained earnings affects only the net return to

equity through a shift in the effective tax on

equity income. There are no further repercussions

through the general equilibrium of the systern. In

this sense the differential taxation of retained

earnings, unlike the corporate profits tax itself,

is neutral. 1

3.2 Compensated Shifts in u

In concluding this section, it is interesting to

ask what happens when ~ and ~ are changed simulta

neously in away that keeps the net burden of the

tax unchanged while increasing the degree of shel

tering of retained earnings. In our notation this

involves lowering ~ and raising 't in away that

keeps biN+(l-b)e
N

unchanged. 2 This can also be

interpreted as making the tax more like a corpora

tion tax. In the extreme case of complete integra

tion of the personal and 'corporate taxes, lJ.=1, anö

l It should be emphasized again that this neutral
ity holds only in the special case of ~I=O that we
are examining in this section.

2 Recall that we are assuming that nl=O and there
fore that b is fixed. Fixing the net port folio
yield biN+(l-b)e

N
is equivalent to fixing the net

burden of the tax.
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't=Oi there is then no difference in the taxation

of di vidends , retained earnings, ann interest ; as

J..L falls and 't rises, we move toward the current

type of corporation tax.

Since an increase in 't lowers iN' while a change

in J..L does not al ter iN' the combineo change' in 't

and J..L also lowers iN. The requirement that the net

portfolio yield (biN+(l-b)e
N

) remains unchangen

implies that e must rise. As the equal yield tax
N

changes in the direction of a corporate-sty1e tax,

the net equity yield increases, while the net

return on debt falls. Moreover, since dp/d't<O and

dp/d~=O, the compensated change of increased shelt

ering has the effect of increasing the fraction

of income that is retaineo.

4. THE NONNEUTRALITY OF TBE CORPORATE

INCOME TAX

Our analysis has shown that the current structure

of corporate ann personal taxes can suhstantially

distort the financial behavior of firms. This

occurs, even though we have assumed thnt the stock

of capaital at each instant of time is fixed and

that

form.

there

all business

If we drop

is a further

activity

either

source

occurs in a corporate

of these assumptions,

of nistortion in either

the intertempora1 or intersectoral allocation of

resources.' Before discussing the possibility of

such additional oistortions, we shal1 exarnine the

nature of the nonneutrality of the corporation tax

in a one-sector economy with a fixeo growth rate.

Consirler first the nonneutrali ty of the tax law

with respect to the oebt-equity ratio. Our anal-
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ys;is showed that the current tax system innuces

firms to increase their debt-equity ratio., The

essentiai reason for this substitution is that

interest payments are deductible in calculating

taxable income, while the returns to equity are

not.. The extent of the substitution is limited

because every rise in the firm's oebt-equity ratio

increases the perceived uncertainty of the firm' s

interest and equity payments, and this perceived

risk raises the cost to the firm of both debt and

equity capital. A new equilibrium debt-equity

ratio is established at the point where the tax

advantage of deductibi Ii ty just balances the ·cost

induced by the increased riskiness of heavier leve

rage.

This analysis stanos in sharp contrast to two

models recent ly developed by Stiglitz that imply

that the corporation tax does not affect the debt

equity ratio. In the first model Stiglitz (1973)

postulaten that firms retain all of their earnings

(i.e. pay no dividends) and can borrow at a fixeo

interest rate to finance investment in excess of

these retained earnings. Since all marginal invest

ments are financed wholly by debt in that model,

the introduction of a corporate income tax has no

effect. The important contribution of that: paper

is the reminder that previous studies of the cör

poration tax have been cleficient in assuming that

·all corporate investment is financeo wholly by

equity. Stiglitz's own assumption that firms can

borrowas much as they w~nt at a fixeCl interest

. rate is crucial to his conclusion. Stiglitz expli

citly recognizes that his assumption wouln only be

tenable in an econorny in which there is no uncer

tainty and would then imply that the marginal
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product of capital equa1s the rate of interest

(f'=i). The inability of this mo~e1 to exp1ain why

any dividends are paid is a further warning

against accepting its other conc1usions. 1

In a subsequent analysis Stig1itz (1976, Section

5) developed a quite different model in which the

interest rate paid by the firm is an increasing

function of the firma s debt-equity ratio. In the

context of this mode1 Stiq1itz again conc1unerl

that a corporate income tax would not change the

firm's optimal debt-equity ratio. More specifical

ly, Stiglitz posited an individual investor who

divides his wealth between investment in a corpora

tion (which he controls and which a1so borrows

from others at a rate of interest that is an

increasing function of the firmas debt-equity

ratio) and investment in an unspecified alterna

tive asset with a fixed return. In Stig1itz's

formulation of the problem, the introduction of a

corporate income tax does not alter the investor's

optimal investment or borrowing decisions. This

conclusion rests on the unwarrented assumption

that the introduction of a corporation tax at rate

" reduces the net yield on the "alternati ve asset"

by the same factor of 1-" that is applied to net

corporate income. 2 No reason is offered for this

critical assumption. Moreover , the assumption is

l These remarks should not be regaroed as a criti
cism of Stiglitz' s model (which we believe makes
an important analytic contrihution) but as an ex
planation of why its implications should not be
regarded as directly relevant for any actual eco
nomy.

2 The crucial character of this assumption is
clear I since Stiglitz I s argument rests on the tax
simp1y multiplying all terms in the first-order
condition by 1-".
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clearly false if the "alternative asset" is assum

ed to be the market port folio of debt ano equi ty

or the debt issued by other corporations. The

yield on the alternative asset will fall by the

corporate tax rate only i f this alternative asset

consists exc~usively of equity in other firms.

However, this implies that any indivioual who owns

corporate equity invests only in corporate equi ty

regardless of the tax, while corporate bon<is are

held by a wholly separate group. It thus appears

that Stiglitz I s result that the debt-equity ratio

remains unaffected by the tax follows from an

implicit assumption that there are two classes of

investors, one of which invests only in equity

while the other invests only in debt. We therefore

reject the "neutrality" conclusion of Stiglitz I s

second model.

In their justifiably famous article Modigiiani and

Miller (1958) showen that under certain conditions

a firm I s debt-equi ty ratio is indeterminate. One

of these crucial condi tions is the absence of any

taxes. The introduction of the corporation tax in

the simplest Modigliani-Miller framework implies

that firms will finance their investment by deht

only. In his recent PresidentiaI address to the

Americal Finance Association, Miller (1976) sur

veys the attempts to extend the model to incluCie

taxes without reaching this extreme and unrea1is

tic implication. Hiller concluded correct1y that

previous analyses have ignored the tax features

that favor equity finance, i.e., the absence of

any personal tax on retained earnings and the

relative1y low rate of tax on capi tal gains. Be

then argues that this favorable treatment of

equity could re-establish the indeterminacy of
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debt-equity ratio and could therefore explain

(without introducing considerations of risk rela

ted to the debt-equi ty ratio) why firms have not

relied more on debt finance. More specifically,

Miller points out that the debt-equity ratio is

indeterminate if (in our notation) (1-0) = (l-~)

• [p(l-S) + (l-p)(l-~e)Ji i.e., if the after-tax

yields on debt and equity are egual. However,

since e<~ and p(l-e)+{l-p)(l-~e) < l, this requir

ed lIindifference condi tion II is definitely not sa

tisfied in practice. Although Miller is right to

stress the full structure of tax incentives, we

believe the observed mix of debt and equity can

be explained only by incorporating the risk-pre

mium effects of changes in the debt-equity ratio

{i.e., 0'>0 and ~'>O).l

In addition to noting the potential effect of the

corporation tax on the nebt-equity ratio, our own

analysis pointed out that the corporate tax 10wers

the net rate of interest 2 (as weIl as the yield on

equity capital) and reduces the dividend payout

rate. Thus, even in the case of an all-corporate

economy with a fixed capital stock, the corporate

income tax affects every margin of choice.

l Miller appears to accept this at certain places
in his address but generally stresses the lIiniiiffe
rence condi tion II and minimizes the importance of
uncertainty. Since Hiller does not present an ex
plicit complete model, we are uncertain of his
final judgment.

2 Stiglitz (1973) concluded that the net rate of
interest would be unchanged by the corporation
tax, but this rests on the assumption that margi
nal investments are financed wholly by debt ann
thus indirectly on the assumption of ariskIess
economy.
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It is usefu1 to consioer the imp1ications of ex

tending our analysis to the type of two-sector

economy studied by Harberger (1962, 1966). In this

economy, fixed total supplies of capital and labor

are divided between corporate and noncorporate pro

duction. All capital is equity capital. The intro

duction of a tax on capital income in the corpo

rate sector involves an excess burden because the

allocation of capital ann labor between the two

sectors is distorted. The introduction of debt

finance along the lines deveiopen in our model

does not eliminate this excess burden. Tt is clear

from Section 2 that iN and eN are both o.ecreaseo

by the introduction of a corporate income tax~

this wouln induce a shift of capital from the

corporate to the noncorporate sector until the net

rates of return were aqain in equi1ibrium. 1 Note

that this change in the al10cation of capital ann

labor might a1so change the marginal proouct of

labor.

If the savings rate is not fixed, but depends on

the net yield to savers, the corporate income tax

will also distort the intertemporal allocation of

resources. In the all-corporate economy, the corpo

rate tax reduces iN and eN and therefore the

return on the market portfolio. This raises the

price of future consumption relative to the price

of current consumption and therefore distorts indi

vidual consumption and saving decisions. This en-

l The corporation tax reduces the risk as weIl as
the yield of corporate sector invest~ent. The risk

. effect could in principle outweigh the yield
effect and cause capi tal to flow into the corpo
rate sector (Penner , 1964). The implication would
still be that the tax is distortionaryand creates
an excess burden.
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tai1s an efficiency loss even if there is no net

change in private saving (Fe1nstein, 1977). The

distortion is more complex in an economy with

noncorporate as weIl as corporate firms hut the'

conclusion concerning a potentia1ly large inter-

temporal misalloeation of resources rernains un

ehanged.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have examined the long-run ef

feets of a corporate-type profits tax in a growing

eeonomy. Our model explicitly incluoes optirniza

tion by individual firms of their debt-equity

ratio and divinenn payout rate.

The analysis shows that the eorporate-style tax is

nonneutral in several important ways even though

debt finanee is available and the interest pay

ments are deductible in the calculation of taxable

income. Even if the economy's saving rate is fixen

and all business activi ty occurs in the corporate

form, changes in the tax rate wouIn alter the

firrns' debt-equity ratio and the <iivi<iend payout

rate as weIl as the net-of-tax rates of return

earned on both equity and debt investments. With a

more general specification of saving behavior and

the reeognition of an untaxen noncorporate sector,

i t is elear that this reduction in the net equi ty

and debt yields will alter both saving and the

alloeation of capital between the corporate ann

noncorporate sectors.

There are several directions in ("vhich the current

model should be extencled. tve have ignored infla-
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tion here even though we previous ly found (wi th" a

simpler model) that the interaction of inflation

and taxation can be of substantial irnportance. 1

Although we have discussed the general implica

tion~ of our research for a two-sector economy, an

explicit analysis of the effect of a corporation

tax wh~n there is debt and equi ty finance of the

"type we analyze and an untaxed noncorporate sector

remains to be done. Finally, we have dealt exclu

sively with the long-run, steady-state characte

ristics of the economy; it would clearly be useful

to analyze the transitional behavior of both corpo

rate borrowing and dividend decisions.

l See Feldstein (1976) and Feldstein, Green, and
Sheshinski (1978).
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Double Taxation and Corporate
Capital Cost *

Villy Bergström and Jan Södersten

l. INTRODUCTION

The corporate income tax has recent1y received

much attention. Its efficiency costs and incidence

have been analyzed. Prominent studies in this

field include Harberger I s pathbreaking artic1e of

1962, creating a framework for a general equi1ib

rium analysis of capi tal income taxation. The em

pirica1 analysis of the corporate income tax fo1

lowing upon Harberger (1962) has deal t wi th the

si~e and character of the tax differential between

capital income from the corporate and non-corpo

rate sectors. Rosenberg (1969), for instance,

makes empirical estimates of the tax differential

in the U. S. economy, while other economists, in

cluding Bailey (1969) and Holland (1958), have

developed formal measures for the tax differential

against corporate earnings.

Bailey' s analysis includes taxes paid directly by

the shareholders, i.e. personal income tax on divi

dends and capital gains, as weIl as the corporate

incorne tax. He holds that the total effective

marginal tax rate on corporate earnings is the sum

of the corporate tax rate, stockholders I marginal

tax rate on dividends multiplied by the fraction

* This paper which first appeared as an IUI Work
ing Paper in 1976 was presented at the ~conometric

Society Heeting in vienna Sept. 1977. '"
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of profits paid as dividends and the tax rate on

capital gains (on an accrua1s hasis) multiplied by

the fraction of profits p10ughed back into the

firm.

Behind Bai1ey's method lies the simple assumption,

that retained profits give rise to capital gains

on a one-for-one basis. By this assumption, the

tax burden on retained earnings is identified with

the tax on capital gains.

Basically the same assumption--one dollar of capi

tal gain for one dollar of ploughed back profit-

has been used by several other economists, includ

ing Holland (1958), Slitor (1966), HcLure (1975)

and Break & Pechman (1975) in their attempts to

determine the total tax burden on corporate earn

ings.

The assumption that the retention of corporate

profi ts produces an equivalent rise of the market

value of the firm's shares is not, however, a

tenable starting point for an economic analysis of

the tax differential between the corporate and the

non-corporate sectors. In view of the preferential

tax treatment given to capital gains (as demonstra

ted by i.e. Bailey) it is, in fact, quite rationai

for a management, atternpting to maximize the va1ue

of the firm in the portfolios of the stockholders,

to undertake investments that produce less than a

dollar' s worth of capi tal gains for the marginal

dollar of corporate retention.

In this paper, we will introduce an explicit theo

retical model of firm behavior. Specifica11y, we

will derive the east of capital to a firm maximiz-
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ing stockholders • weal th taking into account (i)

the corporation income tax recognizing the ex

istence of accelerated depreciation for tax pur

poses, (ii) personal income tax on dividends

and (iii) capital gains tax.

In section 2 we establish the assertions stated

above about the one-to-one relation between corpo

rate retention and capital gains. Section 3 deriv

es the net cost of capital demonstrating i. e. the

different costs to the firm of using retained

earnings and new issues as sources of finance. The

total effective marginal tax rates on capital

income from the corporate and non-corporate sec

tors of the economy may then be determined in

section 4 with explicit reference to the firms'

costs of capital. We then go further by construct

ing numerical examples of the tax buröen on corpo

rate capital income as compared to non-corporate.

In the last section, finally, the analysis is

extended to appreciate the effects of recent schem

es to mitigate double taxation of corporate source

income on capital cost and tax differentials.

2. SHAREHOLDER.TAXATION AND STOCK VALUATION1

Define a rate of return', k i I demanded by a stock

holder on his financial investments in common

l In this article we disregard risk and uncertain
ty despite the fact that we deal with expectations
of long run future developments.

It should be rnentioned that personal taxes and
corporate taxes have been introduced into models
of stock values before, for instance by Stapleton
(1972) and King (1974), mainly to study the ef-
fects of financial policies' on the firrn' s stock
value or derive criteria for te firm's optimal
financial policy.
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stocks, net of all taxes. This rate of return can

be seen as partially determined by what can be

earned on, say, savings accounts or on government

bonds after tax. Call such a basic rate of return,

P, exogenously given to the national economy by

opportunities on capital markets in the world eco

nomy.

The rate of return dernanded by the stockholder

would then --disregarding risk-- be k i = P(1--t i)'

where -t I is the marginal income tax rate of the
1

i:th stockholder. The value of a share in a compa-

ny to the stockholder is then defined as the capi

tal value of his cash flow from one common stock.

v 1(8)
1.

dV( t) -k i (t-s)
f rU(t)(l--tI) - Y1"-t i ~1 e dt.

t=s 1.

( 1 )

Here U(t) is the expected dividend per share and

dV(t)/dt the expected capital gain (or loss) at

time t. Further y I is a parameter that takes care
1.

of the fact that only a fraction of 'capita1 gains

is taxed as personal income and also that accrued

capital gains are taxed only at the time of rea1i

zation. The deferred capital gains tax, imposed at

the time of realization, can always be transformed

to a tax on the accrueq gain if the holding period

of the stock is known. Therefore YI~I is the
1 1

annual effective rate (a "shadow rate") of capital

gains taxatian implied by the nominal rate of

deferred capital gains taxation and the holöing

. period. l

l ef. Bailey (1969), p. 15 ff.
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The value of a share to the stockholder is then,

according to (l), the capital value of the payment

stream net of taxes generated by the. share, when

discounting is undertaken by k. ( 't . ). Now, to con-
1 1

tinue we will assume that we are dealing with the

"representative stockholder" whose valuation of

the share, V. (s) coincides wi th the market value,
1

V(s). We therefore skip the index referring to

individuals below and also let V( s) stand for the

value of all shares, i.e. the value of the firm.

It can easily be shown from (l) that ploughing

back profits does not require a one-for-one

dollaris worth of capital gains. To show this take

the derivative of ( l ) with respect to the lower

limit of integration, s, to get:

dV(s)
kV(s) - [U(s)(l-'t) - Y't ~J

which can be rearranged to:

k
U(s)(l-~) +~ (l-y~)

V( s) (2 )

Now (2) can be seen as nescribing market equilib

riurn: The sum of dividends and capital gains net

of taxes must be a fraction of the" value of the

firm equivalent to the sto~kholders' required rate

of return, k. For kV(s) to stay constant, the

following equation must hold:

dV(s)
d[U(s)(l-'t)] + d[~-- (l-y't)] O
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imp1ying the marginal rate of substitution of di

vidends for capital gains as:

a[u(s)]
l-'{;

- l-y'{;·

Thus it would be worthwhi1e to reallocate profits

from distribution to retention as long as the

absolute amount of the marginal rate of substitu

tion is larger than the ratio of the after tax

part of a dollar of dividend income to the after

tax part of a dollar of capital gain.

Because y<l, reflecting the preferential tax treat

ment of capital gains, this marginal rate of sub

stitution is smaller than one:

Shareholders would be prepareö to give up more

than a dollar of dividends for retention to obtain

a dollar of capital qain. For the analysis of

"marginal total" tax rates on corporate profits,

therefore, it is not justified--as done by Bailey

et al.--to presuppose equivalence of the amount

of retention and capital gains. 1

l Bailey's empirical analysis (1969) of capital
gains compared with retention in Table 1, p. lR
and Appendix A does not--in our opinion--give an
unambiguous support of his assumption, and that
also goes for other studies (surveyed by Break,
1969) of the same problem. Furthermore, our propo
sition is not "tested" by Railey' s data because we
only discuss a marginal condition, whereas Bai
ley' s data on capital gains and retention concern
totalities. Even if our marginal conditian is ful
filled, capital gains on intramarginal retentions
can drive the ratio of total capital qains to
total retention to a figure equal to or greater
than one. Nevertheless, it is wrong to assurne this
ratio to be equal to one for the analysis of
effective marginal tax rates.
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Now 1et us introduce issues of new common stocks

into the model. The cash flow to stockho1ders in

(l) is thereby a1tered so that the value of the

firm now is:

f { rdV(t) l k(t s)V(s) U(t)(l-~) -y~ ~ -N(t) - N(t)}e- - dt
t=s

( 3 )

In (3) N(t) is the proceeds of new stock issues.

The above model expresses how the firm is valued

--in principle-- by rationa1 investors on the

market. As seen from (3) marginal personal income

taxes on current income and the marginal tax rate

on capital gains are very rnuch involved in the

pricing of stocks.

To simplify (3) take the oerivative with respect

to the lower limit of integration, s. By integrat

ing and rearranging terms, the stOCK value, V(s),

can be written as 1

V(s) j [l-'t U(t)
t=s l-y~

N( t) Je (4)

l Taking tl1e derivative of V(s) with respect to s
gives

dV(s) = kV(s) - (Integrand of (3»).
ds

After rearranging we get

dV(s) k rl-~ l
~ = r=y~ V(s) - l-y~ U(s) - N(s) ·

From the solution of this differential equation we

get expression (4).
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In the simplified valuation formula (4) the capi

tal gains taxation is technically taken care of by

an adjustment of the dividend stream ann the rate

by which it is discounted.

3. CORPORATE CAPITAL eOST

Our purpose now is to go one step further and ask,

given the above principle of valuationi what is

the cost of capi tal to the firm, when not only

personal income taxes are considered but also

profit taxes. We proceed by defining U(t) and N(t)

in (4).

To simplify we will abstract from aebt financing.

Hereby I we focus on that part of business capital

--equity capital--of which yielns are treaten dif

ferently in the corporate and non-corporate sec

tars of the economy. Including debt finance would

not change the character of our results. 1 Further

more, we assume that the firm finances a constant

fraction, ni of its net investments hy new issues

of common stocks. 2

l Assuming ~eht finance woul~ be
such away that the proportions
and retained earnings in equity
changed.

2 In this paper, we do not attempt to explain why
such a financial pattern is actually chosen.
Rather, we pose the question , given the firm's
financial behavior, what is capital cost?

To actually explain the firm I s choice between re
tained earnings, new issues and deht, a more elabo
rate model wouln be requireo. Such a model would
have to t al<.e into account e. g. the existence of
positive dividends from firms having unexploiteo
profitable investment opportunities and the often
noted coexistence of ~ividends and issues of new
stocks.
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Let PK be the price of capital goods, K(t) the

firm's capital stock and I(t) its gross invest

ment. Net investment is then, if a is a constant

fraction to take account of capacity depreciation:

The amount of new issues, N{t), is then

N(t) = nPK{t) [I(t) - aK{t)].

By these assumptions the volume of investment will

be bounded at certain points in time by the fact

that dividends in our formulation cannot be nega

tive. To see the imp1ication of this define divi

dends in the fo11owing way:

u{t) P{t)F[K{t), L(t)] - W{t)L(t) - PK(t)I{t) +

+ nPK{t)[I{t) - aK{t)] - Taxes,

where p{t) is the output price, W{t) the wage rate

and L{t) input of labor.

The bound on (net) investment can be expressed as:

( l-n) PK( t ) [ I ( t ) - aK ( t ) 1(p ( t ) F [ K( t ), L ( t ) 1 -

- W{t)L(t) - aPK(t)K{t) - Taxes, (5)

i.e. that po.rtion of the firm's net investments

not financed by new issues, must not exceed the

firm's profits, net of depreciation ana taxes.
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To cornpute the amount of taxes paid we have to

introduce the book value, C(t), and depreciation

for tax purposes, b, a constant fraction of the

book value, C(t). The amount of profit taxes is

then:

T{P(t)F[K(t), L(t)] - W(t)L(t) - bC(t)},

where T is the rate of corporate profit tax.

Substi tuting the above expressions for divioenos,

new issues, and taxes into (4) and dropping time

indices will give the market value of the firm as

v( s) J [i=~~ {{l-T)[PF{K,L) - WL] - PKI
t=s

(6)

Assume now that the firm tries to maximize its

value in stockholders I portfolios . Given this as

sumption, there is a lowest rate of return before

taxes the firm can accept from a real investment

in order not to lower the value of the stOCKS.

This minimum rate of return we shall call the cost

of capital. We look, then, for a necessary condi

tion for real investments to be positive.

It should be pointed out again that the assuJTlp

tians of financial behavior useo in our monel mean

that the investment plan will be bounded from

above as seen from (5). We do not take this bounn

into account but treat the problem as if there
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were no bounds meaning that we study on1y free

intervals, where bounds are ineffective. 1

We will simply assume that a solution exists, with

a rleterminate firm size ana a limited firm value

(which would require the proauction function to

exhibit diminishing returns to scale). Also, ini

tial and transversali ty conditions can be disre

garded.

Our simplified problem can now be hanolen by the

calculus of variation method of maximizing Q in

Q

I f(K, ~, c, ~, I, L, t)dt.
s

- _k_(t-s)
where M(t)e 1-y~ is the integrand of (6)--

the whole expression under the sign

tion--and where the time derivatives

by putting a aot above the variables.

of integra

are written

To compute capital cost we only need the fo1lowinq

Euler necessary condi tions for a maximum of (6),

where we have set ~ =~ =0, to ~implify from the
l 2

outset 2

l Controi problems wi th bounded investment
have been sturlied by Appelbaum and Barris
and before them by Arrow (1968).

plans
(1978)

2 The economic meaning of these assumptions is
that all prices, including the wage rate, ana tax
rules (~, y, T and b) are expected to be constant.
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of d of
oK - dt oK

of d of
oC - dt oC

k
1 ~ k - 1-y't (t-s)

[~ Tb-~ b ~ ]l-y't 2 - 1-y't 2 e o.

Now, solve the second and third Euler equation

above for Al and A
2

respective1y and substitpte

inta the first. By rearranging terms we get then,

on the left hand sine, PFK/P
K

, the gross rate of

return before taxes on real investment on the

optimal path. This is the minimum gross rate of

return that the firm can afford to earn on new

investment while leaving shareholöers no worse

off, i.e. the gross east of capital.

By subtracting from the gross cost of capi tal the

rate of capacity depreciation, a, which by our

assumption of "exponential decay" , coincides with

the rate of economic depreciation, we get the net

east of capital, r*:

r* kn + --~--
(l-T)(l-y't)

[l-n- T(b-a)

_k__ + b
l-y't

( 7)

For the interpretation of (7), let us first assurne

that b=a, i.e. the rate of tax depreciation equals

the rate of capacity rlepreciation. Since n is the

portion of the firm I s investments financeö by new
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issues, (l-n) is the portion finaneed by retainen

earnings, making the east of eapi tal a weighted

average of the east of new issues and the east of

retention. Thus, k/(l-T)(l-~) can be identified as

the east of new issues, and k/(l-T)(l-y~) as the

east of retaineo earnings. Evidently, retained

profits make up a less expensive souree of equity

capital than new issues, provided that y < 1, i.e.

capital gains are less heavily taxed than divi

dends in the hands of the shareholaers.

If instead b > a, i.e. the firm is allowed to I

defer taxes through aeeelerated depreeiation, the

east of retained earnings is weighted by

l - n _ T(b-a)

~- + b
l-y't

This weight, in turn, is the portion of the firrn's

investment finaneed by ploughed hack t1truetl prof

its net of tax. Thus, b > a implies that a third

part of capital growth, T(b-a)/[k/(I-y~) + bJ, is

finaneed by deferred taxes, adding the weights up

to one. However, this last east of finanee is zero

and eonsequently does not show up in (7).

4. TAX AND CAPITAL caST DIFFERENTIA.LS

Having definec1 the net east of eapital r* to a

firm maximizing stockholders' wealth, the marginal

effeetive tax rate on eorporate profits may be

derived in a straightforward way.

By definition, r* is the rate of return before tax

on an investment yielding the required rate of
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return k --that is p(l-~)-- net of all taxes on

stockholners' financial investment. The relation

between r* and k, being netermined by the tax

system and the firm' s financial policy, actually

implies the existence of an effective marginal tax

rate T* on corporate profits, such that
c

r*(l-T*) k.
c

Using the expression for r* given by (7), this

means that

T*c l -
n(l-y~)

(l-T)(I-~)(l-Y.~~~)~ __

+ [·1 - n _ T~b-al__ ](l_~)
--- + h
l-y~

(8)

To clarify the meaning of (8) , let us consider two

special cases. Ruling out the possibility of de-

ferring taxes through accelerated depreciation

(i.e. setting b=a) , we will first assume that the

firm finances its investmentR entirely through new

issues (i.e. n=l). T* then becomes
c

T*(n=l,b=a)
c

T + 't (l-T) , (9 )

which means that the effective marginal tax rate

would coincide wi th the total Marginal tax rate-

corporate and personal--on distributerl profits.

Assuming instead that investments are financed ex

clusively by the retention of "true" profits (i.e.

n=O, b=a), wouln cause (8) to collapse into

T*(n=O,b=a)
c

T + Y't (l-T) , (10)

which in turn may be intuitively seen as the margi

nal tax rate on retained profits, determined by
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the corporate tax rate T and the tax rate on

accrued capital gains, y~.

Next, looking at the non-corporate sector, we

assume that profits are ful1y taxed with the

owners of equityas personal income, i •e. at tax

rate 't. Ru1ing out, by this assumption, plough

back and tax oeferral as sources of finance, net

capital cost for the non-corporate sector, becomes

k
l-'t

i. e. the capital cost is simply the net rate of

return demanded by the owner of equity, expanded

to allow for the individual income tax. By defini

tion then, r~c coincides with p, the rate of

return exogenously given to the economy, as as

sumen at the outset.

Some numerical comparisons between marginal tax

rates, T~ and 't --determininq the tax differen

tial-- and between the capital costs, r~ and r~c

--inoicating a capital cost differentia1-- are pre

sented in Table 1. Ca1culations are carried out on

the assumption that P equals 10% ann include sever

al alternatives regarding inrlividual income tax

rates. It shoulo be pointed out that this table

(as weIl as Tables 2A and 2B on p.186) must he

interpreted with care. Two interpretations are al

lowed, namely (i) that the househo1d tax system is

progressive and all shareholders are taxen. at ene

of the rnarg1na1 tax rates indicated in column ene

and (ii) that the household tax system is propor

tional. In this latter case column one indicates

alternative tax rates of the proportional system.
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The taxation of capital gains poses a special

problem, since y, expressing that fraction of each

dollar of capital gain that must be neclared as

taxable income, is a rather complex entity, nepend

ing e. g. on holding periods. To approximate the

effective tax burden on capital gains, prevailing

e.g. in the U.S., we have chosen y=0.15 throughout

Table 1. 1 The assumptions regarding n, T and b

appear below.

Table l. Marginal tax rates and net costs of capital

in corporate and non-corporate sectors

Percent

Marginal
individual
tax rate
( 't )

Effective
tax rate on
corporate
profits
(T*)

c

Tax
differ
ential
(T*)

c

Net cost of capital
Corporate Non-
sector corporate

sector
(r*) (r* )

c nc

o 50 50 20 la

30 53.9 23.9 15.2 lO

50 57.4 7.4 11.7 10

60 59.6 -0.4 9.9 10

70 62.6 -7.4 8.0 10

80 67.2 -12.8 6.1 lO

Special assumptions: n=lO%, T=50%, b=a, p=10%, y=15%.

The calculations presented in Table 1 indicate a

differential tax hurden on corporate source income

varying from +50% to some -13% and a capital cost

differential ranging from +10.0 to -3.9 percentage

points, depenrling on the income leve Is of "the

representative stockholders ". These resul ts large

ly aqree with those presenten by Bailey and

others. 2

l ef. Bai1ey (lq69) p.29, and Break and Pechman
(1975) p.92.

2 See Bailey (1969).
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Our analysis is different from previous studies I

therefore, mainly by being based on an explicit

model of neoclassical firm behavior rather than on

an untenable assumption regarding the consequences

of corporate retention. Furthermore , our approach

makes it possible to appreciate the effects on

capital cost ann tax differentials of various sche

mes of fiscal policy, such as accelerated deprecia

tion and the investment tax credit. By distinguish

ing between the rate of tax depreciation, b, and

the rate of capacity depreciation , a, we have in

fact hinted at how such measures may be handled.

5. EFFICIENCY ASPECTS

The analysis carried out above of the effective,

marginal tax rate on corporate profits and of the

net capital costs in the corporate and non-corpora

te sectors is of obvious importance to much discus

sed questions about the efficiency of the invest

ment process in the economy. Two aspects of effi

ciency are involved here.

First there is the allocation problem between the

corporate and non-corporate sectors , at stake in

the writings of Harberger and others. Table l

illustrates marginal tax rates and the net costs

of capital relevant to this question, making it

clear that present tax regirnes provide quite vary

ing sets of inducements for reallocating capital

between the sectors. Thus, the differential tax

burden on corporate profits turns out to be a

somewhat ambiguous concept , varying not only in

size but also in sign between different income

levels of the t1representati~e_shareholder".
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Second, there is the question of the relative

costs to the firm of using retained earnings, debt

or new issues as sources of finance. Baumol et al.

(1970) in their empirical study of earnings reten

tion and growth of firm found the rate of return

on new equity capital to be very rnueh higher than

the rate of return on either ploughback or new

debt. These authors ran their explanation to these

findings in terms of the transaction costs involv

ed with different sources of finance. Our anal

ysis, however, suggests that the firm I s apparent

preference for financing investments out of retain

ed earnings may also be explained in terms of the

tax differential between capital gains and divi

dend income.

Referring to p.l74

cost of new issues

be written 1

above, the ratio between the

and the eost of retention may

r*(n=l)
r*(n=O)

l-y"t
l-"t •

To appreciate the size of this tax effect, let the

marginal individual income tax rate be 70% (~=O.7)

and the effective tax hurden on capital qains be

15% of the individual tax rate (y=0.15). Then

r*(n=1)/r*(n=0)=2.98. Given a 15% cost of new

equity capital, it wouln thus be quite rationai

for the firm to accept a rate of return on the

marginal dollar of retention of as little as 5.0%.

In fact, the nifferences in rates of return found

by Baumol et al. are not far outsioe the range of

this example.

l This ratio is equivalent to the marginal rate of
substitution of dividends for capital gains, defi
ned on p.168.
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6. MITIGATING DOUBLE TAXATION 1

The efficiency aspects touched upon here are the

motivating forces behind the recent discussions in

Europe and U.S. about integrating the personal and

corporate income taxes. Several proposals have

been put forth that tend to reduce the tax differ

entials between capital gains and dividend income

and between corporate source income and non-corpo

rate income. This is accomplished by partially

eliminating the "double taxation" of corporate di

vidends, which characterizes the tax regimes ana

lyzed above.

Two different methons have been oiscussed in this

context. One, referred to as the imputation credit

system, places a reduction in the total tax burden

on distributed profits at the shareholder level,

while the other, called the split rate system,

implies the use of a lower corporate tax rate for

distributed earnings. The effects of these methods

on capital cost and tax differentials between the

corporate and non-corporate sectors of the economy

will be studied below. Furthermore, in this sec

tion, we will demonstrate the workings of the

special scherne used in Sweden to reduce the cost

of new equity capital.

The split rate system, used e.g. in Japan and West

Germany, can be described as follows. Let Td and

Tr be the corporate tax rates on öistributed and

retained profits, respectively, and n(t) be the

firrnls total taxable incorne. Assurne as before that

the firrn distributes U(t) to the shareholders.

Since u(t) is defined net of c~rporation tax, then

l This section is based on Södersten (1977).
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U(t)/(l-T
d

) represents the firm's distributed prof

its before tax and IT(t)-U(t)/(l-Td ) retained prof

its, also before tax. The corporation tax liabil

ity, due at time t, may then be expressed as

s(t) Trrr(t)_(Tr_Td) U(t)
l_td

(11)

which makes it clear that a reallocation of prof

its from retention to distribution will reduce

the firm's tax payments, provided Td<Tr • Then,

using the definition of n(t} implieo on page 171,

the effects of the split rate system on the stock

holders ' cash flow and the value of the firm may

be determined by inserting (Il) into (6).

According to the imputation system, used e. g. in

France and the United Kingdorn, part of the corpora

tion tax paid by the firm on distributed profits

is regarded as an advance payment on account of

the shareholders' eventual income tax liability.

Shareholders therefore receive a credit in their

income tax assessments for part of th'e tax alreaoy

paid by the corporation.

In order to describe the imputation system in a

general way, it is convenient to introduce a para

meter, <b, representing 'a "rate of tax credit"

given to the shareholders. For the interpretation

of 4> we may note that full compensation to the

shareholders for the corporation tax on dividenas

requires that 4> =T, i. e., the rate of tax credi t

should equal the corporate tax rate. Consequently,

4> <T --as is the cas e for France and the Uni ted

Kingdom-- implies that shareholders are given

credit only for part of the corporation tax.
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According to this system, the dividends received,

U(t), would first be "grossed up" to U(t)/(l-cp),

to represent a corporate pretax income behind the

dividend. U(t)/(l-~) is then interpreted as an

imputed shareholder income, implying an income tax

Iiability of ~ • U(t)/(l-cp). For this amount, how

ever,' shareholders would receive a tax credit of

~ • U(t)/(l-cp), reducing the income tax on the

dividends to (~-cp)U(t)/(l-cp).

After the deduction of from

the dividends paid

U(t)(l-~)/(l-cp) for

by the firm, there remains

the shareho1ders. The firm' s

objective function with due adjustment to the im

putation system therefore becomes

ves) j [(l-'t)U(t)
t=s (l-y~){I-~)

k
- --(t-s)

N(t)]e l-y~ dt (12)

Having introduced the split rate systern through

expression ( Il) and the imputation systern through

expression (12), the ana1ysis may be carried out

in exactly the manner outlined in section 3.

Ruling out --for simp1icity-- the possibi1ity to

defer corporate taxes through accelerated deprecia

tion, capital eost then beeomes

r* kel-n)
[ l-Tr

-y ~ ( l_Tr )J
(13)

The interpretation of (13) is the same as that of

(7). Measures implemented to mitigate double taxa

tion of dividend income, either through an imputa

tion credit systern (~>O) at the shareholder level,
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or through a split rate system (Td<Tr ) at the

corporate level, ceteris paribus, tend to lower

the cost of new issues. Neutrality as to the

firm's choice between new issues and retained earn

ings obviously requires that

d ,;-~ d
T + - (l-T)

l-~

r r
T + y,;(l-T ), (14)

which means that the total tax burden on distri

buted profits, the left-hand side of (14), equals

what may intuitively be regarded as the total tax

burden on retained profits. C1early, fulfillment

of condition (14) may be secured not only through

a reduction in the total tax burden on divirlends,

hut also through an increase in the rate of tax on

capital gains, or on retained profits.

A third way of mi tigating double taxation appears

in Sweden. Putting it generally, Swedish firms are

allowed to deduct against current profits over a

period of w years a fraction a of the amount

raised by issuing new shares. For analytical pur

poses, we sha1l assume that the subsequent savings

in corporate taxes reduce the neea for raising

equity capital through new issues. Precise1y, we

assume that the firm finances a fraction n of its

net investment by new share capital and the tax

savings due to the special deduction. Our iiefini

tion of N(t), the amount of new issues (p. 171)

then changes into

N(t)(l+~)=nPK(t) [I(t)-aK(t)l (15)

where ~ is the present va1ue of corporate tax

savings from a $1 issue of new share capital:
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(15) means then that the firmas capital growth

will be financed by new share capi tal and subse

quent corporate tax savings in proportions n/(l+~)

and n~ / ( l +~ ) • l

tJsing (IS) and assuming as hefore that the rate of

tax depreciation equals the rate of capacity depre

ciation (i.e. b=a), our expressian for capital

cost (cf. equation (7») turns out

r* kn + kel-n)
(l-T}(l-'t)(l+~) (l-T)(l-y't)· (16)

The weight attached to the cost of new share capi

tal now has changeo into n/(l+~), as explained

above.

Tables 2A and 2B illustrate the effects on capital

cost and tax differentials between the corporate

and non-corporate sectors of the various schemes

to mitigate double taxation outlined above. It

should be pointen out, as may he seen from equa

tion (13), that using the imputation credit system

with 4> = 0.33 (as is approximately the case for

France and the United Kingdom) is equivalent to

reducing the rate of corporate tax on distributed

earnings from 50 to 25% (i.e. Tr = 50%, Td = 25%).

Furthermore, 4> = 0.50 has the same effect on capi

tal cost as completely abolishing the corporate

tax on distributed profits (i.e. Tr = 50%,

Td O%). For the understanding of the tables i t

l Note that n/(l+~} + n~/(l+~} n.
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Table 2A. Capital eost and tax differentials hetween the eorporate

and non-eorporate seetors when miti~atin~ double taxation

n = 10 %

t-1arq. Rate of tax eredit (4)) Swedish system
indi- 0:=0.05
vidual

O 0.33 0.50 w=10tax
ra te ( 't) I1r* L1T* L1r* L1T* !J.r* !J.T* L1r* !J.T*

O 10.0 50.0 q.3 4R.3 q.O 47.4 q.7 49.3

30 5.2 23.9 4.5 2l.R 4.2 20.7 4.9 23.0

50 1.7 7.4 1.1 4.R 0.7 1.4 1.4 0.2

60 -0.1 -0.4 -O.R -3.3 -1.1 -4.9 -0.4 -l.R

70 -2.0 -7.4 -2.6 -10.7 -2.7 -12.7 -2.1 -<l.1

80 -3.9 -12.~ -4.0 -10.q -4.9 -19.3 -4.3 -11).0

Note: Capital eost differentials are inrlieated by !J.r*t tax differen-
tials by L1T*. The first eolumn of the table whieh eomes from Table l
is ineluded for eomparison. Special assumptions: see Table l.

Table 2R. Capital eost and tax differentials between the eorporate

and non-eorporate seetors when miti~ating douhle taxation

n = 30 %

Rate of tax eredit (4)) Swedish system
Marq.
inni- 0:=0.05
vioual O 0.33 0.50 w=10
tax
rate ('t) !J.r* !J.T* !J.r* !J.T* !J.r* /iT* /ir* !J.T*

O 10.0 50.0 8.0 44.4 7.0 41.2 9.2 47.9

30 6.3 27.0 4.3 20.9 3.3 17.2 5.3 24.4

50 3.6 13.1 1.0 o.R 0.6 2.7 2.6 10.3

60 2.2 7.1 0.2 0.6 -9.8 -3.7 1.1 4.1

70 0.7 1.9 -1.4 -4.5 -2.3 -9.0 -0.4 -1.2

80 -0.8 -1.8 -2.8 -7.R -3.8 -12.4 -1.9 -4.R

Note: Capital eost differentials are inrlieated by !J.r*t tax differen-
tials by !J.T*.
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must also be noted that ~ = O (the first columns)

corresponds to the classical system of double taxa

tion discussed above. The Swenish scheme, as repre

sented by the last column, finally, inclunes a 5%

deduction against current profi ts of the amounts

raised by new issues for a period of 10 years.

Table 2A assumes n = 10%, Table 2B n = 30%.

Tables 2A and 2B make it c1ear that the alterna

tives discussed above to mi tigate double taxation

do not change the general pattern of tax ann capi

tal cost differentials between the corporate and

non-corporate sectors of the economy, as a1reaoy

demonstrated by Table l. 4> = 0.33, (cf. France ana

the United Kingdom), implies a tax öifferential

ranging from +48% to -17%, when 10% of capital

growth is financen by new issues, ann from +44% to

-8% when n = 30%.

Since the imputation credit system--as well as

the split rate system--is designed to reäuce the

total tax burden on distributed earnings and there

fore, the cost of new issues, the effect on tax

and capital cost differentials will be stronger

the 1arger the share of capital growth financed by

new equity capital. Thus, when n = 10% pl1tting

<P = 0.33 will e1iminate roughly 1/3 of capital

cost and tax differentials for "representative"

shareholders in the 50% b~acKet. Assuming instead,

as in Table 2B, the share of new equity financing

to be 30%, setting 4> = 0.33 will halve tax and

capital cost differentials in the same brackets.

The stimulus to increased reliance on financing by

new share capital hrought about though the imputa-
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Table 3. Relation between costs of new issues and"

retained earnings when mitigatin9 double

taxation

4>

O

0.33

0.50

Swedish systern

r*(n=l)/r*(n=O)

3

2

1.5

2.4

tion credit system and the special Swedish scheme

is illustrated in Table 3. Referring to page 180,

the table indicates the ratios between the (aver

age) costs of new issues and the (average) costs

of retention, on the assumption that the marginal

individual income tax rate of the "representative"

shareholder is 70%.

As explaineö on p. 180 a 5% cost of retained earn

ings would correspond to a 15% cost of new issues

with full double taxation of corporate distribu

tions (4) = O). Putting 4> = 0.33 (cf. the French

and British systems) the eost of new isslles wouln

fall to 10%.

The Swedish system is at present less effective,

implying a cost of new share capital of 12%.1

l According to a recent proposal, a will he raiseo
from 5 to 6% and w from 10 to 15 years. This
implies r*(n=l)/r*(n=O) = 2.2, i.e., a cost of
equity of 11%.
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Taxes and Market Stability

Bengt-Christer Ysander

Much has been said and wri tten by now ahout the

possible stabilizing effects of public budgets on

the effective nemano in the total economy. On the

following pages we are concerned wi th a hi therto

seldom discussed topic, namely the possible des ta

bilizing effects of taxes ann subsioies in indivi

dual markets. Particular examples of these possihil

ities, for example in the labor markets and in

the markets for housing, have lately aroused a

good deal of public niscussion in Sweaen, whose

world leadership when it comes to taxing ambi

tions, especially marked in the seventies, makes

some of these problems particularly acute. Unfortu

nately we still lack a well-establishea analytical

framework for dealing wi th these kinds of stabi 1

ity problems. The modest aim of the followinq

discussion is merely, to point out some dimensions

of the problem and to provide some i llustrative

examples of passible tax-induceo instahility.

The Changing Role of Taxation

Over the last half-century "taxation"--which in

the following I take to inclune alsa negative

taxes or subsidies--has not only been steeply in

creased in most market-economies, but has at the

same time also changeo character. Taxation once
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used to be dominated by the fiscal aim of financ

ing the provision of certain basic collective

goods, mainly the machinery of control--central

administration, defense, justice , etc. The means,

then, could be kept relatively few ana simple--a

low income tax with at most a mila form of progres

sion and/or local estate rates. This, as it happ

ens, is still the picture of the public sector

often presented in economic equilihrium theory-

the provision of collective goons being financen

if not by lump-sum taxes then hy sorne proportio

nate taxation on final goods. There is, then, no

need to worry about taxes destabilizing indivinual

markets. Apart from the problems of international

adjustment, in a model economy without monetary

markets proportionate price increases need not

change the stability properties of innividual pro

duct markets.

The aims and means of taxation today are very

different. A drastic illustration of this is provi

ded by Sweden, where the structural change in

taxation has probahly gone further and faster

during postwar years than in any other industria

lized market economy.

The provision of collective goods in the narrow

definition of the woro presented above, plays a

steadily decreasing role in the public budgets and

is now responsible for less than 15 per cent of

total centra l CJovernment expenditure. Apart from

social insurance the dominant expenniture items on

the public buogets are, now, subsioies of social

and private goods. In the national accounts these

are classified either as public consumption or

transfers depenning on how prorluction ana distribu

tion are organizeo.
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The ways of financing public expenditure are also

becoming more varied and complex. Although taxes

on income and wealth, have been sharply increased

and made more progressive in the early seventies,

they now provide, in Sweden, less than half of

central government income and are, to an increas

ing extent, being complemented by various forms of

indirect taxation, including, V.A.T., obligatory

social insurance fees and taxes on non-labor fac

tors.

Today's public budgets, therefore, can be best

characterized as huge instruments for central

price and income regulation. By combining positive

and negative taxation wi th various forms of tax

rebates and subsidy rules a highly individualized

and differentiated form of taxation can in prin

ciple be realized--given the necessary informa

tion. wi th the high general level of taxation-

more than 2/3 of private disposable income being

channeled through public budgets--the tax effects

on individual markets are, in any case, becoming

increasingly decisive for price-setting and profit

ability also in the private production sectors.

The differentiation of means are correlated to-

and indeed to a large extent motivatived by--a

differentiation of the aims of taxation. The cen

tral government's wish to fulfill increasingly dif

ferentiated aims concerning industrial and regio

nal policy and income redistribution without undue

centralization of market decisions, have put a

great strain on the system. In the last few years

the shrinking possibility for redistribution in

Sweden by way of progressive income taxes has led

to an increased use of differentiated price sub

sidies as a means of redistribution.
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There are doubts as to whether we have - or will

ever have - sufficiently precise tax instruments,

and enough information on how to use them, to

match the regulatory amhi tion of the government.

Most tax instruments are still rather blunt in the

sense that considerations of fairness and admi

nistrative simplicity force us into making tax

rules so general that they usually hit rather

widelyor wildly compared with the aims of tax

policy. The complex pattern of taxation and the

decentralized handling of various policy areas

also make it increasinqly more di fficul t to dis

cern or guess the combined impact of the various

horizontal chains of taxation on inCiivinual mar-

kets and goods.

This raises several important questions concerning

efficiency limits to economic control by way of

taxation. The one we are going to neal wi th here

is the problem of possible tax-innuced market in

stability. What happens to "normal" price adjust

ment mechanisms when these are not only transform

ed by prevailing tax rates but also intercepted

by a simultaneous process of tax adjustment with a

qui te di fferent purpose? How do the "tax links"

between different markets affect the stability of

interrelated markets? ~'fuat are the chances of at

tempted tax adjustments ever converginq on the

intended allocative or distributional targets?

Market Stability from An Equilibrium p.~~~!:__~f_~~iew

In looking for an analytical framework

ing tax-induced market instability you

for study

are faceii
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with two main alternatives. You can plunge direct

ly into a oisequilibrium scenario, which means

paying the price of not "being able to generalize

and of not necessarily ever being in the neighbor

hood of equilibrium.

The other and more traditional way of studying

stability problems is by looking at them from the

point of view of an equilibrium position. The

question will then roughly be the following: given

that the agents behave as if they were constantly

in an equilibrium and that the adjustrnent process

follows some simple prescribed rules, what are the

conditions for convergence? The results you attain

this way are mostly of a rather formal and general

nature, but may still provide some learls as to how

to structure our approach to the problem of tax

induced instability.

The usual stability analysis aims at determining

sufficient conditions under which a system of

market price adjustments, each being a monotonic

function of excess nemand, will converge. 1 The

results of these studies are by now well known

(ef., for example, Karlin (l959), Lancaster

(1968), Arrow-Hahn (1971»). To make sure of conver

genee three types of condi tions are usually

needed. One type of condition guarantees that the

agents are wil1ing to accept disequi1ibrium prices

as if they stemmed from a final equilibrium (cf.,

ItWa1ras' law tl
). A second type of conaition--for

discrete-time adjustments--is needed to ensure

that the rate and/or stepsize of adjustment is not

so big that you over-shoot the equilibrium target

by too much.

l See Appendix, nate I, p. 225.
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Finally you need some conoition concerning the

1inks between the adjustment in different mar1<ets

to make sure that solving excess demand problems

in one area does not inflate the same problems in

other markets by too much.

This last condi tion can take many technica1 forms

--"gross substitution", "aggregate revealed prefer

ence", "diagonal dominance" , etc.-- all of which,

unfortunately, appear rather restrictive and niffi

cult to make intuitively plausible.

These conditions are suggestive when transplanten

to our special problem of tax-induced instability.

When agents become conscious of prices being to a

large extent determined in government offices,

they may be less willing to accept them as given

data to which they passively adjust. The varyinq

"tax multiplier" on price in nifferent markets

could increase the risk for excessive, destabiliz

ing adjustment steps in some markets.

Taxes and tax ad justments tenn to provioe ni rect

links between adjustments in nifferent markets.

The risk would consequently increase that an ad

justment in one market Might counteract overall

stability by disrupting other markets.

There are other limitations of existing economic

stability analysis apart from the restrictive

conditions used. It tells us, in fact, little or

nothing about those stability properties of the

economic system that we are often most interesten

in when dealing with real-life economies. 1 One

l See Appendix, notes II ann III, pp. 226 ff.
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such property, for examp1e, is stability in the

sense that prices (and volumes) originating from a

point within a region will never move outsirle

given boundaries. Another question has to do with

the passibility of prices converging to an equilib

rium "close" to the original one, after a shift in

some coefficient. In as far as taxes tend to

change even the behavioral structure of an econo

mic system these stability questions are very per

tinent and will be raised again later on in connec

tion with some of the illustrative examples

quoted.

The problem with which we are concerned here-

simultaneous price and tax adjustment in indivi

dual markets--can obviously be treated as an

extension of the traditional market stahility prob

lem. The stability problem of decentralizerl

policy, without involving simultaneous price ad

justment, has been rliscussed by inter alia Hunnell

(1962) and Cooper (1967). They were cencerned with

the risks of instability with a decentralized

policy arising from the inahility of individual

authori ties to foresee and take inte account the

effects of policy instruments on markets or areas

outside their own field of responsibility. The

question of what happens if you combine the two

problems--superimposing a tax aojustment on a

market price adjustment--has, however, not been

treated in economic literature, as far as we know.

We hope the examp1es presented below will suffice

to show that further work in this direction could

be worthwhile and relevant to economic policy.
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Tax-induced Instability in A Single Market

Let us start by looking at a general and very

simple case --price- and tax-adjustment in continu

ous time in a single market. The "tax coeffi

cient" , T, is supposed to be defined in terms of

the producer price, P. The product, TP, gives the

demand price. The producer price is supposed to

adjust in a simple way, changing in proportion to

excess demand, while the tax rate is adjusted

proportionate to some other function of market

conditions. A straightforward tax target--rela

tively innocuous from a stability point of view-

would be the volume of demand. The aim of the tax

authorities could then simply be to make demand,

d, adjust to a pre-set value d*. The purpose of

such a tax target could be, for example, to limit

the effect of environmental damage or some other

collective externaiity or to keep down consumtion

of some noxious commodity. Denoting the supply

function by s (p) we would then have the following

system:

p aE

AG

a ( d ( TP ) - s (p) )

A(d(TP) - d*)

P, T, a, A > O

( l )

( 2 )

If we assume stability in the Liapunov sense,

local asymptotic stability or resilience 1 is a

necessary condition for global stability. With

this assumption we can discover possibilities of

l See Appendix, note I, p.225.
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global instability by simply looking at local pro

perties. 1

If we assume E and G to be continuous functions

and P*,T* to be an equilibrium point, we can use a

linear approximation arounn this equilibrium~

E ( 3 )

G = Gpp + G~~ (4)

where E* G* E: and G: denote the first partiai
p' p'" "

derivatives of E and G with respect to P and T at

the equilibrium, and p, 't stanö for (P-P*) and (T

T*) •

The linear adjustment system can then be wri tten

in vector form as:

( 5 )

where A is the matrix

l It should perhaps be emphasized that what we
are, then, condi tionally proving is only that the
system will not tend to work back all the way to
the equilibrium. To prove unconditionally that the
system is unstable in the sense of Liapunov, that
it will eventually tenn to cross any preset bounda
ry, would require, for example, the use of one of
Liapunov I s own instabili ty theorems and wouln in
the discussed examples be a difficult --and often
impossible-- task.

2 A tax adjustment similar from a stability point
of view is implied by any progressive taxation of
the supply price. This can be seen, for example,
by writing the progressive rate as T = ÄP which
gives; = ~p. -
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(6 )

It may faeilitate the understanding of the adjust

ment process if we rewrite (5) in terms of the

slope 00 the demand curve, od*/o(TP), and supply

curve, os*/oP, respeetively:

p a(pT*+'tP*)(~)* - ap(OS)*°\TP J °P
a~*(d-s) ( 7)

.
't A(pT* + 'tP*)(~)*

o(TP)

A~*d, (8)

where ~ is used to denote the differential. In

comparison with a rnarket situation without tax,

two ehanges have oeeurred in the adjustment. The

demand differential is now a funetion of two kinds

of divergences instead of just one--in the produ

cer I s priee and in the tax eoefficient. Secondly,

beside the price adjustment we now have the tax

adjustrnent being proportionate to the ehange in

demand as weIl.

The systern (5) is a first order homogeneous linear

veetor differential equation. It will eonverge-

showing loeal asymptotic stability--if and only if

all roots of A have negative real parts. l

1 For a survey of the "mathematies of stability"
ef. La Salle-Lefschetz ( 1961) and Murata ( 1977) •
See also Appendix, notes I-II, pp.225 ff.
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The two roats, xi' of A are:

X.
1.

etE H.G r-:;-:'AG 2-Er ±v (~_!.)

[( etT*HP*)o~ ~p ) - et~ ~ ]
2 ±

-----,

aA(E G -G E ) =P 't' P 't'
(9 )

±

(10)

.[[(etT*H~~~t~PL-et._mr_ et'A(-P* ~~pr ~~)

= a
\

b. (11)

A eloser inspeetion reveals that a 2 >b, i. e., the

roots are real. No oscillatory priee movements

will oeeur owing to the faet that tax adjustment,

as defined, follows and reinforees the priee ad

justment.

Given this, the convergenee condition can be writt-

en as:

) a < O j
lb > O

(12)

Written out in terms of the slopes of the demand

and supply curves (12) acquires the following mean

ing:

od os
o(TP) < O, ap > O (13)

This convergence condition should be compared with

the condition for stability in the Walrasian sense

in a market with only price adjustment:



ad os
-- <o(TP) aP
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(14)

In the "normal" case with a neqatively sloping

demand curve and a positive slope of the supply

curve, we will have loeal stability both with ann

without tax adjustment. However, with supply price

decreasing with scale, i.e. the supply curve

having a negative slope,--and with the case of

demand increasing wi th price--the risks of insta

bility differ.

without tax, the price will be instable only if

the negative slope of the supply curve is less

steep than that of the demana curve. This traditio

nal condition for stability means that the conver

gent price change via the demano term shoulo in

absolute terms dominate an eventual counteracting

supply term.

with the tax being determined as in (2), any nega

tively sloping supply curve will, however, make

system (5) instable. This can be intuitively unoer

stood from the expressions (7) and (8). We see

that divergences in aemand price (pT* + ~P*) deter

mine the tax change, ann also affect the change in

the producer's price. ~he tax in other worrls,

acting as a wedge between supply and oemann

prices, keeps the demand price from oiverging too

fast, which in turn makes it possible for the

supply price to outrun the demand price.

Without taxes this cannot happen even when supply

tenns to decrease slightly with price. Suppose

supplies are too big, with supply prices heinq too

low. This in itself will tenn to lower the price
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further. Demand , however, wi Il act in the oppo

site, stabilizing direction. Being more price

sensitive, it will nominate. Introducinq a tax

wedge means that the demand price can be control

led by way of increased taxation allowing the

supply price to slide further without beinq effec

tively checked by a demand expansion, etc. The tax

has made both prices instable.

Other tax targets may, however, introduce new and

potentially larger risks of instability. Local qo

vernment price subsidies for utili ties, housing,

etc., in Sweden seem to aim at keeping the house

hold expendi tures for these "necessities" constant

relative to household income. Let us assume prices

to be expressed in some representative nUPleraire

and neglect income changes. This tax target would

then mean that current expenditure on the item in

question has to be adjusted to some prescribed

amount M. In a wider political interpretation this

tax rule could be thought of as implying that

political decision-makers allocate the suhsidies

to the big expenditure items so as to maximize

appreciation and votes. ~~i th this interpretation

the rule approximates subsinizinq policies within

a wide range of state and loca1 areas, from anu l t

enucation ann recreational activities to fring~

services on health ann oln-age care. Keeping the

denotations as above, the adjustment system can he

written as:

.
T

aE

AG

a(d-s)

A. (H - PTd).

P, T, a, A. > O

(15)

(16 )
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Using the same reasoning as before, we find that

the real parts of the corresponding matrix roots

have to be negative for the adjustment system to

converge.

The matrix roots are:

- l [ * ad os * ( J + Jt( l [ * ödXi - 2 aT o(TP) - a op - AP d l+ep - 2 _aT o(TP)

---"-------- --------"----,
oS J)2 oS- a-- - AP*d(l+e) - aAP*d(l+e ) -- =öP p p öp (17)

(18)

where ep denotes the price elasticity of demand.

As before, all derivatives are evaluated in equi

librium.

In this case, complex roots may appear giving rise

to oscillatory price movements, which is what we

would expect since tax and price adjustment in

(15-16) tend to counteract each other.

We thus have the following two possibilities of

convergence:

I. Dampened oscillation

II. Straight convergence

ra < o

lb > a 2

r a < O

l a 2 > b > O

(19)

(20)

The common necessary conditions for convergence,

a < O, b > O, can be derived directly from (17):
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cd oS A OS
T* < p*d(l+e p ); ~p(l+ep) > OrnPT - ·op ex v

(21 )

Let us finally also have a eloser look at the

condition that differentiates between dampened os

cillation (19) and straight convergence (20). We

will get oseillatory convergence if:

One simple implieation of (22) is that:

ad os
o (TPl 5P > o.

In other words we will get oseillatory eonvergence

only if the supply or demand curve behaves "a bnor

mallylt" when we have, for example, a negatively

sloping supply eurve~ If eondition (22) is fulfil

led, the movement of both the supply price and the

tax coefficient will be described by:

(23)

where p ± vi = the roots, r±v = the characteristic

vectors associated wi th the roots, and where both

the conjugate constants kl and k 2 and the phase

constant, ~, depend on initial eonditions.

From (21) we see that with an elastic demand,

(ep < -l), and a positive supply curve, subsidies
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aimed at stabilizing expenditure will introduce

instability of price. This is also easy to under

stand intuitively. While, in the first example,

producer prices and the tax coefficient are adjust

ed in the same direction, thereby slowing down

the adjustment of each other we now have a revers

ed situation. Suppose the produceris price has

been set too low. This gives rise to excess

demand, moving the supply price upwards. At the

same time, however, with elastic demand , expendi

tures are too big, which means that the tax coeffi

cient moves down. Hence, subsidies grow, counter

acting the effect of' the produceris price on

demand price. This, obviously, leads to a decreas

ing demand price followed by an increasing supply

price, etc.

Taking agradual increase of both income and of

the expenditure target, M, into account does not

change this conclusion. A too low supply price

then means an increased potential risk of instabil

i ty compared to a too high supply price . I f the

subsidy rule is changed to mean that subsidies

vary in a fixed proportion to demand, the conclu

sion is in fact strengthened --holding for an

inelastic demand as weIl. Political expediency may

often seem to require the use of such "explosive"

subsidy rules. This is illustrated by the Swedish

experience in some areas of health and recreation.

The model exemplified above can be generalized to

the multi-market case. '~i thout individual speci

fication of the tax rules involved little more

can, however, be learned from such a generaliza

tion except the important, but obvious, conclusion
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that none of the ususal sets of sufficient stabili

ty conditions retain any credibility when extended

to involve also tax adjustment rules. 1

Real life adjustrnent is seldom a continuous pro

cess. This is true both for price-setting produ

cers and, perhaps even more, for tax authorities.

If we make the realistic assumption that adjust

ments take place in discrete steps, the size of

these steps or the rate of adjustment becomes

important for stability.2

Since there is, no longer , an immediate feed-ba-ck

from market reaction to adjustment, you now run

the risk of over-shooting your targets. If your

"over-correction II is even bigger than the needed

correction, the adjustment will obviously become

unstable.

This is true already when there is only a price

adjustment to deal with. Formulated as a differ

ence equation with ~p(t) = p(t+1)-p(t) and p(t)

representing the di vergence from equilibrium, the

price adjustrnent can be written:

l ef. Ysander (1980), where sufficient conditions
for the multi-market case are discussed.

2 In actual Ii fe you may, of course, decide inde
pendently how often to adjust and how much to
adjust. In the analytical example above, however,
the time period is taken as given, restricting the
possible variation to the rate of adjustment.
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a > O

By iteration, this can be solven as:

tp(t+l) = (l + aE*) p(O).
p

The wellknown conrlition for convergence is:

(25)

-2<aEp <O (with alternating values for -2<aEp <-1)
(26)

This simply expresses that any "over-correction II

must be less than th.e neerleo correction. The 'A1al

rasian conoition for mar'ket stahility being ful

filled, (26) can be expressed as limits for the

rate of adjustment:

o < a
2< _._--_.__..-

_ (cd _ ~)

cp cp

(27)

Since any fixed positive tax, T, will increase the

step-size of demand-induce<1 adjustment by (T-1)a,

by definition it follows that even without tax

anjustments all proportional market taxes will

narrow the safety margins for stable price adjust

ment.

Let us now take a further step and introduce n tax

that is adjusted at the same intervals as price

and has the same simple aiTTl as that in our first

example above, i.e., to keep nemanö at a pre-öeter

mined value d*. In vector form the adjustment

system (neglecting again the asterisks when possi

ble) can he written as:
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(~p(t), ~r; (t») = A(p(t), r; (t»), (28)

where, A, stands for the same matrix as in (6)

above and ~(t) = ~(t+l) - r;(t) with r;(t) represent

ing the divergence from an equilibrium tax coeffi

cient, T*. A necessary condition for convergence

of a simple difference systern of this kind is

that:

Il + xi I < l; i=l, 2 (29)

where x. is a root of A.
1

We already know the roots from (9-11) above, and

know that they are real. Thus:

-2 < a ± la2 -b' < O (30)

It was shown in (13) above that the second part of

this condition requires that the demand slope be

negative and the supply slope positive, i.e., a

"normal" market situation. The first part of (30)

is the now added restriction on step-size. Given

the second part of (30) we can spellout the first

part in the following manner:

a 2 > b
a<O, b>O [

a> -2 ]
~ (a ± la 2 -b » -2 _

b > -4(1+a)
(31)

The two inequali ties to the right in (31) express

constraints on the rates of adjustment, a and Ae

(aT* + AP*) O(~P) - a ~ > -4oP (32)

P* od os 2 [( * *) od - os J 4
aA. ffiPT oP - aT +AP ffiPT - a oP < (33)
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After same reshuffling (32) and (33) yield the fol

lowing limits --now expressed in terms of the

decision variables p and ~-- for the rate of price

adjustment, a:

~ (cd _ ~) _ od o~ + 4
A cp cp c~ op

< a <
_(Od _ ~)

op cp

(34)

Comparing (34) wi th the restriction on a wi thout

taxes in (27 ) (and remernber ing that the slope of

the original demand curve corresponds to od/ o (TP

= l/T*(od/op)) we see that the introduction of tax

means that a is now bounded also from below and

that both bounds are functions of the rate of tax

adjustment, A. The right-side inequality shows,

for example, that the more price-sensitive demand

is, the slower the tax adjustment has to be, given

a. Increasing the relative tax adjustment rate,

A/a, will always lead to instability.

Taxes and Structural Stability

Our examples so far have deal t wi th stabi Ii ty in

the usua1 sense, i.e., we have discussed price

developments in a market characterized by given

coefficient values.

Of at least equal interest , but more difficul t to

exemplify formally,. is the case where a tax adjust

ment rule renders the rnarket structurally insta-

. ble, in the sense that even small changes in the

parameters will change the behavior of the system,

establishing a qui te different set of equilibria

or regions of stability.
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When we are discussing the stability of an econo

mic system in the face of 1arge quanti tative or

qualitative changes, say, a big hike in oil prices

or drastic changes in the laws governing ownership

of firms, the myopic study of local stability

properties is seldom of much use. The kind of

instability we are then interested in means that

we are far from the original equilibrium or the

established growth-path. If the initial disturb

ance concerned the size of an endogenous variable

in our model of the economy, we would say that the

size of the change had been "out of bounds II for

the stability region wi thin which we had, so far,

been operating . With the change occurring in an

exogenous variable or a behavioral parameter we

wouid, instead, interpret the result as evidence

of II s tructural instability" in the sense that

shifts in the parameters can lead to changed sta

bility properties, a new topography for the phase

space of the system. l

The introduction of taxing procedures on various

markets is, in itself, an important change that

could modify the structural stability properties

of the entire system. Taxes may, moreover , often

induce changes in the behavior of the economic

actors as well as al ter the system' s ability to

adjust to and absorb other institutionai or envi

ronrnental changes that occur.

The Swedish economy abounds with illustrative ex

amples of tax-adjusted behavior and tax-induced

changes in market structure.

l See Appendix, note III, p.228.
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High tax rates have, in many cases, leö to the

establishment of "grey " or "black" markets. Com

petition from these often modifies behavior in the

"official" rnarkets considerahly. In the fifties

and sixties market structure also tended to change

as a result of taxation laws being generally unfa

vorable to small family businesses. In recent

years the combination of complex tax laws, mostly

written in nominal terms, and a hiqh rate of infla

tion have led to huge unintended discrepancies

betweeen the tax treatment of various kinds of

real anö financial investment. Since these discrep

ancies are quickly discounted in capital values

they tend to make the whole economic system increa

singly vulnerable to changed expectations of infla

tion or of tax adjustment. 1

Any attempt to discuss these structural stability

problems in substance would take us far beyono the

scope ann ambition of this paper. Let us, however,

try to clarify the formal stability concepts in

volved by giving an example from oil price-set

ting, couched in the same terms of market ad just

ment as our preceding analysis. The example chosen

may fill this function, al though it can claim no

immediate relevance for policy.

Suppose there are two kinds of oil prices, p
r

which is an index of the US producer price of

refined oil and, Po' which stands for an index of

the Saudi government's unit charge for crude oil.

l For an assessment and a niscussion of these
assymetries and discrepancies in the' tax treatJTlent
of different kinds of investment ef. Johansson
(1978) •
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It is assumed, here, that the U.S. oil companies

try to reduce any eventual gap between their domes

tic price increase and that of the Saudi qovern

ment. The Saudis on their side are considered to

have an idea of what constitutes a "fair" propor

tion, r, between the price increase they get and

that of the U. S. companies. The price adjustments

can then be described by the following:

Po = rPr - p o ·

(35)

(36)

The stability properties of this system obviously

depend crucially on r, the Saudi I s preset idea of

a fair proportion. r=l, for example, means that

any point with p =p is a stable equilibrium. Witho r
r>l no equilibria exist and prices will explode.

The U. S. government now inter feres in the game,

trying to curb the inflationary impulses of the

oil parties by taxing away domestic demand when

ever oil price hikes increase. The oil tax rate, ~,

expressed as a multiple of Pr' is raised in propor

tion to the product of both oil prices, although

at a decreasing rate. The Saudis now have to take

the tax into account in calculating the "fair"

proportion. The total adjustment can be written as

follows:

· a(po - p ) (37)Pr r

· (r - 't )p (38)Po r - Po

· PrPo - ~'t. (39)'t
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The behavior of this systern is very different. For

small values of r the systern globally tends to a

simple equilibrium. Should the Saudis, unlikely

enough, consider it "fair" that the crude price

develops much slower than the U.S. domestic price,

the effect of the tax may be, in fact, to accel

erate the downslioing of both prices towards zero.

For a somewhat larger r, there is one stable equi

librium (two, if negative prices are allowed),

denoting an equal price increase, with a positive

tax to balance off the Sauöi I s claim for a"fair"

price edge.

If r gets even larger--magnifyinq the Saudi I s id'ea

of a fair relation of price--it suddenly leads to

a completely new mode of behavior. Wherever the

development starts off (excepting s orne isolated

points of equilibrium) it will eventually be drawn

into a circular motion of prices and tax. The

crude price leads, due t'o the Saudi I s high price

ambition, with the U.S. price following. Both

are, however, outrun by a fast although decelerat

ing tax change. The high tax then turns the move

ment downwards, again with the crude price in the

lead, followed by tax and U.S. dornestic price

until the shift in relative oil price is enough to

offset the tax and the crude price starts increas

ing again. The relative oil price will thus vary

around 1 while the tax rate moves around (r-l).

The development is, however, very sensitive to

small differences in the values of the variables.

After a certain number of "orbi ts" (the rotation

n,umbers being a Markov sequence) the system will

suddenly branch off into another hut similar

"orbit ", only to return again after a while to the
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first "orbit", etc. Looking at

outside we wou1d observe sudden

the system

shifts in

from

the

price- and tax-cyc1es occurring according to a

seeming1y stochastic schedule. The movement could

--projeeted on the price plane--1ook like figure

A.

This rather "exotic ll examp1e 1 illustrates the fact

that taxes may not only change the stability pro

perties around equilibria~ they can also change

the who1e nature of equilihria and their structu

ra1 stability in the face of parameter changes.

Figure A. Alternating price cycles

op

rp

l The quoted model is an instance of the so-called
Lorentz model, originally invented to solve a prob
lem in aerodynamics (Lorentz, 1963). It has later
been shown to give a good description also of the
reversals of Earth' s magnetic field over geologi
cal times (Ruelie and Takens, 1971). Continued
work with this kind of attractor system has been
reported by Grlimm(1976a-b).
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Tax Uncertainty and Market Stability--the Housing

Market

So far we have dealt explicitly only with tax

induced instability under full information. How

ever, if tax adjustment is hard to predict for the

parties concerned, the induced uncertainty may

give rise to stability problems in the form of

highly erratic price movements. A striking example

of this is provided by the Swedish market for

owner-occupied houses.

Pricing, in this market, is to a large extent

determined by the tax authorities. This is done

firstly by assessing the taxable value of the

property--supposedly at 3/4 of market value--and

secondly by applying to this value a progressive

scale of imputed taxable income, which is then

superimposed on the alreany steeply progressive

income tax. The outcome in many cases is that the

owner pays more to the government than to his bank

and that what the tax authori ties evaluate is in

fact the resul t of previous tax decisions. Espe

cially when tax scales and tax norms are changing

rapidly and at an unpredictable rate this can give

rise to cyclic price fluctuations and demand insta

bi Iity. In recent years, inflationary gains have

dominated houseowners' expectations. Tax instahil

ity--which increases with inflation--could soon,

however, become a serious problem especially if

inflationary expectations also become unstable . A

relatively advantageous taxing of capital gains on

private houses compares favorably with the level

of taxation on more rigidly taxed markets, for

exarnple, the stock market and bank deposi ts. Fluc

tuating capital gains from private real estate
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find their way back to other markets and there

contribute to intermittent swings in demand.

Let us take

unpredictable

problems.

a closer look at the way in which

tax adjustments create instability

property tax

camputed the

whose owner

tax rate of

75 per cent. The curve is "theoretical" in so far

as it presupposes that the prescribeo assessment

norm --3/4 of market value-- is strictly adhereo

The theoretical impact of current

rates is shown in Fig. B. l~e have

curve for a recent ly assessed house

has, on average, a margina.l income

Figure B. Current Swedish tax rates on owner

occupie~ho~es

% tax rate (annual
percentage of house value)

3

2

l

o
100 200 300 400 500

House value
(Thousands Sw.kr)
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to. Actually, this has not been the case in recent

years. By systematical1y lowering the norm for

more expensive houses in the most recent assess

ment (1975), the tax authorities seem to have, to

a certain degree, counteracted the effects of pro

gression.

To see what the progressive rates JTlight do to the

prices of houses, one can compute ann campare

price curves for proportionate ana progressive tax

rates respective1y, as shown in Fig. C.

If we use the followinq notations:

v(t) market value of house at time t

net annual user value (rent value) at

time O

p rate of growth of user value

s tax coefficient (tax pain in percentage (40)
of market va1ue of house)

r discount rate

n-t

b

remaining economic life of house

parameter of tax progression, s(t) b V(t)

The market value of the house computen as the

discountea value of future incomes and tax pay

ments can then, wi th a conRtant proportionate tax

coefficient, be written as:

v(t)
n
J (a e Pu - sv(u))e-r(u-t)du
t O

(41)

which resolves into:

v(t) (42)
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We now use the following parameter valnes:

s

t

n

6

0.08

0.01

0.06

40

(43)

A computation of (42) wi th these parameter values

gives the price curve I, in Fig. C. As expected

the elasticity of price to changes in the tax

coefficient is relatively low, -0,2, at the start

and -0,1 at ha1f-life.

Let us now

0.00007V(t).

introauce

Compared

progression by

to the current

setting

formal

s =

tax

scales these ra.tes are relatively low, both as to

level and progression. Thus, t'hey take some ac

count of the effect of intermittent assessment.

The market value of the house can now be written

as:

V(t)

n

f (aoePU - bV2 {u») e-r{u-t)du
t

(44)

The explicit solution--which. the common huyer is

supposed1y fo11owing in his evaluation--turns out

to be a rather tortuous and long-winrted expres

sion. 1 The numerica1 result for the chosen parame

ters is shown as price curve III, in Fig. C.

The e1asticity of price to changes in the tax

parameter is now very much h.igher, given a high

rate of growth in URer value.

l An account ano discussion of the complete solu
tion is given in Ysander (1976).
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Development of house price for different

taxing and market behavior

House value
(Thousands Sw.kr.

500

400

300

200

100

OL.-_-'-__""---_--L.__..L-._---'-__..a.-. ..

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 t years

Comparing the curves I ann III we see that an

increase of the tax yield is not likely to he the

main effect of applying a progressive scale.

First, ann foremost, the price difference between

the various categories of houses oiminishes.

Bigger and/or more comfortable houses become less

profitable to builo and sell.

Rather than taking full account of future progres

sion, buyers and sellers may expect the current

total tax coefficient to remain constant. The

result would be a jumpy price development as demon

strated by price curve II in the figure. As shown

by the Sweaish experience in the seventies it is

very difficult to prediet when ana how far tax
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rates will he adjusted for inflation or counter

acted by assessing practices. The shadea area be

tween curves I and II I, in Fiq. C, can be inter

preten as a margin for the price uncertainty aris

ing from progressive taxation. This margin will,

moreover, tenn to increase with inflation. The

instability normally associatert with changing" in

flation rates will thus be muItipliea by this tltax

uncertainty" •

Up to now we have dealt exclusively with isolated

adjustments in a single market. However, the most

wioely observed ann best known example of tax-in-

aucea instability re lates to the anjustment of

heavily taxert wage markets to price increases in

the proc1uct markets, i.e., to inflation. This has

been an acute problem in Sweoen durinq most of the

seventies.

In contrast to our previous examples we are faced,

here, with annuaI tax adjustments airning, rnainly

and explicitly, to compensate for the stahility

prohlems created by the tax structure itself.

The rates of income tax in Sweden are highly pro

gressive -- and changing rapidly. Even excluoing

the various kinas of employers I social insurance

fees, etc.--adoing up to about 40 per cent of pain

out wages--the marginal income tax rate for an

average skillen inoustrial worker in Swenen now

approaches 70 per cent, the average rate being

some twenty per cent lower--all measured in terms

of taxable

steeper for

personal income. ~he proqression is

high-income earners--and for low-

income earners receivinq subsinies.
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If the worker, ci ted above, should be compensated

for say a 10 per cent of inflation--with tax

scales not being automatically adjusted for infla

tion--he would have to receive a wage increase of

some 17 per cent--starting off arun-away wage

inflation spiral.

Negotiations are further aggravated by the var

iance in marginal tax rates between different

groups of labor. Since gross wages are what is

negotiated any compromise between the unions is

likely to add further inflationary pressure.

Continuous tax revisions or an indexing of the tax

scales provide the standard answer to the first

problem--that of eliminating the IItax multipliers

of inflationII.

The second part of the problem however does not

disappear so easily. Support for a tax redistribu

tion of today's income does not automatically mean

acquiescence in the further leveling of tomorrow's

income implied by the marginal tax rates necessary

to carry through the redistribution. To ward off

this cause of wage inflation, annual revisions of

relative total tax rates for various income-groups

have, in recent years, become an important part of

collective wage negotiations in Sweden. The struc

ture of any progressive income tax is unfortunate

ly such that every attempt to use tax revisions to

satisfy claims for further leveling of net wages

is apt to aggravate the IIlocking-in ll effects and

stability problems for the next round of wage

negotiations.
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There is another side of this instability prohlern

that should be mentioned here, al though i t falls

somewhat outside the model context of the previous

discussion. Introducinq progressive taxation, ap

plien to gross mar1<et price, nefinitionally means,

ceteris paribus, a lowerin9 of the gross price

elasticity of supply in the market. In terms of

the labor market this means making labor less

inclined to move in response to certain given waqe

inducements.

When this weakened pull effect is compounded, as

in Sweden, with an institutionally ann legislative

ly restricteo push effect--by restrictions on how

and when and why labor can he lain off--the possi

ble consequences on market stahility are apparent.

The adjustment to shi fts in foreign clemann and/or

to relative price changes will he slowed oown and

the competition for labor from expanrling firms

couln ei ther resul t in more inflationary wage in

creases or a petering out of expansion wi th in

flaten wage demann workinq as a aamper.

Instead of Conclusions

Our previous niscussion has involved a rather

varien collection of examples of possihle tax-in

duced instability. Our focus on inil.ivioual market

adjustment however means, that we have not treate~

the equally important problems of the impact of

taxation on macro-economic stahility.

The examples presenten earlier no not reaoilv lenn

themselves to any general interpret.ation or conclu

sion. They ~o hovJever illustrate two important

points.
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The first one concerns policy. lNhen raising the

"technical ll ambitions of tax-policy, gradually

using it for more differentiated regulatoryaims,

the risk of disrupting the lInormal" market adjust

ment processes grows. 1

Stability problems are thus aoded to the more

widely discussed problems of the long-term alloca

tive effects of tax-induced changes in relative

prices. The Swedish experience in the seventies

seems to

point of

what you

policy.

suggest that, als o from the stability

view, there are severe limitations to

can safely hope to accomplish by tax

The second point has to 00 wi th research. ~ve have

by now a fairly well-developed literature on "opti

mal taxation" and the welfare effects of a fixed

tax structure from an "equilihrium point of view".

Our examples demonstrate that there is now qood

reason to take one further step ann investigate

the impact of taxes and tax adjustment on market

stability as weIl. Unfortunately, any thorouqh in

vestigation into these problems will have to work

with <iisequilibrium modeis, which makes points of

departure harder to finn. The results will also be

less general and theoretically convincing. That

may be an explanation for our being late to start

but it is hardly an excuse for further delay.

l Alternative ways of pursuinq these policyaims
may of course be even worse from a stability point
of view. The use of more direct intervention or
regulation by definition Makes the economy rnore
rigid ann hence less shock-proof. Having more "fix
tures" a.nd less free variability tends to narrow
the rnargins of adjustment in the economy.
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APPENDIX

THREE NaTES ON THE CONCEPT OF STABILITY

I Some basic stability concepts

To facilitate reading the paper the reader may
want to recall some basic stahility concepts.

The concepts can be illustrated as in Fig. l. T'1e
assume that we are dealing with an autonornous
system, i.e., a system in which time, t, is not an
essentiaI variable but only used as a parametriza
tion variable. We further assume that we are work
ing in some open region of phase space, through
each point, X, of which there goes a unique path
of the differential system:

x = X(x), X(o) = Oj

where x and i denote vectors.

Figure l. Some basic stability concepts

"",,,,------ ........ ,
" "/ ,

S~abl '.
I Asym~totlcally stable

I \
/ '
I S (r) "I ,
I ,\ -r- S(R)

I
\ I (
U~table R II- H R)

" //

" ",
' ............_--------"

We shall designate by
region IIxll<r and Ilxll<R,
the sphere Ilxll=R itself.

Ser), SeR) the spherical
respectively, and by H(R)

We now say that the origin o is:

l) Stable (or stable in the Liapunov sense) when
ever'-lor each R there is an r ~ R such that a
path initiated in Ser) alwa'ys remains within
S (R) •
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2) Asymptotically stable or resilient l whenever
it is stable, and, in addition, every path
starting inside some S(R ), R >0, tenös to theo o
origin as time increases indefinitely.

3) Unstable whenever for some R and r, no matter
how small, there is always in S(r) a point x
such that the path through x reaches the
boundary H(R) •

II Roundedness, Practical and Ultimate Stability

The usual basic concepts of stability analysis
unfortunately turn out to be of Iittle practical
use when applied to price developments in real
life economics. There are, in particular, four
further problems that must be taken into account
in any attempt at measuring stability in actual
price movements.

In real economics time is an essential variable,
i. e., the systems are non-autonomous. In theory,
a generalization of the stability concepts to non
autonomous systems is straightforwarö although
proofs tend to get more laborious. In practice we
almost never know enough to analyze explicitly the
time-dependence.

Resilience and stabiiityare empirically indetermi
nate properties as long as we are talking in terms
of some neighborhood which may be arbitrarily
close to the origin. To acquire an empirical con
tent the concepts must be quantified by measuring
the extent of the regions involved in the stabil
ity definitions.

In most economic as weIl as physical systems,
stability problems usually arise, not primarily
because of initial conditions being far from equi
librium, but because of various kinns of persist
ent disturbances or perturbations. Any useful sta
bility concept must therefore refer to the move
ments of such a perturben system.

l Different authors use "res ilience" to cover vari
ous shades or aspects of stability. We have
chosen, here, to use the word when the system
tenns to become more narrowly confineö within some
neighborhood of an equilib~ium.
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Finally, we are often less interested in ascertain
ing the return to origin than we are in making
sure that the system stays within bounds. Stabil
ity in the sense of Lagrange means just this,
viz., that all solutions are bounded. Again this
definition needs to be quantified to make empiri
cal sense.

In trying to meet these four empirieal require
ments we eould end up with the following two sta
bility definitions that are illustrated by Fig. 2.
Our starting-point is a system:.
x = X(x,t)+p(x,t), t)O; X(O,t)=O for all t)D

where p denotes perturbations satisfying p<ö. We
have, also, in the figure two sets: Q whieh is a
elosed and bounded set eontaining the origin, and
Q whieh is a subset of Q. We could then, folIow-

o
ing LaSalle-Lefschetz (1961) define:

Practical stability of the origin as the property
requiring that for given Q, Q and &, any solu-- o
tion starting in Q will remain in Q for T)t) O

o
(ef. Xl in Fig. 2).

Somewhat analogous to the concept of asymptotic
stability or resilience would be:

Practical resilience: requiring that, for given Q,
00 and ö I any path going through Q will be in Qo
for all t ) T (ef. Xl in Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Practical stability and practical
resilience

Q
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III. Structural and Comprehensive Stability

In most econornic discussions of stability we deal
with a system with fixed parameters where the path
of prices, for example, can be completely öescrib
ed as a function of the state variables: dx
f(x)dt.

In real economies parameters do change. This is
obviously the case with the parameters represent
ing the state of the external world, such as world
market prices for a national economy. Even if we
simplify by ignoring these exogenously determined
parameters we will still be faced with changing
parameters.

In a widened or lengthened perspective we must
take account of the fact that the behavior or the
institutionally determined parameters of an econom
ic system change according to some rule. Denoting
the vector of parameters p, such a generalized
explanation of change could be written as: dx =
f(x, p)dt.

To avoid making the analysis too unwieldy econo
mists usually try to discuss time developments in
two stages - sometimes identified as a short and a
long rune In the short run, parameters can be
treated as given and the total change can thus be
split into two parts:

dx = fl(x, p)dt + f 2 (x,p)dp.

To be able to separate the impact of parameter
change, f

2
, from the "short-run ll developments with

given parameters, fl' it is obviously necessary to
assume that parameter changes are measured in time
scales quite different from those userl to define
"short run II changes. This could be done by assum
ing parameter changes to be extremely "sudden II •

Usua11y however, econornists go the opposite way,
making the "cornparative static ll assumption that
parameter changes occur slowly enough so that the
"short run" system always has time to reach its
asymptotic equi1ibria.

Instead of discussing stability as a property of
the "phase-portrait", fl' of a system with given
parameters one may want to treat stability as a
question of how big or how continuously the change
in II phase-portrait ll is, that results from certain
parameter changes. This is roughly what is meant
to be measured by "structural stability" in the
sense of Smale (1967) or of the "catastrophy
theory" •
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Fig. 3 may help to give some intuitive idea of
this concept. Drawn with full lines in Fig.3a is
the original "phase-portrait", which is supposed
to be fairly simple--three basins, each with an
attractor.

Figure 3. Change in "phase-portraits" caused
by change in parameters

a b

'-le now make a slight variation of the parameters
and watch for resu1ts. The dotted lines in Fig. 3a
show what cou1d happen if the structure of the
system is relatively stable. The parameter varia
tion does not change the dynamic structure but
only causes a continuous shifting of basins ann
limit-cyc1es. Fig. 3b illustrates a structural1y
unstable case where the same variation completely
remodels the phase-portrait, reducinq the number
of basins and changing the character of attrac
tors.

Once you inc1ude parameter chanqes in the frame
work of analysis there is one further question of
stability to be consinereo. '~at causes parameters
to change ann does that kinrl of "system change"
tend to counteract or reinforce instability
"within the system"? Do insti tutions and economic
behavior adapt in the long run so as to reouce or
to maintain long-term imbalances? These questions
concerning comprehensive stability --central to
the current discussion of stagflation-- can, how
ever, seldom be useful1y analyzed wi thin our eco
nomic models. The inability of our medels to deal
with "structura1 change" is inrleed probably a
major explanatien for their poor showing during
recent years.
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Inflation, Taxation
and Capital Cast

Villy Bergström and Jan Södersten

INTRODUCTION

The world inflation of the 1970's has calleo for a

growing Ii terature on the causes as weIl as the

effects of the inflation surge. The Ii terature on

the effects of inflation has been partly normative

by dealing with innexing the economy to avoid

distortions added by inflation--to already exist

ing ones--through the tax system.

A large part of the recent literature on the ois

torting effects of inflation aeals with profit

taxation and the eost of capital. Another part

deals with inflation ana taxation of income in the

householn sector.

In this paper we deal both wi th the profi t taxa

tion of the business sector ann the income taxa

tion of the household sector . The central concept

of our analysis is the east of capi tal and our

intention is to make a detailed analysis of how

taxation influences capital east in times of infla

tion.

Tihen there is inflation there are aistortions pro

duced by the tax system because not all real eosts

are deduetible for taxation and because not all

real income is incluoed in taxable profi ts. Also

costs of debt and equity become distorted.
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with the tax regimes existing in most countries

there are four different oistorting factors that

operate in times of inflation. Two of these are

due to the construction of the system of corporate

profit taxation (points l ann 2 below) ann two due

to income taxation of householns (points 3 and 4

below) .

1) When depreciation allowances are hased on his

toric~!._cost~ unner corporate tax laws inflation

undermines their real si~nificance. Therefore,

part of capital consumption may be includen in the

tax base (or accelerateo depreciations are dimin

ished in real terms). Hereby capital eost in-

creases.

2) \Vhen the nom:!:~al_i~!~_!:,es.!: on debt is neducti

ble against corporate prafi ts a real amortization

is in fact deductible, when rnarket rates of inter

est on debt are adjusted to the rate of inflation.

Therefore, capital cost is renucen.

3) When nornin~!._~.ri.!al_ ga..:..~ns on householn hold

ings of corporate stOCKS are taxed, capi tal cast

is increased.

4) \Vhen the nominal rate of return on the house-

holdls alternative financial investments is taxen,

capital cost is reduced.

The result of our analysis indicates that for most

reasonable assumptions the net outcome of these

effects is to lower capital east, when both profit

tax and personal taxes on ni vinenns ann capital

gains are taken inta account.
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~fuen the effects of inflation on capital accumula

tian of private firms are analyzen in the litera

ture, the analysis is often limiteo to the systern

of profit taxation. 1

However, an interesting line of development of the

analysis of inflationary' effects through the tax

system is represented by Feldstein ann. different

co-authors. 2 These authors incluoe also incoMe

taxation in the househo1a seetor and they use a

general equilibrium framework, (as cornpareö to the

authors mentioned in note 1 helow whose models are

rnore partiai ) to study how inflation influences

i. e. eosts of equity and nebt ann the oebt-ta

equity ratio. But with the qeneral equili~rium

framework the corporate tax system is stylizeo ano

does not a1low a detailerl analysis of how capital

cast is influenceo by tax laws in times of infla

tion. For instance, accelerated nepreeiation is

disregarded, which restricts the results.

l See e.g. the paper by Tideman ann Tucker (1976,
especially appendix A). The authors elaim that
inflation increases capital east for all kinos of
investment. Their numerical analysis rests upon a
model that is not fully presented in their paper.
It seems, though, that the objective of their
model firm is not to maximize stoek~oloers' requir
ed rate of return - - the eost of e('{ui ty -- hut hy
the average cost of equity ano debt (less the rate
of inflation). (ef Nelson, 1976.) Another example
is Sumner (1973). Contrary to Tioernan ann Tueker,
Sumner halas (p.. 30) that the net result of points
l and 2 ahove is ineonelusive. At low inflation
rates an increased rate of inflation wouln. tenn to
inerease capital eost, wheras capital eost woulo
be decreased at high rates of inflation hy further
inereases.

2 See Feldstein (lq76) an~ Feldstein, Green ann
Sheshinski (1978).
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Another (implicit) assumption is that one nollar

of retained earnings creates a capital gain of one

dollar. This would not be the case--due to niffer

ential taxation of divinenc1s ana capital gains-

on an optimal growth path. 1

When the distortionary effects of inflation on

capital cost via the tax system are analyzed,

different norms can be usen. The inflationary si

tuation can be compared to resource allocation in

a world wi thout inflation ann free of tax nistor

tions. 2 The other way is to compare capi tal east

with the inflationary distortions introoucen in

times of inflation by the construction of the tax

system to capital cost with those distortions pres

ent that are due to the tax system at zero rate

of inflation. 3

If the tax system represents a neliherate choice

on the part of the qovernment to

allocatian of resources but the

constructeo without regarn to

intervene in the

tax system was

inflation, this

l Feldstein and Summers (1978) in a recent paper
discuss the effects of inflation on the maximum
nominal interest rate a firm can afford to pay on
a"standaro" investment. Their ana1ysis is similar
to ours in that the complexi ties of the actua1 tax
system are taken into account. They differ, how
ever, by basing their ana1ysis of capital gains
taxation on the ad hoc assumption that a dollar of
retained earnings wifl produce a nol1ar's worth of
capital gains. For a criticism of this assumption,
see e.g. Bergström an~ Södersten (111:5 in this
vo1urne) and Auerbach (1979).

2 This norm is used by Sandmo (1974) in his short
comments on inflation.

3 This norm is inherent in the numerical analysis
of Tideman and TucKer (1976).
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secono norm should be used. The inea that neprecia

tion rules for tax purposes shou1n reflect a real

economic loss of value has a very limiten scope in

Sweden as weIl as in several other countries. By

way of accelerating depreciation allowances qovern

ments make effective tax rates lower than statuto-

ry tax rates,

historical cost

tion. l

not prirnarily to compensate for

depreciation in times of inf1a-

Therefore, when we discuss effects of inflation on

capi tal cost our main norm of comparison is capi

tal cost with thoRe distortions present that are

due to taxation of profits ann hau8eholn income at

zero rate of inflation. We a180 discuss hriefly

the over all norm of capital cost with no tax

distortions (and a zero rate of inflation).

The mode1 used for this paper ano which is present

ed in the next section is in the Jorqenson 2 tradi

tion of a firm aiming at Maximizinq the value of

i ts shares in the portfolios of stockholders . 't'he

gross cost of capital of this firm, financed by

equity and debt in a given proportion, is neriv

ed. The cost of equi ty and nebt are then taken at

their nominal values as the firm is assumed to

observe them on the capital Market.

We then analyze the net real cost of capital,

where market rates of return are ad justed for in-

See Bergström (1977) and Sndersten (lg78).

2 Jorgenson himself early introouceo inflation
inta his model, but hecause he usen depreciations
for tax purposes on replacement va1ues ann nia not
have explicit debt financinq the essence of the
prohlem wi th inflation was concealed. See lJorgen
son (1965) and (1968).
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flation. This allows us to determine the net ef'"

fects of inflation on capital cost. The analysis

is first performed for corporate taxation only.

Thereafter personal taxes are introduced. In the

concluding section, different ways of indexing tax

ation to insulate the cost of capital from infla

tionary distortians are discussed.

l. BUSINESS TAXES ONLY

1.1 The Model

To analyze how inflation affects capital cost we

will use a model sirnilar to that presented in

Bergström and Södersten (111:5 in this volume)

wi th same special assumptions added. l First, we

will assume that there is an expected rate of

inflation of lOO·p% on the price of capital goods,

PK(s). Thereforewe have PK(S)=PK(v)eP(S-v). Sec

ond, we assume that the firm keeps a constant debt

ratio.

This last policy is introduced by assuming that

the book value of outstanding debt, S (s), related

to the current value of the capital stock,

PK(S)K(S), is a constant:

S(s)
h.

We also assume that the firm finances its gross

investments by debt in the same relation, h, so

l Note that
paper. ef.
(1976) •

different symbols are
also Södersten (1975)

used in this
and Bergström
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that gross borrowin9 is hPKK (s ) I (s ), where I (s) is

gross real investment.

It is assumed that the stock of capital, R(s),

depreciates at the exponential ~ecay rate, ö, ann

as capital gains per unit of capital throuQh price

inflation is p, the rate of amortization, to .Keep

the aebt ratio constant, is (ö-p).l 2

It will be assu~eo that the firm can oeauct a

fraction y of the hook value of capital, D{s),

from profi ts for tax purposes ann that profi ts so

oefineo are taxed at the rate ~. The book value of

capital is made up of investments at historical

costs.

l Without any amortization the stock of Cleht at
point in time, s, woulo amount to

The current value of the firM I s ~ebt, when the
rate of amortization is the rate of capacity nepre
ciatian less the rate of inflation (ö-p), is a
fraction h of the current value of the capital
stock:

8(s)

2 Failure to aojust the rate of amortizntion to
the rate of capital qains throuqh inflntion wonln
obviously result in 'changes in' the average iiebt
ratio. For the implication of this, see page 243
nate 3.

Nate also that the rate of amortization can he
negative--(ö-p)<O--meaning that the firm horrows
on its appreciated capital stock (in excess of the
gross borrowing to finance qross investment).
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The management is assumed to maximize the value of

the firm in the port folios of the stockholners and

to observe a rate of return, k, nemanden by stock

holders for investment in common stocks.

With product price p(s), wage rate w(s), labor

input L(s), and interest rate i(s), the ohjective

is to maximize the present value of all future

cash flows. 1

J J e-k(S-t)[(l-~(S»){P(S)F[K(S),L(S)] -w(s)L(s)-
s=t

i(s)hPK(s)K(S)} - (ö-p)hPK(s)K(S)

(l-h)PK(s)1(S) + y~(s)D(s)J, (l: l )

where F[K(s),L(s)] is a decreasinq return to scale

production function.

This maximization may not violate the two equa

tions of motion:

K(S) 1(s) - öK(s)

This is a control

labor input, L (s)

the hamiltonian, H:

problem wi th contral

and gross investment,

variables

I (s) and

l Parameters assumed constant are written without
time inCiices.
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H e-k(S-t)[(1-~(S»)(P(S)F{K(S),L(S)}-W(S)L(S)-

i(S) hPK(S)K(S»)-(6-p) hPK(S)K(s)-(1-h)PK(S)I(S)+

y~(S)D(S)+A1(s){I(S) - öK(s)}+

A2 (S){PK(S)I(S) - AD(s)}] (l : 2)

We assume that this (properly defined) control

problem has a solution which ca1ls for decreasing

returns to scale in production. We disregard,

inter alia, that there would be instantaneous ad

justments to the optimal path with infinitely

large investment or disinvestment.

The necessary eonditions used for (1:2) give: 1

oH
01

and

(1: 3)

By solving the differential equations (1:4) we get

for k, ö and y eons tant (hut ~(t) still a funetion

of time):

A. =
1

j r(l-~(s»)(PFK-hiPK)-(ö-p)hPKle-(k+Ö)(S-t)ds
s=t

(l:5a)

~ = J () -(k+y)(s-t)a
~ ~ s ye _s

2 s=t
(1: Sh)

l Time indices are s'kipped in most eases to save
space. The optimal condition concerning 1abor
input is not needed for our purposes.
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Therefore Al is the capital va1ue, interna1 to the

firm, of getting another unit of capital, recogniz-

ing that a new unit of capital gives rise to

future (after tax) marginal va1ue prorluctivities

and debt services. A
2

is the capital va1ue of all

future tax savings from depreciation charges fo1

lowing upon an increase of the book va1ue of capi

tal by one unit.

Condi tion (l: 3 ) ahove says then that the capital

va1ue of expecteii. future cash f10ws, due to the

investment of one unit of capital, Al + A
2

PK' must

equal the present loss of cash f10w from the in

vestment outlay, (l-h)P
K

.

Noting that condi tion (l: 3) must hold over time

all a10ng the optimal path of the firm, it follows

that

~ = (l-h-A )P - PK ~2l 2 K
( l : 6)

at all points in time. Intronucing the assumption

that the firm expects future tax rat.es 't (as weIl

as rates of depreciation for tax purposes ) to be

constant makes ~2 in (1:6) equal zero. By substi

tuting (1:4) into (1:3) and using (1:6) with the

assumption ~2 = O, we May then solve for PFK/P
K

,

which is the gross rate of return before tax on

real investrnent on the optimal path

PF'
K

PK
(1 : 7)

The formula (l: 7) gives the minimum gross rate of

return that the firm can a fforo to earn on new
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investment, leaving shareholders no worse off,

i.e. the gross cost of capital. l

1.2 Real eost of Capital

By subtracting from gross cost of capital, given

by ( l : 7) , the rate of economic depreciation, we

get the net real cost of capital, here called r*.

Economic depreciation, then, is defined as the

depreciation charge that maintains intact the real

value of the original amount invested. By our

assumption of exponential decay, this depreciation

charge is the rate of capacity depreciation, ö,

times replacement cost. 2 This defines real net

cost of capital: 3

r* ih + k
l-~

[ l - h - ~(y-(ö-pLl] - P.
k + Y .

(1:8)

l Letting PF~/PK = c, P~C then stann s for what has
been called the nominal user cost or rental price
of capital. Cf. Jorgenson and Riebert (1968).

2 ef Bergström (1976), p 446. By subtracting from
gross cost of capital (1:7) the rate (ö-p) times
replacement cost the nominal amount invested would
be kept eonstant. This would define a nominal net
eost of eapital, direetly eomparable tc;--rnominal)
capital market interest rates, i and k.

3 If the rate of debt amortization would be kept
at Ö instead of ö-p an extra term would be added
to (1:8), namely

ph[~- - i]
1-~
k+ö---

which means that the inflation induced fall in the
average debt ratio wouid, eeteris paribus, in
erease, leave unaffeeted or reduce-eapital eost,
depending on whether

k > .
~~ < 1. ef. page 239.
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Now, for the interpretation of (1:8), let us first

assume that the rate of depreciation for tax pur

poses, y, equals ö-p. As explained in note 2,

p.243 this is the rate of depreciation that woulö

keep constant the nominal amount invested. Since h

is the portion of the firm I s investment financed

by horrowing, (l-h) is the portion financed by

equity capital, making the net cost of capital a

weighted average of the cost of aeht an~ the

(before tax) eost of equity. If insteaö y>(ö-p),

i. e. the firm is allowed to defer taxes through

acceleration of depreciation charges relative to

what is needed to maintain the original nominal

amount investe~, the cost of equity is weighted by

1 - h _ ~[y-(ö-p)]
k + y

(1: 9)

This weight, in turn, is the portion of the firm's

investments financed by equity capital.

Thus y> (ö-p) implies that a third part of capi

tal growth, ~[y-(ö-p)]/(k+y), is financed by aefer

red taxes, adding the weights up to 'one. However,

this last cost of finance is zero and consequent1y

it does not show up in (1:8).

Now, decomposing the net real cost of capital, r*

in (1:8), inta a real part corresponding to capi

tal cost wi thout inflation an'; another part that

is oue to inflation, is the task of general equi

librium analysis, since the effects of inflation

on market rates k and i need to be known.

These market rates will react to inflation in a

complex way, reflecting both horrowers I and lend

ers I anjustrnents to inflation (ann taxation) .
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This paper deals wi th one sine of this market,

borrowers' reactions to inflation when nominal in

terest --but not equity eost-- is deductible and

when taxable profit is determined by deductions

reflecting depreciations based upon historical in

vestment eosts.

On the supply side there are substitution effects

between savings and eonsumption as weIl as between

investment alternatives because inflation influenc

es yield differentials--nominal before tax as well

as real after tax--again because nominal interest

is taxed and capital gains are taxed at relatively

low marginal rates or not at all. These are the

problems analyzed in a series of papers by Feld

stein et al. l For our purposes it will suffice to

simply assume that the nominal rates of return

will rise with the rate of inflation. This means

that we study what happens to the eost of capital

when there is inflation but when real rates of

return to equity and nebt stav constant, i.e.:

k k* + p~ i i* + p

where starren variables indicate eost of equity

and debt, respeetively, at zero inflation. 2

Using our definition of the firma s real net cost

of capital and the above assumptions regarding the

l See Feldstein (1976), Feldstein, Green and She
shinski (1978) and Feldstein and Summers (1978).

2 It seems, in fact, that the adjustment of nomi
nal interest rates due to inflation would be an
approximate increase by the rate of inflation in
the Fisherian tradition, although this is a net
outcome of complex interactions oue to taxation on
both borrowers' and lenders ' sides of the mar'ket.
See Feldstein ann Summers (1978).
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effects of inflation on the nominal costs of

equity and debt we get

r* i*h+ k*[l_h_ ~(Y-O)]+ ~ p y [k*+O]
l-~ k*+y (l-~)(k*+p+y) k*+y -

~ p + ~ p(l-h)
1-,; l-~

(1:10)

The first two terms of r* is net capi tal cost at

zero inflation recognizing the possihility that

the tax laws may provide for acceleration of depre

ciation charges (y > ö). Relative to this norm of

constant prices, the effects of inflation on the

firm I s real net capital cost is captureo by the

last three terms.

The third term reflects that inflation brings

about a real reduction in the base on which depre-

ciation charges are taken, assuming that tax depre-

ciation is calculated on historical cost. On the

other hand, not taxing cap~tal gains results in a

reduction in real capital cost. This is shown hy

the fourth term. The last term of (1:10), ~Pi~:h)
reflects the assumption that the (after tax) cost

of equity rises with p ana that this increase is

not deductible for tax purposes.

This last effect partially offsets the renuction

in capital cost from not taxing capital gains. For

a complete offset, however, tax laws shoulci also

provide for a restriction in the deouctability of

interest costs, allowing only deduction of real

interest, i*. This can be seen in the followinq

way. The untaxed capital gain ann the taxen in

creaseo cost of equity--the fourth and fifth terms

added--result in a net lowering of eapi tal eost
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by l'tPh which can be interpreted as the effect of
-'t

allowing the inflation increased interest on debt

to be deductible. ~\Te see then, that the inflationa

ry effects via the tax system can be deserihed in

two different ways.

The first one says that capi tal cost is lowered

since capi tal gains are not taxed and raised he

cause the inflation increaseo cost of equity is

not a deductihle eost to the firm. The other way,

which states the net of these two effects, says

that there is a fall in real capi tal eost beeause

the firm can deouct full interest on nebt when

determining taxable profits.

Reformulating (l: 10) in line wi th the last inter

pretation yields

r*

't P Y [k*+&] 'tph
(l-'t)(k*+p+y) k*+y - 1-'t (1:11)

making it evident that the net effect of inflation

on the firm's real cost of capital depenns on two

opposing forces: The current practice of hasing

depreeiation charges on historical eost v!=; a1low

ing the firm to öeduct nominal eost of deht-

including the part that eonstitutes compensation

to lenders for inflation (p).

Real net eost of capital r*, therefore, will rise,

remain unaffected or fall, rlepending on
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For instance, letting k* = 3%, p = 7%, Y = 20~ and

o = lO%,--not unreasonable figures for Swedish in

dustry in the mid 70's--a firm financinq >37.6% of

its capital growth by deht (h), would find invest

ment incentives improve as a result of inflation.

The advantage from deducting that part of the

nominal cost of debt, constituting an inflationary

compensation, would outweigh the loss from histori

cal cost depreciation.

Table l extends this exarnple to inclune several

alternatives regarding rates of capacity deprecia

tion (o) and depreciation for tax purposes (y) as

weIl as the rate of inflation (p). The table indi

cates values of h above which inflation reduces

real cost of capital. An indicated value of h in

the table says that all firms wi th more of i ts

total capital financeo by debt will get a lower

capital eost by inflation.

It may be noted that the critiea1 valnes of h

falls as the rate of inflation increases. Thus, at

high rates of inflation even firms with low debt

financing would find their real costs of eapital

fall as a result of inflation.

Table l. Ratio of debt to total capital ha1ancing

eounteracting effects on capital cost

p

o = 0.05
y 0.05 Y 0.10

(l) (2)

ö = 0.10
Y = O.lO-y = 0.20

(3) (4)

0.02

0.05

0.07

0.10

0.50

0.38

'0.33

0.28

0.41

0.34

0.31

0.26

0.67

0.56

0.50

0.43

0.45

0.40

0.38

0.34
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Comparing the first and third columns of table 1

brings out another result regarning the effects of

inflation on investment projects of different

lengths. It takes a higher h to compensate for the

loss due to historical cost depreciation the

higher the rate of capacity nepreciation (ö).l

Therefore, in times of inflation, historical eost

depreeiation discriminates aqainst short-liven in

vestrnents (with a high 0).2

We can surnmarie the e·ffeets of inflation on r~al

capital cast via the corporate tax systeITl as fol

lows:

(l) Inflation increases capital cost hecause depre

eiation charges are taken on historical eost.

This effect is stronger, the shorter the in

vestrnent period.

(2) Inflation deereases capital cast because neduc

tion of the nominal cost of oebt is allawed.

The higher the debt ratio, the stronger is

this capital eost deereasing effeet of infla

tion.

l By eomparing the first column (o = .05, Y = .05)
with the third (o = .10, Y = .10) we compare in
vestments of different Ii fe lengths when there is
no deferral of eorporate taxes öue to aecelerateCl
öepreciations.

2 This is nue to our assumption of amortization.
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2. BUSINESS TAXES AND HOUSEHOLD TAXES

In section l of this paper we did not take into

account that capital income in the corporate

sector of the economy is taxed twice. On top the

corporate profit tax dividends are taxed in the

household sector at stockholders' marginal rate of

income tax. To the extent that retained earnings

lead to capi tal gains on corporate stocks these

are also taxed in the household sector , albeit at

a relatively low rate. 1

In this section of the paper we pose the very same

questions as we did in the first section of the

paper, but we take into account the so called

"double taxation" of corporate source income.

Now, let k represent stockholders • rate of return

on al ternative financial investments, exogenously

9iven to the national economy by opportuni ties on

capital markets in the world economy. This rate of

return is assumed to be taxed as personal income

at the marginal income tax rate, T, of the "repre

sentative" stockholder. Therefore stockholders' re

quired net rate of return is k(1-T).2

l The analysis here draws upon Södersten (1977)
and Bergström and Södersten (III: 5 in this
volume). It is not implied by our assumptions that
there is a one-to-one relation between retained
earnings and capital gains. This relation depends
on the differential taxation of dividends and capi
tal gains as explains in Bergström and Södersten,
111:5 in this volume.

2 For many countries this assumption may obviously
be questioned, bearing .in minn e. g. that capital
gains on alternative investments open to house
holds often receive a preferential tax treatment.
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A further ana important assumption here about the

cost of equi ty to the firm, K(l-T), is that 1< is

indepenaent of T. This means that personal taxa

tian of equity income cannot be shifteo. If inves

tors have no alternatives, international or natio

nal, to avoid a general personal income tax that

is applicable to all sources of householn income

this is areasonahle assumption. In this way, from

the management (firm) point of view, an increaseo

personal taxation lowers the east of equity he

cause the net rate of return to equity which share

holoers apply when discounting expectec1 cash flow

in evaluating shares, is lowered.

Following Swedish (and U.S.) tax rules we let

dividends from the corporate sector be taxen at

the marginal income tax rate, T, and (accruen)

capital gains, dV(t)/dt, at a lower rate, aT,

(a<l).l The value of the firm's common stocks,

V(t), can now be formulateo as the capital value

of all future cash flow (expectea with certainty):

V(t) (2: l )

where U(t) is the sum of divinends ana the secono

term unner the integration sign is the assumen tax

l The parameter a takes care of the fact that the
rate of capital gains tax is lower than the margi
nal rate of income tax and further that in prac
tice capital gains are taxen only upon realiza
tian, meaninq that the effective rate is lower
than the statutory rate when the latter is trans
formed to a tax on accruals (which in turn presup
poses known halning periods). See Bailey (1969).
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on accrueo capitnl gains. 1

The capital value (2:1) can be reformulated to a

simpler form 2

v(t) j ~!-=~l e
s=t l-aT

~!..=~l (s-t)
l-aT os (2: 2)

Divioenos U(s) are already defined by the bracket

ed term in formula (l : l ), page 240 of this paper.

By insertion of this expression for U(s) in (2:2),

we get an express ian for the valne of the firm in

stockholoers' portfolios with regarn to the profit

tax, the personal income tax ann the cnpital gains

tax.

Capital east can now be deriveo in a manner simi

lar to that of sectian l of this paper. The proce

dure will not be repeated here.

A complication should be mentioneo, thouqh. Even

if investments are reversible there will now be a

bound __o and upper bound - - on the volume of invest

ment, due to our financial assumptions. ~ith a

l By this formulation we disregaro new issues of
common stocks. This requires U (t») O, contrary to
the case above with profit taxes only.

We assume here that all expectations are heIn with
certainty and that shareholc1ers are identical.

2 Take the derivative of V(t) in (2:1) with re
spect to the lower limit of integration, giving

dV (t) { av (t) l ( )(ff--- = - U(t) (l-T) - aT -crt"--r + k(l-T)V t

which can be rewritten as

dV(t) = ~~~!L V(t) _ ~~~LL~~!l.
~t-- l-aT l-aT

From the solution of this differential equation we
get (2: 2 ) .
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constant debt ratio gross investments will be limi

ted to the amount given by the volume that ahsorbs

all retained earnings as the equity finance~ part.

To invest more than this would call for new

issues, a possibility we have excluaed (here, hut

not in the case above of profit taxation only) in

order to simplify the analysis.

Nevertheless, we treat the present problem as if

there were no hounn on the investment plan meaning

that we stuny only free intervals where hounns

are ineffective. 1

We proceeci., then, nS if there were no haunns ann

after substitution for U(s) from (1:1) in (2:2)

and using the same procenure as in part l of this

paper we can compute the real net cost of capital

(to be compared with (1:8)) as

r* ih+ kel-T)
(l-,;)(I-aT) [ l-h-

't [y - (ö -p) ]

k (l-T) + Y
l-aT

J-p ( 2: 3 )

The next step is to assurne, aCJain, that the nomi

nal rate of interest, i, ann stockholoers' nominal
required rate of return, k, increase wi th the rate

of inflation such that i = i * + p and k = k* + p,

where again i * and k* express real rates. Note

here that our assumption that the net rate of

l Appelbaum and Barris (1978) have stu~ied control
prohlems wi th hoth upper ann lower houons on the
investment plan. In free intervals. "mvop ic .'r.U les II

of the unhounoed prohlem are ~t. i 11 operative. See
also Arrow (1964) ann (1968).
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return, k(l-T), is usen in ~iseounting means that

the inflation eompensating part of the nominal

rate of return on stockholders' alternative invest

ments, k, is also taxed at the marginal rate of

ineome tax, T.

Substituting k* + p an~ i* + p for i ann k in

(2:3) gives after same manipulations the hasic

result of our analysis:

r* l'*h + k*(l-T) [ ~(y-ö) ]IT.:.tTfi=-aT) 1- h - k* (l-TY-- +
l-aT-- + y

[
k*(!..~!l + öJ

~py l-aT ~ph

(l-~)[(k*~E.LtI=fI-;-;-J k*IT:.T) + y - t-~ -
l-aT l-aT

~~T)p_ [l-h - !J.. -[k*~~~~ --]-]
(l-~)(l-aT) [(k*;p2 L;;T) + y] r-~ +y

(2:4)

This is the real net eost of eapi tal wi th reqard

to both profit taxation ann personal ineome an<i.

capital gains taxes. We see that the personal

taxes have substantially complieaten the expres

sian for real eapi tal east camparen to that wi th

regard to profit taxation only (campare (2:4) to

(1:11)). The different terms of (2:4), however,

still have an .intuitively clear economic inter

pretation.

The first two terms -represent the net cost, of---------
capital without inflation. This real net cost of

capi,ta1 at zero inflation is our norm of compari-

son for the further analysis. The th~r<! term repre

sents the capital east inereasing effect, in times
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of inflation, (lue to historical cost oepreciations

(as comparen to replacement cost oepreciation, in

herent in the in flation free cost of capital. Cf

the third term of (1:11)).

The fourth term shows that capita1 cast is re-

duced, because the full nominal interest on oebt

is deductible against corporate profits, whereby

in fact the "real rate of amortization", p, is

neductible for taxation.

The fifth awkwaro-looking term has to 00 with

stockholoers ' taxation. It represents, on the one

hand, a reouction of capital cost (lue to the fact

that stockholners are taxen at marginal income tax

rate T also for that part of the nominal rate of

return, k, on alternative financial investments

that is a compensatian for inflation, p. ~tockhol~

ers' real rate of return net of tax is then

k(l-T) - p = k*(l-T) - pT, implyinq a re(luceo east

of equity to the firma On the other hann, there is

an increase of capital cost following from the

fact that nominal capital qains on stockholnings

are taxen at the rate aT.

It may be note~ that the term anden by the intro

duction of personal taxes tenns to lower real

capital cost, provioed capital qains receive a

preferent ial tax treatment (i. e. aT < T). In other

words, taxing stockholners' nominal r~te of return

on alternative financial investments at marginal

tax rate T, outweights the capital cast increasing

effect of taxinq no~.~~~!. capital gnins on corpo

rate stock. 1

l This is not the whole story, however, since
personal taxation also affects the thiro term of
(2:4), reflectinq the increase in capital east oue
to historical cast oepreciation.
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Expression (2:4) makes it evident that the net

effect of inflation on real capital cost depends

on four opposing forces. These inclune current

practice of basing nepre~iation allowances on his

torical costs, of allowing the firm to rleouct nomi

nal costs of debt, of taxing shareholders' nominal

rates of return on alternative financial invest

ments and of taxing nominal capital gains on corpo

rate stock.

Af ter some rearranging of (2: 4), i t can be oemon

strated that if

(2: 5)

i.e. stockholders' marginal income tax rate is

greater than or equal to the total tax huroen on

retainerl profi ts, then net real capital cost r*

will fall as a result of inflation. Assuming the

corporate tax rate ('t) to be 50% and a, i.e. that

part of (accrued) capital gains that must be de

clared as taxable income, to be 15%, this condi

tion means that the firm would find real' capital

cost fall when shareholders I marginai tax rate T

exceeds 54%. A.ssuming, instead, a = 0.4, capital

cost will fall when T > 62.5%.1

If, on the other hand, (2:5) does not hold, capi

tal cost will still fall provided

where

l e f., Railey (l q69) for empirica l estiTTlates of el

for the U.S.'
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To explore the rneaning of this requirement for the

firm I s debt ratio we have calculated some numeri

cal examples including several alternatives of T,

a, y, and p. Tables 2A and 2B, which assume the

corporate income tax rate ~ to be 50%, the rate of

capacity depreciation ö to be 10% and stockhold

ers I real required rate of return k* to be 3%,

indicate values of h above which inflation will

reduce real eost of capi tal. A eertain value of h

in the tables, says then that all firms with more

of i ts total eapital financed by debt will get a

lower cost of capital as a result of inflation.

It may be noted that the eritieal values of h

falls as the rate of inflation and the marginal

rate of income rax rise. Also, h falls when the

corporate income tax is lowered by way of aeeelera

ted depreeiation (y> ö ) or the eapital gains tax

parameter a is reduced. The most important result

ernerging from Tables 2A and 2B, however, is that

for reasonable values of the parameters real eost

of capital falls as a result of inflation. This

eonclusion presumes - - realistically -- that most

stockholders are loeated in income braekets with

high marginal tax rates and / or that the corporate

tax system provides for acceleration of äeprecia

tion allowances (y> ö ). Taking inta account perso-
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nal taxes on dividends and capital gains, there

fore, reinforces the tennencies noticen in the

first part of the paper, namely that un~er certain

circumstances, inflation will lower real capital

east.

Table 2. Ratio of debt to total capital above which

inflation-will re~uee real eost of capital

Table 2A: a = 0.4

T

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

P y=O.l y=0.2 y=O.l y=0.2 y=O.l y=0.2 y=O.l y=0.2

0.02 0.52 0.22 0.39 0.01 0.05 O O O

0.07 0.25 0.09 0.03 O O O O O

0.10 0.14 0.03 O O O O O O

Table 2B: a 0.15

T

0.3 0.4 0.5 o.~

P y=O.l y=O.2 y=O.l y=0.2 y=O.l y=0.2 y=O.l y=O.2

0.02 0.42 0.07 0.13 O O O O O

0.07 0.09 O O O O O O ()

0.10 O () O O O O O O
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2.3 Eliminating Distortions with Profit Taxes

and Personal Taxes on Dividends and Capital

Gains

The results presented in previous sections lead us

to the question of indexing. How can the infla

tionary distortions via the tax systern be eliminat

ed?

The standard norm of cornparison in the Ii terature

on inflation and taxation is capital east at zero

inflation and no distortians from the tax system.

Recognizing, however, that governments in many

countries, e.g. Sweclen, conscio.us1y intervene in

resource al10cation promoting in particular indus

trial growth by various means of accelerating oe

preciation al10wances 1 , another norm is of qreat

interest : The norm of capital cost at zero infla

tion given the oistorting system of taxation. T~e

will first state ways of eliminating distortions

relative to this last mentioned norm.

1. (i) Change the system of corporate taxation so

that the book va1ue on which ~epreciation charges

are taken may be adjusten. for price changes. This

makes the third term of (2:4) vanish. 2

(ii) Furthermore, let only the real interest rate

i* be deducted against corporate profits. This

eliminates the fourth term of (2:4).

See Bergström (1977) artd Södersten (1978).

2 This can be seen by substituting y~PK(S)D(S) for
y ~D ( s) in ( l : l ), page 240 and then per forming the
analysis as we have done it in the paper.
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(iii) Change personal taxation so that stoc'kholo

ers are taxed only for the real rate of return on

alternative financial investrnents. In this way no

minal after tax cost of equity becomes 'k-T(k-p)=

k(l-T)+pT. This in turn means that the real after

tax eost of equity is k*{l-T).l

( iv) Finally, let s toekholders be

real capital gains on eorporate

gains tax at time t would then equal

taxed only for

stock. Capital

with all these adjustrnents net capital eost beeomes

r*l
'* k*(l-T} [
1 h + (l-~)(I-aT) l - h

~ (y -6 ) ]
k*{l-T)

l-aT + y

where eapi tal eost is still a function of the tax

systern ( in away intended by the 90vernment) but

independent of the rate of inflation.

2. As a special case of the ahove procedure, free

depreciation can be allowen. 2 In our mone!, this

would require y, the rate of tax depreciation to

be infinitely large. 3 Rewri tinq (2.4) unoer this

condition gives

Since k = k*+p, then k(l-T)+pT-p = k*(l- T}.

2 This was the case in Sweden ouring the years
1938-51.

3 To make an investrnent "evaporate" irnrnediately y
must go to infinity.
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'* k*(l-T)
r'2 1. h + (l-'t)(l-aT) (l-h-'t) -

p'th pT(l-h-'t) + paT(l-h-'t)
l-'t - (l-'t)(l-aT) (l-'t)(l-aT)·

The first two terms aga in represent net eost of

capital at zero rate of inflation. By applying

then the last three rules of case l) above capital

cost becomes indepennent of inflation (hut not of

taxation). Thus, investment incentives would be

preserved at zero inflation standards.

3. Finally, let us look at the over all norm of

no inf1ationary and no tax distortions. By 1etting

tax depreciations be taken on replacement cost at

a rate coinciding with capacity depreciation,

(i. e. y = ö), the third. term of ( 2: 4) oisappears

as weIl as the ratios within the brackets of the

second and fifth terms.

As above allowing only real interest to be oeducti

ble takes away the fourth term. I f, on top of

this, the real cost of equity, k*, is deducted for

tax purposes the corporate tax systern wouln be

"corrected lt
•

For personal taxation, capital gains on corporate

shareholdings should be taxen at the same rate as

other capital incorne (a = l). For the final correc

tions on the personal taxation side there are two

ways to choose between, one real ann the other

nominal. Remaining distortions from personal taxa

tion may be eliminaten either by taxing real capi

tal gains and real rates of return on al ternative

investments or by taxing nominal gains (at the

same rate as other capital incorne) as well as
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nominal rates of return on alternative invest

ments. This last alternative means that the two

components of the last term of ( 2 : 4) cancel out,

whereas the first alternative means that hoth

these components are zero.

with all these adjustments capital cost would be

r* = i*h + k*(l-h).
3

This procedure would thus resul t in a distortion

free tax system, untouched by inflation. Capital

cost would be invariant both with respect to taxes

and inflation.

The latter results staten above make it clear that

to have a neutral tax system, it is not necessary

to have a real norm of taxation. Even a nominal

norm will do as long as the norm is consequently

stuck to. The principle of real taxation described

above could be substi tuted by nominal taxation-

both corporate and personal.

We have already described the choice between real

and nominal personal taxation above. To see that

there is a similar choice also for profit taxation

let the firm deduct nominal rates k and i anö tax

the capital gains on real corporate capital in the

firm. This last rule elirninates the fourth term of

(2:4) and the net result is again rj above.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

It seems evident that the most rationaI and most

simple way of indexing the tax system is the first
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way, described under alternative l) above. This

alternative of indexing results in just that eost

of capi tal intended by the government by the con

struetion of the tax system (in an inflation-free

wor Id ). Furthermore, i t is an easy correction to

undertake as the only information neened is the

rate of inflation. This rate of inflation is used

to adjust book values, nominal costs of debt,

nominal rates of return on alternative invest

ments, and the values of common stocks. In prac

tice it would be conceivable to define broad price

indices of capital goods to be used for approxi

mate correetions of existing tax systems.

The other two alternatives would ehange the pre

sent tax laws also at zero rate of inflation. The

third alternative --alternative 3 --would further-

more require knowledqe of capacity

to be applied to replaeement eost

for tax depreciations.

depreciations

as the basis
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Employment Subsidies and
the Behavior of the Firm

Bertil HolmIund

l. INTRODUCTION

The simultaneity of high. rates of inflation ann

unemployment during the seventies has increaseo

the interest in selective employrnent policies as

means to reduce unemployment without increasin9

inflation. The experiences of large reqional unem

ployment differentials have reinforced thi~ inter

est • Numerous l\Testern governments have un0ertaken

various programmes of employment suhsi~ization,

e. g. the Uni ted States , Sweden, the Uni ten King

dom, the Federal Republic of Germany, Relgiurn,

France, the Netherlands ann Norway. Among the pro-

grams considered are margina~emp.!oY!2:'en!-~uhsj.~ies

(MES) in which suhsinies are paven only for in-

creases in employrnent.

Marginal employment subsidies may be constructeCi

in a variety of ways. Distinctions can e.q. be

made between temporar~ and 'pe~manent schemes as

weIl as between programs focusinq on net ~hanqe~

versus gro~01:9~~ of employment. A large number

of different subsioy hases might he usen, e.g. the

total increase in employment, the increase ahove a

speci fic thresholo or the increase in the firm I s

wage bill. The programs in operation are character-
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ized by great differences concerning their main

goals (preventing layoffs versus fostering hir

ings), the choice of subsidy base and employer and

employee eligibility requirements. The British Tem

porary Employment Subsidy from 1975 is e.g. intend

ed to be job preserving rather than job creating,

whereas the Swedish recruitment subsidies intro

duced in 1978 are stimulating hirings. 1

The purpose of the present paper is to elucidate

how marginal ernployment subsidies will affect the

behavior of a profi t-maximizing firm. Capi tal and

labor are not considered completely variable but

adjustable at cost. Two different institutional

settings are analyzed, a fixwage regime and a

flexwage regime. The firm in the first regime is

unable to control its wage and is facing nonwage

recrui trnent costs only. The firm in the flexwage

world, on the other hand, can influence the supply

of labor to itself by its wage choice. An increase

in hirings--or a decrease in qui ts--will thus be

associated wi th adjustment costs in terms of wage

increases. Section 2 contains an analysis of the

fixwage regime , whereas section 3 deals wi th the

case of dynamic monopsony. The interest is concen

trated on employment subsidies ; we are, however,

also illuminating certain effects of investment

subsidies (ltmarginal capital subsidies ll
) •

.1 The references contain a list of earlier theore
tical, empirical and policy-oriented investiga
tians of employment subsidy schemes.
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2. EMPLOYMENT SUBSIDlES UNDER A FIXWAGE REGIME

2.1 Rasic Assumptions

Consider a competitive firm pronucing its output

according to the pronuction function O = f(K,N)

homogeneous of degree one. Capi tal and labor are

by assumption quasi-fixed factors: changes in the

factors are thus associateo with positive costs of

anjustment. The analysis is confinen to a case

with purely external adjustment costs, implyinq

that investment and recrui trnent of labor have no

effects per se on the production activities of the

firm. The adjustment eost functions have conventio

nal convexity properties, i.e.

c > O
II

c > 0,
AA

(l)

(2 )

where I is gross investment ann A the number of

new hires. The rationale for imposinq costs asso

ciaten with capital anju~tment has heen nealt with

in investment literature ann will not be discussen

in this paper. l Current investment costs are in

our formulation of two kinds: expenditures for

buyinq capital goods, mI, where m is the (fixeö)

price of capital goods, and installation costs,

C(I), independent in size of the price of the

rnachines.

The assumption of risinq marginal recruitment

costs has intuitive appea.l ann J"1ight have öiffer

ent sources. In the first place, the costs associ

ated with search for new workers are positive ann

l See e.g. Gouln (1968).
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probably rising at the margin oue to the oisper-

sion in space of job seekers. Secondly, the firm

will have to provi<1e each new employee with SOMe

firm-specific training ann the marginal costs for

this conversion of II raw ll labor into "proöuctive"

labor is likely to rise with the number of hirings

due to crowding. 1 The analysis will be confinen to

the behavior of the recruiting firm, thus disre

garning layoffs. By assuming homogeneous labor,

the possibility of simultaneous hirings and fir

ings is ruleö out. The variable 'A mig"t, however,

be reinterpreten as layoffs when A<O. Retaining

the assumption of convex arljustment costs, th,e

latter interpretation implies C <o and C >0. The, A AA
realism of separation costs should he ohvious~ the

rationale for their convexity seems perhaps more

questionable. Somewhat tentatively, it might be

argued' that firing costs are rising at the margin

due to increasing administrative buröens an~ over

time requirements within the personnel nepartment.

The problem facing the firm is to maximize its

discounten cash flow net of taxes (1.') ana subsi-

öies (SN' SK)' i.e.

(X)

max v=be-rt[PO(K,N)-WN-C(A)-mI-C(I)-T+SN+SK]ot (3)

subject to the constraints

.
N A - qN (4)

K= I - öK, ( 5 )

l In passing, it might he noten that Enmunö Phelps
assumes convex recruitment costs in his ~erivation

of the Phillips Cllrve. See Phelps (1971).
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where q is the quit rate ann c the rate of oepre

ciation, both exogenously given.

Tt is assumen that the profi t tax is chargen at

the rate 't on gross income less pure waqe costs,

hi ring costs ann costs of installation of capital

goods. Moreover , a fraction h of the oepreciation

mcK is aenuctible. Employment ann investment sub

sidies are includen in the tax hase. The tax func

tion is

T 't[PQ - wN - C(A) (6 )

where SN is the amount of employment subsinies and

SK the amount of investment subsirlies. The ana

lysis will be restricte~ to per~anent suhsiny

schemes of the type S=s· B, where S is the amount

of the suhsidy, s the suhsidY rate an~ R the

subsidy hase. Programmes using net employment

changes as hase will he aistinguishen from scheme~

aimed at subsioizing qross employment chanqes. A

mixed variant wi Il inclnne a threshol~,. The oi ffer

ent possihilities are summarizen in the formula

(7 )

where Kl is the thresho1d: Kl=q implies net growth

in employment as subsidy hase. The suhsidy is

assumed symmetric, holning for hoth increases and

aecreases in employment. Employment reductions

will thus be punished by lower suhsinies or hiqher

taxes. l The scheme CJescriben provir1es the policy-

l Non-symmetric MES-programmes (i.e., SI O for
N < O) coulo he oestahi l.izinQ as they ~iqht <:r~ate
incentives for employment sp'eculation, i.e. excec;-

Cont.
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maker wi th two di fferent instruments, the subsi'öy

rate and the threshold. The investment subsidy-

or investment tax--is analogously written as

(8)

where s2 is the

threshold: k 2=O

gross investment.

subsioy rate ann k 2 the capital

implies e.g. subsiöization of

2. 2 Prope~~!-~~ of ~r:_~_.9p.!2-.-m~J-_~!!'P.!:9'y~en.!:

and ~nv~s_tmen",=-_po~i~"y

The firm has two controI variables at i.ts öispo

sal, hirings (A) and investment (I). The Hamiltoni

an is:

H (9 )

where Al ann A2 are co~t_~,t~ vnriables interpret

ahle as marginal revenues associateo with increas

es in employment and capital. Necessary conditions

fer optimum are

(10)

(Il)

Cent.

sive employment renuctions in a recession in orner
to obtain eligibility for suhsinies durinq a re
covery. This ohservation wouln be one rationale
for applying some kinn of symmetric schemes, in
tenned to shi f t the an justment C()~t function for

'employment increases as weIl as employment reouc
tians.
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The interpretation of (la) is the following: Along

an optimal path, the va1ue of inereases in emp1oy

ment shou1d equal the (net) marginal hiring eost.

This hiring eost is redueed by a higher emp10yment

subsidyand by a higher profit tax (since recruit

ment out1ays are deductible). The interpretation

of (Il) is analogous ~ the value of inereases in

the stock of capital shou1d equa1 the marginal

investment cost, net of taxes and subsidies.

Additional necessary conditions for maximum are:

oH
oN (12)

implying

(13)

(14)

(15)

Focusing on the stationary solution (~ =~ =0) wel 2

have from Eq. (14) and Eq. (10)

(l-~)(pQ -w-s k )
----~--_!...-!- = (l-~)(C -s )

q+r A l

and from (15) and (Il)

(16)

(1-~)(PQK-s2k2)+~hm6

-----Ö+r----- (17)

The numerator in (16) is the net cash flow ohtain

ed by adning a new worker to the firm's labor

force. In equilibrium the present value of increas-
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ing employment equals the marginal hiring cost.

The L.H.S. of (16) expresses the expected capital

value of hiring a worker with the quit-probability

q. A higher marginal employment subsidy will de

crease this present value (through the negative

term SIkl). The reason is that the MES-scheme

investigated is equivalent to a tax on a fraction

of the firm' s labor force as well as ahiring

subsidy. Consider e.g. a pure net employment sub

sidy, i.e. k l = q. The product slk1 (=slq) is then

interpretable as the expected quit tax.

Rearranging,Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) gives the margin

al productivity conditions for labor and capital:

m(ö+r) _ ~hmö + s k + [C -s ][ö+r]
1-~ 1-~ 2 2 . I 2 .

(18)

(19)

The marginal revenue product is higher than the

nominal wage, the difference consisting--in the

first place--of the subsidy rate times the thresh

old (the "tax element" of the subsidy scheme).

Secondly, the firm will recover a proportion q of

the net hiring costs, thereby recovering 100 per

cent in the long run for the average employee

(whose expected length of employment is l/q). Fi

nally, the firm will recover imputed interest on

its hiring investments, r[cA-s
1

].

The R.H.S. of Eq. (18) ~-the implicit rental value

of labor services-- will decrease with a higher

subsidy, provided that the inequality q+r-k1>O

holds; the effect is unambiguous in the pure net

employment subsidy scheme (q=k
1

) and is reinforced
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of interest. Similar arguments

value of capital services, the

R.H.S. of Eq. (19). Capital costs are, however,

also affected by the tax on profits.

2.3 Comparative Statics

Consider the stationary solution to the

rentiai equations (4), (5) , (14) ann

differentiating the system the öeterminant

four diffe-

(15). By

D = PQNN pQKN -(q+r)CAA O >0

(l-~)PQKN (l-~)PQKK O -(l-~)(o+r)CII

(20)
-q O l O

O -o O l

is obtained. The results of the comparative stat

ics, pursued by solving the differentiated equa

tians by Cramerls rule, are summarizerl in Table l.

Table l.

Parameter
increased

Affected enrlogenous variable
N K A I

p

w
r

q

6

ro

+

+
?

?

+

+
?

?

+

+
?

?

+

+
?

?
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Some conclusions emerge from the exercises:

l. An increase in the proouct price (or a decreas

ing wage rate) wi 11 increase Doth capi tal and

labor in stationary equilihrium.

2. A higher rate of interest will decrease the

equilibrium size of the firm.

appears for increases in the

the rate of depreciation of

the price of capital goo~s (ro).

The same result

qui t rate (q),

capital (o) and

3. A higher tax on profits will decrease the

demand for both capital ann lahor in Fitation

ary equilibrium. This effect is aue to the

assumed tax treatment of "pure" investment out

lays, mI (not deouctihle). More generous treat

ment of nepreciation (a hiqher h) will, on the

other hand, increase the stationary size of

the firm (through the resulting necrease in

the rental price of capital).

4. A higher employment subsioy thresholn (kl)

will reduce the demand for labor but also the

demann for capital. The scale effect swamps

the substi tution e ffect. A higher investment

subsidy threshold (k
2

) will, analogously, ~is

courage capital formntion hut also, through

the scale effect, reduce the neMann for lahor.

Now consider the marginal employment suhsidy. "'Je

obtain

oN
~l

oA
~l

(q+r-kl)(1-~)[6(0+r)CII-PQKK]

D

(q+r-k1)(l-~)[6(0+r)CII-PQKK]q
------------0----------------

(21 )

(22 )
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(q+r-kl)(l-~)PQKN

D

(q+r-kl)(l-~)ÖPQKN

D

(23)

(24)

The signs hinge on the expression (q+r-k
1

). If the

thresholö is located at N = () (i.e. kl = q), the

signs are unambiguously positive.

A pure hiring

employment and

subsidy (kl=O) will foster both

investment. It is interesting to

note the existence of the special case q<k l <q+r,

where a hiqher subsidy will increase employment

even if the threshold implies a tax in stationary

equilibrium.

Consider,

obtain

finally, the investment subsidy. We

oN
e82

01
~2

(ö+r-k2)(l-~)PQKN

D

(ö+r-k2)(1-~)qpQKN

D

(ö+r-k2)(l-~)[q(q+r)CAA-PQNN]

D

(ö+r-k2)(l-~)[q(q+r)CAA-pQNN]Ö

D

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

stating that a rising subsidy will increase emplay

ment provideö that it increases the aemanö for

capital, i.e. if the inequality ö+r-k
2

>O halas.

The signs are unamhiguous for a net investment

subsidy (k
2

=ö) and for a pure gross investment
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subsidy. Also in perfect symmetry with the employ

ment subsidy, a special case appears when a rising

investment "tax" increases the öemand for capi tal

(if ö<k
2

<ö+r).

2.4 Comparative Dynamics

In the preceding section we have investigaten how

the stationary equilibrium of the firm will he

affected by changes in different parameters. We

now turn to the instantaneous effects of chanqes

in the parameters, restricting ourselves to the

employment subsidy rate and the threshold. Is it

necessarily true that (e. g.) a lower thresholn-

implying a higher equilibrium level of employment

--will produce an instantaneous increase in hi

rings irrespective of where on its path the firm

is located? In order to simplify the analysis, the

stock of capital is assumed to be fixed.

Consider a phase diagram in the (A,N)-space

(Figure 1). The öifferential equation for hirings,

obtained from (lO) and (14), is

Å
C (q+r) - pQ + w + s (k -q-r)

A N l l

Implicit differentiation of (29), connitional upon

Ä=O, establishes a negative slope for the Ä=O
line. 1 By differentiating N=A-qN for N=O we finn

OAIoN
Å=O

pQ
. NN < °

CAA(q+r) •
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Figure l.

A

Å=Q

N=O

A*

--------------a...-------------~N

N*

a positive slope for the N=O line. The nonlinear

system can be analyzed in a local reqion ahout the

stationary solution (obtainen as the intersection

of the curves Å=O and il=O). It can be shown that

the equilibrium is a saddle ~ hence there exists a

unique optimal recruitment policy for the firm

(the heavy arrows). Starting from an arbitrary

point NO <N* the firrn will approach equilibrium by

accessions which necrease over time. If employment

reductions are called for, it is optimal to start

~ith a low numher of hirings and increase recruit

ments over time. The model thus implies tlemploy

ment smoothing" as an optimal response to demand

changes.
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The slope of the optimal path is

y oA

oN

.
A.
N

CA(q+r) - PQN + w + sI (k l -q-r)

CAA(A-qN)
(30)

If a change in a parameter is increasing the equi

libriurn employrnent level the instantaneous effect

on hirings will also be positive, proviaen that

the new path is everywhere above the old one. In a

hypothetical point of intersection between the

paths. t~_~e slope of the new path must be less

steep than the slope of the oln one (for N > o).

Differentiating (30) wi th respect to the suhsidy

rate and the threshold gives

k l-q-r
Ex < O as N > O (if q+r>k l)
oSl CAA(A-qN) > <

oy sI
O il > O.ok l CAA(A-qN) ~ as <

( 31 )

(32)

The slope of the optimal path is steeper for N > O

after an increase in the subsidy rate (if kl <q+r

holds, implying a higher stationary level of em

ployment). Thus no intersection occurs in that

region. Likewise, no intersection between the

paths can occur in the region N < o. It follows

that a higher subsidy will inouce an instantaneous

increase in hirings (Figure 2) irrespective of the

firrn I s actual employrnent level. l By similar argu

ments it can be shown that a higher threshol~

always will decrease hirings.

l Disregarding the case k >q+r.
l
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Figure 2.

A

A*
2

A*
l

j

......~ ............
............ -... ......

-------------'---..-L.-------------a.N

The special case appears when q<k
1

<q+r: a hiqher

subsidy will then proouce an instantaneous in

crease in hirings ann a switch to a new growth

path aiming at a higher stationary equilibrium

with a hig~~~ employment tax: the negative suhsiny

is SN= sI (q-kl)N for N = O. This possihility--not

easy to öiscover within a static framework-

hinges on the fact that the firm is halancinq two

opposing forces: the subsinies (taxes) possible to

get (avoid) during the adiustment process versus

the employment tax in steany state.
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3.1 Assumptions

The preceding model has treated the qui t rate and

the wage rate as exogenously given to the firm. We

now relax these assumptions by making both quits

and new hires dependent on the wage choice of the

firm. The differential equation describing employ

ment growth is

N [a (w) -q (w) 1N, (33)

where a(w) is the new hire rate (A=a(w)N).l The

expected signs are aw>O and qw<O. Furthermore, we

impose "decreasing marginal returns II to the wage

recruitment policy, i.e. ~-qww<O. Wage increases

will thus increase employment at a decreasing

rate. One argument underpinning the assumption is

that quits are likely to reach a lower limit due

to retirements, i. e. qww> O• Another argument

relies on the dispersion in space of job seekers.

The problem facing the firm is

max V J -rt [ ]e pQ-wN-rnI-C(I)+SN+SK-T dt,
O

(34)

where nonwage recruitment costs are abstracted

from; the firm is assumed to be able to control

l The number of hirings is thus homogeneous of
degree one in employment. Job seekers are likely
to contact large firms more often than small ones
in order to increase the possibilities of finding
vacancies.
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the flow supply of labor to itself solely by its

wage choice. 1

Differentiating the

(34) with respect

Hamiltonian correspondinq to

to the control variahle (the

wage rate) gives the first order condition

}...
l

(l-'t)(l-sla
w

)

a w - qw
(35)

stating that the value of adoing a wor1<er to the

firm I s labor force shoulii equal the net marginal

cost of changing employment. The subsirty will ne

crease this adjustment eost, the effeet being rein

foreed by a higher wage elasticity of labor

supply.

By using -oH/oN = ~ -}... r
l 1

an .additional necessary

condition for maximum

(36)

is obtained. Substitutinq (35) in (36) gives the

steady state con~ition

-_._-----------------
r

[l-'t][l-slaw]
·--a--=--q·---~ ·

w w
(37)

l The firm' s optimal wage choice shoulo of course
be related to the average rnarket wage7 the lat·ter
is assurned constant in the analysis ahove. This
assumption is not crucial ~ following e. q. Morten
sen and Siven we ean introouce wage inflation pro
vided that wages and prices are expectefi to in
flate at the same rate. We can thus interpret
"higher wage" as hiqher waqe increase relative
to the average wage increase.
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Rearranqing Eq. (37) qives the marqinal productiv

ity condition

(38)

Labor costs are öecreased by a hi9her sUhsi0y rate

provided that the inequality

(39)

holds. A reversal of the inequality requires a

"high" thresholo and accorninqly a negative su'b

sidy in equilibrium.

Consioer now the properties of the stationary solu

tion CK = N = ~1 = ~2 = O). nifferentiatinq the

four equations un~er consioeration ~ives

D (a -q )PQNN (aw-gw)PQKN ~ O >0
w w '-

(l-'t)pQKN (l-'t) pQKK O - ( 1-'t ) (ö +r )CI I
(40)

O O aw-q\Al O

O -ö O l

where

B=-(a -q )(l-sla )+rs1a +[pO -w+s
1

(a-k1 )][a -q ]<0w ·w W ww N ww -V/VJ

as oeterminant of. the system. The comparative sta

tics give results accor~inq to Table 2.
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Table 2.

Parameter
increased

Af~~~!-~o e~0_og~~~~~._v_~.!_~~1"?_1~ _

w N K I
--~------_._--

p

r

ö

ro

h

o
O

o

O

O

O

O

O

O

o

+

+

?

?

+

+

?

?

+

+

?

?

The results are similar to those obtaineo for the

fixwage regirne. Since the firm hy assllmption is

able to control its r~lative employment qrowth by

its wage choice, a larqer number of hirings

--corresponoing to a hiqher level of emploYJTlent-

does not per ~~ require a hiqher wage rate. Chang

es in the paraMeters unoer consineration JTli0ht

have instantaneous effects on the waqe choice of

the firm: in the long run these effects will,

however, disappear.

Our main interest is focussed upan the subsiny

parameters. A rising employment (investment)

threshold will 0.ecrease employment (the stOCK of

capital) in steady state. Concerning the employ

ment subsioy rate, we ohtain
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oK
551

lo (a -q )(a-kl)+ra ](a -q )(l-~)PQKNw w w w w
D

(42)

with positive signs provided that the inequality

ra
w

a - kl + > O
aw-qw

(43)

holds. The effect is obviously unambiguous when

the subsidy base is net increase in ernployment

(kl=q=a). The special case remains, where a higher

subsidy will increase employment even if the sub

sidy is negative in steady state.

3.4 Cornparative Dynamics

The instantaneous effects will now be explored.

How will changes in the subsidy rate or in the

threshold affect the wage choice when the firm is

outsiae its stationary equilibrium? The (Al,N)

phase diagram is illustrated in Figure 3. The

differential equation is

~l (44)

The curve for N= O is horizontal~ a higher employ

ment level does not require a higher wage accord

ing to arguments already stated (and OA1/ow>O). By

rlifferentiating (44) we have

~IoN
~=O

-(l-~)pQ
NN

-----~a-q-r
(45)
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Figure 3.

,,,,,,,,,

A* N=O

'------------.-.Io-------L...----------.N

with negative slope below and elose to the i~ = O

eurvej a positive slope appears when a>q+r. Diffe

rential equation (45) implies N > O for points

above N = O and vice versa. Moreover, we have

O~l/ON>O irnplying ~l < O to the left of ~l = O and

vice versa. The optimal path for N= O implies

that hirings (quits) will decrease (increase) over

time (since ~ is inereasing with w). The opposite

holds true for a contractive path (N < O).

The slope of the optimal path is

z =
oN N

(46)
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Differentiating z with respect to 51 gives

OZ
155

1

a
[l-~J[(a-q-r) w - (a-k )1

aw-qw l
- -·--·----rä=q)~·-·--------- (47)

with negative slope for N > O in the neiqhborhood.
of N = O if

(48)

holos. l This inequality has already been found to

imply a higher stationary equilibrium. A higher

subsidy will thus pronuce an instantaneous in

crease in wages ann hirings ann a similar decrease

in the quit rate. Analogously, it is easily nemon

strated that a lower thresholo has the same ef

fects; the relevant oerivative is

OZ
ok

l

-(l-~)s

Ta-qrN-~ ~ O as N ~ o. (49)

l Conversely, it hol~s tnat oz/osl>n
close to N ::: ().

.
for N < ()
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main purpose of this paper has been to investi

gate some microeconomic effects of marginal employ

ment subsidies. We have, however, also compared

ernployment subsidies with investment subsidies.

The crucial point of departure from earlier inves

tigations of MES-schemes has been the introduction

of adjustrnent costs with respect to labor. Two

different institutional settings have been con

sidered, a fixwage regime and a flexwage regime.

In both cases the basic message that comes out of

the analyses is: A rising subsidy leads to a

higher equilibriurn level of employrnent. A firm

being on a growth-path towards a specific station

ary equilibrium will--when the subsidy is increas

ed--switch to a new path airning at a higher equi

libriurn level. This change implies an instantane

ous increase in hirings and--when wages are flexi

ble--an instantaneous increase in wages. If the

firm is on a contractive path, it will analogously

switch to a less contractive path, provided that

the scherne is taxing ernployment reductions in the

same way as it is subsidizing ernployment growth.

The ernployment creation is reinforced by the rate

of interest and--in the flexwage regime--the wage

elasticity of labor supply.

The analyses also illuminate how changes in sub

sidy thresholds affect equilibriurn employment

levels . A lower threshold has unarnbiguously posi

tive employment effects. It might, however, be the

case that a higher subsidy will reduce stationary

employment, provided that the threshold is high

enough.
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A number of questions have been left out of foctis

of the present paper. Among them are: How are MES

schemes affecting the incentives for labor hoard

ing and inventory building? How are MES-schemes

influencing price formation if we e.g. assume that

the firm is acting as a temporary monopolist in

the goods market as weIl as a temporary monopso

nist in the labor market? v.Thich are then the im

plications for inflation and unemployment in the

aggregate?

Some heuristic remarks will be given to the last

problem. A question to be answereii could then he

phrased like this: Assume that the natural rate

hypothesis is valid -- wOllln we then expect a MES-

scheme to have any effect on the natural rate?

Consider again the types of an justment costs in

focus of the present paper. We have analyze~ thern

as polar cases, thus disregarding the probahly

more realistic case when the firm responds to a

higher subsidy by adjusting its wage choice as

weIl as its non-wage recruitment efforts. The

latter response will mean increasea search in the

labor market, thereby enhancing the unemployed work

er's probability of gettinq a waqe offer. Job

search models have, however, qenerally ambiguous

implications for unemployment effects of increasea

production of information in the labor market.

This inconclusiveness hinges upon the offsettinq

reservation wage effect resulting from increase<1

job availability. The empirical stuiiies, on the

other hand, are more decisive in their messages~

job availability seems to be the most important

determinant of the duration of unemployment, where

as unexpected inflation plays a fairly marginal
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role. l Taking this empirical information into ac

count, complete policy pessimism concerning HER

programmes seems unwarranteo. A more reasanable

standpoint would be to expect same effects on the

natural rate, provided that the MES-schernes give

rise to more intensive recruitment efforts on part

of the firms. Accepting the notion of some "natu

ral" rate of unemp1oyment, consistent with stochas

tic equilibriurn in the labor market, does not

inva1ioate the case for selective ernployment po

1icies.

l Barron (1975), Axelsson ana Löfqren (1977), ann
Björklund and Holmlund (1981). -
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Targeted Wage Subsidies: Their
Rationale and Effectiveness

John Bishop and Robert Haveman

INTRODUCTION

Official and unofficiai estimates of the level ann

expected growth of potential GNP for the U.S. have

recent ly been reviseo aownwaro 7 the primary bases

for this are a ilefinition of the full-employment/

unemployment rate and a re0uction in the orowth of

labor productivi ty (Eco~~~!.~~E-?E!-_._o_~_t:.~~._.!'.!".~~i-=

den!:., 19777 Perry, 1977). The 3.2% change in GNP

per percentage point change in the unemployment

rate that is implicit in Okun's law has been revis

ed downwarn to the 2.1-3.1 range (Clark and Free

man, 19777 Perry, 1977). These indications of

structural changes in labor markets reinforce sta

tistics that indicate excessively high ann sticky

unemployment rates amonq youths ana blacks, the

increasing labor force participation of women, and

the decreasing labor force participation of men.

Policymakers apparently perceive the prohlem ~imi

larly. In both the Uniteo States ann Western

Europe, targeteii employment suhsiCJy programs have

been enacterl to combat recent unemployment and to

offset the structural riqidities of the labor

market by focusing on employment stimulus on work

kers that are currently in excess supply. Wage (or

employment) subsidies and direct puhlic service

employment (PSE), the primary' measures undertaken,

have appeared in various guises. ~he first can
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involve a subsi~y aid to (l) recruitment (additio

nai hires), (2) the employment stock, or (3) chang-

es in the employment stock. Each of these suhsi

dies can be targeted on particular types of labor

(say, by age, sex region, unemployment duration,

or education), or it can be general in nature.

Moreover, the subsidy can be a flat amount, or it

can vary with the level of earnings, the wage

rate, or the ~uration of coverage. It can be paid

to ei ther the employer or the worker, ann can be

paid oirectly or via a tax credit. Similarly,

direct PSE (which is, in effect, a 100% wage sub

sidy) can vary by the rlegree of selectivity, the

level of government, and the output produced.

Examples of severa1 of these variants have been

recent1y imp1emented (Haveman and Christiansen,

1978). The New Jobs Tax Credit in the United

States, for examp1e, is a constrained marginal

stack subsidy with no targeting. It provides, for

1977-78, a tax credit, equal to 50% of the unem

playment insurance tax base ($4,200), for the

first 47 hires in a firm above 102% of the previ

ous year's emp10yment level. In contrast, the Brit

ish Temporary Emp10yment Subsidy of 1975 is a

reverse recrui tment rather than a stock subsidy,

and like the New Jobs Tax Credit, i t is temporary

and nontargeted. This program subsidizes about 30%

of the wage eos ts, for up to one year, of workers

who wou1d otherwise be laid off. In 1974, the West

German government introduced a temporary, tarqet

ed, recruitment Rubsi~y with a marginal-stock con

straint. For six months a wage subsiny of nO% was

pain to firms in speci fien regions for employing

registerecl unemployed wor1<ers, provinecl that firm

employment increased from its level at a stipu

laten date prior to passage of the act.



The Netherlands, France, and Sweoen have also re

cently adopted targeted employment subsidies. In

the Netherlands, for example, six months subsioiza

tion of 30% of the wage costs of lonq-term unem

ployed workers hired is providedj the duration is

extenn.en to one year i f the wor1<er hired is over

45 years old. The French program is similar,

except that the target group is extended to in

clude youths and first-time jab seekers. The Swed

ish program subsidizes, for six months, about 50%

of the wage costs of workers threatenen. with unem

ployment, provided the firm retains them and

places them in same form of training program. For

those countries mentioned, the percentage of the

labor force on which wage subsidies are pain.

varies from about .3% of the labor force (West

Germany) to 3-4% in Sweoen. In 1978, the New Jobs

Tax Credit (NJTC) applien to the employment of

nearly 1% of the U.S. labor force at a total

budget cast of at least $2 billion.

Few reliable evaluations have been made of these

targeted employment subsidies, but the numerous

extensions of what were to be temporary programs

suggest that they have not been viewen. as failures

in achieving their primary objective-ernployment

increases. Inoeeo, in the Uni ten States , the immi

nent lapse of the NJTC prompted a number of al

ternative proposals • Congress has substi tuten. for

NlTTC a Targeted Jobs Credit that for certain hard

to employ workers would subsidize firms for 50% of

the first $6, 000 of wages paid chIring the first

year of employment to all low-income workers an(l

25% for the second year of employment.
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This paper evaluates these programs from two con

trasting perspectives: a macro perspective applien

to the general class of programs and a micro per

spective applien to a specific program. In the

first half of this paper we present the macroecono

mic rationale for targeted employment subsidies

and examine how macroeconomic relationships like

Okun I s Law will change if they are successfu1. If

these measures are to be successfu1, firms must

respond to these subsidies by trying to increase

emp1oyment. Evidence on the existence and magni

tude of firm response to a specific program, the

New Jobs Tax Crenit, is presenteo in the second

half of the paper. 1

1. THE MACROECONOMIC RATIONALE

The economic rationale of targeteo emp10yment sub

sidies is straigthforward: by reducing the price

of labor at the margin, employment can he encour

aged and unemp10yment reduced. Such subsidies

lower the costs to producers of expanding output,

and could be expected to weaken pressure for price

increases. Subsidies of newly hired workers or of

increases in the number of emp10yees tend to bene

fit new businesses more than existing ones; encour

agement of such businesses would further weaken

upward price pressure. For all of these reasons,

targeted employment subsidies will tend to be ex

pansionary. ~ temporary employment subsidy encour

ages firms to hire workers and incur 1abor costs

earlier than they wouln otherwise; as a result

l The first half of the paper was jointly written
by John Bishop and Robert Haveman. The study of
NJTC reported in the secono half of the paper was
done by John Bishop.
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inventory will be accumulated faster ano mainte

nance and investment spending will tend to acceler

ate. Permanent, targeted programs will tenn to

induce the substitution of workers .in the target

groqps for those who are not and for capital.

Econometric studies of the demand for specific

categories of 1abor have founa firms to be quite

responsive to changes in relative wages (Hamermesh

and Grant, 1978).

Experience with the WIN tax credit, however, sug

gests that a small suhsidy that imposes substan

tial administrative and survei1lance costs on

firms will not create many new jobs for its target

group. Nontargeted wage subsidies anministered

through the tax system seem to pronuce larger

responses. Three separate stun.ies using different

data sets have founn evidence supporting the hy

pothesis of major employment responses to the NJTC

(Bishop, 1978: National Feneral of Indepennent

Business: Perloff and Wachter, 1~78).

Normally, as the economy comes out of a recession

GNP grows much faster t~an employment. Economic

theory, however, predicts that a nontargeted wage

subsidy shou1d cause t~e substitution of labor for

other factors of production. T~en such a subsidy

like NJTC is put into operation, it should, there

fore, raise the growth rate of emp10yment above

the growth rate of output. rrhis is exactly what

has heen happening for the last year or so. Re

tween the secono quarters of lq77 ann 1978, the

growth rate of construction put in place was 4.5%

while the growth rate of construction employment

was 8.2-9.9% and of construction Manhours was

10.4%. Even in retailing, where cyclical increases
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in sales are typically handle~ without hiring

extra workers , employrnent growth--3. 4% in hOtlse

hold oata ann 4.0% in establishment data--outpaceo

the 3.0% growth of oeflateo retail sales that

economic theory preoicts. Tt is so unusual for a

cyclical expansion to produce faster employment

growth than output growth that the event must be

consioered to be strong evioence that NJTC is

havinq a major impact.

Evaluation of employment suhsi"y programs must be

basen on their net job creation impact, which can

be defined as the employrnent level in the economy

with the policy less that without it. Clearly, the

net job creation impact is likely to be smaller

than the gross number of wor1<ers subsinizeo, be

cause (l) the output produceo by the workers subsi

dized competes with output produced by non-target

group workers , (2) the financing of the proqram

entai Is increas~d taxes or borrowing, which tend

to reduce demanos elsewhere in the economy, ann

(3) same of the SUhRi~izerl workers woul~ have been

working even in the absence of the subsidy. This

is, of course, true of all alternatives to a tar

geten employment subsidy program, incluoinq the

general expansion of aggregate demand to which

employrnent subsidies are being comparen in this

paper. The ratio of net to gross job creation is

an indicator of how much displacement is occur

ring; it can only be estiMote~ in the context of a

fuIly specifien, general equilibrium morfeI. At a

minimum, such a model must be ahle to estimate the

deqree to which the categorical subsidy results

simultaneously in an increase in potential GNP ann

in a reduction in the gap between potential anci

nctual GNP; it must alsa estiTTlate the effect of
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the subsidy on the distribution of waqes and em

ployment opportunities. We shall neal with eoch of

these.

If an employment sllhsiny program is targeteo on

groups of wor'kers in excess supply or on grollps

which will reanily enter the labor market if the

wage they can earn goes uo, GNP will rise wi thout

causing inflation to worsen. An employment subsiny

program targeteCi on hanoicapped workers, transfer

program recipients, and low-income youth would

seem to meet this test, as large numbers of these

workers are unemployed because of labor market

rigirlities (e.g. legal and conventionai minimum

wages). Hence, substantiai employment increases

could occur wi thout upward wage pressure and both

actual and potential GNP wouln increase. Economet

ric work suggests that these target groups no in

fact respond eas i ly to changes in the demano for

labor. A wage subsidy on their employment, paid

for by a tax on other workers, would most li1<ely

raise the potentiallevei of GNP which the economy

could attain without innucing inflation.

The benefits of expanding potential GNP in this

manner are increased by the fact that the labor

supply decisions of targeted groups are distorted

by high employer and employee taxes on lahor

income and by even higher henefit reCluction rates

in welfare and other transfer programs. Because

these nistortions tenn to reCluce the work effort

of people who would otherwise prefer to work,

employment increases inducerl hy employrnent subsi

nies will increase GNP without causing any serious

loss in highly valued leisure. Moreover, the in

crease in tax revenues and decrease in transfer
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costs that a categorical employment subsidy should

produce reduce the net budgetary cost of the pro

gram and benefit other taxpayers. Even if the cost

were equal, the public seems to prefer to help

people by giving them a job rather than a handout.

This suggests the public receives direct psycholo

gical benefits from substituting a job for welfare

dependency.

A subsidy of one of the major costs of doing

business will exercise downward pressure on prices

during the transition to a new price level. The

study of monthly changes in retail prices present

ed in the final section suggests that the NJTC

has had such an effect. The coefficients imply

that nonfood commodity retail prices were 2 per

centage points lower in June 1978 than they would

have been. While wholesale prices on nonfood con

sumer finished goods were rising 6.56% between May

1977 and June 1978, the retail prices for these

products rose 4.73%. Ei ther the distribution

sector has suffered a major compression in its

margin, or manufacturing firms have been discount

ing below wholesale list prices, or both. Since

the NJTC is temporary, .i t is reasonable to expect

any price impacts it may have to appear as dis

counts from list prices rather than as reductions

on list prices.

A one-shot reduction in the price level will pro

duce long-lasting reductions in the rate of infla

tion only if there is substantial backward looking

feedback of price inflation into wage inflation

(Gramiich, 1978). Perry (1978) provides some evi

dence that wage determination is of this backward

looking catch up variety. Lagged price and wage

changes are so highly correlated, however, that it
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is 'very hard to tell whether inflationary momentum

is primarily a case of wages chasing wages, or of

wages chasing prices. The model in which lagged

changes in wages and lagged changes in prices com

pete with each other (Perry, p. 277) implies that

both have an effect, but that inflationary momen

tum is primarily a case of wages chasing wages.

When a once-and-for-a11 1 percentage point reduc

tian in the price leve1 is simulated in this equa

tian, the reductions in wage and price increases

in the following six years are .21, .15, .126,

.103, .034, and .068 percentage points.

The direct and indirect effects of ernployment sub

sidies on the price leve1 just described do not

exhaust the effects of an employrnent incentive on

inflation. A subsidy of wages may cause an in

crease in the wage rates of industries that employ

1arge numbers of targeted workers • If other in

dustries attempt to reestablish historie differen

tials, this stimulus may increase the momenturn of

the wage increases. The rise in unit costs that

this stimulates will result in higher prices.

In addi tion to their effects on actual and poten

tial GNP and on prices, categorical employment

subsidies will tend to shift the compos i tion of

employment and earnings toward low-skill target

group workers. If more equal distribution of the

adverse effects of poor economic performance is

desired, this is a major benefit of categorical

employment subsidies • One consequence of this re

distribution is that, even wi th a constant GNP,

the number of employed persons will increase as

low-productivity workers are substituted for those

with greater skills.
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Given the nature of their design, targeted employ

ment subsidies can also alter the compos i tion of

employment patterns, across the work force, wheth

er one measures by hours worked per week or by

weeks worked per year. The demand for part-time

relative to full-time workers can be encouraged.

Similarly, the use of part-year rather than full

year workers can be encouraged. Those who prefer

such work patterns are likely to find expanöed

employrnent opportunities--women, youths, and older

workers in particular are weIl representeo in such

groups. On the demand side, such compositional

effects can be achieved by targeted employ~ent

subsidies both through the öesign of the payments

structure (in al tering the mix of preferred hours

among employers) and by targeting the subsidy on

specific production sectors of the economy. On the

supply side, such subsidy programs could provioe

different subsidy rates to nifferent groups (e.g.

the disabled), evoking differential labor supply

responses.

The macroeconomic relationships between changes in

GNP, the GNP gap, and the unemployrnent rate will

be altered by these effects of a targeteo employ

ment subsidy which both stimulates and redistrib

utes employrnent. In standard treatments, policy~

induced increases in aggregate demand are viewed

as closing the gap by increasing actual G~P toward

some exogenously determined potential GNP. As indi

cated above, however, the effect of a targeted

employment subsidy is simultaneously to increase

.both actual and potential GNP. The shi f t in true

potential induced by SESP will not be capturen in

measured potential, however, so a wage subsidy-in-
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duced increase in GNP will reduce the measured GNP

gap by more than it reduces the true gap.

Similarly, targeted employment subsidies also

al ters the relationship between the measured GNP

gap and the unemployment rate. A targeted employ

ment subsidy-induced~increase in GNP will be asso

ciated 'with alarger increase (decrease) in employ

ing (unemployment) than is typically associated

with changes in GNP induced by general aggregate

demand, and the rate of productivity increase, as

conventionally measured, will fall.

Consider the following 'accounting relationship, in

which (GNP, productivity (A), employed capital

(K), hours worked per week (H), labor force parti

cipation rate (L), are all measured as percentage

rates of change:

d GNP dA + (l-K) dK + K (dH + S dL
L L n

S dU),
n

where U = -100 log (Emp/Lab. Force) ~ the unemploy

ment rate, KL is the share of labor, and Sn is the

ratio of the skill level of newly ernployed work-

ers to the economy~wide average. Okun's Law, a

reduced form of (l ) , states that a l percentage

point cyclical change in U is associated with a

3 .2% change in GNP. Although a percentage point

decrease in U is directly associated in (l) with

an increase in GNP equal to KLSn (approximately

.7%), cyclical changes in other determinants of

GNP--namely, L, H, K, and A, the partial deriva

tive of each of these variables with respect to U

is negative. It is the sum of these effects that

makes up the difference between .7 and 3.2.
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Because of the characteristics of targeten employ

ment subsidies , there are at least three reasons

why a l percentage point changes in U innuced hy,

say, a targeted marginal stock employment subsidy

is not likely to increase GN? by 3.2%. First,

subsidy-induced renuction of U will shift the com

position of employrnent towarrl low-skill worKers

(i.e. those with Sn < l). Indeed, the very purpose

of such a subsidy is to encourage firms to employ

and to train workers whom they would otherwise

find it unprofitable to hire. The inevitable

resul t of such substitution is to reouce measureo

productivity, at least in the short rune Ann al

though the training and work experience received

by the employed workers will manifest itself in

future increases in productivity, Sn ann IdA/dUI
will fall as these costs are recorded in firm

accountants.

Secondly, targeten employment subsirlies encourage

the hiring of part-time workers (especially, if

the subsidy is paid on the first $N of earnings as

has been the case in the Uniteo. 8tates) or the

substitution of adrli tional wor'kers for increased

overtirne of existing workers. ~s a result, the

response of H to changes in U will be smaller than

otherwise--ldH/dUI will fall.

Thirdly, to the extent that the unskillen labor is

not complementary with capital services, the induc

ed expansion in unskillen labor will be associat

ed with a smaller rise in the rate of utilization

.of capital than in the case of an equivalent gen-

eral demand stimulus--ldK/dUI will fall.
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Finally, because of the limited knowledge of behav

ioral responses, the effect of targeted subsidies

on IdL/dUI is unknown. On the one hand, a target

ing oesigneö to open employment opportuni ties for

low-skilled workers, who currently form a high

proportion of discouraged workers who are not

longer actively seeking work. On the other, in the

face of substantiai measures unemployment of un

skilled labor, targeted employment subsidies may

not generate as large an increase in labor force

participation as would an equivalent reduction in

U stimulated by a general expansion in demand.

Thus, at least during the period of adjustment

following the ini tiation of a weIl-designed, non

trivial targeted employment subsidy, Okun's Law is

likely to be repealed. This repeal is a öirect

consequence of the fact that the primary objec

tives of the targeted ernployment subsidyare to

increase employment and potential GNP and to öis

tribute more fairly the costs of high unemploy

ment, froM whatever sourcei the objective is not

to decrease the gap between actual and potential

GNP. The reduction in the Okun multiplier that

might be caused by a targeted employment subsj.dy

wouId be evidence that the policy is having the

effects oesireo.

2. THE IMPACT OF THE NEW JOBS TAX CREDIT

The economic impacts of a targeted employment sub

sidy which we have described will not materialize

if firms fail to change their hehavior in response

to the subsiny. In sorne past programs, that re

sponse has not been substantial. Most employers
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that hire target group workers for whom a subsidy

is available from the WIN or JOBS program ne

glected even to apply for the money (Hamermesh,

1977) apparently because of the paper work involv

ed in applying for the subsidy. A further disad

vantage of this approach seems to be that the

subsidy adheres to specific individuals. Employers

may feel that eligibility for the subsidy signals

that the job applicant is likely to be a worker of

low productivity--leading to the paradox that the

programs may in fact lower the subsidized worker's

chances of getting a good job.

An alternative approach is to subsidize employment

generally. First proposed by Nicholas Kaldor in

1936, this approach has more recently been refined

and analyzed by Fethke and Williamson (1977) and

Kesselman, Williamson, and Berndt (1977). These

analyses suggest that by paying the subsidy only

for increases in employment over a threshold level

based on a firmas past employment--that is, by de

signing a so-called marginal employment subsidy-

it is possible to achieve rather large increases

in employment at rather limited cost to the govern

ment.

This law provides businesses a tax credi t against

corporate or personal income tax liability for

expansions in employment in 1977 or 1978.

The credit is 50 percent of the increase in

each employer's wage base under the Federal

Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) above 102 percent

of that wage base in the previous year. The

FUTA base for a year consists of wages paid up

to $4,200 per employee •••••
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The employer •s deduction for wages is reduced

by the amount of the credit. Therefore, al

though the maximum gross credit for each new

employee is $2,100, the effective creciit

ranges from $1, 806 (for a taxpayer in the 14

percent tax bracket) to $630 (for a taxpayer

in the 70-percent braeket).

The total amount of the credit has four limita

tions: (l ) the credit cannot be more than 50

percent of the increase in total wages paid by

the .employer for the year above 105% of the

previous year, ( 2) the credit must be no more

than 25% of the current year's FUTA wages, (3)

the credit for a year cannot exceed $100,000

and (4) the credit cannot exceed the tax

payer's tax liability. Credits which exceed

tax liabili ty for a year may be carried back

for 3 years and carried forward for 7 years.

(Joint Committee on Taxation, 1977)

The requirement that the total wages pain rise by

at least 5% is designed to insure that the NJTC is

based on actual increases in ernployment rather

than artificial increases in unemployment insur

ance wages (for example, an ernployer could in

crease unemployment insurance wages by dividing

full-time jobs into part-time or part-year jobs).

The requirement that the credit not exceed 25% of

FUTA wages limi ts the amount of crenit that new

and rapidly expanding businesses can receive. (An

extra 10% subsidy of the first $4,200 for each

worker is available for hiring hannicapped work

ers, with no limit on the total amount of sub

sidy. This paper does not analyze the effects of

the credit for the handicapped).
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In this half of the paper we examine the effect of

NJTC on employment demand and pricing policies in

the construction, trucking, wholesaling, and

retail sectors of the economy. Employing 22.7 mil

lion workers in 1976, these industries provided

26% of the nation's jobs and 27% of the hours

worked by all persons engaged in production.

Time series sturlies of employment demand have ne

glected these industries, despite their importance

and the availability of reasonably qood monthly

data on input and output prices, wages, employ

ment, hours worked, and sales or output. l~ages

tend to be low: average earnings in the retail

sector are two-thirds the national average; con

struction earnings are only slightly lower than

that average, but vary greatly. A large share of

the nation's low-earning workers is employed in

these industries--in 1970 45% of teenagers, 21% of

black males, and 23% of women.

Because the life of capital equipment is short and

rates of labor turnover are high, the response of

construction and distribution to changes in input

prices induced by tax policy may be speedier than

in the rest of the economy. NJTC places a $100,000

cap on the amount of subsidy each firm may re

ceive, and one would expect the most noticeable

response to it to occur in industries dominated by

small and medium sized firms like construction and

the distribution sector.

First we will describe what theory prediets firms

should do when faced with a marginal wage subsidy

of this kind. After a review of two other studies
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of NJTC, we proceed to a nescription of our esti

mating equations, our methons for testing hypoth

eRes and then our results.

Key features of the NJTC are that it is (a) a

fixed proportion of earnings up to a rather low

maximum, (b) marginal and (c) temporary. Each of

these features has important consequences. The

first feature foeuses the employrnent stimulus on

low-wage, part-time, part-year workers, a group

that current1y suffers from very hiqh unemp10yment

rates. The seeond feature, that the subsiny is

based on a thresho1d emp10yment level Ciefinea by

last yearls emp10yment, makes possib1e a high rate

of subsidy at low eost to the treasury: it a1so

restruetures the relationship between the marginal

and average eosts of existinq :firrns ann hetween

the average costs of new ana existing firms. The

third feature, that the subsidy expires at the end

of 1978 ann has an eligibility threshol<i that is

updated each year to ref1eet last year I s chanqe in

employment, tenns to Ma'ke it an "autornatie nestabi

lizer".

The first crucial feature of the NJTC is that it

is paid on only the first $4,200 of earninqs of

each extra worker. Arnong full-time, full-year work

ers, therefore, the NJTC wor1<s to t_h e anvantaqe

of low-wage workers because the proportionate sub

sidy of their wages is greQter. The NJ~C also
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tenns to provine a proportionately larger subsidy

of part-time and part-year workers, and shouln

conse~uently stimulate part-time ann temporary em

ployment.

Since members of minori ty qroups, women, ann teen

agers predominate in all three types of emp10yment

--low-wage, part-time, and part-year-- the NJTC

should, as a consequence, target the employment

stimulus on groups that currently experience very

high rates of unemployment.

Price inflation

The impact of the marginal employment suhsioy on

the pricing policies of firms is of major irnpor

tance. If the subsiöy is immediately passen on to

consurners, the employment stimulus will be larger

because the lower price will cause an expansion in

demand for real output. This once ann for all

reduction in the price of output will also ternpo

rarily reduce inflation. Ho\v large these effects

will be öepenns on how firms set prices.

Tax incidence theory tells us that the size of the

price reduction inouced by the subsioy depends

llpon the nature of the market and the slopes of

the demand ann supply curves. If industry demanö

is defined as p~ = B + bQ, b<O, anö the supply

curve as P = A + aQ + S, a>O, 8<0, the impact of
s

a subsidy (8) on price in a competitive industry

is dP/dS = b/b-a. An inöustry's long-run supply

curve c1epenös on the average costs of proc1uction
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of new entrants and the incremental total costs of

expansion byexisting firms. If there are no fac

tors specific to the industry (i. e., the price of

factors supplied to the industry öoes not depenn

on that industry's output), the long-run supply

curve should be quite flat (a~O). Thus, except for

agriculture and mining, dP!dS should be closer to

1 than to zero. In the long-run, shocks to demand

should have only minor effects on price: and chang

es in costs o'f production will be passed on to the

consumer almost completely. In the long-run,

prices will behave as i f they were set according

to a standarö markup on normal average costs.

'Normal average cost pricing is also a popular

theory of short-run pricing hehavior and current1y

predominates in certain lines of econometr.ic wor'k

on inflation (Nordhaus, 1974). For competitive in

dustries like retailing an~ services, the basis

for using this theory to prenict short-term pric

ing behavior is that rates of entry and exi t are

very high and that, since most firms operate with

substantiai excess capacity, marginal costs do not

inerease as sales rise. For oligopolistie indus

tries, in contrast, the primary theorethieal justi

fieation for firms aå.ministratively setting prices

aeeording to a normal average eost rule is limi t

price theory. Aceording to this theory, prices in

an oligopolistic industry are set in order to

forestall or minimize entry of new competitors

into the industry. Priees are therefore, set below

the average eosts of new entrants and adjusted up

or down as these costs change. To the extent that

changes in the normal average costs of eX.ist ing

firms approximate ehanges in the costs of entry,
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normal average costs will be good predictors of

short-term pricing behavior.

A permanent marginal employment subsioy with a

fixed threshold changes the relationship between

the average costs of existing firms and the aver

age costs of new entrants. The fact that new

firms receive a subsidy on all their workers

rather than just a few will give them a eost

advantage, even though the subs idy per worker is

half the standard amount. Existing firms that

choose to expand by bringing out a new product

line or opening an establishrnent to serve a new

market will also have a cost advantage over firms

that are already serving that market. Such a margi

nal employment subsidy woulö cause the limit price

that woulö otherwise forestall entry of a new firm

to necline by substantially more than the average

costs of existing firms.

New firms compete at a substantiai öisanvantage,

hecause they lack an estal)lisheö reputation with

customers, have inexperiencen managers, and neeö

to start from scratch in recruiting ann training a

labor force. The anvantnges that a permanent margi

nal emploYfllent subsidy wouln give new firrns are

not likely to outweigh these oisadvantages eom

pletely. When the costs of energy, materials, and

capital are included, the cost advantage (at cur

rent levels) is only 2% in manufacturing, 1.5% in

retailing, and 3-4% in services. Relative to the

current environment, however, it could be expected

.to provide an important stimulus to the formation

of new firms and the expansion of small ones.

A permanent marginal employment subsiöy with a

fixed thresholn and no upper limit on the suhsioy
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per firm might, therefore, reouee priees by more

than it reduees the average eosts of existing

firms. It is somewhat more di ffieult to preiiiet

however, whether the temporary and eonstraineo New

Jobs Tax Credit of the 1977 Tax Reouetion and

Simplification ~et will have a substantiai impaet

on priees.

The $100,000 maximum on the eredit offered any one

firm limits the size of the suhsidizen expansion

to 48 workers for existing firms and 96 for new

firms. The expiration date means that a new firm

eannot plan on reeeiving a subsidy for more than

the first two years (i. e., for a maximum of 192

workers). As a result, the eredit will he of only

minor help to entrants into industries with seale

eeonomies that require firms to ernploy many more

than that. ~lmost 50% of all private wage ann

salary workers are in firms that employ more than

500 workers. In many cases, however, the large

firms eompete direetly with small firms in certain

segments of their business. The NJTC should be

more effeetive in such situations. Computer soft

ware, auto parts rrtanufaeture, ann steel wholesal

ing and fabrieation are examples of this type of

innustry. In these mar'kets the enst anvantage of

small hut growing firms is li'kely to produce a

major reduetion in priees and renuee the larger

firms' share of the rrtarket.

The fact that permanent increases in employment

reeeive an NJTC subsidy only in the first year

also lowers the impact of the suhsirty on average

eosts of produetion over a lO-year horizon. This

feature will limit the credit's effect in lowering

the entry-forestall ing priee. It also means, how-
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ever, that the potential entrant can be sure 'he

will get the creiii t even if h'is attempt at entry

fails. If he fails to make profits, the credit

(which can be carried forward for 7 years) is

still worth something to potential purchase.rs of

the business.

The list of ways in which the NJTC may be ch~nging

firm behavior is quite long.

In the empirical work of this chapter, however,

only three hypotheses will be examined:

(1) Employment will rise

(2) Hours worked per week will fall

(3) Prices will fall.

Behavior will change on1y if the firm is aware of

the subsidyand can increase its tax credit by

increasing employment. Small firms tend to be un

aware of the credit (only 30% of firms with l-la

emp10yees had hearn of it by February 1978). Firms

wi th over 2, 000 employees will generally have hi t

the $100,000 cap without having to change their

behavior. Consequently industries dominated by

medium-sized firms should respond more than in

dustries composed wholly of ei ther small or large

firms.

The study reported in this chapter uses aggregate

time series data on three industries where re

sponse is likely to be large --construction, retai1

ing, and wholesaling-- to test for an effect of

NJTC.
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In a world of perfeet information, no inventory,

'and zero adjustment costs, a firm would be able to

achieve an ideal level of employment and scheöu1ed

hours of work per week that would be solely a

function of the current 1evel of sales and of the

prices of output and each input. In a world of

imperfect information, inventory holding, and ad

justment costs, the firmas optimal emp10yment ann

hours in period t depends upon the realized level

of employment in period t-l and upon anticipated

levels of sales and input prices in both current

and future periods.

(2 )

s, W, P, and Q nenote sales, wages, output prices,

and input prices respectively, ann the e super

script rlenotes a vector of anticipations of future

values, based on all information avai1ahle up to

time t.

TNhen the observable 1agged va1ues of S, W, P, and

Q are used in an estimating equation, lag distribu

tions will vary, not only because adjustments to

different stimuli take different amounts of time

but a1so because the expectation formation process

for each variahle will have different lag struc

tures.

Since the information set useo to predict future

va1ues of a partic111ar variahle may include other

variables in the model, coefficients on lagged

values of sales or wages may not fo110w a regular
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pattern. The primary objective of this study is to

obtain unbiased measures of NJTC' s impact on em

ployment and prices. Imposing regularity condi

tions on the lag structure might bias our esti

mates of the NJTC's effect. Consequently, estimat

ing techniques are employed that produce free esti

mates of the lag structure.

Since Et-l' Et _2 ·.·, etc., are themselves a func
tion of lagged values of S, W, P and Q, we may

substitute the lagged dependent variable out of

the equation. Since expectations about P may be

formed very differently from expectations about W

and Q, the most general way to write our equation

in terms of observable, eontemporaneous, and

lagged values is

( 3 )

The bar denotes aveetor containing eurrent and

lagged values of the variable.

Eeonometrie studies of labor demand often estimate

their models under sorne rather strong maintained

-hypotheses, many of which have reeently reeeived

severe criticism. Clark and Freernan (1977) using

aggregate (iata for manufacturing have tested and

rejeeted the hypothesis that the real price of

capital has an impaet on employment demand that is

equal and opposi te to the effeet of real wages.

Constraints requiring identieal lag struetures

aeross variables have also been found to be ineon

sistent with the data (Sims, 1972, 1974; Clark and

Freernan, 1977).

Estimates of systems of demand equations that have

included materials and energy inputs typically
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reject the weak separability of materials and

energy from capital and labor (Berndt and Wood,

1975~ Gollop, 1974). This rejection implies that

the correct specification of alabor demand func

tion contains the prices of materials and energy.

Since the prices of materials may be correlated

with the cost of capital or wage rates, estimates

of labor demand functions derived from a value

added production specification are likely to be

biased.

A number of other potentially troublesome maintain

ed hypotheses, relating to the exogeneity of in

dustry sales and wage rates in regressions predict

ing employment, will be tested. Sims has shown

that I under fairly general condi tions, a test of

the hypothesis that coefficients on future values

of the wage rate or on sales are all zero can be

regarded as a test of the hypothesis that the

equation is in fact structural. Rejection of this

hypothesis will be taken as evidence for simulta

neity, and the equation will be reestimated using

two-stage least squares. Potential exogeneity prob

lems wi th the price of output are eliminated by

treating P as a function of nominal input prices

and solving p out of the model.

Our models were estimated under two alternative

sets of maintained hypotheses. The relative wage

model assumes that the information set used in

generating expectations about future input price

ratios is limited to current and lagged informa

tion about input price ratios . This specification

implies that a simultaneous 5% increase in all

input prices will leave current and all future

employment levels unchanged. Although the tests
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for exogeneity that were applied to this model

were rejected for some industries, there was no

attempt to apply 2 SLS using this model, because

to do so would have involved simultaneously instru

menting all input prices.

The second, somewhat more general, specification

is the nominal input price model. Using nominal

input prices rather than price ratios as regres

sors means that we are öropping the assumption

that the information set is limited to input price

ratios • Firms are certainly aware of the history

of nominal prices. Rationai behavior implies that

expectation formation take into account the noise

to-signal ratio of a series, and this, in turn,

implies that the time pattern of response to each

nominal input price should be estimated separate

ly • In this model we choose not to impose the

constraint that the coefficients on input prices

sum to zero, because errors in measurement of the

rental price of capital and of price indexes for

consumable materials and business services are

li'kely to be larger than errors in measurement of

wholesale prices and wage rates (especially in the

disaggregated retail industry models). Imposing

this constraint would increase the transmission of

a bias arising from an error in variables to the

wage coefficients. (Clark and Freeman, 1977, demon

strate this for simple cases). If we are wrong,

and the constraint should have been imposeö, we

Iose efficiency only.

Since our primary purpose here is to provide a

powerful test of the effects of the NJTC, the

specification of this variable is important. The

effect of the tax credit is likely to be very

different from the effect of an equivalent change
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in the wage rate. The NJTC is capped, temporary,

and marginal; it requires that the firm has tax

liability if it is to receive benefits. In Februa

ry 1978, more than half of all firms were unaware

the credit existed and many of those that had

heard of it wrongly thought themselves to be in

eligible.

In February 1978, a Census Bureau surveyasked a

large sample of firms whether they had heard of

the tax credit and i f so, when' they had heard of

it. Large firms were much more likely to have

heard of the credit and to have heard of it imme

diately after i ts passage in May 1977. Using the

distributions of retailing firms into categories

on the basis of the number of their employees in

the 1972 Enterprise Statistics, we estimated the

proportion of retail employees in firms that knew

about the credit for each month of 1977 and 1978.

(Firms employing more than a thousand workers were

excluded from this calculation).

It was assumed that once a firm knows about the

credit its response to the credit will be distri

buted over the following six months. The NJTC

variable is, therefore, an average over the past

six months of the proportion of firms (weighted by

employees) that knew about the credit. The firms

that reported hearing of the credit before it was

passed were assumed to have wai ted until passage

before responding. Defining the NJTC variable in

this way means that, although the House passed a

bill with the credit in early March, we are assum

ing that anticipation of that credit was not re

sponsible for any part of the spring 1977 upswing

in employrnent.
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The NJTC variable had a value of .057 in June

1977, and rises at an average rate of .424 per

month. By March 1978 it had achieved the va1ue of

.435. In June 1978 its value was .572. Multip1ying

the coefficient on NJTC by .435 provides our esti

mate of the credit on the March 1978 value of a

dependent variable.

Nate that this specification implies an assumption

that almost the entire irnpact of the credit on the

average level of employment will occur in 1978

rather than 1977, a1though in fact, it might have

had important impacts on the 1evel of emp10yment

in November and December 1977.

Relative input price monel regressions using

three-year distributed lags on sales, wages, the

rental on capital, and materials input prices are

presented in Table 2. Corresponding nominal input

price model regressions are presented in Table 4.

The two-staqe least squares resul ts for construc

tian and retail aggregates are presented in Table

5. All the resu1 ts reported are for models esti

mated with data transformed to correct for seria1

corre1ation of residuals . The estimate of p usen

to correct the ~ata is presenten in the secona to

last co1umn of the tables. The Durbin Watson sta

tistic is for the regression using the transformed

data and is therefore a test for seconn-orner

serial correlation of the resinuaIs.

For the construction industry, the output variahle

is construction put in place, deflate~ hy an inter-
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polated NIA deflator for structures. For the

retail industry, aggregate output is defineö as

retail sales, deflated by the consumer price index

(CPI) for commodities. Industry-specific output

measures for the disaggregateö segments of the

retail industry are retail sales for that segment

of the industry deflated by the appropriate compo

nents of the CPI. For trucking, the output varia

ble is a seasonally adjusted index of the volume

of general freight hauled by Class I and II common

carriers of property. For wholesaling, we use the

sales of merchant wholesalers deflated by the CPI

for commodities. For trucking anö wholesaling,

only partial coverage of the industries is pro

vided by these indices, and the data on employment

and hours are obtained from separate samples of

firms than are the data on retail or wholesale

sales. When industry subaggregates are being used,

sampling error in the industry-specific sales va

riable can become a serious problem. All of the

disaggregated .runs, therefore, contain the addi tio

nal scale variable of current and lagged total

retail sales. The impact of changes in wage rates

and other input prices on employment is presenten

in columns 2 through 7 of these tahles.

Our focus is on the NJTC variable, however. Most

of the coefficients are positive. In the relative

input price model, we may reject at the .05 level

or better the hypothesis that NJTC has had zero or

negative effects on employment for the following

industries: construction and the industry subaggre

gates for apparel, food, furniture, and other re

tailing. In the nominal input price model, statis

tically significant, positive coefficients on the

NJTC variables are obtained in the 2SLS result for
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construction and retailing establishment data ag

gregates. In the OLS results, statistically signi

ficant, positive coefficients are obtained for

eating and drinking places and for other retail

ing. Tables 3 and 6 summarize the sensitivity of

the NJTC coeffieient to reduetions in the length

of the lags on all variables. At the bottom of

these tables we sum the effeets implied by eaeh

industry equation aeross industries, to obtain for

March 1978 a total effeet for the industries stud

ied. For the relative wage model, the estimates

of employment stimulus are 470,000 for the pre

ferred 3-year lag. In the nominal input priee

model of Table 6, estimates of employment stimulus

range between 225,000 and 580,000. During this

period employment rose 1, 140, 000 in these indus

tries and roughly 3,800,000 in the nation as a

whole. These results are consistent with the ob

servation that between 1977:11 and 1978:11 rates

or employment growth in both eonstruction and re

tailing have substantially exeeeded the rates of

output growth. For, exarnple, while the growth rate

of eonstruetion put in place was 4.,5% over this

period, the growth rate of employment was 8.2-9.9%

and that of manhours was 10.4%. Even in retailing,

where cyclieal increases in sales are typically

handled without hiring extra workers, employment

growth--3,4% in household data and 4.0% in estab

lishment data--outpaced the 3. 0% growth of deflat

ed retail sales.

Hours. Table 7 presents coefficients on NJTC in

. regressions predicting the lag of hours worked per

week. Coeffieients are eonsistently negative in

retailing. Statistically significant negative coef

fieients are obtained for the retail aggregate and

for food, furniture, and general merchandising.
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The coefficient in the construction hours equation

may be biased by simultaneity. The manhours 2SLS

regression reported in Table 5 has a considerably

smaller coeffieient than the eorresponding employ

ment equation. When one takes into aecount the

reduetion in average hours worked per week the New

Jobs Tax Credit seems to be producing in the

retail sector, the pereentage increase in manhours

worked is likely to be only half the pereentage

increase in employment.

Results in the Retail Price Models

In eompetitive industries like those studied, re

duced marginal costs imply reduced prices. To test

this relationship, the monthly rate of change of

the retail priee was regressed on current and

lagged ehanges in a number of industry eost varia

bles--wage rates, wholesale price of the produet,

the price of materials, services, and energy eon

sumed by the distribution seetor, the rental price

of capital, and excise taxes--the unemployment

rate, seasonal dummies, and trends on the seasonal

dummies. Tables 8 and 9 present the coefficients

on the first difference of the NJTC variable de

scribed above. For nonfood commodities and restau

rant meals, the retail trade margin is negatively

and signifieantly related to the timing of NJTC

knowledge. Between May 1977 and June 1978 nonfood

eomrnodity retail priees rose 4.73% while wholesale

priees of nonfood, eonsumer finished goods were

rising 6. 56%. This discrepancy of 1.83 percentage

points is quite elose to the NJTC effeet of 2.2%

( .038 x .572 x IDO) estimated by the preferred

model (eolurnn l). The observed deeline in the
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margin is particularly surprising given recent in

creases in the relative price of imported consumer

goods. (Imported products, it should be noted, are

included in retai1 but not wholesa1e price in

dexes).

The payroll of the distribution sector is less

than 20% of the retail price of the commodities

sold to consumers. Only in the restaurant and

tavern industry does payroll approach 30%. Conse

quently, there is only a limited amount of room

for reductions in prices in response to a subsidy

of payroll costs.

Among the subsectors, the pattern of coefficients

is consistent with a priori expectations. For ex

ample, the large negative NJTC coefficients in the

restaurant industry equation suggest that in this

low-skill, intensive sector the 8-12% policy-induc

ed reduction in marginal costs resulted in a 1.1%

decline in output price during the 12-month

period. Estimates for moderatly wage-intensive

retail industries (apparel, furniture) indicate

that the 5-7% reduction in marginal costs induced

here is associated with a smaller .5% reduction in

prices over the period. In contrast, the small

margin, non-wage-intensive retail food industry

has a nonsignificant positive coefficient, reflect

ing the fact that incremental employment in this

sector tends to contribute more to the quality

than to the volume of output.

-The final rows of Table 9 indicate the reduction

of consumer costs due to NJTC-induced compression

of the distribution margin implied by the equa-
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tians. The eost savings of $1.9-$3.6 billion can

be eompared with the expeeted 1977 eredit c1aim of

$1.5-$2.0 billion and the expecten 1978 elaim of

$2.0-$3.5 billion.

Caveats and Conclusions

These estimates, it should be noted, measure the

impact of NJTC on that sector of the economy in

which the 1argest response is expected. While it

is possible that across-inöustry displacements

might result in NJTC reoucing employment and rais

ing prices in industries not stuöieo, this result

would be surprising. Further, while limiten aware

ness of the existence of NJTC may have renuced its

measured effectiveness, a permanent credit may not

have as large an effect as a temporary program. A

permanent credit would not induce firms to build

up inventories, as NJTC may be doing. I f, in a

permanent marginal NJTC, the threshold of eligibil

ity were revised perioöically to reflect more

recent employment experience, raising eurrent em

ployrnent would reduee the future expecten subsidy,

thus inducing a smaller response.

No set of estimates based on the first 12 months

of experience with a program can be conclusive.

Perhaps the NJTC variable is capturing other exo

genous forces that are inducing eontemporaneous

employment increases and price decreases in the

seetors studied. And, if that is the case, perhaps

improved specifications wou1d reduce the impacts

attributen here to NJTC. Longer or shorter lags,

adding the price of energy, or assuming a once

and-for-a1l shift in the relationship during 1974,
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do not, however, cause major reductions in the

NJTC coefficients. There may, nevertheless, be

other factors at work, and the conclusion that the

NJTC is having major effects on employment and

prices must remain tentative until better data on

more periods of observation becomes available.

These estimates, it shoulo be emphasized, are

based on procedure that is more robust wi th re

spect to assumptions about the impact of taxatian

changes than are those used to estimate the re

sponse of investment spending to taxatian changes.

The procedure in most investment stunies is to

imbed a multiplicity of tax provisions in a single

variable for the rental cost of capital, and to

base statements about the effect of specific tax

provisions on the magnitude and significance of

this variable. Such analyses are joint tests of

the effect of current and expected capital goods

prices, financial market conditions, tax provi

sions, ann the validity of the formula, and not of

the policy change alone.



Table l. The History of the Tax Treatment of Capital and Labor Income

and of Relative Input Prices

Year: Month

1950.01 1955.01 1960.01 1965.01 1972.01 1975.01 1978.03

Present va1ue of deprec. deduct.

l. Structures .2R7 .44.5 .508 .508 .508 .508 .50R

2. Retai! equipment .417 .580 .644 .698 .720 .720 .720

3. Trucks .799 .849 .R49 .908 .951 .951 .951

Implicit rental cost No tax

4. Structures-corporate .094 .161 .170 .164 .159 .158 .158 .158 UJ
UJ
I--'

5. Equipment-corporate .207 .278 .288 .288 .245 .235 .235 .224

6. Equipment-proprietorship .207 .2.37 .237 .245 .222 .224 .221 .213

7. Trucks-corporate .37 .439 .447 .447 .39R .3R2 .382 .373

Log ratio of retai! wage to

8. l~olesa1e price of cons.fin.goods O .157 .329 .505 .731 .612 .703

9. Price of business serve and materials O .12R .21;1 .415 .591 .501 .533

10. Price of capita! goods () .042 .058 .116 .211 .176 .206

Il. Rental cast of capita! () .155 .217 .497 .717 .657 .747

12. Nominal compensation in retai! 1.00 1.294 1.619 1.953 2.967 3.672 4.701

13. Marginal tax rate on compensation .169 .216 .23R .2R2 .290 .322 •.329
of low wage lahor (-.171)



Table 2. Equations Predicting EMplo~rnent: Relative Waqe Mooela

Wa~e Capita! Sales Total
lnd Ret.

Other 'Rental Sales Sales
ETC 10 l Yr 2 Yr Total Inputs Rate Price la l Yr 3 Yr 3 Yr l: p D.W.

~

Retai1 and .094 .176 .102 -.631 -.420 --- .I5Q5 -.581 .230 .667 1.153 -- .0117 .62 2.02
Wholesale (.055)
HR Data

.06R -.199 -.430 -.482 -.295 .574 .307 -.507 .28R .626 .897 -- .0117 .50 1.76
(.041)

Retai1 .048* .150 .127 -.187 -.232 --- .165 -.167 .273 .563 1.013 -- .0041 .78 2.08
Established ( .021))
Data

.045* .074 .097 -.22Q -.48R .313 .157 -.371 .264 • .558 .995 -- .0040 .78 2.15
(.028)

UJ

Eating and drinking -.025 -.087 -1.310 -2.63 -3.10 3.8R .~73 -1.948 .158 .693 -1.316 2.532 .005 .15 1.809 ~

(64-78:03) (.06)

Apparel .0125** -.202 .62 .182 -.162 -.0196 .330 -.660 .329 .514 .6034 .682 .013 .27 2.03
(52-78:03) (.064 )

Other retai! .0727** .014 -.221 -.14R -.n3A -1.124 .296 O .253 .481 .091 .815 .003 .42 1.602
(61-78:03) (.0266)

Food .112** -.134 .• 064 .07F, -.707 -.6903 -.177 () .211 .659 -.035 .99R .005 .45 1.602
(61-78:03) (.037)

General merchandise -.054 -.221 -.2AR -.155 -.2~ -.796 .339 O .403 .658 .909 .141 .0089 .41 1.92
(52-78:03) (.0417)

Furniture .122** .167 .OR4 -.412 -.488 -.31.'; .702 .56R .1624 .37 .597 -.23 .003 .28 1.89
(61-78:03) ( .026)

Wholesale .007 -.088 -.149 -.417 -.296 .346 -.228 -.445 .126 .303 -.019 .275 .0031 .715 1.51
(52-78:03) (.021 )

Construction est. .230** -.283 -.12R -.321 .~R5 .224 -.674 --- .254 .355 .176 O .()154 .789 1.71
(52-78:03) (.082)

a All input prices are entered as ratios to the wa~e. This imposes the constraint that an equa1 percentage change in all input
prices leaves employment levels in all future periods unchanged.

Significance levels ** .01
* .05
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Table 3. The impact of the N,JTC on employment under

altern~~ive s~ecifications of the relative

wage model

Time
Industry Period

Eating and drinking n1-7B:03
t-va1ue
(se)

Apparel 52-78:03
t-value
(se)

Other retail 61-78:03
t-value
(se)

Food 61-7R:03
t-value
(se)

General merchandise 52-78:03
t-value
(se)

Furniture 61-78:03
t-value
(se)

Wholesale 52-78:03
t-va1ue
(se)

Trucking 61-78:03
t-value
(se)

Employ
ment
1977
(000) 3 Yr La~

3RS4 -.025
-.41
(.0050)

821 .0121)
.20

(.013)

4021 .073
2.74
(.002Q)

2116 .112
3.04
(.004R)

2541 -.054
-1.28

(.OOA9)

551 .122
4.73
(.0031 )

43R9 -.012
-.54
(.0032)

1131 -.224
.070

(.0063)

2 Yr tag

-.054
-1.0R

(.()059)

.028

.63
(.013)

-.02A
-1.24

(.0035)

.113
3.44
(.0057)

-.035
-.953
(.OOQ4)

-.024
-1.47

(.0045)

-.014
-.68
(.0031)

.251
4.73
(.OOQ1)

1.5 Yr Lag

-.006
-.19
(.0066)

.067
1.67
(.014)

-.026
-1.57

(.0041)

.184
5.25
(.0072)

.051
1.35
(.0107)

-.018
-1.14

(.005)

.045
2.20
(.0037)

.213
4.49
(.0110)

Constr. est.
t-value
(se)

Increase in emp1oy
ment by March 1978
(000)

1)2-78:03 1R44

474

.210
2.R1
( .0154)

Note: The standard error of the coefficient and the regression are located
beneath the coefficient.



Table 4. Employment in Construction. ann Distribution Industriesa

Hourly Compensation in Total
Nominal Terms Mate- Rental Sales lnd. Ret.

rial Fixeo Sales Sales
ETC l Q l YR 2 YR Total Price Capital 1 Q l Yr 3 Yr 3 Yr (J p DW

e

Construction .065 -.230 .701 .237 -.638 1.162 -.235 .531 .745 .947 O .0143 .818 1.98
estab. data (.104)b

Retail & wholesale .041 -.795 - •.5R3 .700 .092 .623 -.143 .274 .741 1.017 O .0122 .657 2.00

RH data (.071)

Retail .067** .187 '.475 .402 -.171 .343 -.159 .286 .515 .777 O .0043 .846 2.24
estab. data (.034)

Eating & drinking .250** .122 -.447 -.580 .054 .526 -.218 .387 .605 -.515 1.275 .0060 .584 1.54 I

(.066) w
w

Faod -.044 -.005 -.339 -.126 -.106 .497 -.116 .091 .414 .506 .206 .0046 .616 1.89 ~

(.031)

Apparel -.119 -.095 -.590 -.780 -.653 .728 .019 .318 .406 .007 .900 .0140 .387 2.04
(.052)

Furniture & -.001 .lR3 -.070 -.400 -.665 .014 .538 .212 .605 .267 .915 .0041 .663 1.73
appliance (.033)

General .073 -.163 -.33t· -;296 -.151 -.344 .390 .379 .615 1.020 -.126 .0092 .575 2.09
merchandise (.062)

Other retai1 .053* -.037 .078 .476 -.355 .142 .1~5 .173 .474 -.4fA7 1.668 .0036 .510 1.49
( .027)

Wholesaling .007 .165 .143 .174 .089 .135 -.200 .147 .324 .203 .273 .0032 .774 1.49
( .028)

Trucking -.013 -.317 -.200 .097 .085 -.533 .223 .377 .523 .984 -.514 .0072 .408 1.83
(.061)

a Real. sales and nominal input prices have 3-year lag. b (se)

Significance levels ** .01
* .05



Table.5 COr.lparison of OLS and 2SLS Mod~ls of Employrnent, Nominal Input Price f'\odel

Wage Mate- Sales Ind.
ria1 Capita1 Sales

NJTC 1 O 1 YR 2 YR Total 'Price Rent l O l Yr 3 Yr (j p DW
e

Construction
Ordinary least sqs.

Employment .095 -.744 -.114 .59 -.477 .672 -.075 .521 .767 .799 .0251 .722 1.89
RH data (.152)b

Estab. data .065 -.230 .701 .237 -.638 1.162 -.235 .531 .745 .947 .0143 .818 1.98
(.104)

Manhours -.046 .100 .qC) .OOC) -.701 1.273 -.2B3 .59R .891 1.068 .0280 .580 2.17
(.138)

Two-stage least sqs.
a

Employment .199 -.371 1.089 .369 -.351 .518 -.039 .485 .677 .659 .0265 .668 1.70
HR data (.133)

Estab. data .174* -.944 1.133 .25q -.614 1.064 -.1C)6 .556 .771 .9SC) .0148 .820 1.89
(.OQR)

Manhours .04R -.330 1.2R3 .241 -.800 1.2J5 -. 20~ .591 .977 1.140 .02R7 .601 2.14
(.131) w

Retail
w
111

Ordinary least sqs
Employment .041 -.795 -.SA3 .11R -.490 .622 .016 .274 .743 1.019 .0122 .657 2.00

RH data (.071)

Estab. data .067** .lA7 .476 .407 • 2~R .342 -.159 .2R7 .516 .77R .0043 .845 2.24
(.034)

Two-stage least sqs.
HH data .056 -1.200 -.706 .115 -.491 .694 -1.96 .2Q8 .751 1.0S0 .0123 .657 2.01

(.067)

Estab. data .Oi;9** .094 .415 .390 -.164 .364 -.170 .290 .51R .792 . ()043 .846 2.26
(.032)

a Double 2SLS involves applying two-sta~e least squares to the data twice. In the first application we assume that at all
lags is endogenous • This produces a consistent estimator of p which is used to trans form the data. 2SLS is then applied to
the data a second time, assuming only the current w endogenous.

b
Significance levels ** .01(se)

* .05
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Table 6. Irnpact of Employment Tax Credit on Employrnent Under

Alternative Lag Structure Nominal Input Price Model

Employ- Coefficient on
ment Employment Tax Credit

Time 1977
Industry Period (000) 3 Yr Lag 2 Yr Lag 1.5 Yr Lag

Construction HH 51:02-78:03 3844 .095 .124 .194+
t-value .62 .R9 1.43
(se) (.0251) (.0261) (.0263)

Construction estab. 51:02-7A:03 3R44 .065 .149t .190**
t-value .63 1.57 2.06
(se) (.0143) (.0147) (.014A)

Retail and
wholesale 51:02-7R:03 1R2q2 .041 .002 .012

t-va1ue .57 .03 .21
(se) (.0121) (.0122) (.0122)

Reta!1 estab. 51:02-7R:03 13903 .067** .016 .044t
t-value 1.96 .55 1.56
(se) (.0043) (.0044) (.0046)

Eat!ng & drinking .58:02-78:03 3854 .250** .161** .127**
t-value 3.79 3.43 3.90
(se) (.0059) (.0064) (.0065)

Food 58:02-78:03 2116 -.044 .036 .0Sql-
t-value 1.40 1.24 1.51
(se) (.0046) (.0051) (.0053)

Apparel 52:02-78:03 821 -.119 -.125 -.122
t-va1ue 2.27 2.59 2.56
(se) (.0140) (.0140) (.0140)

Furn!ture and
appl,iance 58:02-78:03 551 -.001 -.035 -.049

t-value .02 1.n7 2.41
(se) (.0041) ( .0042) (.0043)

General merchandise 52:02-78:03 2541 .073 -.004 .050
t-va!ue 1.1R .OA 1.05
(se) (.0092) (.0099) (.0170)

Other retai! 61:02-78:03 4021 .053* -.007 -.016
t-value 1.94 .52 1.22
(se) (.0026) (.0029) (.0031)

WholesalinR 51:02-78:03 43A9 .007 -.007 .019
t-value .27 .1(; 1.00
(se) (.0032) (.0033) (.0035)
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Table 6, continueö

Industry
Time
Period

Employ
ment
1977
(000)

Coefficient on
~mployment Tax Credit

3 Yr ~ag 2 Yr Lag 1 • .5 Yr Lag

Trucking
t-value
(se)

Life insurance
t-value
(se)

58:02-78:03

61:02-78:03

1131

519

-.013
.21

(.0072)

.019

.55
(.0030)

-.006
.18

(.0076)

-.014
.66

(.0039)

.029

.93
(.0078)

-.001
.03

(.0041)

Increase in Employment by March 1978 in Construction and Distribution
(in Thousands)

Using detailed indust. model

Using estab. data aggregates

Using HR data

566

441

398

471

334

225

581

580

379

All models were estimated with the same p correction.

Significance levels ** .01
* .05
t .10
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Table 7. Hours Worked Per Week in Construction

and Distribution

Impact of NJTC
Under Alternative Specifications

(Nominal Compensation Model)

1.5 Yr Lag 2 Yr Lag 3 Yr Lag

Construction .034 .041 .022
t-value .77 .90 .40
(se) (.0166) (.0167) (.0167)

Retaila -.02A* -.021** -.049**
t-value 3.66 2.83 2.58

(se) (.0033) (.0031 ) (.0026)

Eating & drinkinga -.002 -.039 -.101
t-value .07 .q4 1.4q
(se) (.0059) (.0059) (.0055)

Food -.027* -.032* -.023
t-value 1.77 1.81 1.02
(se) (.0048) (.004A) (.0047)

Apparel -.005 -.flO6 .OOA
t-value .22 .31 .32
(se) (.OOll7) (.0067) (.On66)

Furniture -.061* -.064* -.OAA
t-value 3.95 4.2f; 3.76
(se) (.0056) (.0053) (.0034)

General merchandise -.079* -.030 .023
t-value 3.72 1.31 .74
(se) (.0060) (.0057) (.0055)

Other retail .00ll .024 -.021
t-value .58 2.42 .89
(se) (.0036) (.0031) (.0028)

Wholesaling .017 .023 .013
t-value 1.86 2.33 1.10
(se) (.0032) (.0031) (.0026)

Trucking .004 .029 -.105*
t-value .17 1.34 2.31
(se) (.OOAO) (.0076) (.0072)

Life insurance -.013 .027 -.080
t-value .66 1.13 1.73
(se) (.0060) (.0052) (.0040)

a 64-78:03

Significance levels ** .01
* .05



Table 8. Equations Predicting the Rate of Change of Retail Prices of Commodities

Sum of Coeffieients on

NJTC
Sales
Tax

Con
tro1s

b. log
Unemp. Wage

Whole
sale
l'rice

gervice Rental
& Mat. on
Price Capital (J

e
p DW R2

Food away
from horne

Nonfood
eommodities

Appare1

Furniture

Food

All
eommodities

-.036**
(.013)

-.038**
(.015)

-.017
(.022)

-.016
(.017)

.046
(.039)

-.018
(.017)

1.0

.93*
(.515)

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.32**
(.574)

-.015
(.007)

-.001
(.009)

-.006
(.012)

-.003
(.009)

-.022
(.023)

-.006
(.009)

-.016**
(.003)

-.003
(.005)

-.OOR
(.006)

-.011**
(.005)

.001
(.011)

-.0002
(.005)

.332

.186

.049

.087

-.030

.274

.243

.539

.625

.459

.720

.684

.122

.040

.075

.306

.509

-.004

.137

.044

-.005

.102

-.044

-.035

.0017

.0020

.0029

.0015

.0054

.0002

o

o

o

.41

o

o

1.87

1.88

1.93

1.79

2.51

2.23

.723

.755

.841

.559

.700

.733

w
W
i.O

Note: The commodity price indices used exclude prices of owner-occupied housing. In the disaggregated equations
~3, 4 and 5) the eoeffieient on the state and loea1 exeise tax rates was eonstrained to be' 1. The sales tax
variable in the equation for all and nonfood eommodities includes federal exeise taxes.

All models were estimated for 53:03-78:06 except Furniture, which was estimated from 58:03-78:06.

Significanee levels ** .01
* .05



Table 9. Impact of the NJTC on the Margin between Retail and Wholesale Prices

Coefficient on NJTC under Alternative Specificationsa

l Yr Distributed Lag 6 Month Lag l Yr Lag
Trends on Seasonals No Trends Trends Trends

CPI Component with O w/o O with O with O with Q

Food away from home -.036** -.037** -.032** -.033** -.051**
t-value .013 .012 .013 .013 .018
(se) (.0017) (.0017) (.0017) (.0018) (.0017)

Nonfood commodities -.03R** -.03R** -.031* -.038** -.049**
t-value .015 .015 .016 .015 .020
(se) (.0020) (.0021 ) ( .0022) (.0020) (.0020) w

~

Food at home .0Sl .041 .051 .051 • 011 O

t-value .039 .038 .040 .038 .059
(se) (.0053 ) (.0053) (.0052) (.0052) ( .0053)

All commodities -.018 -.019 -.013 -.018 -.036
t-value .016 .016 .017 .016 .022
(se) (.0022) (.0022) (.0023) (.0022) (.0022)

Reduction in consumer cost be-
tween 6/77 and 6/78 (in billions)

All commodity regressions 3.4 3.6 2.4 3.4 2.5

Disaggregated regressions 2.A 3.3 1.9 2.8 2.3

a The standard error of the coefficient and the re~ression are located beneath the coefficient. Mode~s
1-4 estimated on monthly data 1953:03 to 197R:06. For Model S, sample period ends 1978:01. Weights for
Q are based on the 1967 input-output table, which includes ~asoline, electricity, telephones J con
tainers, cellophane packa~ing, supplies, insurance, auto repair, and legal fees.

Significance levels ** .01
* .OS
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Capital Gains Taxation
and Effective Rates of Return

Rolf Rundfelt

Capital gains on shares have been taxen in Swenen

throughout the twentieth century even though the

first formal ru1es were not passed unti1 1910.

Until the mid-sixties the rules for taxation of

capital gains on shares was rather generous in

Sweden. In 1966, however, the rules were mane more

severe and the tax was made perpetual. This ag

gravation coincided with an acceleration of infla

tion rates. In 1976 there was a further increase

in tax rates. As a consequence, the cost of capi

tal has been increased and structured in such ways

as to make it quite. expensive for companies to

issue new shares. Inflation on the other hand has

made debt financing relatively 1es~ expensive.

The purpose of this paper is first to present a

background to the existing rules on capital gains

taxation of shares in Sweden. This is aone in

section l. In section 2 we make an estimate of how

tax ru1es have

shares. In this

affected the rate of return on

section we a1so show how the law

enaeted in 1976 comes out in cornparison with the

law from 1966. A rather unexpected result is that

the after tax returns are higher than i f the tax

from 1966 still had been in force.
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In section 3 we c1iscuss the consequences of the

present tax system for the cost of capital. It is

shown that an increase in the inflation rate with

one percentage point requires an increase in the

rate of return on equity wi th almost three points

to keep shareholders' real rate of return unchanq

ed. One way to counter this increase wouln be to

introduce a system for capi tal gains taxation in

which only real capital gains were taxed.

In section 3 we a1so summarize existing proposals

for inflation accounting ann taxation of real pro

fits in same countries.

In conclusion an example is given in which we show

how a tax on real capital gains only wouln affect

the rate of return on shareholders' capital.

l • TAX~TION _OF CA!?_~T_A_~~I~~.9~_~~!2RE~,

A REVIEW

Explicit ru1es about taxation of capital qains on

shares in Sweden are first to be founn in a law

from 1910. In this law, a distinction was made

between .. speculatian gains" liable to taxation and

other capital gains. vfuether the purchase was to

be considered a result of speculation or not was

oetermineo by the inciividual' sintent when buying

the shares. If the motive was to make a profit,

speculatian was presumed, which meant that the

capital gain was taxab1e. Experts soon realizen,

however, that it wouln hardly be possib1e to make

the shareholders revea1 their true motives ano

therefore specu1ation was given a more operational
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definition--as a sale within five years from the

purchase. The whole profit from such a short-term

transaction was to be incluned in taxahle income.

Another reason for taxation was the presumption

that short-term capital gains were useii for con

sumption. Gains on long-term investments could, on

the other hann, to a larqer extent be supposed to

be reinvested. Therefore, there was no need, as

had been suggesteo by someone, to make a differ

ence between gains that had been reinvesteo and

other gains. l The problem was, however, that the

five year interval during which capital gains were

subject to full taxation tenned to lock in invest

ments producing an erratic pricing behavior in the

stock market.

In the 1949 Cornmittee report on capital gains

taxation it was recomrnenned that the tax on spe

culative gains should be kept. Rut the calculation

of taxable gains was changed in orner to reouce

the "locking-in effect". Therefore the tax rate

was reduced from 100 per cent of the capital gain

to 75 per cent if the holding perioo was between

two and three years, from 75 to 50 per cent if the

holding perioo was hetween three ana four years,

to 25 per cent for the fifth year ann to O per

cent after five years. This methon was also assum

ed to give the person, subject to taxation, com

pensation for inflation. Capital gains due only to

the falling value of the Swedish crown shoul<9 not

be taxen according to the Royal Commission. It

was, however, consioered practically impossihle to

l See "Betänkande ang~en<1e beskattning av realisa
tionsvinster ro m", SOU 1949:9, p.39.
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reflate the purchase price

the effects of inflation.

tax rates wouln therefore

in order to neutralize

Agradual decrease in

reouce the effects eon-

sideren unfair in the old capita1 gains taxation

system.

Between 1q45 and 1964 the rate of return on shares

was high

rate of

in Sweden (cf Fig.1B, p.364).

return before taxes (di vidends

The real

included)

amounted to an average of 7-8 per cent per year.

The 1965 Committee that investigated capital gains

on shares, believed that the system for taxation

of capital gains had contributed considerably to

this high return, partly through increasing the

demand (because of the exemption from taxes after

five years) and part1y through reducing supply

(because of the unwillingness on the part of

owners to sell from short-term possessions).l

Against the background of this experience the com

mi ttee suggested measures to a) moderate the 'price

increases on shares and to b) increase mobility on

l It should be noted that none of these arguments
is persuasive. First, there is nothing that contra
diets that the rise in prices of shares was caused
by e.g. high profits in-the industry. Seconnly, it
is not all that evioent that taxation of gains on
shares would lower the yearly rise in priees even
if the price level initia1ly wouln. fall. Thirdly,
the taxation is relatively favorable only when
compared to bank savings. I f the commi t tee 's hy
pothesis should be riqht one would expect a rela
tively higher rise in share prices in companies
with a. low pay-out ratio, something that has not
heen shown. Fourthly, even if supply would be
reduced because all taxpayers preferren to keep
their shares for at least five years, there is no
reason to expect that after the ini tial holding
period the propensity to sell wouln be materially
affecteo.
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the share market. The methoö chosen to reach these

goals was to introduce in 1966 a perpetua1 tax

ation of capita1 gains on shares. If the selling

took place more than five years after the acquisi

tion, 10 per cent of the proceerls of the sale was

to be included in taxable income, proviöed that

the rise in prices could be supposed to be at

least 5 per cent. For shares that haö been owned

less than five years the old rules were kept. 1

The question of taxinq only real capital gains was

a1so discussed. The committee refrained, however,

from proposing an amenoment of the law, arguing

that the problem concerned all capital gains, not

only gains on shares. 2 It was, however, pointed

out (as was also aone by the previous commi t tee )

that this did not imply that the whole qain on

long-term holöings shou10 be taxed. In practice,

the committee had accepten the ioea that sharehold

ers shou1d be alloweö some compensation for infla

tion.

The passibility to exempt qains reinvested in

shares from taxation was also discusseö within the

committee. No specific reasons against such a prin

ciple were given. It was, however, pointed out

that the Uniten States had refrained from giving

tax exernption when income from selling securities

l According to the committee1s suggestion, the
model rule of 10 per cent was only a help ru1e.
The main proposition insteaCJ was that 30 per cent
of the gains should be taxen.

2 See SOD 1965:72, p. 211. As a question of detail
it can~e noten that in 1967 a real taxation of
real estate was introduced.
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was reinvested, and that they prohably had good

reasons for noing so1 1

Concerning the right to deduct capital losses, the

rule since 1910 han been that the taxpayer han a

right to oerluct losses ca1culated in the same way

as taxab1e capital gains provided the losses cou1d

be offset against qains ouring the same year.

According to the method introduced in 1966 short

term losses cou1d never be offset against gains

from shares he1d for more than five years.

A1ready in 1970, a new committee was set up to

investigate taxation of capital gains. A wish to

coordinate the ru1es concerning taxation of capi

tal gains on shares with the ru1es for real estate

was clear1y displayed ann better methods were

asked for to increase mobility in the stock

market.

On the first Cluestion the committee argued that

there were many possibilities to reach cooroina

tion. Some basic principles were set down. Tax

ation shou1d be

a) eternal~

b) based on the real gain~

d) based on the whole gain during a short

initial period.

From these starting points the capita1 gains tax

ation on shares now in force was introoucerl on

April 1, 1976, imp1ying that

'1 See SOU 1965:72, p. 238. In some cases, United
States'--tax 1aw a110ws exemption when reinvestment
is made in, for examp1e, real estate.
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l) on short-term holnings (less than

the whole realized gain be inclu~eo

income~

two years)

in taxahle

2) o~ long-ter~ hol~ings, 40 per cent of the real

ized gains are incluned in taxable income~

3) losses be calculaten in the same way as gains.

Losses may, however, be offset against qains

within a six-year perion~

4) two help rules for calculating taxable qains

should apply a) 20 per cent of the proceeos of

the sale can be taken up as taxable income~ b)

for shares bought before \.Tanuary l, 1971, one

may choose 2/3 of the price valin on December

31, 1975 as an alternative to the actual pur

chase price. Adjustment must, however, be made

for stock issues after that date.

Present rules for taxing capital gains on shares

were outoated even before they came inta force.

The taxation of qains on shares is now more severe

than for almost any other kind of investment. The

reason is high inflation in combination with a

taxation of nominal qains. Tax rules furthermore

are rather complex. To be sure, there is one help

rule given that facilitates the ca1culation of

taxable income. As is shown in the next section

this rule is rarely to the advantaqe of the tax

payer.
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2. TOTAL RETURN OF SHARES BEFORE AND AFTER TAX

In this section estimates are presented of the

tota l rate of return for a population consisting

of almost all (118) shares quoted on the Swedish

Stock Exchange at the beqinning of 1965. Total

returns can be estimateo for any full 12-month

period starting from the 1st of January, 1965. In

this text resul ts are puhlished for the l4-year

period from 1965 to 1978 ano for the lO-year

period from 1969 to 1978. In order to see how the

rate of return is affected by the capital gains

taxation, a division is made between dividends and

capital gains. We also assume that

gains are realized at the end of

period. Depending on the marginal tax

all capital

the holding

rate, after

tax returns are shown to vary between 3 and 5 per

cent compared with a hefore tax return of around

6. 5 per cent. I f the tax ru les enacted in 1966

still han been in force, the after tax return han

been marginally lower. It is also shown that for

most shares it is unprofitable to use the simplest

'rule for calculating the taxable capital gain,

i. e. the rule according to which 20 per cent of

the selling price is included in taxahle income. 1

l Estimates of the total return on SweClish quoted
shares for the last 25 years are published yearly
by Svenska Handelsbanken (Common s-tacK total
return 1954-1978, Svenska Handelsbanken, 1979).
These estimates, however, do not in~~~ ~~ia allow
for the effects of taxes.
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Internal Rate of Return

Total return before tax is computed as an internal

rate of return (IRR).l

It should be noted that IRR is not computed on a

per share bas,is but for each company as an entity.

This facilitates the weighting process when comput

ing IRR for the s.tock "market as a whole. On the

other hand, a correction must be made for contribu

tions to the firm made by oth~r than the original

investors. One typical example would be when one

company buys another company and pays wi th a new

issue of shares.

Brokerage fees are not included. In Sweden these

would amount to around 0.6 per cent on each trans

action. This means that they are much smaller than

for instance in the U.S.

Through the formula

n D
t

n 0t
V = L t + l. t

o i=l (l+r) t=l (l+r)

where

+
V

n
n N
L t

t=l (l+r)t

r the internal annual rate of return compound
ing annually

the initial investment computed. as the total
number of shares times the share price

ending value of investment

dividend at time t

other fiistributions (not taxable income) at
time t and finally

Nt new issues at time t.
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Taxes

Surprisingly little data are available on the dis

tribution of shares among different categories of

owners. According to some sources the part owned

by physical shareholders have, however, oiminished

during the seventies to around 50 per cent. The

other 50 per cent are owned by various insti tu

tions among which the central pension funn. is the

fastest growing.

Pension funds as weIl as other charitable institu

tions own somewhere around 15 to 25 per cent of

all shares. These owners do not pay taxes on their

capital income. Consequently, the rate of return

on shares before tax (Table 1) is representative

of income received by these institutions. Other

institutionai shareholders öo pay taxes, al though

in some cases, at reduced rates.

In this study our main interest is to show the

effects of taxes on the rate of return obtained by

a typical household. For the household two kinds

of taxes are of interest . First of all dividenns

have to be reduced with the marginal tax rate. For

an average, physical shareholder in Swenen, these

would amount to something like 70-80 per cent.

We have then ignored the fact that the first 800

Swedish kronor (1600 Skr for a married couple) of

interest and diviöend income is not taxahle

income.
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Table l. Total nominal rate of return on all

shares before tax. Per cent

Total return

thereof

capital gain

Change in consumer
price index

1965-1978

6.5

3.0

7.0

1969-1978

6.7

3.0

8.1

Table 2. Total return on all shares after tax

1965~1978. Present tax rules

Marginal tax rate, % 50 60 70 80 90

Total return 4.7 4.3 3.9 3.5 3.1

thereof

capital gain 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7

Effective tax rate, % 28 34 40 46 52
(total after-tax
return/total before-
tax return)

Table 3. Total return on all shares after tax 1965-1978

Taxes calculated according to the law
enacted in 1966

Marginal tax rate, % 50 60 70 80 90

Total return 4.5 4.1 3.7 3.3 2.8

thereof

capital gain 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.5

Effective tax rate,% 31 37 43 49 57
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Table 4. Total return on all shares after tax 1969-1978

Present tax rules

Marginal tax rate, % 50 60 70 80 90

Total return 4.7 4.3 3.9 3.5 3.0

thereof

capital gain 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7

Effective tax rate, % 30 36 42 48 55

Table 5. Total return on all shares after tax 1969-1978

Taxes calculated according to the law
enacted in 1966

Marginal tax rate, % 50 60 70 80 90

Total return 4.5 4.1 3.6 3.1 2.7

thereof

capital gain 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.3

Effective tax rate, % 33 39 46 54 60

Table 6. Number of cases where different tax rules were

used to calculate the capital gains tax

according to 1976 law

Per cent

Main rule (40% of the capital
gain is taxable income)

Help rule I (20% of selling
price is taxable income)

Help rule II (2/3 of the price
on the last day of 1975 is taken
instead of actual purchasing
cast when calculating
capital gain)

Total

1965-1978

57

14

47

118

1969-1978

56

12

50

118
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The capital gains tax is somewhat more complicated

to estimate. The holdinq period was assumed to be

1965-1978 or 1969-1979 (see above). We have thus

made the assumption that all shares bought in

early 1965 or 1969 were solo in late 1978. As the

holding period then is more than two years profits

on such a sale would have been taxed accoroing to

the rules for long-term possessions. As will be

remembered these rules give the taxpayer the possi

bility to choose between three alternatives in

order to arrive at the taxable income. For each of

the 118 shares taxpayers ar·e assumed to choose

the alternative which maximizes the total return

after tax.

The purpose of these assumptions is not to oe

scribe the actual behavior of the stockmarket. In

practice most portfolios are held for a longer

period and sales are often made only to offset

other capital gains/10sses in order to minimize

overall capital gains taxes. It would have been of

great interest to show the actual tax paid on

capital gains from shares. This is, however, not

possib1e. No information is avai1ahle on capital

gains on shares from the tax assessments which are

made year1y to determine taxable income. As a

general proposition one can, however, conclude

that if actua1 holning periods exceed the 10 to 14

years we have assurned in our calculations, capital

gains taxes are exaggerated and vice versa. l

l For a study that oiscusses actual holding pe
riods and effective capital ga1ns taxes for
shares ~ see Bai ley, 1'-1. , "Capita1 Gains and Incorne
Taxation" in Harberger, A.C. and Bailey, M.,
(1969), The Taxation of Income from Capital, The
Brookings Institution, Washington.
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Total return on all shares was 6.5 per cent before

tax between 1965 and 1978 (see Table 1). The cor-

responding figure for the last ten years, 1969-

1978, was slightly higher, or 6.7 per cent. The

capital gain for both periods was 3.0 per cent,

which means that dividends have increased somewhat

in importance. For both periods the total rate of

return is considerably lower than the rate of

change in consumer prices, which amount to 7.0 and

8.1 per cent respectively. In Tables 2-5 total

return for the two holding periods is given on an

after-tax base. Tables 2 and 4 are based on the tax

rules enacted in 1976 while Tables 3 and 5 illus

trate what the total return would have been, had

the rules enaeted in 1966 still been in force.

By comparing Tables 2 to 3 and 4 to 5 we see the

difference between the present tax rules and the

rules introduced in 1966. When looking at the

total return, the difference is rather small. This

is so because dividends are taxed in the same way

in both cases. The tax on capital gains is, how

ever, almost twice as high according to the old

rules. It is interesting to note that despite the

increase in tax rates in 1978 the tax burden has

been reduced. This seemingly contradictory result

is due to the introduction of IIloss carry-forward ll

in 1976, i.e. the right to offset losses against

gains within a six-year period.

Another way to illustrate the difference between

the different tax rules is to compare the effec

tive tax rate. This rate is calculated as the

total after-tax return divided hy the total hefore
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tax return. The effective tax rate lies between 28

and 52 per cent for 1965-1978 using the present

rules. Wi th the old tax rules the effective tax

rate is 3-5 points higher.

It is also possible to calculate the effective tax

rate on capital gains only. In Table 2, for ex

ample, we can see that the tax rate varies between

approximately 7 to 10 per cent. This is due to

both the long holding period and to the possibil

ity to use different rules for calculating the

capital gains tax for different shares.

When comparing the different rules which can be

used for calculating taxable income according to

the present rules, we can see from table 6 that

the first help rule is dominated by the main rule

and the second help rule. For most taxpayers this

is a disaövantage as the first help rule is by far

the easiest to use. The main rule, in particular,

requires that taxpayers keep recoras on stock

issues, etc., for very long periods of time, which

makes it very complicated to use in practice.

Concluding Remarks

The total rate of return on Sweöish shares before

taxes has been very low for the last 10 to 14

year-period. For an average portfolio the rate of

return is lower than the inflation rate and about

as high as the normal interest rate on bank depo

sits.
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On an after-tax basis the total return on shares

is, however, eonsiderably higher than the interest

on bank savings. For a person with marginal income

taxes of 70 per cent the return on shares would be

around 2. 8 per cent as compared with l. 9 per cent

on bank savings.

In spite of this it seems likely that the return

on shares lies far below expeetations. One reason

for this is that the tax rules for other invest

ments, ineluding real estate, are far more gener

ous. It can therefore be argued that the present

system for taxing eapi tal gains on shares is not

neutral. The implications of this and a system for

a neutral taxation of capital gains are discussed

in the next section.

3 • TOTAL RETURN AND TAXES

In this section we show the eombined effects of a

nominal taxation of share income and inflation on

eost of capital. An increase in the inflation rate

with one point increases the eost of eapital with

three points in an example given.

One way to eliminate this distortion would be to

tax only real profits. At present a debate is

going on in several eountries on how a system for

real taxation should be designed. As an illustra

tion we present the outline of the British propo

sal for inflation aecounting.

In the final part of this seetion we will give an

example of how share priees could be affeeted if

we had a system for real taxation in Sweden.
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How Is eost of Capital Affected by Taxes?

Between 1965 and 1978, rates of return on equity

(after corporate income taxes) for Swedish engi

neering companies 1 has been around 10 per cent.

For the same period, rates of return on shareho1d

ers I capital has been 6. 5 per cent (see Table l,

p.355). Before 1965 the rate of return on shares

was closer to the rate of return on equity. As the

return on, shares has fallen relative to the return

on equity there has also been a significant de

cline in the ratio between the market value of

shares and the book value of equity. This is espe

cia11y true after 1972 when inflation rates start

ed to increase sharply.

Table 7. Market value of shares and book value

of equity for major Swedish engineering

companies

1965 1970 1978

Market value in per cent of
book value (historical cost) 100 76 49

ditto (replacement cost
valuation) 97 73 41

l Industrikonjunkturen, Spring 1979, Federation of
Swedish Industries, p. 172. In fact, engineering
companies only make up 40 per cent of all shares
quoted on the Swedish stock exchange. The engineer
ing industry has been more profitab1e than most
other industries. One reason is that the engineer
ing companies have big foreign subsidiaries with a
higher profitability than domestic companies. It
is assumed, however, that the leve1 of profitabi1
i ty of the engineering industry is rough1y repre
sentative for all quoted companies.
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For major engineering companies the ratio between

market value and book value has fallen to less

than 50 percent. The fall is even more pronounced

if assets are valued at replacement cost (see

Figure lA).

Share prices are influenced by expectations, ru

mors and other factors, many of which cannot be

quantified. Still, in order to explain the big

difference between profitability in industry and

the yielo on shares, for such a long period as 10

15 years, one need to look for more fundamental

explanations. One such factor is the tax system,

according to which both nominal and real profi ts

are taxed, both in the companies and in the house

holds.

The picture from Figure lA is largely confirmed by

data on all manufacturing firms in Figure lB,

where a sector weighted stock market index repre

sents the market value of all manufacturing firms.

We note that the rate of depreciation assumed 1

makes very little difference for the rate of

change of the value of net worth, provided initial

values have been scaled properly. The IIIevelsII be

tween I and II are very different. What Figure IB

reveals is the strong trend break in the rnarket

valuation compared to the replace~ent valuation

that occurred around the middle of the 60's.

To a large extent this must reflect an adjustment

in the valuation of discounted future profit capac

ity in the hands of the individual after tax.

l 2.7 and 10 per cent respectively. See note to
Figure lB.
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Figure lA. Market value of shares and book value

of equity for major Swedish enqineer

ing companies

Market value

Book value
at historical
east

Book value at
replacement
eost

20

25

30

5

O
31/] 2
1964 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78

10

15

Billion Skr

35

Source: Estimates made by the Federation of Sweo
ish Industries. Book value of equityat replace
ment cost has been calculateo incluoing actual
historical costs. The rate of depreciation is
assumed to be 6,7% corresponding to an average for
a period of 15 years.
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Figure lB. Net worth in Swedish manufacturi~

1951-1978, replacement (I and II) and

market (MV) valuations

Index 1949=100: logarithmic scale

1 000 _--~-----,------,-------.------,r--I

500 l-----+-----+-----+-----+-----j~t_7~~

400 ~--_+_----+----~---_+____::;,r--_;:H_-~

II

200 L----+---~-+~:...--~~-----i----r_-I

100 l-----t-----+-----+-----+-----;-----,

1951 55 60 65 70 75 78

Source: Eliasson, G., Profit Performance in Swed
dish Industry, Industrikonjunkturen, . A11.tumn 1976,
ann later upoating of dat.a at. rur I also see
Eliasson, G., Carlsson, B., Ysander, B.-C. et al.,
Att välja BO-tal (Choosinq the 8("s), rUI,Stock
holm 1979. Note that the replacement value has
been estimatect as total assets (cumulateo and
price adjusted net investments from initial assets
1913) less 0ebt. Curve I assumes 2.7 per cent
depreciation on replacement valne of physical
assets. Curve II assumes 10 percent.
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1965, as mentioned, witnessed a sharpening of capi

tal gains tax ru les for shares. From then on the

progressive

raised and

income tax

the 70's

sca les

witnessed

were gradually

a politically

heated discussion of the "socialization II of indus

try profits combined wi th a downward movement of

the rate of return to equity. One interesting

thing will be to see whether an expected favor

able change in capital income and corporate income

taxation, an expected improvement in profitability

in manufacturing (from present low levels ) and a

reversed opinion of the acceptability of private

ownership and the capitalistic economic system

will change the relative development of the curves

in Figure lB again.

The taxation of nominal profits means that the

cost of equity capital before taxes will increase

by more than the inflation rate if the real rate

of return of the shareholders is to be kept con

stant. To illustrate, let us assume that sharehold

ers expect a real rate of return of 2 per cent,

net of all taxes. The marginal income tax is 75

per cent and the company tax is 50 per cent.

The company

dividends.

pays out

If there

8

is

per cent on

no inflation

equity as

this will

obviously satisfy the shareholders • required rate

of return. If the shareholders also expect the

company to be able to pay out 8 per cent in the

future the market value of shares will equal the

book value of equity.

with inflation, diviaenas in relation to equity

will remain at 8 per cent as assumed. Earnings
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will have to rise, however , for shareholderR to be

compensated for inflation by capital gains. If we

assume that there is a one-te-one correspondence

between retained earnings and capi tal gains l the

question is~ what is the necessary increase in

earnings (cost of equi ty capi tal) if shareholders

are to be fully compensated for inflation.

The answer is given in Tahle 8.

The table shows that an increase in the rate of

inflation with 10 points increases cost of capital

with 28.6 points. Because nominal gains are taxed

the company must calculate with an increase in its

cost of equity capital with a factor that is

almost three times the rate of inflation.

It must be observed that this result first of all

follows from the assumption that the rate of real

return required by shareholders I net of tax is

constant regardless of the inflation rate. Berg

ström-Södersten in their paper on p. 233 use an

other assumption , namely that the market before

tax rate of return on equity remains· constant in

real terms. Hence, the after tax real rate of

return received by shareholders will fall as a

result of inflation.

The reason for arguing that the required after tax

real rate of return is constant is mostly empiri

cal. For Swedish householos shares are a minor

part of their total port folio of assets. Present

ly I yearly savings amount to more than 20 billion

l A one-to-one correspondence requires that share
holders expect that future nividends will increase
with inflation.
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Table 8.

Rate of inflation(%)

o

l. Requireo real rate of
return (%)a 2

2. Required rate of return
before personal income
taxes
(line l I (1-0.75) (%) 8

3. Capital gain = compen
sation for inflation (%) O

4. Capital gain before
capital gains t~xes

(line 3/(1-0.3) (%) O

5. Nominal cost of capital
after corporate taxes
(line 2+4) (%) 8

6. Cost of capital hefore
corporate taxes
{line 5 I (l-O.S) {%)c 16

s

2

8

s

7.1

15.1

30.2

10

2

8

10

14.3

22.3

44.6

a Eliasson cites a company 'that actually uses 2
per cent a!=; their target rate of real return. See
Business Economic P~anryi~g, 1976 op.cit., p.170
ff.

b 0.4 x 0.75 = 0.3

c Normally, part of the corporate tax is äeferred.
It is assumed that any deferral of taxes is re
flected in lower interest costs. ~ve also assume
that unrealized gains on plants ann machinery are
included in profits. However, these will only ac
count for a smaller part of profits, except when
inflation rates are risinq rapioly.
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Skr. Out of this less than 1 billion are invested

in shares. Much more important is savings in real

estate, tax-exempt bonds, etc. In most cases it is

expected that these investments will yield a posi

tive real rate of return after taxes. Therefore, a

rational investor who is consiaering an investment

in shares wouln have to take these alternatives

inta account.

Double Taxation of Profits

The increase in cost of capital in relation to

inflation is not primarily caused by the douhle

taxation of profits. If holoers of debt were to

require a real interest of 2 per cent after tax,

the eost of debt for a company would have to he 48

per cent if the inflation rate is la per cent. In

spite of interest costs being oeductible when eal

eulating corporate taxes, there is a rise in the

eost of borrowen capital with more than 4 points

for a rise in the inflation rate with one point if

haloers of nebt are to be given a cOljlstant real

return.

In inflationary times, shareholders consequently

have an advantage in comparison to holders of debt

as the former get part of their return as a capi

tal gain.

Nominal Profits Shouln Not Be ~axed

It is obvious that the present system for taxatian

in whieh same, but not all nominal profits are
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taxed, creates distortions in a number of ways.

When inflation rates are high it is not realistic

to expect the corporate sector to be able to in

crease i ts profi tabili ty so that debt holders and

shareholders are given a constant real return.

Rather the opposi te. High rates of inflation seem

to be associated with erratic movements in relati

ve prices that makes i t more difficul t for firms

to maintain normal profit rates (see Eliasson's

and Lindberg's paper, p.38l). For other investment

alternatives this is, however, possible. Invest

ments in real estate have already been mentioned

as perhaps the best example. Thus, since 1967 the

purchase prices of real estate has increased in

line with the increase in the consumer price

index. Taxable income is then calculated as the

selling price minus the adjusted purchase price.

Capital gains on other assets, stamps, art,

jewels, etc., are not taxed at all, in principle

at least not after a five-year holding period.

In summary, it can be argued that the tax systern

discriminates against savings in interest-bearing

assets and, to a somewhat smaller degree, against

shares. As a consequence, one would expect that

the cornpanies should experience difficulties in

raising new capital in the private market. This

seems also to be the case as is vividly illustrat

ed e.g. from the Swedish discussion on wage-earn

ers' funds. The simplest way in which this discri

mination could be avoided would be to eliminate

the nominal part of profits from taxation.
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Taxation of Real Profits And Interests

In the case of interest it is clearly not suffici

ent to change the corporate tax system to a real

basis. As interest costs are deductible at the

company level only personal income taxes are rele

vant. For these to be neutral and not to influence

the öecision to lend regardless of the rate of

inflation, the nominal part of interest payments

have to be eliminated when calculating taxable

income.

For income on shares the problem is more compli

cated. A neutral taxation of income on shares re

quires that the "inflationary" part of profits he

eliminated from both corporate ann personal tax

able income.

As to the personal income tax this could be achiev~

ed in two ways. The simplest method would be to

change the present rules for calculating taxable

capital gains. The taxpayer for instance could be

allowed to index the purchase price, as with real

estate so that when selling the shares, only the

real capital gain would be taxable.

The other method would be to allow the compensa

tion for inflation to be deöucten from dividends.

In most cases this would mean that rlividenns would

not be taxed at all. On the other hand, taxable

capital gains would be correspondingly higher. As

capital gains normally are realizea only after

several years, this method would result in a

larger tax credit than the first method.
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To illustrate the difference between the two ap

proaches in granting the shareholoers relief from

the effects of inflation, we can use a simple

example.

Assurne that the required real rate of return is 6

per cent. The inflation rate is 8 per cent.· The

expected rate of return on equity is 14 per cent

which means that book value of equi ty and the

market value of shares are equal. The dividend

yield is 4 per cent.

Assurne furthermore that the expecten holding

period is 10 years and that the tax en realized

capital gains is 30 per cent. The tax on dividend

income is 75 per cent. WIe can then calculate the

total effective tax on share incorne.

Effective tax will be 4/14 • 0.75 + 10/14 • 0.30 =
42.9 per cent. This ca1culation, however, does not

take inte account that the capital gains tax will

not be payahle unti1 after 10 years. The anvantage

of being ab1e to defer the capital gains tax can

be translated into a 10wer capita1 gains tax rate.

A nominal rate of 30 per cent will thus be equiva

lent to only 22 per cent i f the capita1 gain is

realized after 10 years. 1

l The capital en realization

unit of initial investrnent is
capital after tax, say eT' is

after T years per
( l +r ) T , and the net

where r is the expected accrual rate and t is the
"1" h 1 f 191caplta galns tax rate at t. e tlme o rea lzatl0n.

The annual net or tax-free rate of accrua1, s,

that would generate this va1ue of eT is
cont.
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The effective tax wi th a nominal taxation witl

consequently be

4/14 • 0.75 + 10/14 • 0.22 37.1%.

If shareho1ders are allowed to deduct a compensa

tion for inflation when calculating the taxable

capital gain, taxable capital gains will be re

duced from 10 to 2 per cent.

It seerns likely that such a reouction will be

accompanied by an increase in the capital gains

tax rate. Let us assume that all real capital

gains will be included in taxable income, e.g.

that the tax rate on the real capital gain is 75

per cent. If capital gains are realizeo only after

10 years this will be equivalent to a tax rate of

65.9 per cent.

We can now compare the effective tax on sharehold

ers' income between the two methoas.

Cont.

T
s = v,....--..,:c~---'="r.

T

Finally,

r - s s
g = --r- = l - r'
where g is the effective capital gains tax rate.

Source: Bailey, op.ci~., p.24.
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(l )
Adjustrnent of
capital gains
only

(2 )
Adjustment of
both dividends
and capital
gains

l. Dividend incorne

2. Deductible cornpensa
tion for inflation

3. Taxable dividend
income

4. Tax on dividends
(0.75 • line 3)

5. Capital gain

6. Deductible compensa
tion for inflation

7. Taxable capital gain

8. Tax on capital gain
(0.659 • line 7)

9. Total tax (line 4 +
line 8)

10. Total tax in per
cent of total
before-tax income

4

4

3

10

-8

2

1.3

4.3

30.8

4

-4

o

O

10

-4

6

4.0

4.0

28.6

By allowing cornpensation for inflation to be de

ducted from both dividends and capi tal gains the

effective tax rate will be reduced by almost l/ID

in comparison wi th a deduction from capital gains

only.

Corporate Taxation of Real Profits in Different

Countries

Many countries have experienced high rates of in

flation in the seventies and s orne also in the

sixties. As this inevitably creates distortions in

the financial rnarkets, one would expect that these

countries had taken the necessary steps to elimi

nate the disadvantages. One such step is the intro-
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duction of a system for real taxation. At present,

however, only countries which have experienced

hyper-inflation, have introduced consistent sys

tems for real taxation. In other countries, like

the U.K. ad hoc measures have been tried; e.g.

stock relief and accelerated depreciation. Because

of the high rate of inflation, several countries

are, nevertheless, discussing how a system for

taxing only real corporate profi ts should be con

structed. Arnong these countries are the U.K., the

Netherlands, Finland and Sweden.

A systern of real taxation requires

real business accounts. We will here

a systern of

discuss one

of the proposals that have been put forward for

inflation accounting.

Inflation Accounting in the U.K.

In March 1980, SSAP 16 on inflation aceounting was

adopted by the British accountants.

According to this scheme, operating profits of a

company shall be determined as the surplus after

allowing for the irnpact of price changes on the

funds needed to rnaintain operating capaei ty. Nor

rnally this will reduce operating profi ts. Part of

this reduction is, however, reversed as a "gearing

adjustment". In short, the gearing adjustrnent is

calculated as the debt ratio {debt to debt +

equity} times the reduction in operating profit

due to price changes. To illustrate, let us assume

that operating profit on a historical eost basis

is 100 and the debt-equity ratio is 1. If eurrent

cost adjustments amount to 60 the current eost

operating profi t will be 40. To this figure we
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shall add the gearing adjustment to obtain a eur

rent eost profit attributable to shareholders. The

gearing adjustment will be 50 per cent of 60 = 30

and eurrent eost profit eonsequently 70.

Inflation aeeounting in the U.K. is based on cur

rent eost aecounting. This means that only speci

fie priee ehanges influenee reported earnings. If

these are higher than the inflation rate measured

by the CPI the tax will of eourse be lower than if

the adjustrnent was basen on the change in the CPI

(general price level accounting). Norrnaily, how

ever, the reverse would be true. If prices of

industrial goods rise less than the CPI the Brit

ish method for taking inflation into account when

ealculating real profits will lead to hiqher taxes

than a system based on the general purchasing

power principle.

When eomparing SSAP 16 with other mooels for infla

tion accounting one has to distinguish between two

types of models . The first type, to whieh SSAP 16

belongs, is finan~e-or~~~ted, i.e. there is no

real profit until the firm has earned enough to

maintain its capacity reinvestment net of tax. The

seeo~~ type foeuses on the return on shareholaers'

equity in nominal and/or real terms where the

difference is measuren by the CPI.

To illustrate the oifference between the two types

of models one can look at the oil companies in

1979. There was an inerease in the price of oil

relative to most other prices. Following SSAP 16

this inerease in relative priees wouln not be

includeii in net profits if inventories were fi

naneed wi th equity. In the. other type of monels

this gain would be ineluded.
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If SSAP 16 is a typical exarnp1e of a finance-ori

ented inflation accounting model, FAS 33--the Ame

rican standard for inflation accounting, is an

exarnple of the second type. The fact that UR and

USA have chosen different· models implies a poten

tially serious complication for global harmoniza

tion. At present, most countries seem to prefer

the British approach. l This is especially true for

those countries which look at profits as a nature

of "dividend capacity". This is not surpriAing as

debt-equity ratios deteriorate ann the problems of

raising new equity increase.

Another problem with inflation accounting is that

most models are rather difficult to use and to

control. This means that tax assessments cannot

automatically be based on the real accounts of

individual companies. However, the Hofstra report2

(a blueprint for a new Dutch system) tries to deal

wi th this problem. Accorning to Hofstra, nominal

profits shall be reduced with the decline in qen

eral purchasing power of equi ty during the year.

If equity is 1500, the inflation rate as measured

by the CPI, 10 per cent and nominal profits 500,

the real taxable profit would be 500-{O.1·150) =

350. 3

l One particular variant bf the type of model has
been developed in Sweden, where in 1974 a recom
mendation based on the framework of Edwards & Bell
was published. See Bröms-Runöfelt~ Inflationsredo
visning, Federation of Swedish Industries, 1974.

2 H.J. Hofstra, Inflation Adjustment and the Tax
System, Areport submitted to the Dutch Minister
of Finance in December 1q77.

3 Assuming rea1ized ho1ning gains amount to at
1east 150.
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There are two rnain advantages with this rnethod.

First of all it is very simple to uniierstand and

to control. This is a sin~ qu~ no~ if also smaller

companies are to be includen in the tax reform. It

is unlikely that a system for inflation accounting

like the British can be extenCieo to smaller com

panies, partnerships, etc.

Secondly, the Hofstra report focuses on the pre

servation of the purchasing power of equity. For a

neutral tax system, e.g. a system which treats all

investment alternatives equal regardless of infla

tion, this is the most natural solution.

Rate~~!:urn on Sw~dish2_~are~in~Syst~~~ith

Real Taxat~L.J~!

In this final part we will illustrate how an intro

duction of a system for real taxation affects the

rate of return on shares. It is assumen that the

rate of return on equi ty before corporate taxes

and inflation is the same as during the period

1965-1978.

In that period the nominal rate of return was 20

per cent before corporate income taxation.

with 50 per cent corporate tax, a 40 per cent

pay-out ratio, 75 per cent marginal personal

incorne tax, capi tal gains equal to retaineo earn

ings and the pr~~~nt_.E~.!~~ for calculating taxes

on capital gains, the real return on shares wouln

be -1.8 per cent assuming an inflation rate of 7

per cent (see Table 9).
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Table 9. Rate of return cornparisons with present

nominal and real corporate income tax

systems

(l )

Present
tax
system

(2)

Nominal cor
parate tax
and real
capital
gains tax

(3 )

Real cor
parate and
capital
gains tax

Nominal return on
equity hefore tax

Corporate tax
(50%)

Nominal return on
equity after tax

(Dividends)

Shareholders' taxes
on dividends

(Capital gain)

20 20 20

-10 -10 -6.5

10 10 13.5

(4) (4) (4)

-3 -3 -3

(6) (6) (9.5)

Shareholders'
taxes on capital
gains a

Nominal return on
investment after
taxes

Inflation

Real return on
investment after
tax

-1.8

5.2

-7.0

-1.8

+0.3

7.3

-7.0

0.3

-0.8

9.7

-7.0

2.7

a 40 per cent of the real gains is assumed to be
includeo in taxable income and taxed to 75 per
cent. In the first column there is a real loss
which is assumed to be deductible from other
income.
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Between 1965 and 1978 the shareholders· nominal

rate of return before taxes has been approximately

6 per cent (see Table 1). This corresponds to a

real rate of return after taxes of about -4 per

cent. This figure is lower than what could have

been expected had retained earnings resulted in

capital gains of equal size. The explanation must

be that shareholders did not expect that future

earnings in industry would be high enough to com

pete with alternative investments.

It is not possible to project what would have

happen to shareholders· return if we had had a

system for real taxation. As can be seen from the

tables above, real taxatian of both corporate pro

fi ts and capital gains would have resul ted in a

real rate of return of 2. 7 per cent after taxes,

under the assumption that retained earnings equal

capital gains.

That is an irnprovement wi th 4.5 percentage points

compared to table 7 • Wi th a nominal taxation of

corporate profi ts and a real taxation of capital

gains, the irnprovement would be approximately

halvedj i.e. that rate of return after tax would

have been 0.3 per cent.

Concluding remarks

Around 1900 there was a general consensus that

capital gains arising from inflation should not

constitute income. Consequently, purely nominal

gains should not be taxed. This conclusion has

been repeated many times since. Still, as infla-
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tion rates have increased, so has the tax on capi

tal gains on sharesl One reason for this seemingly

contradictory development is the technical pro

blems involved.

In order to get a constant real return on shares

it is necessary to introauce both a real corporate

tax system and a real capital gains tax. As could

be learned from the Hofstra report, it may be

possible to construct a rather simple real corpora

te tax system.

A real capi tal gains tax may be still easier to

design technically. On the other hand it may prove

very difficult to get the necessary support from

shareholders. They will have to keep very detailed

records on every transaction so that nominal gains

can be calculated. Bearing in mind the strong

criticism that has been put forward against the

present rules for calculating taxable capital

gains, one can imagine that it might prove even

more difficult to implement a system for real

taxation. On the other hand it is not likely that

the capital gains tax can be abolisheo altogether,

considering the high taxes on earneo income. Even

though a tax re form is long over-due in Swerlen i t

is far from certåin that anything will happen the

next few years.
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Allocation and Growth Effects of
Corporate Income Taxes

- Some Experiments in Quantification on a Micro-to
Macro Model of the Swedish Economy l

Gunnar Eliasson and Thomas Lindberg

l. INTRODUCTION

Taxes can be used directly to affect the composi

tion and volume of dernand and supply since they

place a wedge between supply and demand prices.

This is widely recognized in professionaI Ii tera

ture.

By affecting supply and demann, prices are also

indirectly affected through market feen hacks

across markets and over time. This has haroly been

recognized in proportion to i ts potential impor

tance in a oynamic market allocation process. To

some extent this may depeno on the prevalent lIse

of comparative static models in the analysis of

allocation effects. A satisfactory analysis of

oynamic efficiency requires a disequilibrium speci

fication of the market processes, ana an explicit

representation of oecision-makers' response to

changing price signals. Four aspects in particular

have to be recoqnized: ( l) How do agents inter

pret current prices (expectations)? (2) How fast

l This paper is a first step in a more ambitions
project, starten at the IUI some time aga, en
titlen: Profitability, Taxation and Growth.
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and with (3) how large steps do decision-makers

respond to these expectations? (4) How are differ

ent markets interlinked?

Misallocation effects may be multiplied by tax

wedges when exogenous shocks put the pricing mech

anisms substantially out of equilibrium. In a

dynamic theoretical setting one may talk about

disequilibrium and instability as related con

cepts. Dynamic allocative efficiency will be inter

preted here as "getting on to and staying suffi

ciently close to the highest possible steady

growth path". This is partly discussed in Ysander

(III: 6), and will be elaborated further in this

paper.

The theme of the paper is: How is the structural

adjustment process affected by corporate income

taxes? To answer this question we have to design a

set of relevant market scenarios as well as a set

of different tax regimes.

The paper begins wi th a discussion of the rate of

return requirement in the investment allocation

process. Do tax benefits drive the required return

down with less or more long run growth as a conse

quence? Section 3 brie fly introduces the micro

maero simulation model --the analytical tool. Em

phasis is on those parts of the model that are

important in this context. As in all empirical

research, design of measurements or experiments

are crucial --a problem dealt with in section 4.

Lack of space and time made i t necessary to limit

the market change scenarios to permanent changes

in relative prices of varying speed. These were
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the ones believeo to be relevant for the post

1973/74 oi1 crisis perioo. l Several fiscal n.epre

ciation regimes are superimposeil on these market

scenarios. Hence both taxes and the cornpeti tive

situation are varied. l~e will therefore also be

able to analyze the consequences of market change

during a given tax regime.

Problems related to erratic market prices and un

stable supply structures as a consequence of large

and fast changes in market condi tions are' ~iscus

sen in section 5. The paper finally concluoes by

returning to the rate of return - 'rate of growth

relationship and how tax wenges affect it. Such a

matter cannot he investigated empirically without

access to micro firrn information. This is where

the micro-to-macro model clearly shows a compara

tive advantage.

The micro to macro model of the Swedish economy2

developed at the IUI provides a convenient, numeri

cally specified "theorylI to analyze dynamic alloca

tion problems in a business taxation context. All

l Recent IUI research innicates that very large
ann permanent relative price changes hetween sec
tors are rare if you allow for a sufficiently long
time period. Hence it wouln be interesting to
complernent the results reported here with a series
of large hut transient relative price changes,
that return to original posi tions after a period
of varying lenqth.

2 Eliasson, G., with Olavi, G. and Heiman, H.
(1976b) ilA Micro-to-Hacro Interactive Simulation
Model of the Swedish Economy - Pre1iminary Docu
mentatian. Il Economic Research Report RIS, Feoera
tion of Swenish-Indtistr-ies-.·--sfockhöliTI;-and Elias
son, G., ed. (1978), A Micro-to-r,~acro Model of the
Swedish Economy, IUI Conf'ere'nce--Reports;-1978:1-:
TIUif--StoCkh-öiTn-19 78.
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four aspects of stability mentioned above are e"x

plicitly covered in the model. As the model stands

now it has not been fully calibrated ano several

tests and estimatians remain before one can talk

of the simulations as quantified results on the

Swedish economy. The important thing is, however,

that it forces the investigators to think in dyna

roie terms when analyzing the allocation problems

associated with the eorporate income tax system.

As theoretical resul ts from a market baseö eeono

roic system like the Sweciish economy they should,

however, be eonsidere~ quite realistie. In this

particular model version and experimental setting

there is one misspecifieation that has to be kept

in mind. The individual firm diviöend decision is

not yet fully integrated with the investment neci

sion, an erroneous feature that it shares with

mueh theory on the matter. We will take great care

to formulate our results with this in mind.

It will be demonstrated here that the öynamic

misalloeation effects of the corporate income tax

system may be sizable when markets are substantial

ly out of equilibrium and short term relative

priee moveJTlents are unreliable indicators of long

term price movements, but the interpretation of

these effects may turn out somewhat surprising.

One particular price variable affected by the tax

wedge, that is stuöieo in our simulations, is the

rate of return requirement of the individual firm.

The effects on investment from the faster than
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economically motivated fiscal depreciation scheme

now prevalent in most industrial nations can be

expressed in at least two different ways. Speeded

up fiscal write offs create hidden tax credits

that can be regarded as interest free borrowing.

Since there is no competitive alternative because

of the tax wedge, the cost of capital is lowered.

Hence, borrowing and more investment will be econo

mically motivated. Alternatively one can say that

the firm lowers i ts cut off rate on the margin

until expected returns to investment meet the mar

ginal supply price of funds. This in turn is de

pendent on the expected return to the investment

itself, since there are no other competing alterna

tives due to the tax wedge. In a neoclassical,

static equilibrium setting the two formulations

come to the same, since the rate of return require

ment appears in the cost of capital expression and

is equal ex ante and ex post. The rate of return

is lowered ex post as firms increase investments

each period.

Several allocation aspects have to be considered •

For each given set of future price rays the lower

ing of the supply price of funds, through speeded

up fiscal depreciations may increase. the rate of

investment through plough back (a volume effect).

For each given set of future price rays there may

also be an alternative allocation of the same
---_._--~---_..- ---,-_._-----

volume of investment among firms that creates a

larger capacity increment. This allocation is, how

ever, blocken by the tax wedge between the supply

price of funds of the firm to the outside market
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and the indigenous oemand price of the firm of its

own funds. Figure 1 does not reject the hypothesis

that a misallocation of investment resources may

have taken place in Sweden ouring the postwar

period.

There is, however, also a third possible source of

the misallocation of funds demonstrateo in

Figure l, that requires a truly dynamic theory of

allocation to eapture, namely rnis~~vestment on the

basis of erroneous anticipations on the part of

the firm about future priees and/or an overly slow

phasing out of old capacity made unprofitable

through relative price change. If production is

maintained at low profit plants or in subsidizeo

loss operations the economy at large loses the

extra output that locked in labor could have pro

duced elsewhere.

The micro-to-macro model allows us to analyze

these three effects. Some preliminary experiments

on this model will ada to the discussion in some

papers already presented at this meeting, particu

larly those on the cost of capital effects of

corporate income taxation (e.g. Bergström-Söder

sten; 111:5 and 111:7). The effects of initial

productivity and profitahility oistributions

aeross firms l and their development during the

structural adjustment process can be studied

during the simulations. The tax change, t~rough

rate of return requirements ano the resource al

location process between firms, will he explicitly

l As described e.g. in Lindberg, T., "Industrial
profits - their importance and evaluation" in IU~

40 years - The Firm in the Market Economy, IUI
yearhook 1980TAl. -----~------------------
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linked to eeonomie growth over an extended period

of time. This is a typical dynamic market alloca

tion problem very suitable for a miero-to-macro

analysis with explicit, interlinked market process

es, where conventional maero based econometric

teehniques have their obvious limi tations in cla

rifying what is going on. Complex events within

and between firms --through markets-- are not

eoneealed in statistical aggregates in the micro

to-maero approach.

3. THE MICRO-TO-MACRO MODEL

a) A disequilibrium theory

The micro-to-macro model (MOSESl) integrates a
number of firm deeision models through an explicit
market process (the micro-to-macro-to-micro link)
with the entire eeonomy. Several restrictive (un
realistie) ceteris paribus assumptions can be re
moved. This is necessary or at least very desira
ble when studying a II s imultaneous" interactive pro
cess between firms both across the economy and
over time. It allows us to catch and to quantify
very eomplex causal time sequenees in the economy.
As expeeted some unexpected results appear.

The model is based on (l) a variable number of
individual firm, production planning and invest
ment finaneing models, that are (2) integrated
(and aggregated) through explicitly modelled
labor, product and credit markets, all being (3)
constrained wi thin a macro model of the rest of
the economy. The most important exogenous varia
bles besides a) Government policy parameters, are
b) foreign priees (one index for each of the four
industrial markets), c) the foreign rate of inter
est, d) the rate of technical change--embodied in
new investment--and e) totaliabor supply. The
model is a disequilibrium one in the sense that
"markets are not fully cleared and stocks are not

l MOSES for MOdel for Simulating the Economy of
Sweden.
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kept at desired leveIs, and the state of disequi
librium feeds back on total systems behavior
through its effects on relative and absolute
prices. Markets adjust towards an equilibrium
region (or a bounded space) in discrete steps.
Once the economy has reachen this region i t tends
to stay there if not subjected to outside shocks.
Hence, sta~!-lit~eSL~ons would be an appropriate
name as weIl. A business cycle around a steady
state growth path, bounded from above and below in
a number of relevant variables, would be a case in
point. Adjustment steps may be too large, and
overshooting of equiIihrium can occur, something
that in turn unsettIes the equilibrium space to
wards which the next adjustment takes place. l

Hence, the monel has no unique equiIibrium point
(solution) any time. Roughly speaking the model
systern then can be said to be stable in the Liapu
nov sense. 2 However, with the notion of a "bounded
equilibrium region", that is not very small or
infinitesimally small, as Arrow-Hahn (1971) tend
to make it, stability takes on a tru1y empirica1
dimension. How large a part of a production sector
can disappear in 10 years before the term instabil
ity is warranted? The determination of bounnaries
is a "political problem".

'\Te will deliberately keep this somewhat "impre
cise" definition of stability in relation to an
equilibrium region. 1t seems to us empirically
relevant. Furthermore, long run growth is to a
large extent endogenous in the model and depennent
on its stability properties in this sense. 1t is
as will he seen, very difficult to keep the model
economy on a too narrowly bounded equilibrium
growth path, and this fact is an essentiai part of
the dynamic efficiency prohlem, discussed here.

The model has a veryelaborately developeo short
term and long-term supply sine embodied in the

See Ysander~ 111:6 in this·volume.

2 See Arrow, K. and Hahn, F.H. General Competitive
Analysis. San Francisco, 1971, pp.279-284. Perhaps
what"1a- Salle, J. and Lefschetz, s. (Stability by
Lial2.~nov I ~_'pj.r~~.!_Me~hod with ~pli~ation, Acade=
mic Press, New York, 196n- call "practical stabil
ity" is an even hetter definition of the "stabil
ity" concept that is useful for.our analysis.
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individual firm planning process. There is an ex
plici t link from the price ann quantity outcomes
in markets, through profit determination and cash
flows via the rate of return, the rate of interest
and borrowing, to new techniques of production.

Hence productivity 'at the individual firm leve1 is
endogenous and for the who1e model system econornic
growth can be said to be endogenous under an upper
technology constraint. There is another complete
integration between the monetary sector and the
real system aeross produet, labor and financial
markets. This makes the model tru1y dynamic in the
sense that structura1 change is also endogenous1y
determined. The micro model is complete with tradi
tional Leontief input-output and Keynesian aggre
gate demand systems. Thus, price determination änd
income generation are combined in a theoretica1
(a1beit numerical) morlel. 1

The model project requires substantiai data-base
work at the micro level. The regular p1anning
survey2 of the Federation of Swedish Industries
has been designed according to the format of the
model, and the mode1 is currently loaded with data
from the 30 to 40 largest Swedish groups. The idea
is to design a measurement system around financial
decision units and to use the high qua1ity data
that exist at the firm 1eve1 directly for an im
proved understanding of what goes on at the
macro level.

This is one of the primary purposes of the empiri
ca1 part of the mode1 project. Direct observation
of the units of measurement allows the use of very
simple and efficient estirnation techniques at the
micro level. Some of this has been done and rnuch
is under way, but more data-base work has yet to
be undertaken hefore the model has a sufficient
empirical footing.

l A complete description of the mode1 as it stood
in autumn 1977 is found in Eliasson, G. (1978) op
cit. A1so see Eliasson, G., "Competition and
Market Processes in a Simulation Mode1 of the
Swedish Economy", AER 1977:1.

2 Covering ca 80% of output in Swedish rnanufactnr
inge
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b) Some properties of the model

Unt.il recently I most analytical work on the model
has been concerned with sensitivity analysis aimed
at ascertaining the properties of the entire econo
mic system. Even though positive influences on the
model economy (like fiscal or monetary stimuli)
generate normal short-term or medium-term effects,
as in conventional macro-models, reversals take
place sooner or later (cf. the Le Chatelier-Brown
principle). We have consistently found that if
shocks, positive or negative, are large and sudden
enough, they disturb the market signa1ling system
and lead to erroneous investment and production
decisions which cause lasting damage in the form
of lost growth. This has he1ped to clari fy the
restrictive nature of traditiona1 equilibrium as
sumptions. It is interesting to notice that push
ing the economy too fast, too far towards short
term optimum performance (call it "short term equi
1ibrium") tends to produce instabilities • A con
flict between short term (static) allocative effi
ciency and long term dynamic efficiency clearly
exists in the model economy.

Part of the reason for these growth effects is the
long transmission times of price disturbances that
upset the relative price structure ann make it
difficult for individual firms to interpret price
and wage signals in the markets. Most of the prob
lem has to rio with adjustment step size and time
frequency of response at the micro level and the
aeross market linkages, notab~y efficient arbi
trage in the labor market. A brief period wi th
high priees and profits easily changes into wage
drift and a eost crisis that takes years to cor
reet if the initial öisturbanee was strong enough.
Firms grow cautious anti investments are hurt. The
model has exhibi ted good performanee in trae'king
price transmission through the econorny and also
longer term growth rates. l High and irregular in
flation rates that split up relative prices in an
unpredietable fashion have been shown to affect
growth in a decidedly negative way.

c) The investment decision in MOSES

The core process in the experiments is the
unit (i.e. the inciividual firm) investment
sion.

micro
deci-

l See p.71 in Measurement and Economic Theory, lUI
Research program 1978~Stockholm1979.
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A combined capital budgeting, accelerator model of'
the Meyer-Kuh (1957), Eliasson (1969)1 type is
used in the planning systern of the model firm. The
firm ca1cu1ates its cash inflow net of taxes,
interest charges, dividends and mandatory finan
cial requirements from working capi tal accurnula
tion (inventories, trade credits, etc.). The firm
is prepared to add to this cash flow by increasing
its leverage if there is a positive gap between
its internal, nominal rate of return and the cur
rent interest rate. This borrowing function is
crucial for the tax experiments below.

Total internai and external cash inf10ws so calcu
lated determine the upper limits of investment
financing availab1e each period. In the individua1
firm p1anning process management then checks back
at current operating rates. If equiprnent stands
idle new capacity investments are reduced in pro
portion to the degree of capacity utilization. In
the present set up of the MOSES econorny, 2 long
term expansionary expectations are not allowed to
override the short term financing and/or capacity
constraints on investment spending.

This paper is concerned with the macro allocation
(growth) effects of the investment decision at
the firm level. One important set of price varia
bles that guides the a1location process that we
are particularly interested in is the rnarket inter
est, the rate of return requirement in the firm
and the ways by which the corporate income tax
places a wedge between these price variables ann
hence affects the investment allocation process.
As mentioned, there is one sophisticated and one
simple financial investment model at the firm
level. The one we use here is simple in comparison
wi th the sophisticated optimization machinery in

l Meyer, J. and Kuh, E., The Investment Decision-
An Ernpirica1 Study. Cambridge u.s. 1957~ 'Eliasson,
G. , The Credi t Market, Inves'tment Planning and Mo
netary Policy, ( lUr). Uppsala 1969. . -----~----

2 There are current1y two versions of the invest
ment-financing decision. The simpler model describ
ed here and used in the experiments assuroes
.. static expectations" (today is tomorrow for ever)
from the traditional investment literature. The
more e1aborate version (sketcherlin Eliasson, G.,
1976b, op.cit., to be described in a forthcoming
volume) ~llows long range expectations to override
short period expectations when investment plans
are drawn up.
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several other papers in this conference volume,
although it has the comparative advantage of expli
citly tracking the "price-behavioral response-ag
gregate market price" sequences throughout the
entire economy. We have chosen the siMple or naive
version for three reasons. Most important, the
sophisticated firm monel is not vet reany and
testen for empirical use and (quite) expensive to
run on a full scale. Second, we are interesteci in
the allocation effects on the total economic
system of corporate income tax chanqes. This re
quires a relevant, dynamic "sur face" behavior at
the firm level. As long as one can assume approxi
mately that the effects of fine netails in the
firm oecision process cancel at the macro level
and/or that the adaptive expectations and search
behavior postulated for the ~-10SES firm consti tute
good approximations at the firm level, this will
be sufficient. There is in fact (ann thirnly) no

. real evidence to the contrary. However, the re
sults reported on have to be judged with a view
to these imposed a p~~~~i constraints.

For the tax experiments to be carried out below,
we need not concern ourselves wi th the exact for
mulation of this accelerator component in the cash
flow investment function. We only neeo to rememher
that in manipulating the corporate income tax
system the Government affects not only the cash
flows and rate of return ch"aracteristics of firms
directly but also activity levels in the economy
indirectly. This is a typical micro-to-macro and
then macro-to-micro feeoback. So even thouqh not
very large in a short period context, if the para
meter change affects first the investment and then
the cyclical characteristics of the entire eco
nomy, through nemand feeoback, the accelerator
may click in to affect investment and capacity
growth again. We know already from sensitivity
analysis of the total model system that these feed
back effects may cumulate into considerable magni
tudes over time.

In its present form the cash flow-accelerator in
vestment function can be sain to exhibit some an
hoc features when vieweo against the backdrop of
current neoclassical investment theory. However,
it relates back to earlier, Keynesian type invest
ment functions t'l1at have gainen ernpirical support
in macro econometric work and also in direct inves
tigations of capital budgeting ana planninq prac
tices within firms. The latter must naturally be
the overriding information base when building a
micro firm based model.
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d) Corporate income taxes and dividends

The corporate income tax enters the investment
decision process critically in two ways:

1) through tax leakage in dividend
flows,

(or cash)

2) through its effects on rate of return require
ments that affect the propensity to borrow.

Fiscal write-off ru1es in Sweden are relatively
generous. Within broao operating limits it is pos
sible to target a long run dividend policy and to
report income for taxation accordingly.

It is possible to delay dividend increases substan
tially until an increase in operating profits is
1<nown to be of a more permanent nature. Higher
investments in construction, machinery and inven
tories make this easier in the short term, and.
also in the long term if new investments also turn
out to yield a higher return. Likewise, deteriorat
ing profi ts do not have to lead to reduced book
profits and dividends immediately for the same
reasons. Hence, fiscal depreciation rules facili
tate short term stability in dividend pay out
rates. This feature is supported by reported expe
rience and empirical evidence and has to go into
inrlividual firm mode1 specifications. We have thus
incorporated the flexibility allowed for in Swed
ish corporate tax laws wi thout exactly represent
ing all the detailed arrangements provided by in
vestment funds, special deductions etc, which
would have made the fabric of the firm model unne
cessarily complex for our purposes . l More exactly
it is assumed that

1. Firms target a dividend that corresponds to an
empirically estimated real pay out on equi ty (as
shown in the books).

2. The corporate income tax
(somewhat larger than uni ty)
(l and 2) provided that

then is a fraction
of the dividend, all

3. the nominal return to total assets is higher
than a certain lower limit which most firms pass
under normal circumstances. If this return-require
ment is not satisfied,

l This is why we used the term IIrelevant surfacell
behavior in the section before.
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4. no dividends are distributed and taxes are cal
culated as nominal rates on net taxable income.

(The rate of depreciation used here is the general
rate that the law prescribes , a parameter that we
can vary in our experiments.)

5. A general constraint that applies throughout is
that taxes and dividends paid are always less than
or equal to book profits.

6. The tax-dividend relation furthermore, has been
made positively dependent upon the nominal tax
rate, implying that firms will increase the divi
dend pay-out rate in response to a lowering of the
tax rate (and vice versa).

Implicit behind these specifications is the assump
tion that, except in extreme situations, the firm
never runs out of depreciable assets to the extent
that the dividend-tax relationship breaks down.
This is probably a quite acceptable approximation
and to model more fine detail here would detract
attention from our chosen problem and would bring
us right into the intricate mess of tax considera
tions that corporate finance people in most indus
trialized countries have to spend considerable
time on.

These assumptions defining the dividend decision
are crude rules of thumb, albeit therefore not in
contradiction to observation. l There is no reason
to expect that these simplifying specifications
have biased our experiments. We use them until a
better empirical foundation has been obtained.

e) The rate of return requirement

Rate of return requirements appear irnplicitly in
the investrnent process, although they are very
explicit in sh.ort term proöuction planning. The
propensity to borrow depends on the difference
between the nominal after tax return on productive
investments in the firm and in al ternative finan
cial investment opportunities. Hence, the hefore
tax, ex ante rate of return (requirement) can

l The dividend formula is in fact taken directly
from actua1 practice reported on in a Swedish
firm. See Eliasson,G., Business Economic Planning
Theory, Practice and Comparison, John Wiley &
Sons, London etc., 1976a, 'pp. 170-174).
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always be caleulateo as weIl as (of eourse) the ex

post rate of return realized.

The after tax nominal rate of return on net worth

(valueo at replaeement eosts) of a firm ean he

shown to be: l

Kl
RNWT=[(l-T)RNW+Te;DP+RHOBOOK-RHO)NWJ,

v

Tax leverage

where (the before tax return)

Rffi'l = RN + (RN-RI) e B',v
~
financial
leverage

ann

NW
NW-TC

( l )

(2 )

RN
S Kl Kl

(M e Ä)-(RHO e ~)+(DP e ~) (3 )

M

S
T
RJ~

RI

DP
RHOBOOK
RHO
Kl
A

B1/IJ
N~v

NWBOOK

Te

Operating gross profit margin in terms
of S
Sales
The nominal tax rate
Nominal rate of return on total assets
Market interest rate (enoogenausly
determinen in the mo~el) -
Priee ehange on investment gooos
Fiscal depreciation rate
Caleulaten eeonomic rate of nepreeiation
Fixed assets at replacement east
Total assets valued aceording to a
replaeement east formula
Total oehts
Net worth = (A - BW)
Net worth as it appears in the books,
i.e. total capital with the fixeo part
valueo at historie eost, less RW
Te (NW-NWBOOK) = hirlnen tax crenit.

The idea behind (l) is that fiscal write offs
(.RHOBOOK) do not reflect the economie rate of
depreciation (RHD) of assets. Henee hiooen reserv
es are aceumulaten ann figure in the "true" ba
lanee sheets of the firm as non-interest hearinq
tax ereoits, and are regaraed as such by firm

lExpressions (2) ann (3)--ealled the
adnitive targeting formula--are Cleriveo
son, G. (1976a), ap. ~~~., pp.292 ff.

separable
in Elias-
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management. Tax crerlits yieln a leverage contribu
tion to the return to equity, in the same way, see
(2), as does borrowing at nn interest rate that is
lower than the return to total assets. The firm
controls the s ize of i ts tax credi ts through i ts
investment decision and its ability to - avoid
losses. 1

While borrowing, and indirectIy investment, are in
turn driven by inter alia the relationship between
RN\vT and RI (see -further below) the pronuction
decision of the individual firm is controlled by
an endogenously targeted value on M. 2

The tax leverage operates by lowering the effec
tive tax rate below the nominal rate T, which
essentially means raising the rate of return above
that with full taxation (= (l-T) RNW) for a
(NB!) given, before tax rate of return. The last
point is the interesting one in this paper. To
what extent can the before tax rate of return he
assumen given in a total mooel context, or how
does the investment c1ecision, that is affected by
rate of return requirements within the firm, and
hence taxes, affect the rate of return on invest
ment?

l This way of defining and interpreting RNWT is of
course slightly ?lrhitrary. We couln alternatively
exclude the potential tax hurden from the aenomina
tor and subtract both the actual ann the potential
tax each year from profi ts in the numerator . In
the longer term the results should be the same. In
the short term, however, this measure coulo behave
erratically during inflationary times. Alternative
ly one could as weIl remove the potential tax from
the asset measure (the denominator) only, ~rguing

that firms feel no "responsibility" to earn a
return on the interest free tax creo i t. This sug
gestion is in fact the one most compatible wi th
our hypothesis about before. tax rate of return
effects of accelerated depreciation, ano quite
testable.

2 See Albrecht, lJ., "production Frontiers of Indi
vinnal Firms in Sweoish Manufacturing 1975 ann
1976 11 in Carlsson-Eliasson-Na~iri (eds); The Impor
tance of Technology ann PerManence of Structur~ in
Industrial Growth, IUI Conference Report 1978:2.
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In formula (1 ) above, the size of the interest
free tax credit in proportion to net worth:

boosts the after tax rate of return by allowing
the firm to earn i ts after tax rate of return net
of this tax credit. Each period new such credit is
generated to the extent that the inflation in
equipment prices plus the rate of fiscal write off
allowerl exceeds the economically motivated depre
ciation of equiprnent (DP + RHOBOOK - RHO). This
calculation abstracts of course from the addi
tional leverage that comes from investing at a
higher return than the interest rate.

The tax leverage can only be exploi ted on invest
ments in depreciable gooas 1 , not on alternative
investments in nominal financial assets. For these
the after tax rate of return would be:

RFAT = (l-T)-RI

where RI is the going interest rate.

(4)

As the business world is now shaped in the HOSES
model the firm borrows to invest, or abstains from
lending its cash flows for two reasons:

(a)It earns a real return on
that is hiqher than what i t
cial investments.

these investments
can earn on finan-

(b) The tax system allows the corporate income tax
to be postponeo. by extenning an interest free
tax cred i t. A tax wedge, so to speak, enters
the decision to allocate cash flows.

The two considerations have to be taken simulta
neously. For instance it might be remunerable to
borrow for investment purposes to exploi t the tax
credit even if the interest rate is higher than
the rate of return realized hefore tax.

Tl1e crucial point now is to allow these considera
tions to affect the horrowing oecision and then

1 An inventory accumulation means even more favor
able tax crenit benefits in Sweden. We abstract
from them in this formal context.
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the investment decision. In the current version
this is done in a fairly crude fashion by simply
assuming:

DBW = a + b • (Rt~vT - (l-T).RI) b > O ( 5)

where DBW is the net rate of change in outstanding
debt. Add the net increase in deht so determined
to net cash inflow from current operations in the
firm less mandatory current capi tal accumulation,
taxes, dividends and interest payments and the
investment budget is obtained. This is the upper
investment spending limit for the period. The cur
rent rate of capacity utilization determines the
extent to which it will be used for investment in
machinery and equipment or added to liquid
assets. 1

First, (5) represents an average profitability cri
terion for the entire firm---hased on returns on
already invested capital that determine the rate
of borrowing. Note, however, that marqinal consi
derations appear very importantly anyhow, since
firms compete with one another for external fi
nance in the monel credi t market, determining the
i n~~~~st ._~~~_CKrJ=iE-t~~='EE~~~s's-: --- ----------- --_._--
Second, (as mentioned) long term considerations
are -oot allowed to override short term considera
tions in the model version used in this paper.

These two objections will be remove0 in oue
course. For the time being this is the analytical
tool we have and the principal long term resu1ts
shou1d be the same. It a1ways pays for the firm to
invest and to gear up through borrowing as long as
(RNWT-(l-T)eRI) is positive even though RN or Rm~

decreases in the process. In this sense the invest-
ment function incorporates marginal rate of return
considerations.

l Much along the lines hypothesized anct empirical
ly tested in Eliasson, G. (1969), op. cit.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS

We have subjected the firms to combinations of

three different market environments and two fiscal

depreciation regimes.

The market environment reference base case is de-

scribed by historie relative and absolute price

chanqe from 1968 to 1976 as shown in Figure 2, ano

then a continuation of trends through l qR7 (" sta

ble market environment II ) •

In one market scenario we pivot relative prices

more in favor ·of investment goo<is inoustries (ap

plying a linear transformation during a four year

period beginning in 1969) subjecting the raw Mate

rial sector to stronger competitive pressure from

abroad (lI s 1ow pivoting" ). Throughout this scenario

absolute export price change is the same as in the

base case above. Only relative export prices

change. l

In another (volatile) market scenario we pivot

relative prices much fa~!.~~ (i. e. the transforma

tion is completed within one year) against raw

material producers ("fast pivotinqtl). The change,

however, <ioes not begin unti1 1974, immediately

af ter the extreme raw materials price hike in

Sweden 1973/1974. Again the absolute export price

development is kept the same.

l Note from Figure 2 that the improvement in rela
tive prices for engineering (i.e. the investment
gooos industries) is broken in the RO t s. rrhis, of
course, only reflectA the fact that <iue to earlier
improvements, engineering is now the largest
sector, and relative prices should ten<i towards
index 100 as the sector approaches 100 percent of
manufncturing.
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As for fiscal write-offs, we have assumed the

average lifelength of total fixed assets to be 4

and 20 years respectively compared to 7 years on

the average in the reference case.

In a first ~eries of two experiments we accele

rate and slow down fiscal depreciation rates

around the reference case with a stable relative

price environment assumed.

In a second ~seri~~ of two experiments we do

exactly the same for the slow relative price pivot

ing.

And in a third C series of experiments we do the

same for the fast relative price pivoting (the

volatile market environment), except that we also

add an experiment, com.bining the fiscal regimes .

In the slow depreciation case we repeated the

experiment as before during the pivoting up to

1974, but with faster fiscal depreciation after

1974. This was to see whether more generous cash

flows in engineering industries with a bright

future (and raw materials now basically out of

business) would speed up growth. /

For the discussion to follow the reader should

note that the strong inflationary wave in 1973-74

is followed--as in rea1i ty--by a strong hut tem

porary improvement in the relative price trend for

raw materials (see Figure 2).

The reference case run used for comparison begins

in 1968 and covers a statistical history of 9
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Figure 2. Relative export prices 1950-1987

Index 100 = average price for all exports
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years before it enters the future. It runs along

historically known exogenous data to begin with

and then on a trend projection. The model version

used (being ready in mid-1978) traces historical

trends and inflation rates weIl, however not so

weIl for cyclical macro behavior. Besides , there

are slight differences between actual and simulat

ed intersectoral growth rates that take on siz

able proportions towards the end of the 20 year

simulations that we perform here. 1

The set of trend projections of exogenous data

does not represent arealistic forecast --the

recent IUI medium-term assessment of the Swedish

economy (from which Figure l has been fetched)

projects a rather stronger expansion of engineer

ing industries and a faster contraction of raw

materials. Quantified effects from the simulation

runs have been scale-adjusted and presented with

reference to the above mentioned 1968-1987 base

and is shown in Figures 5A to 5G. This allows us

l Because of the logics of the model they most
probably depend on inconsistencies between (l) exo
genous export prices used and national accounts
statistics and/or (2) inconsistencies in the in
put/output structure and the composi tian of total
demand as calculated by the model and/or in the
(3) exogenous assumptions on relative technical
change in the various sectors. Since we do not
want to tamper wi th the official macro data bases
--put together under frustration and effort-
until we know better, we have chosen to experiment
with the technical assurnptions arrived at by Carls
son, B. and Olavi, G. ("Technical change and the
longevity of capital in a Swedish simulation
model" in Eliasson, G. (ed), 1978 ~. cit.) So
far, however, we have not succeeded in fine tuning
sectoral changes to our satisfaction. On this
score we are looking forward to the implernentation
of a new rnicro-firm data base that shouId irnprove
things considerably.
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to campare simulations with time series material

all the way back to 1950. 1 These are our results:

Experiment series A (stable market environment

(= REF»):

Lowering the rate of fiscal write off from 7 to 20

years (it is still above the calculated economic

rate of some 30 years, used in the model) slows

down investment spending in industry considerably

(Figure 3A) to approximately 75% of the level in

the reference case for some 10 years. Thereafter

bottlenecks in the productian system, and a gene

ral increase in prices generate an investment boom

for several years. Accelerating fiscal write-offs

from 7 to 4 years increases investment spending

somewhat throughout the whole period.

Industrial output, however, is affected quite dif

ferently, depending upon which of the two scena

rios we play, (Figure 4). For the first 5 to 8

years there is an increase in output compared to

the reference case in both runs. In the expansive

fiscal case this occurs through a demand effect

via increased investment spending, and in the

tightened fiscal case through a more efficient

utilization (111) of existing capacity. Profit mar-

l The assumption implici t in Figures 3 to 7 is
that effect time profiles do not depend on the
same specifications that produce erroneous cycli
cal behavior. We do not argue that it is alto
gether acceptable to do so. Several years of expe
rience with calibrating the micro-to-macro model
do, however, suggest this assumption. See for in
stance the article on estimation by Eliasson,
G. and Olavi, G. (pp.95-l01) in Eliasson (1978,
op.cit.). If we abstain from drawing conclusions
from--the diagrams on year to year changes but
rather look at longer term changes there should be
no problem.
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gins are coming down but rates of return are main

tained because of a more efficient utilization of

capacity. More resources are freed for private

consumption. This is, however, a transitionai

phase that reverses itself in the second decade of

the simulation (see below).

\~en we look at the allocation pattern between

sectors the process gets more involveo and inter

esting. (See Figures SA-G).

First of all it is interesting to note how loosely

correlated investment spending and proouction is

in the short term at both sector and total indus

try levels.

Second, the allocation effects from varying write

off times compared to the reference case are as

expecteo on the investment side although they are

small. Accelerating fiscal write-offs increase the

relative share of investment that goes to raw

materials to begin with. In the longer term the

effects cancel and vice versa for slowing down

fiscal write-offs.

In the slow fiscal write off scenario total invest

ments have been lowered in the first decade. Firms

therefore have to cope with less and less modern

machinery and somewhat higher wage levels . They

respond in the seconrl nncade by reducinq output to

maintain or increase profitability. This is not

necessary in the accelerated fiscal write-off

case.

the

in the

We can

"statie"

learn from this that

allocation story holds

traditional

short run
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(up to 5-7 years) but then has to be modified in

several ways.

Experiment series B (SLOW Price PIVOT):

When relative prices are pivoten slowly in favor

of engineering industries (comparen to the base

case) a slight initial, extra investment spending

period in the raw material sector can be observed

(Figure SA) due to a temporary raw materials cycli

cal improvement in 1969/70. The relative cyclical

price improvement in 1973/74 is however removed in

this case. The deteriorating competitive situation

cuts into profits very fast to offset the misal

location effect on investment on the basis of past

profits. (Figures 2, SA and SE). The raw materials

sector then gradually fades away for some 10

years. Wi th a slower fiscal wri te-off, investment

spending in the raw material sector is curtailed

somewhat faster. The waste of investment resources

in the raw material sector due to generous fiscal

write-offs, however, does not seem to mean much 

contrary to the traditional view. Generous fiscal

wri te-offs help the expanding engineering sector

even more in the longer (beyond 5 year) run and

this is most clearly seen in both total ann rela

tive investment and output levels (Figures 3A, 4

and SA).

Hence, while static allocative efficiency seems to

have improved in the short run through a tighten

ing of fiscal depreciation rules, bottlenecks in

capacity develop after some time, instabilities

are generaten and a sudden investment hoom to
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replace capaci ty is starten up around years 8 to

la. The very strong di fferences in the investment

cycle generated by the fiscal parameter change are

clearly demonstrated in Figure 3A. The interesting

thing is, however, that it takes so long (Figure

4) for the effects to show in output in all experi

ments. Table l illustrates this in compact form.

In fact, looking at the first la years only may

suggest a conclusion that is entirely wrong. By

tightening up fiscal depreciation rules investment

can be reduceo by 25% with no loss in output for

the first la years.

Even more important, however, seems to be that

expanding firms in the engineering sector do not

growas fast because of less generous fiscal sti

mulus. One may perhaps conc1ude that long run

dynamie efficiency has not improved or that a

tight fiscal policy vis-a-vis firms has raised the

discount rate and shortened the planning horizon,

producing less growth in the long rune

As in the A series of experiments, accelerated

fisca1 write-offs also here 10wer the real rate of

return on total assets in the long run--and vice

versa. This is, however, not the whole thing. A

most interesting feature of the real world appears

when relative prices are pivoted against raw mate

riaIs. In the early 80 I s, firms in the raw mate

rial sector are beginning to feel the competitive

pressure to the extent that severa1 of them c10se

down, since they cannot produce at acceptable

profit rates. Earlier, the expanding engineering

sector han not been able to employ peop1e at the

rate oesireo without pushing up wages at the ex

pense of its own profitability performance. With
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several large raw material producing firms leaving'

the market, labor is freed for employment in the

engineering sector. These firms take off at a fast

rate and at general wage increases, that are slow

enough not to eliminate incentives to invest and

grow, as was the case in the A-series. The impor

tance of strong competition between the "old II and

the "new" industries in factor markets is vividly

illustrated in a quite Schumpeterian fashion.

Output shoots above the base case in the second

decade of the simulation. (Figures 3a and 4 anö

Table 1). The total allocation effect hence is

very large, and this simulation illustrates that

the waste accomplished through mistaken investment

decisions themselves may be small or negligible.

The real social and private waste occurs when

production continues in the relatively inferior

production plants. Labor is locked in there at

market wages, which the plant is able to pay as it

is run down gradually at a slight return above

current costs. A somewhat higher overall wage

level than otherwise is maintained and expanding

firms cannot easily attract labor with generous

wage offers without generating wage drift that

endangers their own expansion plans. This deprives

the entire economic system of a larger output from

the same labor elsewhere. If so, a fast deteriora

tion of the competitive position of such firms, to

the extent that they are forced to shut öown, will

produce a higher II social return II than agradual

deterioration that allows inferior firms to keep

producing until they fade away, due to dwindling

financial resources to invest.

There are three additional qualifications to this

conclusion. The first one is political. The govern-



Table l. Investment and output effects of fiscal experiments in manufacturing
In percent of reference base case (= 100) on the average

Investment Output Raw material output Number of firms
1<J68-77 1968-87 1968-77 1968-87 1974 1977 1987 closed downa

A-EXPERIMENTS
Base case, with
fast write-off 110 110 104 103 100 102 110 O

Base case, with
slow write-off 73 105 100 97 99 97 128 O

B-EXPERIMENTS
Slow price pivoting,
with fast write-off 123 123 104 109 89 74 81 Il

Slow price pivoting, ~
o

with slow write-off 75 - 100 - 94 76 - O \.O

C-EXPERIMENTS
Fast price pivoting
with fast write-off 110 102 104 102 100 99 64 12

Fast price pivoting
with slow write-off
until 1987 73 128 99 102 98 93 58 7

Fast price pivoting
with slow write-off
through 1973,
then fast 87 132 100 104 98 94 50 9

a All in raw material sector and after 1980. Initial number of firms in each sector is 15.
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ment may step in with a social welfare program for

dying firms as it has done in Sweden during the

last few years, and in other countries like France

and England for many years. Then the beneficial

allocation effects will be further delayed (or

disappear) and output will be lost in the long

rune There has not been time and money for simulat

ing the Swedish government subsidy program on the

model yet, but such an experiment is certainly

feasible.

Second, if the relative price change is too sudden

and too strong, market prices throughout the eco

nomy may be thrown out of equilibrium to the

extent that instabilities develop that hurt growth

more than what is achieved through the improved

allocation discussed above. The relative price pi

voting in export markets assumed in the B set of

the experiments was not enough to force the model

economy into such an unstable situation.

Third, it may be argued that labor thrown out of

their jobs, nevertheless will not move to the new

jobs being offered. Geographical distance, that is

not explicit yet in this model, may be one reason.

This feature of real life can be said to be cover

ed in a somewhat crude way in the current model

version. The labor market search pattern and wage

response parameters of labor and firms allow a

quite realistic wage level differentiation to de

velop between firms in those simulations that best

capture postwar Swedish economic development. This

may be interpreted as partly due to labor immobil

ity because of geographical distance etc. If unem

ployed labor would be 100 percent deprived of

income it certainly would move to a job offered .
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Each period, each member of the labor force has a

weIl nefined IIreservation wage ll
~ when on a job

his/her current wage plus allmobility threshold",

that can be varied ~ when unemployed an unemploy

ment benefit amounting to a fraction (here 60

percent) of the averaqe wage in manufacturing.

Labor moves voluntarily when offered a wage higher

than his/her reservation wage. The objection then

is not really that geographical distance etc. sug

gests other, hi~~~~ reservation wages--they can be

changed in a new series of experiments if ,somebody

comes up with better empirical information than we

have. The point is that if labor does not move to

accomplish a more efficient allocation they have

been stirnulated to stav where they are by a com

bination of taxes, subsidies and unemployment bene

fi ts. The al1ocation in the experiments reported

here has been accomplished on a parameter speci

fication that seems to be quite good for the post

war Swedish economy. The experiments sugqest that

you can improve that allocation by varying the

tax-subsidy and even unemp10yment benefit parame

ters that stimulates labor move.

5. STABILITY AND TAXES--THE OP'rIMUM SPEED----_._.._.._-,_ ...__._- -_ .._---'.__ ..-_..._-_ .._..__ .- ----
OF STRUCTURAL CHANGE

Profitable firms trying to expann in experiment

series A with generous fiscal treatment tended to

drive up wages (overshooting) and imperi1 their

own profitability position if expanning too rapid

ly. The business situation for expansive firms was

dramatically improved when relative prices were

pivoten in the B series of simulations, favoring
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engineering firms ann forcing several raw material

firms out of business, making labor availahle for

expanding firms in the process. Stability in the

market price system and of total economic develop

ment was increased here. However, a typical charac

teristic of the micro-macro modell is that when

price change gets faster and stronger, feen back.

effects through the entire· economy may create -.a

öifferent type of instability. The production

structure cannot adjust fast enough, but the speeii,~

en up adjustment makes market prices irregular,

jumpy and difficult to interpret by the firms. In

earlier versions of the model, loaded only with

synthetic firms, inter-firm variation in productiv

ity was very small- there was so to speak only a

very thin Salter tail of relatively low perform;..

ance firms--and almost an entire sector could

close down in a few years from a sudden relative

price change. The curtaileii domestic supplies and

the new labor market situation that followen

kic~en the economy into an entirely new state,

which in turn changeo the price structure drasti

cally, etc.

This time half the data hase consisten of real

firms, and even though some essential, individual

firm information was still of a synthetic nature

at the initial year 1967, hetween firm pronuctiv

ity variation was much larger. Hence the systems'

effects were not as dramatic as they han been·

earlier.

l See Eliasson, G., "Experiments with Fiscal
Policy Parameters on a Mirco-to-Macro Model of the
Swedish Economy" in Haveman-Hollehbeck (eds): Mic
roeconomic Simulation Monels for Public Policy
An~[i~[~,--A"c-äcfem:lc-"Press-198Cf:'- - - .-----.-.------ -.-..-----~
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The critical stability issue this time has to do

with the rate of structural change policy makers

are willing to absorb. One may say that. the C

series is similar to the Sweoish policy response

during the 1973/74 oil price shock. Raw material

prices were allowed to be transmitted through the

economy and be folioweö by a strong surge of wage

drift as absolute prices leveled out unexpectedly

in 1975 and after, mainly throuqh a strong drop in

raw material prices. The effects are dramatic in

the model experiments. Raw material producers

invest and expano through 1974 and then everything

suddenly collapses with the sector (almost all

firms) practically disappearing during the 80's.

The instability created has to do with the speed

of disappearance, of a large sector, employing in

1974 some 20 percent of the entire lahor force in

industry, to something quite insignificant, a

little more than 10 years later (see Figure Se).

The interesting thing is what this means to the

rest of manllfacturing ann what rlifference rleprecia

tion rules make.

The first thing to note is that generous deprecia

tion rules turn out to be a killing experience for

the raw material sector. Firms invest (see Figure

SA) and expano too fast, only to go bankrupt when

the market price si tuation sundenly turns arouno.

Gnly three firms of 15 are left at the end of the

simulation. Other sectors benefit from releasen

labor and slower wage increases, but total inClus

try output remains helow that in the matching R

run, when prices turneo against raw materials ear

lier and at a slower rate. Thif; misallocation due
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to a too fast adjustment of productian structure

cannot be made up for in 15 years.

Next, when depreciation rules are tightened up

investment slows down in all sectors during the

first decaoe. Obviously, this means very little

for output, even though investment is reduced sub

stantiaily. It saves several raw material produ

cers from overexpansion and close down in the

80's (only seven close down compared to 12 in the

earlier run). In this way the raw material sector

contributes to growth while other sectors, notably

investment goods industries, finn time to catch

up. Output in total manufacturing, as weIl as raw

material production, throughout the 20 year period

is in fact higher than in the scenario with gener

ous fiscal write-offs.

It may be of interest to ask which tax regime

gives the hest results--the optimum rate of struc

tural adjustment given full knowledge of the

market scenario. It appears that results in terms

of growth in output are much improvea when fiscaI

depreciation rules are kept tight until the raw

material boom is over in 1974 and then accelerated

for the rest of the period. However, the extra

output gain during the second c1ecade is costly in

terMS of investment, presumably because of the

drastic intersectoral change that takes place.

Some further micro detail is worth observing. In

the earlier experiments relatively profitable raw

material producers locked up labor resources and

kept engineerinq firms from expanding <luring the

first half _ of the simulation period. NO\fJ tight

fiscal rules have kept raw material firms from
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close down. The result is a higher

throughout the 20 year periorl than

experiments ann in particular ouring

year period. There obviously cannot

betweencorrespondenceone-to-one

expanding nuring that perio0. When the market

turns decisively in favor of the engineering

sector from 1974 ann onwarns, there is enough

labor for firms in that sector to expann wi thout

strong wage drift. With more generous fiscal depre

ciation rules they expand employment so heavily

that they nrive up wages to such an extent that

two additional raw material producers have to

tot.al output

in all other

the seconn 10

be a simple

profitabilitv

and growth at the macro level. The reallocation of

resources between firms that enhances output reduc

es rates of return in high performance, rapidly

expanding firms ana vice versa, leavinq very

little of stability in a macro relationship.

6. PROFITABILITY AND TAXES

The allocation effects of the fiscal depreciation

experiments are also mirrorecl in the hefare tax

returns to capital (see Section 2).

l'he individual firm may overinvest, driving down

the before tax rate of return, while the after tax

rate of return on equity increases because of a

more generous fiscal depreciation rule (series A),

or it may invest too much in the wrQng mar'ket for

the same reasons, driving clown all rate of return

measures (series R and C).

An expansive sector heing further stimulated by

gene rOllS fiscal write-offs may drive up the wage
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level f-or other sectors and hold rates of return

nown there. If market condi tions are suddenly re

versed (C series), the magni tuoe of the earlier

misallocation and the speed with which it is cor

rected, determines the rate of return consequenses

in other sectors and for all inöustry. The faster

low profit firms disappear, the faster overall

profitability recovers. On the whole, the complex

ity of the allocation machinery should warn us not

to expect as clear and transparent conclusions on

the rate of return side as on the growth side in

earlier sections.

lA/e will examine the real rate of return to capital

in all industry, l and each of the two markets raw

materials production (RAW) ann engineering (DUR)-

under the two tax regimes7 under stahle market

conditions (series A) as weIl as when the environ

ment is changing on the price side (series B and

C). Finally, we will exarnine individual firm beha

vior at the micro level.

a. Macro level

In the stable market environment (= A-series of

experiments) an increase or decrease of deprecia

tian allowances leaves profitability almost unaf

fected, when viewed at the total industry level.

(See Figure 67\ and Table 2). As wou la be expected

l The real return to capi tal has been calculateo
with a replaeernent east valuation of the fixed
assets. Nominal capital qains from price increases
on goods in stock have not been subtracted. Capi
tal gains due to relative price changes on invest
ment gooos have also been disregaroed.
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from section 2, a more generous depreciation rate

lowers the before tax return 2% on a yearly basis

through an expansion of investment at lower cut

off rates on the margin, without lowering the

after tax return on net worth. A reouction of the

fiscal write-off rate yields no oiscernihle long

term deviation from the reference case.

with a slowly introduceo price disadvantage for

the RA\v sector in the B-series, the "best" fiscal

policy at the total industry level seems to he the

generous one. In the long run, a rate of return

level 22% above that in the reference case is

attained • Over the first ten-year period an im

provement of 5% can be compared to a deterioration

of 2% in the tight policy alternative. l \.vhen for

eign prices are drastical1y turned around, in the

C series, the situation is reversed. A harsh

fiscal policy leaves all in~ustry 1R% better off

on the rate of return side, instead of 1% as in

the generous case.

In the last experiment on the C-scenarios, we

start wi th afiscai depreciation rate of 5%. Once

raw material firms are "safely on the oownward

side" from 1974 and on, we raise the rate to 25%,

with a view towaras stimulating investments in

profitable growth sectors. One result of this is

much more total output (see Figure 4 and Tahle l).

Compared to the case wi th generous fiscal rules,

the overall allocation of resources has improved a

l Due to practical and cost
latter run was (unfortunately)
than 10 years.

considerations this
not carried further



Table 2. Real return to total capital befare tax

Index 100 = Reference base case.

Scena- Foreign Fiscal Raw materials Engineering Total industry
rio price depre-

develop- ciatian 1968- 1978- 1968- 1968- 1978- 1968- 1968- 1978- 1968-
ment rate 1977 1987 1987 1977 1987 1987 1977 1987 1987

A Neutral 25 % 109 109 109 97 100 99 98 98 98

5 % 105 153 129 86 89 87 96 105 100
I

B Slow 25 % 68 la 39 122 176 149 105 139 122 ~
~

CD
pivoting 5 % 82 - - 105 - - 99

C Fast 25 % 97 23 60 106 164 135 98 105 101

pivoting 5 % 97 20 58 91 166 128 97 139 118

5~25 % 95 21 58 91 168 130 96 121 109

Note: The profitability in the two sectors is expressed in relation to Total industry.
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lot through a elever policy arrangement. Both the

private and the social benefits from this extra

allocation effect are large.

Such action also makes rates of return at the

total industry level increase substantial1y, but

not to the leve1 ohtainea when fisca1 nepreciation

rules were kept tight throughout the entire period

and forceii the firms to economize on capi tal ac

count. The other side of this has already been

observeo in earlier sections. A more generous

fiscal policy stimulateo investment and growth in

engineering. Dernanii for labor increasen as iiin the

wage level, driving rlown before tax returns to

investment slightly throughout industry.

b. Markets and industries

In Figures 5D and SE the shares of total industry

profits represented by the two subindustry groups

are shown. In Fiqures 6B and 6C before tax rate of

return variations arounii the base case are illus

trated. It should be noteii that in the initial

position raw material innustries (RAW) are infe

rior to engineering (DUR) in respect of profitabil

ity, yielding only 65% of the manufacturinq aver

age.

Speeiieii up fiscal oepreciations in the stable

market A-series, improverl the relative rate of

return position of the iiepresserI raw materi~l pro

ducing firms. In the markets for nurahle g000S,

profitahility stayed at the eilrlier level. Behinii

this shift in favor of raw Material producinq

fi rms, we finn an uneven distrihution of invest-
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ment expenses. RAW responded immediateIy and heavi

ly with investments as weIl as with increased

hiring of labor to the tax incentive. Investments

in DUR, on the other hand, were not affected at

all during the first years. The di fferent profit

abili ty posi tions at the beginning thus \vere cru

cial for the decisions to invest and expand. An

investment-boom in DUR did come about, but it was

delayed until the second decade of the simulation.

When nominal rates of return on net worth before

and after tax are compared with those in the refer

ence case, we find that the generous fiscal write

off rules increase the after tax rate of return

relatively more and uniformly in all four indus-

triai markets. This is the typical effect of tax-

leverage from the interest free tax-credit (see

( l ) in section 3 e). This result woulo have been

even more interesting if the model hao allowed for

a third source of finance, namely new issues of

share capital. In the current model version no

stock exchange exists. The only investor watchinq

the rate of return development and comparing it

with alternative investment opportunities, is the

firm itself.

The generous fiscal policy resulteo in the expect

en increase in investments (+10% at the a ll-indu

stry level). Since the lion's share is oirecteo to

the relatively unprofitahle raw material sector in

the first year~, the overall output effect is

l imi ted to an increase of 2. S% ann the return on

total capital to R oecrease of 2%.

Unoer the opposite, tight depreciation regime re

turns to capital in the raw material sector in-
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creases strong1y whi1e they decrease in the invest

ment goods industries. The reason is the depressed

investment cyc1e, generated by the fiscal rules,

throughout industry. It hurts durable goods produ

cers for some 10 years. Then a strong replacement,

investment cycle sets in. The simulation, however,

ends wi th a permanently reduced investment goods

producing sector (DUR).

As a consequence of the gradual favoring of DUR in

the B-series, profits and cash flows fade away

slowly· in the raw materials sector. Faster fiscal

write-offs rnean more investment in that sector

than wou1d otherwise have been the case, but the

stimulus mostly increases investment in the a1

ready expanding DUR-industries. This expansion

worsens the relative competitive situation of raw

material producers even further. During the second

ha1f of the simulation returns to capital in this

sector is down to one tenth of that in the base

case. Durable goods industries totally dominate

the investment scene. 11 out of 15 raw material

firms c10se down in the 80 I S and this fact he1ps

somewhat to 'keep up sector profitabi1ity. Most of

labor migrates to the engineering sector. In 1968,

22.7 and 36.2% of those emp10yed in industry

worked in RAW and DUR respectively. Twenty years

later only 4.2% remains with RAW, whereas 78.3%

earns their living in the durable goods producing

sector.

When relative prices are pivoted rnore strongly

against raw material pronucers after the temporary

profit bonanza in 1973/74 (C-series), the alloea

tian process is disturbed . The rerlistribution of
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real resources is not carried out qui te as smoothO

lyas in the slow pivoting, (B-series), and this

shows most clearly in profitability development,

the generallevei of inflation and the externa1

balance of the country. The restructuring of indus

try in the generous fiscal case does the most

damage to overall profitability (see Tahle 2), and

allocation results, in terms of output, are dismal

compared to the other fiscal alternatives (see

Figure 4). 12 out of 15 firms in the raw material

sector close down. In the tight fiscal case, insuf

ficient investment and capital equipment create,

in the first decade, a general run for labor,

driving wages and domestic prices sky high. A

prolonged profit depression in industry starts due

to deteriorating export margins . l The economy is

on its way back to normal profits and arestored

external balance towards the end of the 20 year

simulation but

above that in

reference case.

c. Micro level

at a price level

the tight fiscal

some 40 percent

and/or the base

and 30 synthetic firms,

four industrial markets.

all firms added up to

flata. We will now take

All experiments describen in this article were

carried out on a model-setting containing 30 real

equally divided on the

Consolioaterl accounts of

sector national accounts

a closer look at these

micro-units in the raw materials prorluction and

engineering inrlustries.

l This coulci have been countereil with a cievalua
tian and more inflation, at least temporarily.
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Figures 8 and 9 show the profitability outcome in

two C-simulations on a firm-by-firm basis, namely

the one wi th a tight fiscal policy throughout and

the one wi th a change to a generous policy after

six years.

Increased foreign competition (through price-pivot

ing) led to a decreasing RAW-sector in both experi

ments. The two scatter-diagrams show only firms

that managed to escape bankruptcy. The number of

RAW-firms has been reduced to one third.

Returns to total capital 1968 and 1979 have been

plotted in Figure 8 for the remaining firms under

the two schemes. The arrows indicate the direction

of the shift, with the head pointing at the "easy

fiscal policy" observation. In general, firms exhi

biting a low rate of return in the first case tend

to stay at that low level also after the change

has taken place (the bottorn-left part of the dia

gram). They seem however (with a couple of excep

tions) to be heading upwards. The oppos i te behav

ior can be said to hold for the initially highly

profitable firms. Their rates of return decline.

This fits our original hypothesis that highly pro

fi table firms inerease their investments because

of fiscal stimulus, to the extent that they drive

down before tax rates of return on the margin •

Firms on the edge of ruin, on the other hand, were

able to consolidate their positions by contracting

output and slowing down investment. The seatter

furthermore leaves the impression that good or bad

"luck", in terms of profits, seem to stay with

firms for a long time in the model, as in reality.

The seatter stays rather elose to the 4So -line.
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Figure 9 reflects the changed relation between

before- and after-tax rate of return on net worth

in the two experiments. Again, the arrow-heads

point in the direction of generous fiscal policy

observations.

All firms experience higher after-tax returns as a

consequence of tax stimulus. However, the most

striking feature is the clustering of firms into

two separate groups wi th entirely di fferent per

formance characteristics. Almost all high-profit

uni ts lower their before-tax rate of return as a

result of the more generous depreciation rules,

while the low-profit units do the reverse. In

fact, we are presented with an explanation to the

drop in profitability in engineering inoustries

observed in Figure 8.

The reason is, of course, a combination of reduced

slack and a contraction of output growth to a

relatively more efficient and profitable produc

tion range of the firms as a result of more com

petition. Part of this is reflected in a movement

of labor out of raw material firms into expanding

engineering firms. We think that this final conclu

sion illustrates one important feature of the

growth process, narn.ely that growth i tsel f affects

factor prices so that they tilt against the grow

ing firms. Endogenous factor price feed back so to

speak operates as a "growth cost factor" that

increases faster than proportionally to growth. It

is then also easy to see that arti ficial price

wedges (like taxes and subsioies) can easily rein

force that mechanism, slowing down both the re

source allocation process and growth, through in

creasing the cost of growth.
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These results finally suggest strongly that one

needs the dynamie representation of arnarket eco

nomy wi th endogenous factor prices and structural

change of the rnicro to rnaera model to conceptua

lize, think about and quantify these mechanisms.
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Investments in Total Manufact~ring, 1968-19A7
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Total Manufacturing Output, 1968-1987
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Figure 5B. Employment in Engineering (DUR) in percent

of Total Manufacturing Employment, 1950~1987
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Figure SF. Value Adden in Engineering (DUR) in percent
of Value Adrled in Total Manufacturing,

1950-1987
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Figure 6A. Rate of Return on Total Assets hetore Tax,

1968-1987. Total Manufacturing
Index 100 = Reference base case
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Figure Ge. Rate of Return to Total Assets hefore rax,

1968-1987. Raw Materials Productian (RAW) in

Relation to Total Manufacturing
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Figure 7. Effective Rate of Taxationa in Total

Manufacturing, 1968-19A7
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Figure 8. Rate of Return to total capital befo~e tax
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Figure 9. Rate of Return on Net Worth before (RWN)
and after(RWNT) Tax 1979
Percent
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